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Welcome from the SpringSim’16 Conference Chairs 
 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, it is our pleasure to welcome you to the 2016 Spring 
Simulation Multi-conference in Pasadena, California.  Pasadena is home to Caltech and the 
NASA/Caltech research centre for robotic space exploration - the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL). The conference is organized by the Society for Modeling and Simulation International 
(SCS), the World’s oldest international M&S society, which, from its inception in 1952, has 
effectively engaged our community and continues to play a significant role in advancing research 
and its contribution to practice. SpringSim’16 covers state-of-the-art developments in M&S 
methodology, technology and application in disciplines as diverse as applied computing, 
communications and networking, medicine, adaptive and autonomous systems.  
 
We have an excellent program to offer our attendees this year. This includes presentation of 
peer-reviewed original research papers, posters, work in progress, PhD student colloquium, 
keynote speeches, tutorials delivered by experts and a delegate tour of JPL.  This year’s 
conference consists of the following seven symposia:  Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium 
(Chairs: Levent Yilmaz and Tuncer Ören), Annual Simulation Symposium (Chairs: Jose J. 
Padilla and Andreas Tolk), Communications and Networking Symposium (Chairs: Hala 
ElAarag and Abdolreza Abhari), High Performance Computing Symposium (Chairs: Josef 
Weinbub and Marc Baboulin), Symposium on Modeling and Simulation in Medicine (Chairs: 
Jerzy Rozenblit and Johannes Sametinger), Symposium on Theory of Modeling and Simulation 
(Chairs: Fernando Barros and Herbert Praehofer) and a new symposium for SpringSim’16 -  
chaired by Saurabh Mittal and Jose Luis Risco Martin- Simulation of Complexity in Intelligent, 
Adaptive and Autonomous Systems (which includes the Simulation for Planetary Space 
Exploration track chaired by Priscilla Elfrey). We would like to thank the organizers of the 
symposia and their respective local committees and reviewers for their effort in putting together 
the technical part of the program. As a Multi-conference our success depends on their 
contribution.  
 
We have an exciting line-up of distinguished keynote speakers. We would like to express our 
gratitude to Prof. Paul Fishwick, Prof. Peter Haas and Dr. Stephen D. Wall for accepting our 
invitation to deliver keynote speeches.  
 
We would like to thank our sponsors who have donated money, software licenses and books and 
which has made it possible for us to recognize best papers in the conference, support student 
travel, and provide an enhanced conference experience for our delegates.  
 
Our sincere gratitude goes to our Organization Committee. We would like to thank Umut Durak 
and Murat Gunal (Proceedings Co-Chairs) and their extended proceedings team, Saikou Diallo 
(Awards and Sponsorship Chair), Masoud Fakhimi (Publicity Chair), Ross Gore (Tutorial Chair), 
Mamadou D. Seck (WIP Chair), Andrew J. Collins and Caroline C. Krejci (Poster Session and 
Student Colloquium Co-Chairs), Salim Chemlal and Mohammad Moallemi (Student M&S 
Mobile App Competition Co-Chairs) and Marc Banghart (Vendor Track) for their outstanding 
service.). We would like to thank the Oletha Darensburg and Aleah Hockridge (of the SCS staff) 
for conference coordination activities and Michael J. Chinni (also of the SCS staff) for his help 
with the proceedings. 



 
Thank you for making SprimSim’16 a success through your participation. We look forward to 
your continued participation in SpringSim’17. 
 
Navonil Mustafee, Ph.D. 
SpringSim 2016 
General Chair 
University of Exeter, Exeter, UK 

Saurabh Mittal, Ph.D. 
SpringSim 2016 
Vice-General Chair 
MITRE, USA 

Gregory Zacharewicz, Ph.D. 
SpringSim 2016 
Program Chair 
University of Bordeaux, 
France 

 
  



High Performance Computing Symposium (HPC'16) 
 
Welcome to the 2016 High Performance Computing Symposium (HPC'16). This is the 24th 
symposium devoted to the impact of high performance computing and communications on 
computer simulations. 
 
For many years now, advances in multi-core and many-core architectures, networking, high end 
computers, large data stores, and middleware capabilities are pushing high performance parallel 
and distributed simulations. Along with these new capabilities come new challenges in 
computing and system modeling. The goal of the 2016 HPC Symposium is to encourage 
innovation in high performance computing and communication technologies and to promote 
synergistic advances in modeling methodologies and simulation. It promotes the exchange of 
ideas and information between universities, industry, supercomputing centers, and national 
laboratories about new developments in system modeling, high performance computing and 
communication, scientific computing, big data analysis, and simulation. 
 
The HPC symposium series can look back to a long list of highly successful symposia. HPC'16  
continues the success story: It features high quality full papers covering a wide range of topics. 
We awarded one best paper and one runner-up paper this year, showing our appreciation for high 
quality research work.  
 
The success of HPC'16 is rooted within the various committees: The general Organization 
Committee who planned and organized everything, the Steering Committee who provided 
valuable advice and support, and the Program Committee who rigorously reviewed the 
submissions. We are particularly proud of our excellently configured committees, whose 
members are affiliated with first-class institutions from around the world: A testament to the high 
quality platform we are representing. 
 
On behalf of all the organizers and committees, we hope that everyone enjoys this year's 
outstanding program.  
 
 
Josef Weinbub, General Chair 
Marc Baboulin, General Vice-Chair 
William Thacker, Program Chair 
Lukas Polok, Program Vice-Chair 
Sanjukta Bhowmick, Publicity Chair 
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ABSTRACT
The solvers for solving large-scale linear systems occupy a
crucial part of a reservoir simulator. We have studied lin-
ear solvers on GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) workstations.
ILU(k) preconditioned Krylov subspace linear solvers have
been completed and over 20 times speedup can be achieved
on a four NVIDIA Tesla C2050/C2070 GPU workstation a-
gainst a Intel Xeon X5570 CPU. Algebraic multigrid solvers
with a group of smoothers are also implemented and the W-
cycle, F-cycle and V-cycle are studied. Up to 7 times speedup
of algebraic multigrid algorithms is obtained on single GPU.
The solution time of large-scale linear systems can be short-
ened significantly based on our GPU-based linear solvers.

Author Keywords
linear solvers; SpMV; GPU; ILU(k); preconditioner;
Algebraic multigrid

ACM Classification Keywords
G.4 Mathematical software: Parallel linear solvers

1. INTRODUCTION
Reservoir simulation is widely used in the petroleum indus-
try. Simulation software is employed to simulate the reser-
voir development and production cases under different op-
erating conditions. A classical simulation process contains
several phases, including physical modeling, nonlinear par-
tial differential equations, and solution of linear and nonlin-
ear equations [1]. Some linear algebraic equations must be
solved eventually. But the coefficient matrices of these equa-
tions are always large and sparse. For a three-dimensional
(100 × 100 × 100) reservoir model, if each grid cell has on-
ly one unknown, the coefficient matrix may have 1, 000, 000
rows and each row may contain only seven nonzero entries
on average. If a reservoir is heterogeneous or anisotropic[2,
4, 3], the linear systems are much more enormous and re-
quire hours or even days to be solved. For a classical black
oil model, over 70% of the simulation time is spent on the
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solution of linear systems [5]. Therefore, it is a crucial task
to accelerate the solution of large-scale sparse linear systems
for a reservoir simulator.

Two types of iterative solvers are commonly used. One is the
Krylov subspace solvers and the other is the AMG solvers.
The Krylov methods are suitable for general matrices, such
as GMRES (Generalized Minimal Residual) method devel-
oped by Saad et al. [6, 7], BiCGSTAB (Biconjugate Gradient
Stabilized) method, and ORTHOMIN (Orthogonal Minimum
Residual) method proposed by Vinsome [8]. These methods
have popular applications in reservoir simulations. If a matrix
is (symmetric) positive definite, the AMG methods are better
choices than the Krylov ones. This kind of matrices can be
derived from the pressure equation of a black oil model or
a compositional model. Many papers have been devoted to
AMG solvers. A classical AMG solver and a RS coarsening
strategy were developed by Ruge and Stüben [9, 10, 11, 12,
13], and a parallel coarsening strategy CLJP was developed
by Luby, Jones and Plassmann [14, 15].

Both the robustness and efficiency of an iterative solver can be
strengthened by coupling with a preconditioner. The restrict-
ed additive Schwarz (RAS) preconditioner was developed in
1999 [16], which is cheaper and faster than classical Additive
Schwarz preconditioner. The classical CPR (Constraint Pres-
sure Residual) preconditioner is combinations of ILU(k) and
AMG preconditioners [5, 19, 18, 20]. Chen et al. developed a
family of CPR-like preconditioners for parallel reservoir sim-
ulation [17], which are combinations of the RAS method and
the parallel AMG methods. Cao et al. developed a two-stage
CPR for reservoir simulation [18].

GPU is originally designed to accelerate the image displaying
on a screen. It is widely used in personal computers, mobile
phones and workstations. It specializes in enormous parallel
computing. Nowadays, GPU has been more and more popu-
lar in executing scientific computing tasks based on its excel-
lent floating calculation performance. For instance, a NVIDI-
A Tesla K40 GPU can run 2880 CUDA cores simultaneously.
A peak performance of 1.43 TFlops (Base Clocks) and 1.66
TFlops (GPU Boost Clocks) in double decision is acquired.
The memory bandwidth is 288 G/sec [21]. However, an In-
tel Core i7-5960X Processor Extreme Edition which is one



of the latest CPUs has only a 385 GFlops peak performance
in double precision and 68 GB/s of the memory speed [22,
23, 24]. Some professional performance analysis work about
GPU has been done [28], and a series of high performance
floating computing algorithms have been developed on GPU
platforms, such as the Krylov linear solvers by NVIDIA [20]
and Klie et al. [26], the AMG solvers by Haase et al. [25] and
the matrix multiplication investigation by Zhang et al [27]. If
multiple GPUs are jointed together, the performance should
be enhanced greatly.

High performance linear solves are necessary for the devel-
opment of a reservoir simulator. Based on the study of these
iterative algorithms and the GPU architecture, we developed
our own linear solvers which show favorable acceleration per-
formance. This paper focuses on the implementation mecha-
nism of the ILU(k) preconditioned linear solvers on multiple
GPUs. We also give a introduction to the AMG implemen-
tation. As most mature commercial reservoir simulators are
developed on CPUs, our new GPU based ILU(k) precondi-
tioned linear solvers would make a contribution to accelerate
the next generation simulators. A divide-and-conquer strate-
gy is employed to implement the linear solvers on GPUs. The
solvers are implemented based on the basic parallel compo-
nents such as the SpMV, vector operations, RAS, parallel tri-
angular solver and ILU(k) preconditioner. A series of numer-
ical experiments are presented to demonstrate the efficiency
and scalability.

This paper consists of the following sections: In §2, the vector
operations and SpMV mechanism are described. In §3, the
assembling and solving process of ILU(k) preconditioners are
introduced. In §4, this section explains how to implement the
iterative algorithms on GPUs. In §5, a series of numerical
experiments are executed to test the algorithm performance.
In §6, conclusions are given.

2. BASIC OPERATIONS
The iterative linear solvers are composed by some basic op-
erations of matrices and vectors, which are shown by equa-
tion (1) to (5). These operations can be classified into vector
operations and SpMV.

�y = αA�x+ β�y, (1)

�y = α�x+ β�y, (2)

�z = α�x+ β�y, (3)

a = (�x, �y), (4)

r = ‖�x‖2 =
√
(�x, �x). (5)

Vector addition and multiplication are easily designed as par-
allel algorithms because their elements are operated one to
one. Each atomic operation can be executed by one GPU
thread (CUDA core). For a multiple-GPU platform, a vector
operation is completed by several GPUs. We divide vectors
into some segments and distribute each pair of corresponding
segments onto one GPU. All the GPUs execute the tasks si-
multaneously. As there is no communication among GPUs,

parallel algorithms for vector operations are relative easy to
implement. The default block size is 256 and each GPU
thread is responsible for one entry only. Since each block
cannot communicate with each other, a multi-stage algorithm
is applied for dot product and shared memory is employed to
speedup calculations.

SpMV is more complex than vector operations. As a basic
operation in iterative algorithms, the SpMV speed occupies
an important position. First, it is necessary to select a suit-
able data structure for storing a matrix which is always large
and sparse. The ELL (Ellpack) format has a regular structure.
The data access speed must be fast because it is easy to lo-
cate any position. But lots of storage space may be wasted
if only a few rows have too many nonzero entries. The C-
SR (Compressed Sparse Row) format stores only the nonzero
entries based on an irregular storage structure. But its data
access speed is slower than ELL. We combine the two types
of formats together to form a HEC (hybrid of ELL and CSR)
format which inherits the advantage from both the ELL and
CSR. An original matrix is separated into two parts. One is
regular stored by ELL. The other is irregular stored by CSR.
The length of ELL rows is suggested as 20 based on experi-
ence [29]. As the matrix of SpMV are divided into column
vectors to compute, we store data entries in ELL part based on
column. The stride of ELL is set as multiples of 32 because a
NVIDIA GPU executes threads by a unit of wrap which con-
tains 32 threads. The Algorithm 1 gives the implementation
of SpMV on GPU threads. Each thread calculates one row
and the default block size is also 256.

Algorithm 1 SpMV in HEC on GPU

1: for i = 1: n do
2: multiplication of i-th row in ELL � one GPU core
3: end for
4:

5: for i = 1: n do
6: multiplication of i-th row in CSR � one GPU core
7: end for

For multiple GPUs, the original matrix is partitioned among
GPUs using METIS, a quasi-optimal partition method used in
our research [30]. It arranges all the nonzero entries along the
diagonal as close as possible by switching rows. So we have a
new matrix with dense diagonal blocks. This matrix is further
partitioned into sub matrices. The vector is also partitioned
into sub vectors accordingly. Each pair of sub matrix and
vector is then distributed onto one GPU.

Because there are still some sparse entries outside the diago-
nal block of a sub matrix, its corresponding sub vector can not
provide enough elements to complete the SpMV. We establish
a communication mechanism among GPUs to share common
data entries of vectors; see Figure 1. A shared buffer created
on the CPU is responsible for receiving and sending data. To
reduce communication time, the shared buffer is page-locked.
The communications are asynchronous and a barrier is re-
quired between receiving and sending operations. By now,
the matrix format, matrix partition and vector communication
are all completed.



GPU 1

GPU 2

shared cache

CPU

Figure 1. Vector communication

3. ILU(K) PRECONDITIONERS
A preconditioner system must be solved at least once in one
loop of an iterative algorithm. An LU factorization changes
the preconditioner system into two triangular systems. As the
preconditioner theory requires the preconditioner matrix to
be similar to the original matrix A, LU can be obtained by
an ILU (incomplete LU) factorization of A. In our study, we
develop the ILU(k) factorization on multiple GPU architec-
ture. The nonzero pattern of the result matrices L and U is
controlled by level k [6]. If k is 0, nonzero pattern LU is just
the same as that of A. The two triangular matrices of L and U
have the same dimension as the original matrix A and should
be solved on GPUs in parallel. We have designed a parallel
triangular solver based on the level schedule method on G-
PUs [6, 31]; see Algorithm 2. All the equations are classified
into k levels. The first level is a free level and each equation
has only one unknown. So all the equations in the first level
can be solved simultaneously. The second level only depends
on the first level and each equation has two unknowns. Af-
ter the first level is solved, the second level becomes free and
can be solved subsequently. Repeating this process until all
the unknowns are obtained. The utilization rate of GPU cores
depends on the number of equations in each level. If a level
has enough equations for each GPU core, the performance of
the GPU is in a maximal use. However, the parallel struc-
ture of L and U is not good enough to make full use of the
parallel capability on GPUs in many cases. It is better for us
to optimize the parallel structure of the original matrix A be-
fore ILU(k) factorization. In our research, we use the RAS
(Restricted Additive Schwarz) method to achieve the goal.

Algorithm 2 Level schedule method on GPU

1: for i = 1 : k do
2: for each equation(j) in level(i) do
3: solve the j-th equation; � one GPU core
4: end for
5: end for

RAS is proposed by Cai et al. [16]. Its first step is to par-
tition the matrix A into sub matrices. We use the METIS
method to complete the partition step [30]. As we only need
the preconditioner matrix is approximate equal to the matrix
A, the sparse entries outside the diagonal blocks can be dis-
carded. Therefore, the diagonal blocks can be solved in par-
allel. However, we gain the improvement of parallel structure

with the loss of some entries. The calculation accuracy would
decrease and more iteration times are needed. If the size of
a diagonal block is smaller, more equations are collected in
each level of the level schedule method. Thus, the parallel
performance on each GPU are enlarged. This phenomenon
can be demonstrated in the numerical experiment section.

RAS proposes an overlap technique to compensate for the
loss of accuracy. It enlarges each diagonal block by including
its neighbor entries. The overlap process can be explained by
Figure 2. The circle symbols represent a diagonal block. If a
nonzero entry denoted by the gray rectangle lies outside the
diagonal block, we can extend the diagonal block by the col-
umn of this rectangle and the row which has the same index
as the column has. The new enlarged diagonal block is called
a one-layer overlapped block. If there is a nonzero entry rep-
resented by the triangle lying outside the new block, we can
do the same extension by a second-layer of overlap.

Figure 2. Restricted Additive Schwarz

On each block, the ILU(k) preconditioner uses the parameter
k to control the fill-in entries. A higher k allows more entries
in the preconditioner matrix pattern. If we improve k, the cal-
culation accuracy will increase and less iterations are need-
ed. On the other side, the acceleration effects of GPU may
decrease as more fill-in entries affect the parallel structure.
These effects can be shown by the numerical experiments.

For multiple GPUs, the parallel architecture is more complex
than a single GPU. The CPU use OpenMP threads to control
GPUs. All the GPUs form the first layer of parallelization. On
each GPU, hundreds of CUDA cores form the second layer of
parallelization. Such an architecture can be looked as a nested
parallelization and a nested RAS is needed.

In a summary, we have designed and implemented the ILU(k)
preconditioner based on the characteristics of GPU architec-
ture. The preconditioner systems can be solved on GPUs in
parallel.

4. ITERATIVE SOLVERS

4.1 Krylov Solvers
We have implemented the Krylov algorithms including the
CG (Conjugate Gradient) method and the GMRES (General-
ized Minimal Residual) method . We use the CG method for
as a sample analysis because all the Krylov algorithms have
similar calculations. Algorithm 3 gives a detailed description
of CG [7]. Lines with a comment on the right indicate com-
ponents that must run on the GPUs. The line 1 and line 12
both have a SpMV operation. The line 4 needs to solve a



ILU(k) preconditioner system. These components are com-
plex in parallel design and time costly. We have given a de-
tailed introduction above. The line 16 is about a Euclidean
norm of �r which is computed by the operation of dot product.
All the vector operations are relative easy to be implemented
in parallel.

Algorithm 3 Conjugate Gradient algorithm

1: �r = �b−A�x0; �x0 is an initial guess vector
2: � SpMV; Vector update
3: for k = 1, 2, · · · do
4: Solve �z from M�z = �r � Preconditioner system
5: ρk−1 = (�r, �z) � Dot product
6: if k = 1 then
7: �p = �z
8: else
9: β = (ρk−1/ρk−2)

10: �p = �z + β�p � Vector update
11: end if
12: �q = A�p � SpMV
13: α = ρk−1/(�p, �q) � Dot product
14: �x = �x+ α�p � Vector update
15: �r = �r − α�q � Vector update
16: if ‖�r‖2 is satisfied then � Dot product
17: Stop
18: end if
19: end for

4.2 AMG Solvers
The AMG algorithm is designed specially for (symmetric)
positive definite matrices. These linear systems can be de-
rived from elliptic equations, such as the pressure equation
from a compositional model in reservoir simulation. The dis-
crete methods could be the FDM (finite difference method),
FVM(finite volume method) or FEM (finite element method).
An AMG algorithm can be designed as a V-cycle, F-cycle
or W-cycle. The V-cycle algorithm has a relative simple
structure. Smoothers are implemented as a regular iterative
method. They reduce the high frequency errors. A restric-
tion operator is responsible for transferring a problem from
a finer grid into a coarser grid on which the problem would
be much easier to be solved. A prolongation operation plays
an inverse role compared to a restriction operator. We have
developed the RS coarsening operator and the RSSTD pro-
longation operator proposed by Ruge and Stüben [9, 10].

Figure 3 shows the data structure of smoothers. The matrix
A represents a coarser matrix. The matrix S and N are used
to store general smoother matrices. The vector D is used for
storing diagonal smoother matrix. alpha, beta and damping
are configuration parameters. Apparently, sm type repre-
sents the smoother type. We have developed the smoothers of
damped Jacobi (dJacobi), weighted Jacobi (wJacobi), Gauss-
Seidel (GS) and Chebyshev polynomial smoothers (Chev),
etc.

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Numerical experiments are given in this section. The exper-
iment matrices are collected in Table 1. The first matrix is

* :  one dimensional array

amg_sm_cpu
 A: mat_csr_t

 S: mat_csr_t

 N: mat_csr_t

 D: FLOAT *

 alpha: FLOAT

 beta: FLOAT

 damping: FLOAT

 sm_type: INT

amg_sm_gpu
 A: mat_hec_t

 S: mat_hec_t

 N: mat_hec_t

 D: FLOAT *

 alpha: FLOAT

 beta: FLOAT

 damping: FLOAT

 sm_type: INT

Figure 3. Smoother data structure

SPE10 which comes from a black oil model and It serves
as a benchmark matrix in reservoir simulation [5]. In our
experiments, we use it as a representative to test the algo-
rithm performance for reservoir simulation. The 3D P1 and
3D P2 are three-dimensional Poisson matrices. We use them
to test the GMRES solver and the AMG solver. The other
matrices are collected from the matrix market of the Univer-
sity of Florida [32]. They are used to test the performance
of SpMV. The development and experimental parameters are
listed in Table 2. All the results are calculated on average
of three runs. The iteration times are used to measure the
convergence performance. The CPU version algorithms are
also implemented and coded directly by C language without
SIMD vectorisation techniques. They serve as reference al-
gorithms executed in serial on one CPU core. The parallel
performance is measured by the speedup which is calculated
by the equation (6).

Matrix # of Rows Nonzeros NNZ/N
SPE10 2,188,851 29,915,573 14
3D P1 216,000 1,490,400 7
3D P2 1,000,000 6,940,000 7

BenElechi1 245,874 6,698,185 27
af shell8 504,855 9,042,005 18
atmosmodd 1,270,432 8,814,880 7
Hook 1498 1,498,023 30,436,237 20
memchip 2,707,524 13,343,948 5

Table 1. Matrices for SpMV

Parameter Value
CPU Intel Xeon X5570, 4 cores

GPU NVIDIA Tesla C2050/C2070, 448 CUDA cores

Operating system CentOS X86 64

CUDA version 5.1

GCC version 4.1

floating precision double

Table 2. Environment Parameters

speedup = CPUtime/GPUtime (6)

5.1 SpMV
The running results of SpMV are listed in Table 3 and Table 4.
SPE10 has over two million rows. It acquires 11.94 speedup
on one GPU and 36.09 speedup on four GPUs. The 3D P1



has over two hundred thousand rows and 17.69 speedup and
21.11 speedup are obtained on one and four GPUs, respec-
tively. The 3D P2 has exact one million rows and obtains
18.09 speedup on one GPU and 24.18 speedup on four G-
PUs. The rows of matrices from the matrix market are from
245,874 to 2,707,524 which is a wide range. The speedup of
them is over 8 on one GPU and over 26 on four GPUs. The
matrix BenElechi1 has the maximal speedup 43.41. There-
fore, the SpMV kernel have favorable speedup performance
on GPUs.

Matrix CPU 1 GPU 2 GPU 3 GPU 4 GPU
SPE10 0.056789 0.004757 0.002524 0.001927 0.001573

3D P1 0.003539 0.000200 0.000199 0.000234 0.000168

3D P2 0.016265 0.000899 0.000661 0.000735 0.000673

BenElechi1 0.011996 0.000844 0.000494 0.000352 0.000276

af shell8 0.017545 0.001667 0.000927 0.000667 0.000519

atmosmodd 0.017009 0.001254 0.000778 0.000776 0.000643

Hook 1498 0.056389 0.006423 0.003404 0.002471 0.001912

memchip 0.032608 0.003144 0.001802 0.001274 0.001021

Table 3. SpMV(HEC) running time [second]

Matrix 1 GPU 2 GPU 3 GPU 4 GPU
SPE10 11.94 22.50 29.47 36.09
3D P1 17.69 17.75 15.14 21.11
3D P2 18.09 24.59 22.13 24.18

BenElechi1 14.21 24.30 34.08 43.41
af shell8 10.53 18.93 26.32 33.78
atmosmodd 13.57 21.87 21.93 26.45
Hook 1498 8.78 16.57 22.82 29.49
memchip 10.37 18.10 25.59 31.93

Table 4. SpMV(HEC) speedup

As the GPU number goes up, most speedup performance dis-
play a linear growth tendency; see Figure 4. However, the
3D P1 and 3D P2 have poor linear relation. That might be
caused by their patterns which have great influence on the
communications among GPUs.
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Figure 4. SpMV(HEC) speedup vs. GPU number

Next, we use the HYB matrix format as a reference format
for the SpMV experiments, which is developed by Bell and
Garland [33, 34]. It is a hybrid format composed by ELL
and COO. The SpMV algorithms on CPU or GPUs remains
unchanged except the matrix format. The running time and
speedup results of HYB are collected in Table 5 and Table 6.

Matrix CPU 1 GPU 2 GPU 3 GPU 4 GPU
SPE10 0.056789 0.004733 0.002587 0.002520 0.001998

3D P1 0.003539 0.000200 0.000191 0.000226 0.000163

3D P2 0.016265 0.000899 0.000652 0.000675 0.000656

BenElechi1 0.011996 0.000843 0.000492 0.000349 0.000272

af shell8 0.017545 0.001827 0.000969 0.001347 0.001689

atmosmodd 0.017009 0.001254 0.000775 0.000774 0.000629

Hook 1498 0.056389 0.006690 0.003998 0.003360 0.003474

memchip 0.032608 0.003329 0.002161 0.001272 0.001535

Table 5. SpMV(HYB) running time [second]

Matrix 1 GPU 2 GPU 3 GPU 4 GPU
SPE10 12.00 21.95 22.53 28.42
3D P1 17.69 18.53 15.63 21.67
3D P2 18.09 24.93 24.08 24.79

BenElechi1 14.22 24.40 34.37 44.10
af shell8 9.60 18.11 13.03 10.39
atmosmodd 13.56 21.94 21.98 27.06
Hook 1498 8.43 14.11 16.78 16.23
memchip 9.80 15.09 25.63 21.24

Table 6. SpMV(HYB) speedup

For the matrices from the matrix market, the speedup of them
is over 8 on one GPU and over 10 on four GPUs. For the
matrices 3D P1 and 3D P2, the HYB format has similar
speedup values to the HEC. For the matrix SPE10, the HYB
format has good speedup effects as GPU number increases.
It goes up to 28.42 times faster on four GPUs. However, this
value is much less than 36.09 provided by the HEC format
on four GPUs. Figure 5 shows the speedup tendency with
the GPU number. We can see that the HYB format has poor
linear rising tendency for some matrices.
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Figure 5. SpMV(HYB) speedup vs. GPU number

5.2 Krylov Solvers
We use the GMRES algorithm as a representative of the
Krylov iterative algorithms. Its restart number is 20. The
iteration times are recorded according to the outer loop. Ob-
viously, the inner loop iteration times are calculated by 20
multiples. The testing matrix is SPE10. Since the ILU(k)
preconditioner systems are solved on the RAS blocks, we de-
sign two types of experiments. One focuses on the RAS paral-
lel structure. The other focuses on the ILU(k) preconditioner.
The results are listed in Table 8 and Table 9. Abbreviations
listed in Table 7 are used for the short of column names.



OB Outer RAS blocks(GPU number)
IB Inner RAS blocks
OL Outer Overlap Layers
IL Inner Overlap Layers
k ILU(k) levels

CPU(s) CPU time [second]
GPU(s) GPU time [second]

Spd Speedup
Ite Iteration Times

Table 7. Column Name Abbreviations

In order to test the RAS performance, we use the ILU(0) pre-
conditioner. From Table 8, the outer ras blocks goes up from
1 to 4 and the inner ras blocks goes up from 4 to 1024. In
the first four cases, the outer overlap and the inner overlap
are configured as 0. We can see the speedup increases from
10.86 to 35.41. As more ras blocks need more entries to be
removed, the calculation accuracy is affected. Thus more it-
eration times are required to reach convergence. The iteration
goes up from 23 to 86. A clear effect is shown by Figure 6.
The last two cases are about a different outer overlap and in-
ner overlap. Higher overlaps allow the blocks to include more
neighborhood entries. This may compensate for the loss of
calculation accuracy but cause heavier calculation burden. So
the iteration times are reduced to 40 when overlaps are set
to 1 and further to 34 when overlaps are set to 2. And the
speedup also goes down to 28.44 and 26.26 correspondingly.

OB IB OL IL k CPU(s) GPU(s) Spd Ite
1 4 0 0 0 144.81 13.34 10.86 23
2 8 0 0 0 145.31 7.96 18.26 25
3 128 0 0 0 211.02 7.35 28.70 34
4 1024 0 0 0 487.13 13.76 35.41 86
4 1024 1 1 0 279.12 9.81 28.44 40
4 1024 2 2 0 303.16 11.54 26.26 34

Table 8. RAS for SPE10 on GPUs
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Figure 6. RAS speedup & iteration vs. GPU number

The level of ILU(k) is used to control the matrix pattern of a
preconditioner system. A higher k means more fill-in entries.
We expect less iteration times because of a higher calcula-
tion accuracy caused by extra entries. But more extra entries
must affect the parallel performance. Table 9 demonstrates

this principle. In the four cases, all the parameters are fixed
except the level k. As k goes up from 0 to 3, the iteration
goes down from 27 to 13. But there is an exception value 33
when k is 2. That might caused by the matrix pattern. The
speedup proves the above analysis very well and it goes down
from 27.28 to 7.22.

OB IB OL IL k CPU(s) GPU(s) Spd Ite
4 256 1 1 0 168.34 6.17 27.28 27
4 256 1 1 1 132.99 8.03 16.55 17
4 256 1 1 2 258.56 21.39 12.09 33
4 256 1 1 3 150.31 20.82 7.22 13

Table 9. ILU(k) for SPE10 on GPUs

5.3 AMG Solvers
The AMG experiments are executed on the matrix 3D P1
and 3D P2. We use the RS coarsening strategy and the
RSSTD (standard RS) interpolation. The iteration of the pre-
smoothing and post-smoothing is set to 3.

In the first experiment, the djacobi smoother is employed.
Different levels of the V-cycle are tested on one GPU and
the results are listed in Table 10. We can see that the levels
has slight influence on the speedup and iteration. The most
speedup values are over 4 except the level 5. Five iterations
times are needed for convergence. The AMG performance is
stable for different levels.

Level CPU(s) GPU(s) Spd Ite
3 1.15 0.20 5.59 5
4 0.64 0.15 4.20 5
5 0.53 0.17 3.08 5
6 0.54 0.11 4.88 5
7 0.51 0.11 4.79 5
8 0.50 0.11 4.68 5
9 0.49 0.10 4.82 5

Table 10. AMG levels for 3D P1(60× 60× 60)

In Table 11, we test several types of smoothers at a fixed lev-
el of 9. The djacobi smoother and the wjacobi smoother
have the best speedup which are over 7. The chev smoother
has a speedup of 3.61. However, the gs smoother has only
a speedup of 0.10 which means the GPU time is ten times
longer than the CPU time. Hence, it is better for the gs s-
moother to be used on CPU algorithms. From the exper-
iment analysis above, we know that the convergence and
the speedup perform contradictorily to some extent and the
speedup and iteration have a similar variation trend which is
shown by the Figure 7.

Smoother CPU(s) GPU(s) Spd Ite
djacobi 2.97 0.42 7.02 6
wjacobi 5.08 0.72 7.05 10
gs 2.70 27.58 0.10 4
chev 4.06 1.12 3.61 8

Table 11. AMG smoothers for 3D P2(100× 100× 100)

6. CONCLUSION
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Figure 7. AMG speedup & iteration vs. smoothers

We have developed the ILU(k) preconditioned Krylov solver-
s and AMG solvers for reservoir simulation on GPUs. The
SpMV is designed on the HEC matrix format and a specific
communication mechanism. On our four-GPU platform, 20
to 40 times speedup for the SpMV is acquired. The SPE10
(reservoir simulation benchmark matrix; over two million
rows) can be accelerated up to 35 times faster by the pre-
conditioned GMRES solver on four GPUs. The AMG solver
works well with djacobi and wjacobi smoothers and 7 times
speedup is obtained for a three-dimensional Poisson matrix
(one million rows) on one GPU. Therefore, the linear solvers
based on multiple-GPU workstations have prospective appli-
cations in accelerating reservoir simulators.
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ABSTRACT 
The reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) method has 
enabled large-scale simulations of chemical reactions 
involving multimillion atoms, but its reliability is severely 
limited by the quality of reactive force fields (ReaxFF). For 
accurate RMD simulations, we have proposed a dynamic 
approach, where ReaxFF is trained by directly fitting RMD 
trajectories against a quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) 
trajectory on the fly, instead of a conventional approach of 
fitting a quantum-mechanical database of static quantities. 
To do so, multiobjective genetic algorithms (MOGA) were 
previously implemented using file-based communications 
between RMD, QMD and genetic-algorithm computations. 
However, this file-based approach is not scalable for a high-
throughput workflow involving hundreds of concurrent 
RMD simulations. Here, we present a scalable in situ 
MOGA (iMOGA) workflow that eliminates the file I/O 
bottleneck using interprocess communications but with 
minimal modification of the original parallel RMD code. 
For a population of 120 RMD simulations, the new iMOGA 
workflow has achieved a speed-up of factor 2.15 over the 

original MOGA workflow. Furthermore, iMOGA exhibits a 
weak-scaling parallel efficiency of 0.848 on 120 processors, 
which is much higher than 0.720 of MOGA. 

Author Keywords 
Multiobjective genetic algorithm; high-throughput 
workflow; reactive force fields; in situ data analysis 

ACM Classification Keywords 
J.2 PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) method has 
enabled large-scale simulations of chemical reactions 
involving multimillion atoms [2-4]. In RMD simulations 
based on first principles-based reactive force fields 
(ReaxFF), the interatomic interaction changes dynamically, 
adapting to the local environment, to describe the breakage 
and formation of chemical bonds between atoms. A ReaxFF 
contains a number of model parameters, which are usually 
fitted to quantum mechanical (QM) calculations. For 
predictive RMD simulations based on a large QM training 
dataset, several ReaxFF optimization frameworks have 
been developed recently based on multiobjective genetic 
algorithms (MOGA) and other evolutionary optimization 
methods [5, 6]. The QM training set commonly contains the 
energies of small molecules and the activation barriers of 
key chemical reactions. However, the transferability of the 
ReaxFF to highly nonequilibrium processes such as high-
temperature oxidation remains untested. SpringSim-HPC 2016 April 3-6 Pasadena, CA, USA 
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For more accurate RMD simulations of far-from-
equilibrium reaction dynamics, we have proposed a 
dynamic approach, where ReaxFF is trained by directly 
fitting RMD trajectories against a quantum molecular 
dynamics (QMD) [7-10] trajectory on the fly, instead of a 
conventional approach of fitting a QM database of static 
quantities. To do so, we have previously implemented a 
MOGA workflow using file-based communications 
between RMD, QMD and genetic-algorithm (GA) 
computations. However, this file-based approach is not 
scalable for a high-throughput workflow involving 
hundreds of concurrent RMD simulations. 

In this paper, we present a new scalable in situ MOGA 
(iMOGA) workflow that eliminates the file I/O bottleneck 
using interprocess communications but with minimal 
modification of the original parallel RMD code. For a 
population of 120 RMD simulations, the new iMOGA 
workflow has achieved a speed-up of factor 2.15 over the 
original MOGA workflow as well as a high weak-scaling 
parallel efficiency of 0.848 on 120 processors. 

2. METHODS 
In this section, we first describe the optimization of ReaxFF 
parameters using a multiobjective genetic algorithm 
(MOGA), followed by it scalable parallel extension, in situ 
MOGA (iMOGA). 

2.1 Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) for 
ReaxFF-Parameter Optimization 

As a specific example, we study high-temperature oxidation 
of a silicon carbide nanoparticle (nSiC) in oxygen (O2) 
environment. The goal was to train ReaxFF parameters for 
RMD simulations against a small QMD simulation 
containing ~102 atoms. Subsequently, the optimized 
ReaxFF parameters were used to perform 108-atom RMD 
simulations on 786,432 IMB Blue Gene/Q processors. For 
the ReaxFF training, simulations were performed for a 50-
atom nSiC immersed in 50 O2 molecules using both QMD 
and RMD simulation methods, with exactly the same 
simulation schedule for a fair comparison (Fig. 1). Namely, 
we first created an nSiC surrounded by O2 molecules in a 
cubic box of side length 16.289 Å. The system was relaxed 
at a temperature of 300 K for 1.2 ps by following molecular 
dynamics (MD) trajectories in the canonical (i.e., NVT) 
ensemble, where the unit time step Δt was 1.2 fs. 
Subsequently, the nSiC was oxidized for 1.2 ps at 2,800 K 
with Δt = 0.4 fs. Chemical reaction dynamics was analyzed 
by calculating the numbers of Si-O, C-O and C-C bonds as 
a function of time. 

While the RMD simulation using the originally published 
ReaxFF parameters [1] reproduces overall oxidation 
behaviors of nSiC in the QMD simulation (i.e., production 
of more Si-O bonds compared with C-O bonds and 
unexpected condensation of C clusters connected by C-C 
bonds), detailed analyses reveal certain discrepancies in the 

numbers of Si-O, C-C and C-O bonds as shown in the left 
column of Fig. 2. 

To improve the accuracy of RMD simulation, we have 
implemented a MOGA workflow that trains ReaxFF 
parameters on the fly during RMD simulations. In this 
approach, the time series of the numbers of Si-O, C-O and 
C-C bonds in a population of RMD simulations using 
different ReaxFF parameters are compared with the ground-
truth QMD results (red lines in Fig. 2). As a simple 
example, we here optimize three of the ReaxFF parameters, 
i.e., the van der Waals radii of Si, C and O atoms. 
Accordingly, each gene in MOGA is a triplet of three real 
numbers (a general gene is an n-tuple composed of n of the 
ReaxFF parameters). For MOGA training, we use the 
NSGA-II approach with blend crossover and random 
mutation of ReaxFF parameters [11], where the three cost 
functions are the mean-square differences between the 
QMD and RMD results on the Si-O, C-O and C-C time 

 
Figure 1. Snapshots of a QMD simulation to study high-
temperature oxidation of a SiC nanoparticle. (a) Initial 
configuration and (b) final configuration after oxidation at a 
temperature of 2,800 K. Yellow, cyan and red spheres represent 
Si, C and O atoms, respectively. 



series. The mutation and crossover probabilities are set as 
0.1 and 0.9 respectively, and the population size is 120. 
Mutation and crossover operations on ReaxFF parameters 
are combined with the survival-of-the-fittest strategy to 
train the parameters to better fit the QMD ground truth. The 
goal of MOGA is to find a set of solutions (or genes) that 
are not dominated by any other solution, i.e., no other 
solution is better than it in all objectives. At each GA 
round, all solutions are ranked according to the 
nondomination level (i.e., the number of objectives for 
which the solution is not dominated). Members at the same 
level dominate each other in at least one objective, and all 
members at level k is dominated by all solutions at levels k-
2, k-3, ..., 1. To sort the current solutions into different non-
domination levels, we first find all solutions that are not 
dominated by any other solution in at least one objective. 
We put these solutions in level 1. Subsequently, we apply 
the same procedure for the remaining solutions that have 
not been sorted yet and put them in level 2. The procedure 
is applied recursively until all solutions are ranked. The 
fitness of the solution is chosen to be a decreasing function 
of the nondomination level thus calculated. The MOGA 
algorithm repeats rounds of generations to iteratively push 
the gene population toward a set of nondominated 
solutions, i.e., Pareto front. 

The algorithm converges to the Pareto front in 165 
generations, after which no further improvement is 
observed. The right column of Fig. 2 compares the bond 
time series between the QMD and best RMD results at the 
165th generation of MOGA optimization. We see a 
dramatically improved agreement between the QMD and 
RMD results compared with that with the original ReaxFF 
parameters (left column of Fig. 2). 

2.2 Scalable Parallel In Situ MOGA (iMOGA) Workflow 
In the original MOGA workflow in Fig. 3(a), GA 
procedures and a population of RMD simulation processes 
communicate by writing and reading files. The workflow 
implemented as a Python script performs the following 
procedures: Given as input a set of N parameter n-tuples 
(corresponding to a population of N genes), the procedure 
first creates N force-field parameter files. These parameter 

 
Figure 3. MOGA workflows for ReaxFF parameter optimization. 
(a) The original file-based MOGA workflow. (b) The new 
communication-based iMOGA workflow without the use of 
massive intermediate files. 

 
Figure 2. Numbers of Si-O (top row: (a) and (b)), C-O (middle: 
(c) and (d)) and C-C (bottom: (e) and (f)) bonds produced during 
QMD (i.e., the ground-truth, red) and ReaxFF-based RMD (blue) 
simulations as a function of time. The left ((a), (c), (e)) and right 
((b), (d), (f)) columns are results with the original ReaxFF 
parameters from Ref. [1] and those with the parameters optimized 
by our MOGA framework, respectively. 



files are read by N concurrent RMD simulations, one for 
each gene, where each RMD simulation is an message 
passing interface (MPI) job [3, 4]. Each RMD process 
simulates the nSiC oxidation process using the assigned 
variant of ReaxFF parameters, and outputs three bond time-
series files containing, respectively, the numbers of Si-O, 
C-O and C-C bonds as a function of time. Next, another 
Python function reads these bond time-series files along 
with the ground truth time series from QMD simulation to 
calculate the mean-square error (or the cost) associated with 
each ReaxFF parameter n-tuple. The error values for the N 
parameter n-tuples are written in a single error file. The 
error information is used by a GA function that combines 
crossover and mutation operations to generate the next 
generation of N genes based on the survival-of-the-fittest 
strategy. This constitutes one round of GA iteration, which 
is repeated until the results converge within a prescribed 
tolerance or the number of GA rounds reaches the 
prescribed maximum value.  

The most serious bottleneck of the MOGA workflow is the 
number of files and directories generated during the 
runtime. For a population of size N, the original 
implementation first creates N directories to run N RMD 
simulations concurrently at each round of GA optimization. 
Within each directory, the workflow creates one ReaxFF 
parameter file and each RMD simulation generates 3 bond 
time-series files as outputs. This amounts to a total of 4N 
files. While this was manageable for the simple example of 
N = 120 (or 480 files) explained above, we anticipate needs 
for much larger MOGA optimizations in near future. 
Instead of just 3 of the total of several hundred ReaxFF 
parameters in the above example, we need to optimize more 
parameters for more complex chemical reactions. The 
resulting higher-dimensional optimization would require a 
drastically larger population size N, for which the required 
4N files would become a serious bottleneck. For example, 
we have recently run RMD simulations, each involving 
786,432 MPI ranks on 786,432 Blue Gene/Q cores [4]. In 
the runs, we needed to employ collective I/O by grouping 
data from multiple MPI ranks into one file, since the system 
could not handle 786,432 files. We used the optimal I/O 
group size of 192 MPI processes to minimize the I/O time, 
amounting to 4,096 files for 786,432 ranks [12]. Similar 
limitation will hold for larger MOGA optimizations. 
To eliminate the file I/O bottleneck, we here develop a 
scalable in situ MOGA (iMOGA) workflow (Fig. 3(b)), 
which is based on interprocess communications but with 
minimal modification of the original parallel RMD code 
[4]. The iMOGA workflow uses a client-server model, 
where the main workflow script runs on the head node and 
acts as the server. First, we made a minimal modification of 
the RMD simulation code written in Fortran. Instead of 
writing bond time-series outputs to a file as in the original 
program, the modified program writes it to the standard 
output. (This only requires a few lines of changes in the 
complex production code.) This output is then piped to a 

Python script to calculate the error values as input to the 
GA procedure. The Python script then connects to the head 
node as a client, and sends back the error values as a string. 

After receiving error values from all clients, the server 
writes them to a file and executes a GA procedure written 
in C. The output from the GA procedure is a set of N 
ReaxFF parameter n-tuples for the next round of ReaxFF 
simulations, which is written into another file. The 
workflow script reads this file and starts the next GA round 
by spawning MPI jobs for RMD simulations, one per each 
gene, by communicating ReaxFF parameter n-tuples as 
command line arguments. 

The entire iMOGA workflow creates only two files per GA 
round (instead of 4N files in the original MOGA workflow), 
i.e., the input and output of the GA procedure. Each 
instance of the RMD simulations reads a single identical 
initial-configuration file. It also reads an identical ReaxFF 
parameter file that contains several hundred parameters, out 
of which only three parameters are replaced by the values 
read as command line arguments. RMD simulation does not 
write any file. Since the total number of files does not 
depend on the population size, the iMOGA workflow is 
expected to be much more scalable than the original 
MOGA workflow. 

3. RESULTS 
We have compared the scalability of the new client-server 
iMOGA workflow with that of the original file-based 
MOGA workflow. The scalability tests have been 
performed on a Linux cluster at the Center for High-
Performance Computing of the University of Southern 
California. Each computing node comprises of dual 
octocore Intel Xeon CPUs with 64 GB DDR3 memory, 
operating at a clock cycle of 2.66 GHz. These nodes are 
interconnected via 56.6 Gbit/s Infiniband network. 

Figure 4 shows the running time for two GA rounds as a 
function of the population size N, where the number of 
cores is set equal to N to perform isogranular scaling tests. 
We compare the running time of the new iMOGA 
workflow (red) with that of the original MOGA workflow 
(blue). It is observed that the running time of the file-based 
MOGA workflow increases monotonically with N. This is 
likely due to the increasing number of file I/O operations 
(note that 4N files are created per GA round) for larger N. 
In contrast, the running time of the client-server iMOGA 
remains nearly constant between N = 16 and 120. This is 
understandable, since only 2 files are created per GA round 
independent of N. For a population of 120 on 120 cores, the 
iMOGA workflow has achieved a speed-up of factor 2.15 
over the MOGA workflow. Furthermore, iMOGA exhibits 
a high weak-scaling parallel efficiency of 0.848 on 120 
processors. Here, the speed is measure by the product of N 
and the number of GA rounds performed per unit wall-
clock time. The speedup SN on N cores is the speed on N 
cores divided by that on 1 core. The weak-scaling parallel 



efficiency is the speedup divided by the number of cores: 
EN = SN/N. The efficiency of 0.848 for iMOGA is much 
higher than 0.720 for the original MOGA workflow. 

Having eliminated the file I/O bottleneck, the remaining 
bottleneck of the current iMOGA implementation is the 
sequential execution of the GA procedure. This introduces a 
partial running time that scales as N. From the best fit of the 
iMOGA running time between N = 16 and 120 in Fig. 4, we 
have estimated that the running time becomes twice that on 
1 core (i.e., the weak-scaling parallel efficiency drops to 
0.5) for N = 1082 ± 260. Beyond one thousand cores, 
therefore, a scalable divide-and-conquer GA algorithm is 
required [13], which we are implementing currently. 

Figure 5 shows how the population of solutions (blue 
points) evolves as a function of the GA round toward the 
converged Pareto front (red points) in the 3-dimensional 
error space. It is observed that the Pareto front is achieved 
within 180 GA rounds. We ran iMOGA optimization for a 
total of 300 GA rounds but did not observe any further 
improvement after 180 rounds. 

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
We have developed a scalable in situ MOGA workflow 
named iMOGA, which eliminates the file I/O bottleneck 
using interprocess communications but with minimal 
modification of the original parallel RMD code. The 
scalability test has shown the viability of this approach for 
high-throughput MOGA optimizations on parallel 
computers. 

It should be noted that the elimination of the I/O bottleneck 
achieved in this paper via interprocess communication 
could alternatively achieved by using RAM disks (i.e., 
using a block of fast RAM as a virtual disk) [14]. While the 
high performance of RAM disks for local file I/O such as 
check-pointing has been proven successful [15], it should 

be noted that the files here are used as means for processes 
on different computing nodes to communicate. 
Nevertheless, the good performance of the current 
application-level implementation suggests that such a 
systems-level approach is also promising. This is especially 
important for applications running on the current and future 
high-end parallel supercomputers. As mentioned earlier, our 
786,432 MPI-rank RMD simulations on 786,432 Blue 
Gene/Q cores [4] forced us to employ collective I/O by 
grouping data from 192 MPI ranks into one file, so that the 
number of total files was reduced to 4,096 [12]. While such 
a code modification was possible in the case of a monolithic 
in-house application like RMD, many scientific computing 
tasks are formulated as a complex workflow, in which a 
number of legacy applications are glued together using a 

 
Figure 4. The running time of the new iMOGA (red) and original 
MOGA (blue) workflows as a function of the number of 
processors. 

 
Figure 5. Evolution of the solution population (blue points) as a 
function of the GA round in the 3-dimensional error space. The 
red points are the final Pareto optimal soluttions. 



scientific workflow system like Pegasus [16], where these 
legacy applications communicate via file I/O. State-of-the-
art scientific workflows are increasingly involving diverse 
simulation and data analytics programs. As the scales of 
these simulation and data-analytics components continue to 
increase, in situ analysis [17, 18] of simulation data (rather 
than file-based post-processing) such as iMOGA will 
become progressively more important. This is particularly 
important in the light of the recent Executive Order by the 
U.S. President, Barrack Obama, which promotes the 
confluence of exaflop/s high performance computing and 
exabytes Big Data for the advancement of science, 
technology, and society [19]. 
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ABSTRACT
Within the last few years, there have been significant con-
tributions to Java-based big data frameworks and libraries
such as Apache Hadoop, Spark, and Storm. While these
systems are rich in interoperability and features, develop-
ing high performance big data analytic applications is chal-
lenging. Also, the study of performance characteristics and
high performance optimizations is lacking in the literature for
these applications. By contrast, these features are well doc-
umented in the High Performance Computing (HPC) domain
and some of the techniques have potential performance ben-
efits in the big data domain as well. This paper presents the
implementation of a high performance big data analytics li-
brary - SPIDAL Java - with a comprehensive discussion on
five performance challenges, solutions, and speedup results.
SPIDAL Java captures a class of global machine learning ap-
plications with significant computation and communication
that can serve as a yardstick in studying performance bot-
tlenecks with Java big data analytics. The five challenges
present here are the cost of intra-node messaging, inefficient
cache utilization, performance costs with threads, overhead
of garbage collection, and the costs of heap allocated objects.
SPIDAL Java presents its solutions to these and demonstrates
significant performance gains and scalability when running
on up to 3072 cores in one of the latest Intel Haswell-based
multicore clusters.
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ACM Classification Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
A collection of Java-based big data frameworks have arisen
since Apache Hadoop [24] - the open source MapReduce [5]
implementation - including Spark, Storm, and Apache Tez.
The High Performance Computing (HPC) enhanced Apache
Big Data Stack (ABDS) [9] identifies over 300 frameworks
and libraries across 21 different layers that are currently used
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in big data analytics. Notably, most of these software pieces
are written in Java due to its interoperability, productivity,
and ecosystem of supporting tools and libraries. While these
big data frameworks have proven successful, a comprehen-
sive study of performance characteristics is lacking in the lit-
erature. This paper investigates the performance challenges
with Java big data applications through the implementation
of Scalable, Parallel, and Interoperable Data Analytics Li-
brary (SPIDAL) Java - a highly optimized suite of parallel
machine learning algorithms written in Java. It identifies five
performance challenges that are not discussed well in the big
data literature. Namely, these are the cost of intra-node mes-
saging, inefficient cache utilization, performance costs with
threads, overhead of garbage collection, and the cost of heap
allocated objects. It presents optimizations in SPIDAL Java
to overcome these and demonstrates significant performance
gains on large multicore clusters. The novelty of this research
is the comprehensive performance study of Java based big
data analytics and the implementation SPIDAL Java applica-
tion suite. While some of these challenges are studied in the
High Performance Computing (HPC) domain, no published
work appear to discuss these with regard to Java based big
data applications.

Big data applications are diverse and this paper uses the
Global Machine Learning (GML) class [7] as a yardstick due
to its significant computation and communication. GML ap-
plications resemble Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model
except the communication is global and does not overlap with
computations. Also, they generally run multiple iterations of
such compute and communicate phases until a stopping crite-
rion is met.

SPIDAL Java is a suite of high performance GML applica-
tions with optimizations to overcome the above challenges.
While these optimizations are not limited to HPC environ-
ments, SPIDAL Java is intended to run on large-scale modern
day HPC clusters due to demanding computation and com-
munication nature. The performance results of running on a
latest production grade Intel Haswell HPC cluster - Juliet -
demonstrate significant performance improvement over tra-
ditional implementations on the same advanced hardware.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views related work and Section 3 introduces SPIDAL Java.
Section 4 elaborates the high performance challenges and op-



timizations in SPIDAL Java. Section 5 presents experimental
results from running the weighted Deterministic Annealing
(DA) Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) algorithm [22] - in
SPIDAL Java against real life health data. It includes speedup
and scaling results for a variety of data sizes and compute
cores (up to 3072 cores). Section 6 discusses open ques-
tions and possible improvements.Finally, Section 7 presents
the conclusions of this work.

2. RELATED WORK
The high performance stream processing paper [13] de-
scribes a novel approach of using shared memory maps
within Apache Storm. This is similar to SPIDAL Java’s
intra-node implementation except it implements a custom
memory mapped based queue to coordinate between workers
within a node. The results show considerable performance
improvement over using TCP within a node.

Le Chai’s Ph.D. [3] work identifies the bottleneck in intra-
node communication with the traditional share-nothing ap-
proach of MPI and presents two approaches to exploit shared
memory-based message passing for MVAPICH2. First is to
use a user level shared memory map similar to SPIDAL Java.
Second is to get kernel assistance to directly copy messages
from one process’s memory to the other. It also discusses how
cache optimizations help in communication and how to ad-
dress Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) environments.

Hybrid MPI (HMPI) [25] presents a similar idea to the zero
intra-node messaging in SPIDAL Java. It implements a cus-
tom memory allocation layer that enables MPI ranks running
within a node to have a shared heap space, thereby making
it possible to copy messages directly within memory without
external communication. HMPI optimizes for point-to-point
messages only but provides seamless support over Xeon Phi
accelerators.

An extension to HMPI that provides an efficient MPI collec-
tive implementation is discussed in [16]. It provides details on
different techniques to implement collective primitives and
how to select the best algorithm for a given collective in a
NUMA setting. Also, it provides a comparison for reductions
within a node against the popular OpenMP [4] library.

NCCL (pronounced ”Nickel”) [18] is an ongoing project from
NVIDIA to provide an MPI-like collective library to use with
multiple Graphical Processing Units (GPU) within a node.
Traditional data transfer between GPUs involves communi-
cation with the host. NCCL instead avoids it and uses their
GPUDirect implementation to copy data directly from one
GPU to another. This is similar to our approach of data
transfer between processes, except it happens between GPU
nodes.

Project Tungsten from the company Databricks is a series
of optimization techniques targeting Apache Spark [26]
to bring its performance closer to native level. It includes
several concepts similar to optimizations in SPIDAL Java
such as off-heap data structures, in memory data transfer, and
cache-aware computing.

3. SPIDAL JAVA
SPIDAL Java provides several multidimensional scaling, and
clustering implementations. It is written in Java for produc-
tivity and interoperability. Also, with the optimizations dis-
cussed in Section 4 and the use of Just In Time (JIT) com-
piler, Java implementations give comparable performance to
C/C++ code.

• DA-MDS implements an efficient weighted version of
Scaling by MAjorization of a COmplicated Function
(SMACOF) [1] that effectively runs in O(N2) compared
to the original O(N3) implementation [22]. It also uses a
deterministic annealing optimization technique [21, 14] to
find the global optimum instead of local optima. Given an
NxN distance matrix for N high dimensional data items,
DA-MDS finds N lower dimensional points (usually 3 for
visualization purposes) such that the sum of error squared
is minimum. The error is defined as the difference between
mapped and original distances for a given pair of points.
DA-MDS also supports arbitrary weights and fixed points
- data points that already have the same low dimensional
mapping.

• DA-PWC is Deterministic Annealing Pairwise Clustering,
which also uses the concept of DA, but for clustering [10,
21]. Its time complexity is O(NlogN), which is better
than existing O(N2) implementations [6]. Similar to DA-
MDS, it accepts an NxN pairwise distance matrix and pro-
duces a mapping from point number to cluster number. It
can also find cluster centers based on the smallest mean
distance, i.e. the point with the smallest mean distance
to all other points in a given cluster. If provided with a
coordinate mapping for each point, it could also produce
centers based on the smallest mean Euclidean distance and
Euclidean center.

• DA-VS is Deterministic Annealing Vector Sponge, which
is a recent addition to SPIDAL. It can perform clustering
in both vector and metric spaces. Algorithmic details and
an application of DA-VS to Proteomics data is available at
[8].

• MDSasChisq is a general MDS implementation based on
the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [15]. Similar to DA-
MDS, it supports arbitrary weights and fixed points. Addi-
tionally, it supports scaling and rotation of MDS mappings,
which is useful when visually comparing 3D MDS outputs
for the same data, but with different distance measures.

4. PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES WITH JAVA BIG DATA
ANALYTICS

This section identifies the performance challenges with Java
big data analytic applications and presents performance op-
timizations in SPIDAL Java to overcome them. While some
of the optimizations are specific to SPIDAL Java, they can be
used as general guidelines in developing other Java based big
data applications.

4.1 Intra-node Communication
Intra-node communication on large multicore nodes causes
a significant performance loss. Shared memory approaches



have been studied as successful alternatives in Message Pass-
ing Interface (MPI) oriented researches [3],[25], and [16],
however, none are available for Java. Also, popular big data
frameworks too uses TCP for intra-node communications,
which is prohibitively expensive for applications in SPIDAL
Java.

SPIDAL Java uses OpenMPI for inter-node communication,
but its shared memory support is very limited and does not
include collectives such as variants of allgather, which is
used in multidimensional scaling applications.

Figure 1: MPI allgatherv performance with different
MPI implementations and varying intra-node parallelisms

Figure 1 plots arithmetic average (hereafter referred to sim-
ply as average) running times over 50 iterations of the MPI
allgatherv collective against varying intra-node paral-
lelism over 48 nodes in Juliet. Note all MPI implementations
were using their default settings other than the use of Infini-
band transport. This was a micro-benchmark based on the
popular OSU Micro-Benchmarks (OMB) suite [20].

The purple and black lines show C implementations compiled
against OpenMPI and MVAPICH2 [11], while the green is
the same program in Java compiled against OpenMPI’s Java
binding. The Java binding is a thin wrapper around OpenMPI
C implementation. All tests used a constant 24 million bytes
(or 3 million double values) across different intra-node par-
allelism patterns to mimic the communication of DA-MDS,
which uses allgatherv heavily, for large data. The ex-
periment shows that the communication cost becomes signif-
icant with increasing processes per node and the effect is in-
dependent of the choice of MPI implementation and the use
of Java binding in OpenMPI. However, an encouraging dis-
covery is that all implementations produce a nearly identical
performance for the single process per node case. While it is
computationally efficient to exploit more processes, reducing
the communication to a single process per node was further
studied and successfully achieved with Java shared memory
maps as discussed below.

SPIDAL Java’s shared memory intra-node communication
uses a custom memory maps implementation from Open-
HFT’s JavaLang[19] project to perform inter-process com-
munication for processes within a node, thus eliminating any
intra-node MPI calls. The standard MPI programming would
require O(R2) of communications in a collective call, where
R is the number of processes. In this optimization, we have
effectively reduced this to O(N̂2), where N̂ is the number of
nodes. Note this is an application level optimization rather

Figure 2: Intra-node message passing with Java shared
memory maps

Figure 3: Heterogeneous shared memory intra-node
messaging

than an improvement to a particular MPI implementation,
thus, it will be possible for SPIDAL Java to be ported for
future MPI Java bindings with minimal changes.

Figure 2 shows the general architecture of this optimization
where two nodes, each with three processes, are used as
an example. Process ranks go from P0 to P5 and belong
to MPI COMM WORLD. One process from each node acts as
the communication leader - C0 and C1. These leaders have
a separate MPI communicator called COLLECTIVE COMM.
Similarly, processes within a node belong to a separate
MMAP COMM, for example, M00 to M02 in one communicator
for node 0 and M10 to M12 in another for node 1. Also, all
processes within a node map the same memory region as an
off-heap buffer in Java and compute necessary offsets at the
beginning of the program. The takeaway point of this setup is
the use of memory maps to communicate between processes
and the reduction in communication calls. A typical call to an
MPI collective will internally go through the following mod-
ified steps.

1. All processes, P0 to P5, write their partial data to the
mapped memory region offset by their rank and node. See
downward blue arrows for node 0 and gray arrows for node
1 in the figure.

2. Communication leaders, C0 and C1, wait for the peers,
{M01,M02} and {M10,M11} to finish writing. Note lead-
ers wait only for their peers in the same node.

3. Once the partial data is written, the leaders participate in
the MPI collective call with partial data from their peers -
upward blue arrows for node 0 and gray arrows for node



1. Also, the leaders may perform the collective opera-
tion locally on the partial data and use its results for the
MPI communication depending on the type of collective
required. MPI allgatherv, for example, will not have
any local operation to be performed, but something like
allreducemay benefit from doing the reduction locally.
Note, the peers wait while their leader performs MPI com-
munication.

4. At the end of the MPI communication, the leaders write
the results to the respective memory maps - downward gray
arrows for node 0 and blue arrows for node 1. This data is
then immediately available to their peers without requiring
further communication - upward gray arrows for node 0
and blue arrows for node 1.

This approach reduces MPI communication to just 2 pro-
cesses, in contrast to a typical MPI program, where 6 pro-
cesses would be communicating with each other. The two
wait operations mentioned above can be implemented using
memory mapped variables or with an MPI barrier on the
MMAP COMM; although the latter will cause intra-node mes-
saging, experiments showed it to incur negligible costs com-
pared to actual data communication.

While the uniform rank distribution across nodes and a sin-
gle memory map group per node in Figure 2 is the optimal
pattern to reduce communication, SPIDAL supports two het-
erogeneous settings as well. Figure 3 shows these two modes.

Non-uniform rank distribution - Juliet HPC cluster, for ex-
ample, has two groups of nodes with different core counts (24
and 36) per node. SPIDAL Java supports different process
counts per node to utilize all available cores in situations like
this. Also, it automatically detects the heterogeneous config-
urations and adjusts its shared memory buffers accordingly.

Multiple memory groups per node - If more than 1 mem-
ory map per node (M ) is specified, SPIDAL Java will se-
lect one communication leader per group even for groups
within the same node. Figure 3 shows 2 memory maps per
node. As a result, O(N̂2) communication is now changed to
O((N̂M)2), so it is highly recommended to use a smaller M ,
ideally, M = 1.

4.2 Cache and Memory Utilization
While this is a generic performance consideration in com-
puting, big data applications iterating over large arrays suffer
significant performance loss if not properly utilized. SPIDAL
Java employs 3 classic techniques from the linear algebra do-
main to improve cache and memory costs - blocked loops, 1D
arrays, and loop ordering.

Blocked loops - Nested loops that access matrix structures
use blocking such that the chunks of data will fit in cache and
reside there for the duration of its use.

1D arrays for 2D data - 2D arrays representing 2D data re-
quire 2 indirect memory references to get an element. This
is significant with increasing data sizes, so SPIDAL Java uses
1D arrays to represent 2D data. As such with 1 memory refer-
ence and computed indices, it can access 2D data efficiently.

Figure 4: The architecture of utilizing threads for
intra-process parallelism

This also improves cache utilization as 1D arrays are contigu-
ous in memory.

Loop ordering - Data decomposition in SPIDAL Java blocks
full data into rectangular matrices, so to efficiently use cache,
it restructures nested loops that access these to go along the
longest dimension within the inner loop. Note, this is neces-
sary only when 2D array representation is necessary.

4.3 The Cost of Java Threads
While many of the big data frameworks employ threads to ex-
ecute tasks, a comparison of performance against processes is
not available for big data applications. SPIDAL Java applica-
tions support the hybrid approach of threads within MPI to
create parallel for regions using Habanero Java library [12].
Note, threads perform computations only and do not invoke
MPI operations. The parent process aggregates the results
from threads locally as appropriate before using it in col-
lective communications. Also, the previous shared memory
messaging adds a second level of result aggregation within
processes of the same node to further reduce communication.
Figure 4 shows the usage of threads in SPIDAL Java with
different levels of result aggregation.

Applications decompose data at the process level first and
split further for threads. This guarantees that threads operate
on non-conflicting data arrays; however, Figure 5, 6, and 9
show a rapid degrade in performance with increasing number
of threads per process. Internal timings of the code suggest
poor performance occurs in computations with arrays, which
suggests possible false sharing and suboptimal cache usage.
Therefore, while the communication bottleneck with default
MPI implementations favored the use of threads, with shared
memory intra-node messaging optimization in SPIDAL Java
they offer no advantage, hence, processes are a better choice
than threads for these applications.

4.4 The Overhead of Garbage Collection
It is critical to maintain a minimal memory footprint and re-
duce memory management costs in performance sensitive ap-
plications with large memory requirements such as those in
SPIDAL Java. The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) automati-
cally manages memory allocations and performs GC to re-
duce memory growth. It does so by segmenting the program’s
heap into regions called generations, and moving objects be-
tween these regions depending on their longevity. Every ob-
ject starts in Young Generation (YG) and gets promoted to



Old Generation (OG) if they have lived long enough. Mi-
nor garbage collections happen in YG frequently and short-
lived objects are removed without GC going through the en-
tire Heap. Also, long-lived objects are moved to the OG.
When OG has reached its maximum capacity, a full GC hap-
pens, which is an expensive operation depending on the size
of the heap and can take considerable time. Also, both mi-
nor and major collections have to stop all the threads running
in the process while moving the objects. Such GC pauses in-
cur significant delays, especially for GML applications where
slowness in one process affects all others as they have to syn-
chronize on global communications.

Initial versions of SPIDAL Java followed the standard Ob-
ject Oriented Programming (OOP), where objects were cre-
ated as and when necessary while letting GC take care of the
heap. The performance results, however, showed inconsistent
behavior, and detailed GC log analysis revealed processes
were paused most of the time to perform GC. Also, the max
heap required (JVM -Xmx setting) to get reasonable timing
quickly surpassed the physical memory in Juliet cluster with
increasing data sizes.

The optimization to overcome these memory challenges was
to compute the total memory allocation required for a given
data size and statically allocate required arrays. Also, the
computation codes reuse these arrays creating no garbage.
Another optimization is to use off-heap buffers for commu-
nications and other static data, which is discussed in the next
subsection.

While precomputing memory requirements is application de-
pendent, static allocation and array reuse can bring down GC
costs to negligible levels. Benefits of this approach in SPI-
DAL Java are as follows.

Zero GC - Objects are placed in the OG and no transfer of
objects from YG to OG happens in run-time, which avoids
full GC.

Predictable performance - With GC out of the way, the per-
formance numbers agreed with expected behavior of increas-
ing data and parallelism.

Reduction in memory footprint - A DA-MDS run of 200K
points running with 1152 way parallelism required about 5GB
heap per process or 120 GB per node (24 processes on 1
node), which hits the maximum memory per node in our clus-
ter, which is 128GB. The improved version required less than
1GB per process for the same parallelism, giving about 5x
improvement on memory footprint.

4.5 The Cost of Heap Allocated Objects
With traditional heap allocated objects, the JVM has to make
extra copies whenever a native operation is performed on it.
One reason for this is JVM cannot guarantee that the mem-
ory reference to a buffer will stay intact during a native call
because it is possible for a GC compaction to happen and
move the buffer to a different place in the heap. The solution
employed in SPIDAL Java is to use direct buffers, which are
off-heap data structures, that allows the JVM to perform fast
native operations without data copying.

SPIDAL Java uses off-heap buffers efficiently for the follow-
ing 3 tasks.

Initial data loading - Input data in SPIDAL Java are
NxN binary matrices stored in 16-byte (short) big-endian
or little-endian format. Java stream APIs such as the typi-
cal DataInputStream class are very inefficient in loading
these matrices. Instead, SPIDAL Java memory maps these
matrices (each process maps only the chunk it operates on) as
Java direct buffers.

Intra-node messaging - Intra-node process-to-process com-
munications happen through custom off heap memory maps,
thus avoiding MPI within a node. While Java memory maps
allow multiple processes to map the same memory region, it
does not guarantee writes from one process will be visible
to the other immediately. The OpenHFT Java Lang Bytes
[19] used here is an efficient off-heap buffer implementation,
which guarantees write consistency.

MPI communications - While OpenMPI supports both on-
and off-heap buffers for communication, SPIDAL Java uses
statically allocated direct buffers, which greatly reduce the
cost of MPI communication calls.

5. TECHNICAL EVALUATION
This section presents performance results of SPIDAL Java to
demonstrate the improvements of previously discussed opti-
mization techniques. These were run on Juliet, which is a
production grade Intel Haswell HPC cluster with 128 nodes
total, where 96 nodes have 24 cores (2 sockets x 12 cores
each) and 32 nodes have 36 cores (2 sockets x 18 cores each)
per node. Each node consists of 128GB of main memory and
56Gbps Infiniband interconnect. The total core count of the
cluster is 3456, which can be utilized with SPIDAL Java’s
heterogeneous support, however, performance testings were
done with a uniform rank distribution of 24x128 - 3072 cores.

Figures 5, 6, and 9 show the results for 3 DA-MDS runs with
100K (2E10 bytes), 200K (4E10 bytes), and 400K (1.6E11
bytes) data points. Note, with O(N2) runtime, 400K tests
take 4 times that of 200k, hence these were done with less
number of iterations to meet HPC resource allocation times.
This does not affect performance characteristics in anyway
as each iteration is independent and the number of iterations
determine only the accuracy of results. The green line is
for SPIDAL Java with shared memory intra-node messaging,
zero GC, and cache optimizations. The blue line is for Java
and OpenMPI with shared memory intra-node messaging and
zero GC, but no cache optimizations. The red line represents
Java and OpenMPI with no optimizations. The default im-
plementation (red line) could not handle 400K points on 48
nodes, hence, it is not shown in Figure 9.

Patterns on the X-axis of the graphs show the combination
of threads (T ), processes (P ), and the number of nodes. The
total number of cores per node was 24 (12 on each socket),
so the Figure 5 through 8 show all possible combinations that
give 24-way parallelism per node. OpenMPI has a number
of allgather implementations and these were using the
linear ring implementation of MPI allgatherv as it gave
the best performance. The Bruck [2] algorithm, which is an



Figure 5: DA-MDS 100K performance with varying
intra-node parallelism

Figure 6: DA-MDS 200K performance with varying
intra-node parallelism

Figure 7: DA-MDS 100K allgatherv performance with
varying intra-node parallelism

Figure 8: DA-MDS 200K allgatherv performance with
varying intra-node parallelism

Figure 9: DA-MDS 400K performance with varying
intra-node parallelism

Figure 10: DA-MDS speedup for 200K with different
optimization techniques

Figure 11: DA-MDS speedup with varying data sizes Figure 12: DA-MDS speedup on 36 core nodes for 200K data



efficient algorithm for all-to-all communications, performed
similarly but was slightly slower than the linear ring for these
tests.

Ideally, all these patterns should perform the same because
the data size per experiment is constant, however, results
show the default Java and OpenMPI based implementa-
tion significantly degrades in performance with large process
counts per node (red-line). In addition, increasing the number
of threads, while showing a reduction in the communication
cost (Figure 7 and 8), does not improve performance. The
Java and OpenMPI memory mapped implementation (blue-
line) surpasses default MPI by a factor of 11x and 7x for 100K
and 200K tests respectively for all process (leftmost 24x48)
cases. Cache optimization further improves performance sig-
nificantly across all patterns especially with large data, as can
be seen from the blue line to the green line (SPIDAL Java).

The DA-MDS implementation in SPIDAL Java, for exam-
ple, has two call sites to MPI allgatherv collective, BC-
Comm and MMComm, written using OpenMPI Java binding
[23]. They both communicate an identical number of data el-
ements, except one routine is called more times than the other.
Figures 7 and 8 show the average times in log scale for both
of these calls during the 100K and 200K runs.

SPIDAL Java achieves a flat communication cost across dif-
ferent patterns with its shared memory-based intra-node mes-
saging in contrast to the drastic variation in default OpenMPI.
Also, the improved communication is now predictable and
acts as a linear function of total points (roughly 1ms to 2ms
when data size increased from 100K to 200K). This was ex-
pected and is due to the number of communicating processes
being constant and 1 per node.

Figure 11 shows speedup for varying core counts for three
data sizes - 100K, 200K, and 400K. These were run as all
processes because threads did not result in good performance.
None of the three data sizes were small enough to have a
serial base case, so the graphs use the 48 core as the base,
which was run as 1x48 - 1 process per node times 48 nodes.
SPIDAL Java computations grow O(N2) while communica-
tions grow O(N), which intuitively suggests larger data sizes
should yield better speedup than smaller ones and the results
confirm this behavior.

Figure 12 shows similar speedup results when run on Juliet’s
36 core nodes. The number of cores used within a node is
equal to the X-axis’ value divided by 32 - the total 36 core
node count. It shows a plateau in speedup after 32 processes
per node, which is due to hitting the memory bandwidth.

Figure 10 shows DA-MDS speedup with different optimiza-
tion techniques for 200K data. Also, for each optimization,
it shows the speedup of all threads vs. all processes within a
node. The total cores used range from 48 to 3072, where SP-
IDAL Java’s 48 core performance was taken as the base case
(green line) for all other implementations. The bottom red
line is the Java and OpenMPI default implementation with
no optimizations. Java shared memory intra-node messag-
ing, zero GC, and cache optimizations were added on top of
it. Results show that Java and OpenMPI with the first two

NAS BM Class Fortran
-O3

NAS Java Java with
SPIDAL

Optimizations
CG A 0.97 1.11 s 0.81
CG B 121 138 129
CG C 337 418 353
LU W 4.97 272 8.0
LU A 32 2280 48
LU B 152 – 215
LU C 613 – 904

Table 1: NAS serial benchmark total time in seconds

PxN Total
Cores

C -O3 SPIDAL Java

24x48 1152 401 282
16x48 768 600 421
8x48 384 1260 890
1x48 48 9053 6363
1x1* 1 0.30 0.28

Table 2: DA-MDS block matrix multiplication time per
iteration. 1x1* is the serial version and mimics a single

process in 24x48.

optimizations (blue line) and all processes within a node sur-
pass all other thread variations. This is further improved with
cache optimization (SPIDAL Java - green line) and gives the
best overall performance.

Table 1 and 2 show native Fortran and C performance against
Java for a couple of NAS [17] serial benchmarks and block
matrix multiplication in DA-MDS. Note. the native NAS im-
plementations are directly obtained from the NAS benchmark
site. Table 1 also shows default NAS Java performance. Note,
the 1x1 serial pattern in Table 2 mimics the matrix sizes for 1
process in 24x48. The results suggest Java yields competitive
performance using the optimizations discussed in this paper.

6. FUTURE WORK
The current data decomposition in SPIDAL Java assumes a
process would have enough memory to contain the partial in-
put matrix and intermediate data it operates on. This sets an
upper bound on the theoretical maximum data size it could
handle, which is equal to the physical memory in a node.
However, we could improve on this with a multi-step com-
puting approach, where a computation step is split into multi-
ple computation and communication steps. This will increase
the number of communications, but will still be worthwhile
to investigate further.

7. CONCLUSION
Performance results of SPIDAL Java show it scales and per-
forms well in large HPC clusters. Also, the optimizations
to overcome performance challenges made it possible to run
SPIDAL Java applications on much larger data sets than what
was possible in the past while still achieving excellent scaling
results. The improved shared memory intra-node communi-
cation is pivotal to the gains in SPIDAL Java and it is the first
such implementation for Java to the best of our knowledge.
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ABSTRACT 
High performance computing (HPC) has great potential to 
speedup agent-based simulations. In parallel and distributed 
simulation (PADS) community, a well-known fact is that 
employing an optimistic time management mechanism 
instead of a conservative time management mechanism may 
provide remarkable performance enhancement, because 
optimistic approach avoids redundant synchronization 
among logical processes (LPs). In this paper, an existing 
optimistic time management mechanism, namely Time 
Warp, by Jefferson, is adapted for a distributed agent based 
simulation tool. We implemented Time Warp on an open 
source and distributed agent based modeling and simulation 
(ABMS) tool, namely Repast for High Performance 
Computing (Repast HPC), from Argonne National 
Laboratory, Chicago, IL, USA. We incorporated a simple 
and self-adaptive technique for adjusting checkpoint 
intervals. Two case studies have been implemented to 
compare our optimistic approach and existing Repast 
HPC’s conservative approach. The experiments suggest that 
optimistic approach is more scalable than conservative 
approach in agent based simulations. 

Author Keywords 
Parallel and distributed computing; agent based simulation; 
optimistic time management; Time Warp algorithm; self-
adaptive checkpoint 

ACM Classification Keywords 
I.6.8 SIMULATION AND MODELING (Types of 
Simulation)  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Agent based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is a 
promising area of modeling and simulation (M&S) with 
applications for many disciplines, such as biology, 
sociology and computer sciences. Many realistic agent 

based simulations harbor a big number of agents and 
computing their actions has performance problems even 
with today’s computers. Therefore, some parallel and 
distributed simulation (PADS) tools are recently offered to 
speedup these simulations. One of them is Repast HPC 
which is an open-source, MPI based, multi-agent, discrete 
event simulation tool from Argonne National Laboratory, 
Chicago, IL, USA [1]. Although Repast HPC provides an 
easy to use and fast environment for agent-based simulation 
researchers, it can be still accelerated relaxing its 
synchronization mechanism. Repast HPC has a 
conservative time management mechanism which is tightly 
synchronized. In the PADS community, it is widely 
accepted that, for many applications, conservative time 
management may prevent potential parallelism and make 
the simulation slower. Optimistic time management can 
overcome this problem by loosening the synchronization 
among logical processes (LP) and may bring performance 
gains. 

In this work, we are offering an optimistic time 
management mechanism for agent based simulations. We 
implemented the Time Warp algorithm on Repast HPC 
which is one of the most popular ABMS tools, to increase 
performance. We also proposed a self adaptive algorithm 
for determining when checkpoints should be scheduled. We 
observed that Repast HPC with Time Warp is more scalable 
than existing Repast HPC and corroborates previous studies 
on time management. The best performance results on our 
experiments were achieved using Repast HPC with Time 
Warp, as well. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 
some of the related works in the literature are pointed out. 
Repast HPC is examined in the next section. The Section 4 
gives detailed information about how we implemented the 
Time Warp algorithm in Repast HPC. It will also help 
researchers on how an optimistic time management 
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mechanism can be implemented in message-passing 
platforms. In the section 5, the experiment environment is 
given. Performance comparison of existing Repast HPC and 
Repast HPC with Time Warp are given in the next section. 
Finally, we discuss our future plans in the Section 7. 

In the rest of this paper, we will refer to Repast HPC with 
Time Warp as “RHPC_TW”. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. Time Management Mechanisms in Parallel and 
Distributed Simulation 

In PADS, time management is one of the most extensively 
studied topics. Despite the progress of last four decades, it 
is still open to improvements. In parallel with developments 
on HPC, speeding up simulations with improving time 
management is still possible. Some challenges and issues 
due to time synchronization can be found in [2, 3]. 

Two lines of approach on time management are very 
fundamental in PADS: conservative and optimistic. In 
conservative approaches, LPs always advance time 
synchronously. When an LP started to run an event, it is 
guaranteed that no event from the past is scheduled for that 
LP. In other words, an LP is sure that other LPs will not 
schedule any event to itself from the past. In this respect, 
conservative approaches are reliable and simple to 
implement, but they should have tight synchronization 
mechanisms that impede parallelism and slow down 
simulation in most cases [2]. 

An alternative approach is optimistic time management that 
LPs can process events without knowing the others’ time. 
The main difference between optimistic approaches and 
conservative approaches is the synchronization points. In 
optimistic approaches, LPs do not synchronize with each 
others, so they have a performance advantage compared to 
conservative approaches. However, LPs may receive some 
messages from the past (also known as straggler message), 
because of the lack of synchronization. The LP which 
receives a message from the past has to take care of 
repairing the simulation state, by starting a rollback 
operation. Since optimistic time management is open to 
such kind of faults, it requires special care [2]. As well, 
using optimistic time management may not be useful in 
some cases when the cost of rollbacks and checkpoints 
suppresses the synchronization cost. Despite these 
drawbacks, it is commonly used by many simulation 
developers and open to improvements. The most well-
known optimistic synchronization algorithm is Jefferson’s 
Time Warp [4].  

In addition to the basic conservative and optimistic 
approaches, some other approaches appeared. Pawlaszczyk 
et al. proposed a hybrid time management approach to 
agent-based simulations. Their time management policy 
provides a speedup by bringing optimistic techniques and 
domain-specific knowledge together [5]. 

In terms of performance, it is difficult to say that neither the 
conservative approach nor the optimistic approach is better 
than the other. However, well-defined optimistic 
approaches can shorten the simulation time, because they 
relieve LPs from redundant synchronizations. In this 
respect, some well-known cases provided successful results 
in the last decades. For example, Presley et al. provided a 
speedup of 29.5% for Sharks World under Time Warp with 
lazy cancellation [6]. Some other studies were also 
experimented on Time Warp and discussed the scalability 
of optimistic approach on modern HPC platforms [7, 8], 
such as IBM’s Blue Gene. Moreover, simulation speed 
record was broken by Barnes et al. in 2013, using the Time 
Warp algorithm on the IBM’s Sequoia Supercomputer [9]. 
To this respect, we have used Time Warp algorithm in 
agent based domain to leverage its fast and scalable 
characteristic. 

2.2. Agent Based Modeling and Simulation 
While conventional approaches may be inapplicable, 
ABMS provides a simple approach to solve complex 
problems [10]. Agents which have well-defined behavior 
can make the problem definition and modeling clearer. 
Economic market, social simulations and ecological 
simulations are some of well-known application areas for 
ABMS. Thanks to the improvement on computational 
power, ABMS is becoming more promising day by day 
[10]. Besides, some problems match up with ABMS due to 
their nature, such as social simulations. Furthermore, it is 
possible to define cellular automata problems with ABMS 
[10, 11]. 

In recent years, some open source ABMS tools are offered, 
such as Repast Simphony, MASON (Multi-Agent 
Simulator of Neighborhoods... or Networks... or 
something...) [12], NetLogo [13]. Besides, the distributed 
versions of them were provided, such as Repast HPC and 
D-MASON (Distributed MASON). In addition to these 
tools, there are some other agent-based studies which also 
employ optimistic protocols. As far as we know, SASSY 
[14] and MUSE [15] are only ABMS tools that employ 
optimistic time management. Both studies demonstrate how 
scalable Time Warp algorithm is applied to agent based 
models. 

3. REPAST HPC 
Repast HPC is an open source, MPI based, distributed, 
multi agent simulation tool. In this section, we briefly 
explain how Repast HPC enables coordination of agents in 
time and space for PADS. The detailed information about 
Repast HPC can be found in [16]. 

3.1. Time Management and Shared Scheduling 
Mechanism 

In Repast HPC, each LP schedules its own events at the 
beginning of the simulation. There are two types of events: 
‘OneTimeEvent’ and ‘RepeatingEvent’. The former is for 
scheduling events that happen at the specified time. The 



latter is for scheduling events that happen at the specified 
time and continue happening in predefined periods. Each 
LP has a scheduler object that stores its own events in a 
queue and run them in the order of scheduled time. 

Existing implementation of Repast HPC has a tightly 
synchronized conservative time management mechanism. 
So, every LP in the simulation advances its simulation time 
synchronously. To enable the synchronization, LPs check 
the local simulation time of the others using MPI’s all-
reduce function. Then, the LPs whose next event’s time has 
the smallest value execute the next event. This smallest 
local value can be thought as the global simulation time. 
The synchronization among local schedulers is a major 
overhead that slows down simulation. 

Repast HPC developers state that the initial 
implementations of Repast HPC employed conservative 
time management to avoid complexities, but they also left 
room for more advanced scheduling algorithms [16]. 

3.2. Shared Environment of Agents 
Repast HPC provides two types of environments where 
agents live: spatial and network. A spatial environment can 
be a 2-dimensional grid or continuous space, and LPs 
manage some subparts of this environment. Agents have 
coordinates in a spatial environment, and interact with 
neighborhood. Because of the agents that are near to the 
borders of subspaces, LPs have to be synchronized and 
send/receive necessary information to/from each other. The 
area that is visible to the other LPs is called a buffer. It is 
the developers’ responsibility to invoke the synchronization 
mechanism for those buffers, and if necessary, to transfer 
their contents from one LP to another. A sample view of a 
simulation consisting of four LPs is given in Figure 1. 
Repast HPC allows users to define the environment either 
with periodic (torus) or strict borders. 

 
Figure 1. A sample periodic grid environment in Repast HPC 

which is managed by 4 LPs 

In a network environment, agents are connected to each 
other through edges, and interact with each other over those 
edges. So, network environment can be thought of as a 
graph; the agents correspond to the vertexes, and the 

communication links among agents correspond to the 
edges. Moreover, Repast HPC allows developer to use 
multiple environments in the same model. For instance, 
agents can live in a spatial environment and interact over 
the network environment. In this study, we considered only 
the grid environments, and excluded network environments, 
because grids are popular for such simulations. 

4. REPAST HPC WITH TIME WARP 
As we have explained in the previous section, LPs in 
Repast HPC has to be synchronized for two reasons: event 
processing and agent sharing. The first one prevents LPs to 
go ahead of others. So, all LPs can advance their time 
together. The second one provides agents to be shared with 
other LPs at the right time. Although these two 
synchronization steps make the simulation consistent and 
ensure that events are executed in the correct order, they 
also restrict the parallelism, and therefore, slow down the 
simulation. Optimistic time management aims to reduce 
synchronization among LPs to speed up the simulation. In 
this section, we explain how we implemented the Time 
Warp algorithm for Repast HPC. The simulation loop in 
RHPC_TW is described in the Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. The simulation loop in RHPC_TW 

4.1. Implicit Events 
To make the interaction among LPs clearer, we classified 
events in Repast HPC into two. As we mentioned above, 
developers can schedule the events that will be run by 
agents. We call those events “explicit events”. On the other 
hand, LPs have to notify each other about the agents in 
buffer, agents that should be transferred from one LP to 
another and agents that are modified non-locally, at the 
right time. These synchronization operations are also events 



in terms of discrete event simulation. The first thing that we 
did was to define those operations as events, and to call 
them “implicit events”. In other words, an LP can schedule 
an explicit event only for itself, but it can schedule an 
implicit event for other LPs. The implicit events are the 
main issue for RHPC_TW, since they are the main 
interactions among LPs, and additionally, they are required 
by LPs for synchronization. There are three cases that cause 
LPs to schedule an implicit event. We will explain those 
cases with a prey-predator example. Let’s assume that we 
have two neighbor LPs: LPA and LPB. LPA has a predator 
agent and LPB has a prey agent in their buffer area. LPs can 
schedule implicit events for these three cases: 

Visibility of Agents 
The prey should be aware of the predator to be able to run 
away from it. Since these two agents are managed by 
different LPs, LPA should notify LPB about the agents in its 
buffer area. Thus, the predator will be visible for the prey.  

Ownership of Agents 
Let’s assume that the predator should go to a cell which is 
in charge of LPB to chase the prey. Then, LPB should be 
notified by LPA for taking over the ownership of the 
predator. 

Updating Non-Local Agents 
When the prey is caught by the predator, the prey is 
destroyed and the score of the predator is incremented by 1. 
In this case, LPA does the eating operation, because LPA is 
the owner of the predator; but the prey should be destroyed 
by LPB, because LPB is the owner of the prey. So, LPB has 
to be notified by LPA about eating. In fact, this case is not 
tackled by Repast HPC and left to the developers. We 
handled this problem in RHPC_TW, because it concerns 
synchronization mechanism which is the most important 
part of this study. We propose a four-step mechanism: 

• LPs that want to update a non-local agent, notify the 
owner LP of the agent. 

• The owner LP handles this kind of requests. It selects one 
of the LPs and authorizes it to update the agent. 
Currently, the first requester LP is authorized, but 
developers can override it implementing his/her own 
selection algorithm. 

• The owner LP updates the agent according to the request. 
• All LPs that have made requests are notified by the owner 

LP about who was granted to update the agent. 
This mechanism requires two synchronization steps among 
related LPs: the first is from requesting LPs to the owner 
LP and the second is in the reverse direction. We excluded 
this mechanism in our case studies, because Repast HPC 
does not have a mechanism for updating non-local agents 
and those synchronization calls will cause an unfair 
comparison between time management mechanisms of 
Repast HPC and RHPC_TW. 

4.2. Loosening The Synchronization 
As we mentioned above, the schedulers of LPs are 
synchronized in Repast HPC, and only LPs having the 
smallest time tick process the events to ensure reliability. 
Repast HPC handles the implicit events synchronously, as 
well. We removed those synchronizations so that LPs are 
able to advance their local time without caring the others. 
Now, any LP is free to advance its time until the next 
checkpoint. If an LP receives any message with a future 
time tick, then that message is inserted into the event queue 
to be processed later. However, if an LP receives a message 
from the past, rollback mechanism is invoked and the 
simulation state is reconstructed to reflect the effects of the 
latest message. 

4.3. Checkpointing and State Saving/Restoring 
In RHPC_TW, the synchronization is performed only at 
checkpoints. When an LP arrives at a checkpoint, it waits 
until the rest of the LPs arrive the same checkpoint. The 
checkpoints are safe stops so that an LP knows all LPs in 
the simulation are on the expected state. After every 
checkpoint, it is guaranteed that the simulation is in a 
consistent state. The simulation state is saved for possible 
faults which can be occurred until next checkpoint. State 
saving is performed just after a checkpoint is performed and 
before LPs continue to the simulation. 

In our checkpointing implementation, one LP is selected as 
arbitrarily the coordinator. At the beginning, all LPs in the 
system know who the coordinator is and when the first 
checkpoint is scheduled. A checkpoint is performed in three 
phases. At the first phase, LPs notify their neighbors about 
they arrived at the agreed checkpoint. This message also 
means that the LP will not send any other application 
message to its neighbors until checkpoint is safely 
completed. At the second phase, the LP sends a “safe” 
message to the coordinator if all neighbors of it have 
arrived at the checkpoint. Else, an “unsafe” message is sent. 
Lastly, the coordinator investigates the messages received 
from other LPs. If all messages from LPs are safe, then the 
coordinator notifies all LPs in the system to take a 
checkpoint. Otherwise, the previous two phases are 
repeated. In Figure 3 and 4, a successful and failed 
checkpoint processes are described with sequence 
diagrams. 

Checkpointing methods have some aspects to be 
considered. Our implementation covers the aspects listed 
below: 

State Saving/Restoring 
Although state saving can be done at every time step, it 
would be really expensive due to performance and memory 
issues. In this respect, our state saving algorithm can be 
classified as an infrequent state saving one. Copy-state 
saving method requires higher amount of data has to be 
stored, but it is more efficient than infrequent state saving if 
most of the state variables change frequently [2]. We, 



therefore, preferred copy-state saving/restoring method, 
because the characteristic of agent-based models tend to 
change agents’ state frequently. Detailed information about 
advantages and drawbacks of state saving/restoring 
techniques can be found in [2, 17]. 

 
Figure 3. Successful checkpoint 

 
Figure 4. Failed checkpoint 

Coordination of Checkpoints 
As it can be seen in Figure 3 and 4, our checkpointing 
algorithm is coordinated, and all LPs take a checkpoint 
together at the same time tick. This method allows either 
each LP can save its own state or a selected LP can save all 
the simulation state. In our implementation, each LP saves 
its own state, so state saving and restoring is also done in 
distributed fashion. The most prominent advantage of 
coordinated checkpoint algorithms is not letting domino 
effects unlike uncoordinated checkpoints [18]. 

Blocking or Non-Blocking Application Messages 
A different viewpoint about checkpointing is the use of 
blocking or non-blocking application messages during the 
checkpoints. Our implementation has a non-blocking 
approach, because it allows LPs to send application 
messages during the checkpoints. Note that, non-blocking 
approaches assume that the communication network is 
reliable and in First-In-First-Out (FIFO) order [18].  

When to Call Checkpoints? 
One of the issues in checkpointing is determining when LPs 
should take checkpoints. Checkpoints can be scheduled 
statically or dynamically. When they are scheduled 
statically, LPs take checkpoint at an interval which is 
determined at the beginning of the simulation. In this 
approach, finding the optimum checkpoint interval is both 
difficult and strongly dependent on model. Adjusting 
checkpoint intervals dynamically is offered to overcome 
this problem. Researches over the last decades show that 
dynamic checkpoint intervals are more preferable, because 
they have better performance results. Some studies that 
employ dynamic and adaptive checkpointing techniques can 
be found in [19-23]. 

In this study, we propose a well-known algorithm, namely 
Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD), to 
schedule checkpoints dynamically. AIMD, also known as 
saw-tooth model, is used in some other fields, such as 
congestion control in computer networks [24]. Since its 
very simple and observable characteristics, we pursued it in 
our implementation for adjusting checkpoint intervals. 
According to this approach, checkpoint interval is set to 1 at 
the beginning of the simulation, and the first checkpoint is 
scheduled at time tick 1. In other words, simulation started 
with a conservative approach. After every checkpoint, the 
coordinator LP checks if any rollback operation is 
performed in any LP between current and last checkpoint. If 
the answer is no, then checkpoint interval is incremented by 
1 and next checkpoint will be taken at time tick 3. After a 
while, if a rollback operation in any LP is observed by the 
coordinator, then checkpoint interval is divided by 2. In 
short, the checkpoint interval is relaxed if LPs performed 
their tasks without any temporal fault. If any of LPs 
encounters with some temporal faults, then the checkpoint 
interval is tightened again. In this respect, our approach 
provides a self-adaptive and simple to implement 
checkpointing method.  

4.4. Rollback and Coasting-Forward 
In this section, we briefly explained how we implemented 
rollback and coasting-forward operations in line with Time 
Warp principles. Rollback mechanism is one of the most 
crucial parts of Time Warp. When an LP receives a 
straggler message, and a rollback operation is intended to 
recover the simulation state, the following steps are 
performed: 



Step – 1: Simulation state is restored to the last saved state, 
in other words last checkpoint. All agents and variables in 
the simulation are restored. All died/lost/transferred agents 
are also recovered back. 

Step – 2: Simulation time is set to the last checkpoint time. 
Step – 3: All events are re-executed until the time of the 
straggler message, but message sending operations are 
ignored because they have already done before the fault. 
This step is also known as coasting-forward. 
Step – 4: The straggler message is processed. 
Step – 5: Re-execution of the events is continued with 
sending/receiving messages. During this step, if the LP 
realizes that an incorrect message has been sent before 
rollback, then an anti-message for that message is produced 
and sent to the related LPs. The LPs which receive an anti-
message have two options. If the incorrect message has not 
been processed yet, then the message and the anti-message 
are destroyed. Otherwise, a rollback for the LPs that have 
received the incorrect message is started, too. 
To make it clearer, we will explain rollback operation with 
an example. Let’s assume that an LP (call it LPA) is 
currently operating an event with timestamp 18 and the last 
checkpoint was at 10. LPA also sent a message to LPB at 16. 
LPA receives a straggler message with timestamp 14. First, 
the simulation state is restored to the simulation state in 10 
(step 1). Next, the simulation time is updated to 10 (step 2). 
Actions between 10 and 14 are re-executed, but any 
message that is produced in the meantime is not sent to 
other LPs, because they have been already sent (step 3). 
The straggler message at 14 is processed (step 4). Events 
between 14 and 18 are re-executed. While LPA is re-
executing these events, it realizes that a message has been 
sent to LPB at 16, which should not be sent. Then, LPA 
sends an anti-message with timestamp 16 to LPB (step 5). 
After that, simulation continues to its usual execution. 

5. EXPERIMENTS 

5.1. Distributed Environment 
We ran our experiments in a heterogeneous environment 
which has 22 cores in 6 computers; each running Ubuntu 
12.04 operating system. The computers communicate with 
each other over a local area network. We had Repast HPC 
to manage the environment with 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 
8x8, 9x9, 10x10, 12x12 and 15x15 of LPs in our 
simulations. We also ran our simulations in a single process 
to observe the speedup of both approaches. The computers 
in our distributed environment are described in Table 1. In 
our experiments, we distributed LPs to the computers 
considering the number of cores they have. We present only 
the best results of both approaches in this paper. 

5.2. Model 
We implemented the Rebellion [25] model in Repast HPC 
and RHPC_TW, because it is one of the simple and well-
known agent based models. Rebellion model is for 

simulating the civil violence that has a scenario with four 
different actors in it; the cops, the activists, the quiet people 
and the jailed people. In a few words, cops try to arrest 
activists; activists run away from cops and quiet people 
wander around. A quiet agent calculates if he/she should 
rebel or not. Then, he/she may transform to an activist 
agent.  When an activist is arrested by cops, he/she becomes 
a jailed agent and cannot move for a while. After a jailed 
agent’s jail sentence is over, he/she becomes a quiet agent. 

 CPU Model CPU 
Freq. 

Num. of 
Cores Memory 

PC 1 Intel Xeon 
W3680 

3.33 
GHz 6 4 GB 

PC 2 Intel Xeon 
W3680 

3.33 
GHz 6 4 GB 

PC 3 Intel Core 2 
Duo E7400 

2.80 
GHz 2 4 GB 

PC 4 Intel Core 2 
Duo E7400 

2.80 
GHz 2 4 GB 

PC 5 Intel Core 2 
Duo E7400 

2.80 
GHz 2 2 GB 

PC 6 Intel Core 2 
Quad Q8400 

2.66 
GHz 4 4 GB 

Table 1. Distributed Environment 

We experimented the grid sizes of 120x120 and 360x360 to 
observe the behavior of both approaches under different 
computational load. We located agents into the grid 
randomly at the beginning of the simulation. 75% of grid 
cells are full of agents. In other words, 10800 agents live in 
the grid of 120x120, and 97200 agents live in the grid of 
360x360. The neighborhood range of agents and the buffer 
size are selected as 1. The simulations continued for 500 
ticks. 

6. RESULTS 
The performances of Repast HPC and RHPC_TW are 
observed in various configurations. We ran all simulations 
four times and reported their average. Figure 5 and 7 show 
the elapsed time; Figure 6 and 8 show the speedups of our 
simulations in both approaches. 

In the grid of 120x120 cells, the conservative time 
management shows better performance than the optimistic 
time management with low number of LPs. However, we 
observed that the optimistic time management is catching 
up and beating the conservative time management as the 
number of LPs is increasing. Although Amdahl’s law [26] 
is started to be observed in both approaches, the 
conservative approach is hit by the adverse effect of that 
law much earlier than the optimistic approach. In this 
problem size, the best performance has been attained by 64 
optimistic LPs with the speedup of 11.23, while the best 



speedup of the conservative time management is 7.91 with 
16 LPs. 

In the grid of 360x360 cells, the conservative time 
management shows better performance than the optimistic 
time management with low number of LPs, similar to 
120x120 cells case. The optimistic time management 
overtakes with the conservative time management, but later, 
compared with the previous case. This time, the optimistic 
time management started to demonstrate a better 
performance after we used 81 LPs. The adverse effect 
stated in Amdahl’s Law is still observed in the conservative 
time management early, but the optimistic time 
management is not affected by it until the simulations with 
144 LPs. In this problem size, the best performance has 
been attained by 144 optimistic LPs with the speedup of 
12.36. Speedup of the best conservative run is 12.01. 

 
Figure 5. Time comparison of Existing Repast HPC and 

RHPC_TW for 120x120 grid 

 
Figure 6. Speedup of Existing Repast HPC and RHPC_TW for 

120x120 grid 

7. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
Both experiments showed that the optimistic approach can 
run an agent-based simulation much faster than the 
conservative approach. More importantly, the optimistic 
approach overcomes the conservative approach when large 
number of LPs is used, because the conservative approach 
struggles with redundant synchronization of LPs that 

requires large number of network operations. Therefore, 
employing the optimistic time management has a positive 
effect on improving the performance of ABMS, especially 
if the number of LPs is large enough. We also observed that 
optimistic approach can catch the conservative approach in 
360x360 grid when higher number of LPs are used, because 
high computational load of an LP makes the cost of 
rollback operations more expensive than the 
synchronization cost of the conservative approach, 
especially in lower number of LPs. To sum up, our 
experiments corroborate previous researches and suggest 
that the optimistic approach is more scalable than the 
conservative approach. Due to the limitations of our 
resources, we could not experiment with the problem sizes 
that are much larger than we have. However, it is clear that 
the optimistic time management tends to perform better 
than the conservative time management. 

 
Figure 7. Time comparison of Existing Repast HPC and 

RHPC_TW for 360x360 grid 

 
Figure 8. Speedup of Existing Repast HPC and RHPC_TW for 

360x360 grid 

Repast platforms are already broadly used, and also 
becoming more and more popular in the ABMS world. We 
think an HPC platform for ABMS with the optimistic time 
management option will be really useful for researchers. 
Thus, the main contribution of this study is extending a 
well-known ABMS tool, namely Repast HPC, with the 



optimistic time management and improving the 
performance of agent based simulations. 

Our next step will be running our simulations on a 
massively parallel and distributed environment. We are also 
planning to make RHPC_TW to support other kind of 
environments: continuous space and network. Besides, we 
are going to compare our self-adaptive checkpoint 
technique with existing techniques. We kept RHPC_TW as 
simple as possible, but some advanced techniques, such as 
lazy cancellation and relaxing causal constraints can be also 
applied to improve the performance of RHPC_TW.   
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r✟✟✄✝❜❝✟☎✆ ❨⑥⑦✐⑧✌ ⑥❩⑨⑩❶ r✞✠ ⑥❷⑩❴ ❢✄�✁ ✟✎☎ ⑤❸❥ ❥P❇●❊◆ ❹❘❺

④●❇P❊❦❱ ⑤♦❱❻●❇ ❬❙❼✵ r✞✠

❄ ❽❳▼◆●❦❏❾ ❿♦➀ ♦➁ ❱P➂❘P❏ ④●◆❦❱ P❳▼P❏● ❖♦❇♦❘▼ ④●❏P❘④ ✇✝✟✎

✈☎✡�♣✝✟❛ ✈☎♣✟�✄ r✟✟✄✝❜❝✟☎ ❨⑦❩❡❧❭❪❫❪✸❴ ❢✄�✁ ✝✞☞✎�❝✆☎ ➃➄➅

▼P④❘❱❦◆P♦❳ ❬➆✌ ❙➇✵✳

➈
➉➊ ➋➌➍➎➌ ➏➋ ➐➋➑➒➓➌➎ ➏➔➎ ➐➋➑➒➌➎→→➣➋➊ ➌➓➏➎→ ➒➌➎→➎➊➏➎➍ ➣➊ ➏➔➣→ ➒➓➒➎➌

➏➋ ➐➓→➎→ ↔➔➎➌➎ ➐➋➑➒➌➎→→➣➋➊ ➌➓➏➎ ➣→ ➎↕➒➌➎→→➎➍ ↔➙➌➙➏➙ →➣➛➎ ➋➜ ➍➓➏➓ ➣➊

➍➋➝➞➟➎ ➒➌➎➐➣→➣➋➊➠ ➋➝➌ ➌➎→➝➟➏→ ➑➝→➏ ➞➎ ➑➝➟➏➣➒➟➣➎➍ ➞➡ ➜➓➐➏➋➌ ➋➜ ➢ ➤➥➦➙

➧➣➊➐➎ ➏➔➎ ➑➎➌➎ →➓➨➣➊➩ ➋➜ ➏➔➎ ➍➓➏➓ →➎➏ ➣➊ →➣➊➩➟➎ ➒➌➎➐➣→➣➋➊ ➌➎➍➝➐➎→

➍➓➏➓ →➣➛➎ ➞➡ ➦➤➫ ➓➟➌➎➓➍➡ ↔➎ ➒➌➎→➎➊➏ ➐➋➑➒➌➎→→➣➋➊ ➌➓➏➎ ↔➙➌➙➏ →➣➊➩➟➎

➒➌➎➐➣→➣➋➊ ➍➓➏➓➙

❋�✄ ✟✎✝✆ ☎①✂☎✄✝✁☎✞✟✌ ✟✎☎ ✠r✟r ✆☎✟✆ ✇☎✄☎ ♣✄�✂✂☎✠ ✟� r✞ ✝✞✟☎✄☞

☎✆✟✝✞s✌ ✞�✞☞✟✄✝✈✝r✡✡❛ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝❜✡☎ ♣☎✞✟☎✄ ✄☎s✝�✞ ✇✎☎✄☎ ✟✝✁☎☞

✠☎✂☎✞✠☎✞✟ ☎❢❢☎♣✟✆ r✄☎ ✂✄�✞�❝✞♣☎✠ r✞✠ ✟✝✁☎ ✆✟☎✂✆ ❢✄�✁ ✟✎☎

✆☎♣�✞✠ ✎r✡❢ �❢ ✟✎☎ ✆✝✁❝✡r✟✝�✞ r✄☎ ❝✆☎✠✳ ❈�✞♣✄☎✟☎✡❛✌ ✟✎☎ ✂❝✄☞

✂�✆☎ �❢ ✟✎☎ ♣✄�✂✂✝✞s ✝✆ ✟� ✁rt☎ ✆❝✄☎ ✟✎r✟ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ r✡s�☞

✄✝✟✎✁✆ r✄☎ r✂✂✡✝☎✠ ✟� ✟✎☎ ✆✝✁❝✡r✟✝�✞ ✂✎r✆☎ ✇✎☎✄☎ ✟✎☎ ❝✞✆✟☎r✠❛

☛�✇ ✝✆ r✡✄☎r✠❛ ✠☎✈☎✡�✂☎✠✳ ❋�✄ ✟✎r✟ ✟✎☎ ✠r✟r ✆☎✟✆ ✇☎✄☎ ♣✄�✂✂☎✠

✟� r ✗✻
✸
♣☎✞✟☎✄ ✄☎s✝�✞ ✇✝✟✎ ✟✝✁☎ ✆✟☎✂✆ ✚➭➭➯ ✚✗➭ ❢�✄ P▼♦◆❇♦❖P❊

r✞✠ ✗➭ ➯ ✖✷➭ ❢�✄ ✟✎☎ ❊♦④❯❘▼◆P♦❳ ✠r✟r ✆☎✟✳ ❋�✄ ✟✎☎ ④●❱◆ ✠r✟r

✆☎✟ r✡✆� ✗➭ ✟✝✁☎ ✆✟☎✂✆ ✇☎✄☎ ❝✆☎✠✳ ❚✎☎ ✠r✟r ✟� ❜☎ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆☎✠

✝✆ ✆✝✞s✡☎ ✂✄☎♣✝✆✝�✞ ☛�r✟✝✞s ✂�✝✞✟ ✠r✟r✳

❃r✄✟✝♣❝✡r✄✡❛ ✝✞✟☎✄☎✆✟✝✞s ❢�✄ ✟✎☎ ✆☎✡☎♣✟✝�✞ �❢ ✟✎☎ ❜☎✆✟ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆

♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆�✄ r✄☎ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✄r✟☎ r✞✠ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✄❝✞☞✟✝✁☎✳

❚✎☎ ✇✄✝✟☎☞�❝✟ ✟✝✁☎ ❢�✄ ✟✎☎ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆☎✠ ❢�✄✁r✟ ✝✆ ♣�✄✄☎✡r✟☎✠

✇✝✟✎ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✄r✟☎✉ ✡☎✆✆ ✠r✟r ❛✝☎✡✠✆ ❢r✆✟☎✄ ✇✄✝✟☎☞�❝✟✳ ❋�✄

✂❝✄✂�✆☎✆ �❢ ♣�✁✂r✄✝✆�✞ ✇✝✟✎ ✡�✆✆❛ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ❝✆✝✞s ■✏☞

✑✒✓✔✑ r✞✠ ✏✒❉❙✌ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✇r✆ ❢❝✄✟✎☎✄ r✂✂✡✝☎✠

✟� ✄r✇ ❜✝✞r✄❛ ☛�r✟✝✞s ✂�✝✞✟ ✠r✟r✳

❚r❜✡☎ ❙ ✆❝✁✁r✄✝✍☎✆ ✟✎☎ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✄r✟☎✆ ❢�✄ ✂✡r✝✞ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆

♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ �❢ ✄r✇ ❜✝✞r✄❛ ✠r✟r r✞✠ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ r✆

✆❝❜✄�❝✟✝✞☎✆ �❢ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑ r✞✠ ✏✒❉❙✳ ✑✂✂✡❛✝✞s ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ♣�✁☞

✂✄☎✆✆�✄✆ ✠✝✄☎♣✟✡❛ ✟� ✄r✇ ☛�r✟✝✞s ✂�✝✞✟ ✠r✟r ✄☎✆❝✡✟✆ ✝✞ ✂��✄

♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✄r✟☎✆ r✞✠ ✎✝s✎✡✝s✎✟✆ ✟✎☎ ✞☎☎✠ ❢�✄ ✡�✆✆❛ ✝✞☞✆✝✟❝

♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆�✄✆ ✆❝♣✎ r✆ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑ r✞✠ ✏✒❉❙✳ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑ r✞✠

✏✒❉❙ ✟✄r✞✆❢�✄✁ ✟✎☎ ✠r✟r ✝✞✟� ✆☎q❝☎✞♣☎✆ �❢ ✝✞✟☎s☎✄ ✈r✡❝☎✆

✇✎✝♣✎ ✎☎r✈✝✡❛ ✝✁✂✄�✈☎✆ ✟✎☎ ✂☎✄❢�✄✁r✞♣☎ �❢ ✟✎☎ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ♣�✁☞

✂✄☎✆✆�✄✆✳

✂✡r✝✞ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑ ✏✒❉❙

✠r✟r ✍✡✝❜ ❜✍✝✂➲ ❜✆♣ ✍✡✝❜ ❜✍✝✂➲ ❜✆♣ ✍✡✝❜ ❜✍✝✂➲ ❜✆♣

✐❩❡❧➳ ❼➆✳❀ ➵♠✳➇ ➸➺➻➸ ➼➺➻➽ ✼❼✳➆ ✼➵✳➆ ➲♠✳❀ ❙❙✳✼ ➾➚➻➺

✐❩❡❧❭ ➵❙✳➲ ➵➲✳❼ ➸➪➻➼ ➼➶➻➹ ✼➆✳➵ ➇♠✳✼ ➲➘✳➘ ❙➇✳➘ ➾➼➻➸

✐❩❡❧❫ ➵♠✳➆ ➵➲✳➵ ➸➪➻➼ ➼➸➻➶ ✼➆✳❀ ➇♠✳♠ ➲➇✳➵ ❙✼✳➵ ➾➼➻➚

⑦❩❡❧➳ ➆❙✳➵ ➆❀✳✼ ➶➪➻➼ ➼➾➻➽ ✼➲✳❙ ✼➲✳❼ ➲❼✳➲ ❙➘✳♠ ➾➴➻➽

⑦❩❡❧❭ ➆❙✳➆ ➆✼✳♠ ➪➚➻➾ ➼➾➻➴ ✼➲✳✼ ✼➲✳➆ ➲❼✳➆ ❙➘✳➆ ➾➺➻➚

⑦❩❡❧❫ ➵➇✳➵ ➵➇✳❙ ➶➚➻➽ ➹➸➻➚ ❀➵✳❙ ❀➆✳✼ ❙➘✳➘ ➆✳➵❼ ➪➻➚➴

⑥⑦✐⑧ ➵❼✳➇ ➵➵✳➵ ➶➹➻➶ ➹➺➻➾ ❀❼✳➲ ❀➵✳➵ ➘✳❼➲ ✼✳♠➘ ➹➻➺➼

⑥❩⑨⑩❶ ➵➇✳❀ ➵❙✳➇ ➸➸➻➴ ➹➪➻➾ ✼♠✳❙ ✼❙✳♠ ➲➲✳➵ ❙➲✳♠ ➾➾➻➹

⑥❷⑩ ➵➆✳❙ ➆♠✳➵ ➶➴➻➶ ➹➺➻➪ ❀➵✳❙ ❀➆✳✼ ❙➲✳❼ ➘✳➘❙ ➺➻➚➸

➷➬➮➱✃ ❐❒ ❮❰ÏÐÑÒÓÓÔ❰Õ ÑÖ×ÒÓ Ø❰Ñ ÙÔÑÒÚ× ÖÐÐÛÔÚÖ×Ô❰Õ ❰Ø Û❰ÓÓÛÒÓÓ Ú❰ÏÐÑÒÓÓ❰ÑÓ

×❰ ÓÔÕÜÛÒ ÐÑÒÚÔÓÔ❰Õ Ý❰Ö×ÔÕÜ Ð❰ÔÕ× ÙÖ×Ö Ú❰ÏÐÖÑÒÙ ×❰ ÐÒÑØ❰ÑÏÖÕÚÒ ❰Ø Û❰ÓÓÛÒÓÓ

Ú❰ÏÐÑÒÓÓÔ❰Õ ÔÕÓÔÙÒ Þßàáâãà ÖÕÙ ßáäå❒ àÛÛ ÕæÏçÒÑÓ ÖÑÒ ÜÔèÒÕ ÔÕ ÐÒÑÚÒÕ×❒

❋�✄ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑ ✟✎☎ ❜☎✆✟ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✄r✟☎ ✝✆ r♣✎✝☎✈☎✠ ✇✝✟✎

③✱✲✴✳ ③✱✲✴ ♣�✞✆✝✆✟☎✞✟✡❛ �❝✟✂☎✄❢�✄✁✆ ✴③✲✹✺ r✞✠ ✴✾✿ ❜❛

✘ ✖ é é é ✙✪✳ ❋�✄ ✏✒❉❙ ❜☎✆✟ ✄☎✆❝✡✟✆ r✄☎ ♣✡☎r✄✡❛ r♣✎✝☎✈☎✠ ❜❛

✴✾✿ ✇✎✝♣✎ ❛✝☎✡✠✆ r✞ ✝✁✂✄�✈☎✁☎✞✟ �❢ ✘ ✖✪ r✆ ♣�✁✂r✄☎✠ ✟�

✴③✲✹✺✳ ❚✎☎ ✂☎✄❢�✄✁r✞♣☎ ✠✝❢❢☎✄☎✞♣☎✆ �❢ ✟✎☎ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ♣�✁☞

✂✄☎✆✆�✄✆ ♣r✞ ❜☎ r✟✟✄✝❜❝✟☎✠ ✟� ✟✎☎ ✠✝❢❢☎✄☎✞✟ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✟r✆t✆✉

■✏✑✒✓✔✑ ✆✟�✄☎✆ q❝r✞✟✝✍☎✠ ☎✄✄�✄✆ ❢�✄ ✁r✞❛ ✆✁r✡✡ ❜✡�♣t✆✌

✇✎✝♣✎ ♣�✞✆✝✆✟ �❢ ✡�✞s ✆☎q❝☎✞♣☎✆ �❢ ✍☎✄�✆ ✠❝☎ ✟� ✟✎☎ r♣♣❝☞

✄r✟☎ ✒☞✆✂✡✝✞☎ ✕✟✳ ■✞ ♣�✞✟✄r✆✟ ✏✒❉❙ ✆✟�✄☎✆ ✝✞✠✝♣☎✆ �❢ r ✡��t☞❝✂

✟r❜✡☎ ✇✝✟✎ ✡r✄s☎✄ ✂�✆✝✟✝✈☎ ✞❝✁❜☎✄✆ ❢�✄ �✞☎ ✡r✄s☎ ❜✡�♣t✳

❚✎☎ ✄❝✞☞✟✝✁☎ �❢ ✂✡r✝✞ ✡�✆✆✡☎✆✆ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞✌ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑ r✞✠

✏✒❉❙ ✝✆ ♣�✁✂r✄☎✠ ✝✞ ❚r❜✡☎ ➲✳ ❋�✄ ■✏✑✒✓✔✑✌ ③✱✲✴ r✞✠
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✎☎r✠ ❢�✄ ✟✎☎ ♣�✁✂✄☎✆✆✝�✞ ✠❝☎ ✟� ✁r✞❛ ✆✁r✡✡ ✠r✟r ❜✡�♣t✆✳
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☞♣✎✟✖✏☞✟✌✐ ■❛ ☞✚✟ ♣✎✌✞✟✎✟❛☞✠☞♣♦❛☎ ☞✚✟ ♦✘☞✠♣❛✟✓ ✏♦�☞✖♦�✓✟� ♣✏

❝✠❝✚✟✓ ✠❛✓ �✟☛✏✟✓ ♣❛ ☞✚✟ ✍♦✞✞♦✇♣❛✗ ☞♣✎✟ ✏☞✟✌✐ ■❛☞✟�✟✏☞♣❛✗✞✡☎

✏☞✓✏♦�☞ ✘✟❛✟❷☞☞✟✓ ✞✟✠✏☞ ✍�♦✎ ✌�✟✏♦�☞♣❛✗ ✠❛✓ ✟✈✟❛ ☞☛�❛✟✓ ♦☛☞ ✠✏

✏✞♦✇✟✏☞ ✠✞✗♦�♣☞✚✎ ♣❛ ☞✚✟ ➠✌�✟✏♦�☞✟✓➠ ❝♦❛✓♣☞♣♦❛✐ ❋♦� ✌�✟✏♦�☞✟✓

➀
➁
✘✞♦❝✙✏ ☞♣✎✏♦�☞ ♦☛☞✌✟�✍♦�✎✟✓ ✏✌�✟✠✓✏♦�☞✐ ❋♦� ✞✠�✗✟� ✘✞♦❝✙

✏♣✤✟✏ ✏✌�✟✠✓✏♦�☞ ✇✠✏ ✠✗✠♣❛ ❝✞✟✠�✞✡ ☞✚✟ ✍✠✏☞✟✏☞ ✠✞✗♦�♣☞✚✎✐

■❛ ❝♦❛❝✞☛✏♣♦❛☎ �✟✖☛✏♣❛✗ ☞✚✟ ✏♦�☞ ♦�✓✟� ♦✍ ☞✚✟ ✌�✟✈♣♦☛✏ ☞♣✎✟ ✏☞✟✌

✏♣✗❛♣❷❝✠❛☞✞✡ ♣✎✌�♦✈✟✏ ☞✚✟ ✌✟�✍♦�✎✠❛❝✟ ♦✍ ☞✚✟ ✏♦�☞♣❛✗ ✏☞✟✌ ♣❛

■❙✛✁✜✢✛ ✠❛✓ ❙✁✂✄✐ ❋♦� ♦✌☞♣✎♣✤✟✓ ✏♦�☞♣❛✗ ♣❛ ■❙✛✁✜✢✛☎

✇♣☞✚ ☞✡✌♣❝✠✞ ✘✞♦❝✙ ✏♣✤✟ ➀
➁
☎ ☞♣✎✏♦�☞ ✇♣☞✚ ✌�✟✏♦�☞♣❛✗ �✟✏☛✞☞✏ ♣❛ ✠

✏✌✟✟✓✖☛✌ ♦✍ ➢ ➆➤ ✠✏ ❝♦✎✌✠�✟✓ ☞♦ ✏☞✓✏♦�☞ ✇♣☞✚♦☛☞ ✌�✟✏♦�☞♣❛✗✐

❶✌☞♣✎♣✤✟✓ ✏♦�☞♣❛✗ ♣❛ ❙✁✂✄☎ ✇♣☞✚ ☞✡✌♣❝✠✞ ✘✞♦❝✙ ✏♣✤✟ ➄➅
➁
☎ ☛✏✖

♣❛✗ ✏✌�✟✠✓✏♦�☞ ✇♣☞✚ ✌�✟✏♦�☞♣❛✗ ♣✏ ✟✈✟❛ ➢ ➆➀ ☞♣✎✟✏ ✍✠✏☞✟� ☞✚✠❛

✏☞✓✏♦�☞ ✇♣☞✚♦☛☞ ✌�✟✏♦�☞♣❛✗✐

➥❢ ⑧➦qs❦②✉⑨ ❣❦qs②➦⑦⑦④❦⑤

❙❝♣✟❛☞♣❷❝ ✏♣✎☛✞✠☞♣♦❛✏ ♦✍ ❝♦❛☞♣❛☛♦☛✏ ✌�♦❝✟✏✏✟✏ ✗✟❛✟�✠✞✞✡ ✟❴✖

✚♣✘♣☞ ✠ ✚♣✗✚ ✓✟✗�✟✟ ♦✍ ☞✟✎✌♦�✠✞ ❝♦✚✟�✟❛❝✟➧ ❙♣✎☛✞✠☞♣♦❛ ✓✠☞✠ ✠☞

✠ ✗♣✈✟❛ ☞♣✎✟ ✏☞✟✌ ♣✏ ☛✏☛✠✞✞✡ ✏♣✎♣✞✠� ☞♦ ☞✚✟ ✏♣✎☛✞✠☞♣♦❛ ✓✠☞✠ ♦✍

☞✚✟ ✌�✟✈♣♦☛✏ ☞♣✎✟ ✏☞✟✌✐ ➟✚♣✏ ♦✘✏✟�✈✠☞♣♦❛ ♣✏ ✟❴✌✞♦♣☞✟✓ ✘✡ ☞✟✎✖

✌♦�✠✞ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ✏❝✚✟✎✟✏ ☞✚✠☞☎ ✍♦� ✏♦✖❝✠✞✞✟✓ ➨➜➝➞➩ ➫➭➩➛➜➯☎

♦❛✞✡ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏ ☞✚✟ ✓♣✍✍✟�✟❛❝✟✏ ☞♦ ✠ ✌�✟✈♣♦☛✏ ➭➜➫➜➭➜➲➳➜ ➫➭➩➛➜✐

✛✏ ✓♣✍✍✟�✟❛❝✟✏ ✠�✟ ☛✏☛✠✞✞✡ ✏✎✠✞✞☎ ✠ ✘✟☞☞✟� ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ �✠☞✟

❝✠❛ ✘✟ ✠❝✚♣✟✈✟✓ ✠✏ ❝♦✎✌✠�✟✓ ☞♦ ❛♦❛✖☞✟✎✌♦�✠✞ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛✐

➟✟✎✌♦�✠✞ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ✏❝✚✟✎✟✏ ✚✠✈✟ ✘✟✟❛ ✏☛❝❝✟✏✏✍☛✞✞✡ ✠✌✖

✌✞♣✟✓ ☞♦ ♣❛✖✏♣☞☛ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛☎ ✟✐✗✐ ❼✯❽ ❼✫❽✐ ➵✟✍✟�✟❛❝✟ ✍�✠✎✟✏

❝✠❛ ✟✐✗✐ ✘✟ ♣❛✏✟�☞✟✓ ✠☞ ✠ ❷❴✟✓ �✠☞✟ ✟✈✟�✡ ➸✖☞✚ ☞♣✎✟ ✏☞✟✌✐ ➙♦✇✖

✟✈✟�☎ ✇✚✟❛ ☞✚✟ ✏♣✎☛✞✠☞♣♦❛ ♣✏ ✈✟�✡ ✓✡❛✠✎♣❝☎ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ♦✍

✓✟✞☞✠ ✍�✠✎✟✏☎ ✌✠�☞♣❝☛✞✠�✞✡ ✍♦� ✞✠�✗✟� ➸☎ ✎✠✡ ✡♣✟✞✓ ✠ ✌♦♦�✟�

❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ �✠☞✟ ☞✚✠❛ ❛♦❛✖☞✟✎✌♦�✠✞ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛✐ ✛ ✎♦�✟

✣✟❴♣✘✞✟ ✏☞�✠☞✟✗✡ ♣✏ ☞♦ ✓✟❝♣✓✟ ✠☞ �☛❛✖☞♣✎✟☎ ✇✚✟☞✚✟� ✠ ☞♣✎✟✖✏☞✟✌

✏✚♦☛✞✓ ✘✟ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏✟✓ ✠✏ ✓✟✞☞✠ ✍�✠✎✟ ♦� ✠✏ �✟✍✟�✟❛❝✟ ✍�✠✎✟✐

❙☛❝✚ ✠❛ ✠✓✠✌☞♣✈✟ ✏☞�✠☞✟✗✡ ✇✠✏ ✌�✟✏✟❛☞✟✓ ♣❛ ❼✫❽☎ ✇✚✟�✟ ✘♦☞✚

✓✟✞☞✠ ✠❛✓ �✟✍✟�✟❛❝✟ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ✇✟�✟ ☞�♣✟✓ ♦☛☞ ✍♦� ✠ ☞♣✎✟

✏☞✟✌☎ ✇�♣☞♣❛✗ ♦☛☞ ☞♦ ✓♣✏✙ ♦❛✞✡ ☞✚✟ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ �✟✏☛✞☞✏ ✇♣☞✚

☞✚✟ ✏✎✠✞✞✟� ✓✠☞✠ ✏♣✤✟✐

✛ ✓�✠✇✘✠❝✙ ♦✍ ☞✚✟ ✠✘♦✈✟ ✠✌✌�♦✠❝✚ ♣✏ ☞✚✠☞ ☞♣✎✟ ✏☞✟✌✏ ✠�✟ ❝♦✎✖

✌�✟✏✏✟✓ ☞✇♣❝✟☎ ✏✌✟❛✓♣❛✗ ✏✌✠�✟ ❝♦✎✌☛☞✠☞♣♦❛✠✞ �✟✏♦☛�❝✟✏ ☞✚✠☞

✎✠✡ ✏✞♦✇ ✓♦✇❛ ☞✚✟ ✏♣✎☛✞✠☞♣♦❛✐ ➟♦ ✠✓✓�✟✏✏ ☞✚♣✏ ✓�✠✇✘✠❝✙☎

☞✚♣✏ ✏✟❝☞♣♦❛ ♣❛☞�♦✓☛❝✟✏ ➫➩➝➝➺➩➳➻ ➼➜➽➭➾➯➞➾➳➯ ✍♦� ■❙✛✁✜✢✛ ✠❛✓

❙✁✂✄ ✇✚♣❝✚ ❝✠❛ ✘✟ ☛✏✟✓ ☞♦ ✟✍❷❝♣✟❛☞✞✡ ✓✟❝♣✓✟☎ ✇✚✟☞✚✟� ✠ ☞♣✎✟

✏☞✟✌ ✏✚♦☛✞✓ ✘✟ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏✟✓ ✠✏ ✓✟✞☞✠ ✍�✠✎✟ ♦� ✇✚✟☞✚✟� ❝♦✎✖

✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ✏✚♦☛✞✓ ✍✠✞✞ ✘✠❝✙ ☞♦ ☞✚✟ �✟✍✟�✟❛❝✟ ✍�✠✎✟ ❝✠✏✟✐

➥❢➚ ④⑦✉➪➦⑨✉ ⑧➶➹➘➴➷➬➮ ❣➴➹➘➷➶➱➱✃➴❐

■❙✛✁✜✢✛ ✚✠✏ ✠ ✞♦✇✟� ✘♦☛❛✓ ♦❛ ☞✚✟ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ �✠☞✟☎ ✓☛✟

☞♦ ✏☞✠�☞✖☛✌ ❝♦✏☞✏ ✍♦� ✏☞♦�♣❛✗ ☞✚✟ ✏♦�☞ ♦�✓✟� ✠❛✓ ✁✖✏✌✞♣❛✟ ❝♦✖

✟✍❷❝♣✟❛☞✏ ✍♦� ✟✠❝✚ ❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ✘✞♦❝✙✐ ➟✚✟ ♣✓✟✠ ♦✍ ☞✟✎✌♦�✠✞

❝♦✎✌�✟✏✏♣♦❛ ♣❛ ■❙✛✁✜✢✛ ♣✏ ☞♦ �✟✓☛❝✟ ☞✚✟✏✟ ✏☞✠�☞✖☛✌ ❝♦✏☞✏ ✍♦�

✓✟✞☞✠ ✍�✠✎✟✏ ✘✡ �✟✖☛✏♣❛✗ ☞✚✟ ✏♦�☞ ♦�✓✟� ✠❛✓ ☞✚✟ ✁✖✏✌✞♣❛✟ ♦✍ ☞✚✟

�✟✍✟�✟❛❝✟ ✍�✠✎✟✐ ✜✐✗✐☎ ✍♦� ☞✚✟ ❝♦❛❷✗☛�✠☞♣♦❛ ♦✍ ■❙✛✁✜✢✛✇♣☞✚



❜�✁✂✄ s☎✆✝ ✽✸ ❂ ✺✞✟ ❛✠✡ ✞✶ ❇☛s☞�☎✠✝ ✂✁✝❝✌✂☎✝✠✍s✎ s✍❛✏✍☛✑☞

✂✁s✍s ❛✏✝ ✘ ✟✽✪✒ ■❝ ✡✝�✍❛ ❝✏❛❢✝s ✁✠�♦ s✍✁✏✝ ✝✏✏✁✏ ✂✁✏✏✝✂✍☎✁✠

☎✠❝✁✏❢❛✍☎✁✠✎ ✍t✝ s✍❛✏✍☛✑☞ ✂✁s✍s ❛✏✝ ✏✝✡✑✂✝✡ ✍✁ ✟✽✓◆✪ ✇t✝✠

✏✝❝✝✏✝✠✂✝ ❝✏❛❢✝s ❛✏✝ ☎✠s✝✏✍✝✡ ✝✈✝✏♦ ◆☛✍t ✍☎❢✝ s✍✝☞ ❬✔✕✒

❚t✝ ❝✁��✁✇☎✠✖ ✍✝❢☞✁✏❛� ✂✁❢☞✏✝ss☎✁✠ s✂t✝❢✝ ☎s ✑s✝✡ ❝✁✏ ■✗☛

❆❇✙✚❆✛ ■✠ ✏✝❝✝✏✝✠✂✝ ❝✏❛❢✝s✎ s✁✏✍ ✁✏✡✝✏✎ ❇☛s☞�☎✠✝ ❛✠✡ ✝✏✏✁✏

✂✁✏✏✝✂✍☎✁✠ ✡❛✍❛ ❛✏✝ ✂❛�✂✑�❛✍✝✡✒ ■✠ ✡✝�✍❛ ❝✏❛❢✝s✎ ✍t✝ ❝❛��❜❛✂✄

t✝✑✏☎s✍☎✂s ☎s ✑s✝✡ ✍✁ ❢❛✄✝ ❛ q✑☎✂✄ ✡✝✂☎s☎✁✠ ☎❝ ✝✏✏✁✏ ✂✁✏✏✝✂✍☎✁✠

st✁✑�✡ ✍❛✄✝ ☞�❛✂✝ ✇✒✏✒✍✒ ✍t✝ s✁✏✍ ✁✏✡✝✏ ❛✠✡ ❇☛s☞�☎✠✝ ✁❝ ✍t✝ ✏✝❝☛

✝✏✝✠✂✝ ❝✏❛❢✝ ✁✏ ✇t✝✍t✝✏ ❛ ✠✝✇ s✁✏✍ ✁✏✡✝✏ ❛✠✡ ❇☛s☞�☎✠✝ st✁✑�✡

❜✝ ✂✁❢☞✑✍✝✡✒ ■✠ ✍t✝ �❛✍✍✝✏ ✂❛s✝✎ ✍t✝ ✍☎❢✝ s✍✝☞ ☎s ✝❝❝✝✂✍☎✈✝�♦

✂✁❢☞✏✝ss✝✡ ❛s ✠✝✇ ✏✝❝✝✏✝✠✂✝ ❝✏❛❢✝✒

❚t✝ ❝❛��❜❛✂✄ t✝✑✏☎s✍☎✂s ✇✁✏✄s ❛s ❝✁��✁✇s✛ ❉❛✍❛ ✈❛�✑✝s ✁❝ ✍t✝
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ABSTRACT
The utility of simulations depends on the confidence in
the simulation implementation and its results. This study
discusses the verification of the communication models in
the parallel trace-driven simulation framework HAEC-SIM.
As simulation input, a parallel application is executed and
recorded on an existing HPC system. The simulation focuses
on modeling the transfer times of point-to-point messages
within the application and the indirect effects resulting in an
output trace of application events of the simulated execution
on a target platform. Consequently, via verification the mes-
sage transfer times obtained with HAEC-SIM are compared
with those of an independent implementation of the commu-
nication models. Both implementations consider the number
of hops, the size and the target system parameters for each
message. During verification the following factors are var-
ied: application benchmarks, network topologies, mapping
strategies, and resilient communication models.

Verification yields an almost perfect agreement: the transfer
times differ for a tiny percentage (0.00019 %) of messages by
a negligible deviation of one picosecond, which is the finest
granularity of the time data type. This result strengthens the
confidence in a correct implementation of the communication
models in simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Motivation
A novel concept, namely the HAEC Box [4, 7], utilizes inno-
vative ideas of optical and wireless chip-to-chip communica-
tion to allow high runtime adaptivity with the goal of achiev-
ing high performance and energy efficiency. HAEC-SIM1 [3]
is an integrated simulation environment designed for the
study of the performance and energy costs of the HAEC Box
running energy-aware applications.

Given the characteristics of the HAEC Box, any simulation of
the execution of communication intensive benchmarks on this
platform needs to account for packet loss due to errors, fail-
ures, or malicious attacks. Therefore, HAEC-SIM provides
three communication models: resilient dimension order rout-
ing (DORr), resilient practical network coding (PNCr), and
resilient dynamic network coding (NCDr) to support resilient
communication within the HAEC Box.

Goal
Verification is an integral activity in the modeling and simula-
tion process. The goal of this work is the practical verification
of the code implementation of three resilient communication
models [16] within HAEC-SIM.

Approach
Independent verification and validation phases consist of:
requirements verification, design verification, code verifica-
tion, and validation [13, p.463]. Our approach to achieving
the above goal corresponds to code verification. We per-
form code verification by comparing the simulated point-to-
point (unicast) transfer times produced by HAEC-SIM using
the three resilient communication models with the individual
message transfer times obtained from an independent imple-
mentation of these models. Via this approach, we were able
to identify errors arising from a loss of precision due to type
conversion and from insufficient precision using a certain data
type.

Related work
Most of the related work on off-line (or trace-driven) simu-
lators report validation studies [12, 18, 19, 20, 21] with only
1https://tu-dresden.de/zih/haec_sim

https://tu-dresden.de/zih/haec_sim


very few describing the verification of their simulation mod-
els thoroughly [9]. Even though validation is not the focus
of the present work, we briefly overview the most relevant
validation results.

The network simulation component of BigSim has been vali-
dated in [19] for the PERCS network using MERCURY. For
a small ping-pong test, MERCURYs results differed by 0.6 %
to 1.1 % from BigSim’s. For another all-to-all test, the results
between the two simulators only differed by 0.5 %. In an-
other effort, BigSim has been validated against a Power 775
prototype drawer using an all-to-all test. The BigSim simu-
lation results were smaller and within nearly 10 % of those
observed on the actual drawer.

SST/macro [21] has been validated against Hopper, a Cray
XE6 with the Gemini interconnect [1]. Validation tests fo-
cused on communication-bound modeling using collective
operations. The authors conclude that SST/macro correctly
reproduces the performance trends and even the correct con-
gestion behavior.

PSiNS [18] includes several built-in communication models
(namely simple, resource contention, and PMaC) that can be
used to investigate a target system. Each event can use a dif-
ferent communication model. PSiNS uses direct execution
for MPI calls. It has been validated by comparing the simu-
lated communication times for each task of a certain bench-
mark (HYCOM with 124 processors) against the measured
times. Even though the simple built-in communication model
was used, the average absolute error in predicting the com-
munication times for all tasks was 17 %, whereas the error in
predicting the total communication time was 14 %.

The network model of DIMEMAS [12] assumes two-level
buses. A linear performance model is used for communica-
tion, but some non-linear effects such as network conflicts
are taken into account. A qualitative validation of Dimemas2

shows that the proposed model is simple enough to cap-
ture the performance of communication primitives accept-
ably well when compared to real executions of NAS parallel
benchmarks. In the companion quantitative validation study
it was found that most of the benchmarks are predicted by
Dimemas with less than 10 % of errors.

SIMGRID [5] is designed as an on-line simulator with vari-
ous bindings (including MPI), with a communication model
based on flows which also assumes congestion. The flow-
based network model has been validated for message sizes of
10 MB and 100 MB, respectively [20]. The authors state that
having a more precise knowledge from the users of the ac-
ceptable range of platform parameters would enable to have
much more reliable simulations and could also provide confi-
dence intervals on the simulation results.

LogGOPSim [9] implements several LogP-derived network
models. LogGOPSim has been successfully verified against
analytical LogGPS models for different communication pat-
terns (linear broadcast/scatter, linear gather, binomial tree,

2http://www.bsc.es/computer-sciences/
performance-tools/dimemas/validation

and dissemination). The simulator has also been validated
against two real-world applications, which it represents well
despite restrictions in its modeling (no congestion). The av-
erage simulation error was found to be below 2 % in all vali-
dation experiments.

Given that our modeling and simulation workflow is very
specific to the HAEC Box characteristics, validation against
existing similar platforms is not necessarily straightforward.
Verification, however, is the prerequisite step to any suc-
cessful validation endeavor [13, p.463]. Thus, in this work,
we concentrate on verification of the communication mod-
els. Similar to the above related work on validation, we con-
sider realistic applications and platforms. Moreover, we not
only verify a small subset of our test cases output, but the
entire output of all simulations conducted for the chosen test
cases. We also emphasize the significance and benefits of
high performance computing for conducting the simulations
as well as their analysis and verification. Extending own prior
work [4], in this paper we consider a communication-aware
mapping strategy (namely ‘minimum Manhattan distance’),
an additional target system topology (3D mesh), and perform
(and document) a more careful selection of model and simu-
lation parameter values.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The par-
allel applications of interest are discussed in Section 2 while
the system targeted in the simulations is described in Sec-
tion 3. A brief overview of the resilient communication mod-
els at the focus of our verification is given in Section 4. The
verification workflow is presented in Section 5 together with
the details of individual verification steps and results. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper and outlines steps for future work.

2. APPLICATIONS AND THEIR EXECUTION TRACES
The code verification process (detailed in Section 5) requires
that realistic simulations be performed. Thus, we chose the
LU.D and BT.D applications of the NAS Parallel Benchmark
Suite 3.3 [2] as example applications. These applications
have been executed with a total of 4096 MPI processes on
256 Taurus3 nodes, equally distributed as 16 processes per
node. From the traces of the two communication intensive
benchmarks (denoted as LU.D.4096 and BT.D.4096), we ob-
served that they spend ≈68 % and ≈48 % respectively of the
execution time in MPI functions.

Detailed running times and the percentage of time spent in
the application and for the communication are shown in Ta-
ble 1. In both cases, the communication matrices of both
benchmarks are not dispersed. This means, that the processes
communicate primarily with their neighboring ranks. The
distribution of message sizes differs between the two bench-
marks. In the LU.D.4096 trace, about 99 % of the total num-
ber of exchanged messages are of size 240 B and 280 B. In
the BT.D.4096 trace, most exchanged messages are of size
11760 B and 1960 B, while other larger messages of size
around 200 KiB represent at most 1 % of the number of ex-
changed point-to-point messages.

3https://doc.zih.tu-dresden.de/hpc-wiki/bin/view/
Compendium/HardwareTaurus

http://www.bsc.es/computer-sciences/performance-tools/dimemas/validation
http://www.bsc.es/computer-sciences/performance-tools/dimemas/validation
https://doc.zih.tu-dresden.de/hpc-wiki/bin/view/Compendium/HardwareTaurus
https://doc.zih.tu-dresden.de/hpc-wiki/bin/view/Compendium/HardwareTaurus


Benchmark Total Run Exclusive Exclusive
Time (s) Application (%) MPI (%)

LU.D.4096 19.62 32.40 67.60
BT.D.4096 24.71 52.07 47.93

Table 1: Benchmark execution times and percentage of ex-
clusive accumulated times for Application and MPI functions
on Taurus.

3. SIMULATED SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
HAEC-SIM allows to configure the target platform topology
and link specification. Previous simulations were focussed
on the future platform specification described in [3]. How-
ever, in this work, parameters that characterize networks in
current large-scale high performance computing (HPC) sys-
tems are used. Hence, we are combining considerations of
the HAEC Box and of current HPC systems. This combi-
nation allows for evaluations of the future platform that are
better comparable to existing HPC systems. The compari-
son of the HAEC Box to current HPC systems is reasonable
since, in fact, the HAEC Box represents a small scale HPC
environment. Conversely, not all assumptions for HPC sys-
tems hold true for the HAEC Box, what especially results in
different assumptions regarding the packet loss probabilities
(Section 4.1).

The target topology and interconnect are largely based on
the Gemini interconnect [1]. Our target platform consists
of 16 × 16 × 16 computing nodes connected in a 3D mesh
and a 3D torus. Each link is assumed to have bandwidth of
9.375 GB/s, which corresponds to the maximum bandwidth
for Gemini. For the link latency, we assume 1.27 µs based on
the Gemini interconnect latency [14]. The computing power
of the target platforms is assumed equivalent to that of the ex-
ecution platform where the application trace was generated.

4. COMMUNICATION MODELS

4.1 Unicast (Point-to-Point) Communication
In this work, we focus on unicast (point-to-point) commu-
nication where one sender transmits data over one or more
forwarders to one receiver. The exception is an internode
communication that takes place only locally. Further, we as-
sume single-path communication where only one path from
the sender to the receiver is used during the transmission of a
message. Both, the mapping of processes to nodes and the ap-
plied routing strategy determine the number of physical links
or hops (h) a message has to travel.

Since we assume that packet loss can occur due to errors, fail-
ures, or intended attacks, the sender needs feedback whether
the transmission was successful. Therefore, the receiver
sends back end-to-end acknowledgments.

A message that needs to be transmitted is issued at the MPI
layer. Then, it has to be passed to the transport layer. We
account for this task via an injection latency of dmpi = 500 ns
with unlimited injection bandwidth. At the transport layer,
the message of length m is split into np = m

Lp
data packets of

equal length (sp = 1500 B). The payload per packet (Lp <

sp) depends on the communication model and is discussed in
the next subsection.

We assume a packet loss probability per link of p = 0.01.
The packet loss probability for a block of n = sp ∗ 8 bit/B
= 12, 000 bits can be computed from the bit error rate (BER)
of the physical channel by p = 1 − (1 − BER)n. Hence, the
assumed packet loss probability corresponds to a bit error rate
of ≈ 10−6.

This packet loss probability value has been selected due to the
fact that we also aim to achieve security against intentional at-
tacks. In HPC systems, security issues are usually neglected
since the system is assumed to be physically hosted in a se-
cure environment. However, this assumption cannot be guar-
anteed for the HAEC Box due to its smaller size and porta-
bility. One cannot exclude attacks without the guarantee that
attackers can never access the system – and this will not be
possible. Particularly, one of the target uses of the HAEC Box
is the efficient execution of big parallel applications. Hence,
there must be a possibility for users to place their applications
on the nodes of the HAEC Box and to execute them. Since
it is not possible to decide a priori whether a candidate ap-
plication is malicious or not, security aspects are important
and must be addressed. Selecting a packet loss probability
that is higher than usually assumed for HPC systems allows
to evaluate how the system works even in case of the assumed
attacks. If there is no attacker, the system’s performance will
be of course even better.

For simplicity, we consider a uniform packet loss probability
for all links. This assumption must be refined in future work.
In this work, it allows to evaluate whether a successful data
transmission is still possible under a relatively high loss prob-
ability when resilient communication schemes are employed.

4.2 Resilient Communication Models
The resilient communication models we use within our eval-
uation ensure that a message can be transmitted even in case
of packet loss. In order to prevent unrecognized modifi-
cations, forwarders and receivers can verify the validity of
data packets and acknowledgments by means of digital sig-
natures and discard manipulated packets. We assume the use
of ECDSA [10] for the computation of digital signatures of
size ssig = 32 B. Packets are sent according to the following
three communication models:

DORr: The first model denotes the common store-and-
forward approach of sending packets. Similar to TCP, pack-
ets are organized in windows of size sw. The receiver con-
firms the successful receipt of each packet by means of ac-
knowledgments. Upon successfully sending one window, the
sender starts to send packets of the next window. Each packet
contains a window identifier of size swid, a packet identifier
of size spid, and a digital signature. Hence, the resulting pay-
load per packet is given by Lp = sp− swid− spid− ssig . An
acknowledgment of size sa contains the window identifier,
the packet identifier, a timestamp of size stst, and the digital
signature.

PNCr: The second model refers to Practical Network Cod-
ing [6]. Packets comprise a number of elements of size



sff from a finite field to allow for the linear combinations.
The sender organizes packets in matrices called generations
(of size sw), amends these packets by a global encoding
vector of sw symbols of size sff , and computes random
linear combinations out of the packets of one generation.
Each packet additionally contains a generation identifier of
size sgid and a digital signature of size ssig . The resulting
payload of a data packet according to the second model is
Lp = sp − sgid − sw · sff − ssig . An acknowledgment
of size sa contains the generation identifier, the rank of the
matrix of received packets, a timestamp, and the digital sig-
nature. The receiver decodes upon receiving sufficient linear
independent combined packets. It sends acknowledgments to
confirm the current rank of the matrix of received packets.
The sender proceeds to the next generation upon completing
the sending of the current one.

NCDr: The third model is similar to PNCr. However, the
sender estimates the delivery probability by means of the re-
ceiver acknowledgments. Thus, the sender can estimate the
number of remaining packets to be sent such that the receiver
will have full rank [15].

4.3 Model Parameters and Values
The resilient communication models were implemented us-
ing Sage [17] according to the models introduced in [16].
These models also comprise delays for sending a packet (ds),
receiving a packet (dr), processing a packet at an interme-
diate node (di), and processing an acknowledgment (da).
The delay for sending a packet over one hop is given by
dh,p = dout+ l+

sp·8
b +din, where l refers to the link latency,

and b to the bandwidth. The delay for sending an acknowl-
edgment over one hop is computed accordingly for sa instead
of sp. The delays din and dout describe the delays for send-
ing data over the physical channel or for receiving data sent
over the physical channel. Finally, we also have to include
delays for the computation and verification of digital signa-
tures (dsign and dverify), these delays are incorporated in ds,
dr, di, and da.

The values for those processing delays are set in [8, Table 2]
to achieve a certain targeted latency. Thus, we scaled up
those parameters, as well as other parameters that refer to
bandwidth, to comply with the Gemini link characteristics.
The parameters used in this work are summarized in Table 2
herein.

5. VERIFICATION

5.1 Verification Workflow
The process of code verification of the implementation of the
resilient network models in HAEC-SIM follows the workflow
illustrated in Figure 1.

The first step was the implementation of the DORr, PNCr, and
NCDr communication models using Sage [16]. Polynomial
approximations, described in Section 5.2, have been used to
enable the use of the transfer times provided by these mod-
els in HAEC-SIM [4]. Subsequently, HAEC-SIM writes the
transfer time of each message encountered in the input trace
and the number of hops it traveled during simulation in the

Parameter DORr PNCr NCDr

sw 5 5 5
swid 4 B — —
spid 1 B — —
sgid — 4 B 4 B
stst 4 B 4 B 4 B
ssig 32 B 32 B 32 B
sff — 1 B 1 B
sp 1500 B 1500 B 1500 B
sa 41 B 41 B 41 B
Lp 1463 B 1459 B 1459 B
dmpi 500 ns 500 ns 500 ns
dout = din 127 ns 127 ns 127 ns
dh,p 1.544 µs 1.544 µs 1.544 µs
dh,a 1.525 µs 1.525 µs 1.525 µs
dsign 40 ns 40 ns 40 ns
dverify 100 ns 100 ns 100 ns
da = di 163.5 ns 163.5 ns 163.5 ns
ds 294 ns 294.5 ns 294.5 ns
dr 394 ns 396.5 ns 396.5 ns

Table 2: Resilient communication model parameters.

Polynomial	
approxima-on	

of	Sage-based	message	
transfer	-mes	

Implementa-on	of	
DORr,	PNCr,	and	NCDr		

in	Sage	[16]	

Implementa-on	of	
DORr,	PNCr,	and	NCDr		

in	HAEC-SIM	[4]	

Verifica7on	of	transfer	
-me	of	each	message	

(this	work)	

Sage-based	message	
transfer	-mes	

HAEC-SIM-based	
message	transfer	-mes	

Independent	polynomial	
approxima-on	of	

message	transfer	-mes	

Comparison	of	transfer	
-me	of	each	message	
(Figure	3	and	[16])	

Comparison	of	transfer	
-me	of	each	message	

[4]	

Figure 1: Workflow for the code verification of the imple-
mentation of resilient communication models in HAEC-SIM.
The light green boxes denote the two distinct implementa-
tions of the resilient communication models. The darker
green boxes denote the comparisons conducted in prior and
present work between the message transfer times produced
by the two model implementations.

simulated output trace. This data is extracted with the help
of a parallel parsing tool and used by another tool to verify
in parallel each simulated message data against an indepen-
dent implementation (last step of the illustrated workflow).
Both HAEC-SIM and the independent implementation use
polynomial approximation for approximating the message
transfer times obtained from Sage-based simulations [16],
as shown in Figure 1. The acceptability of the verification
results is assessed in Section 5.5. It is important to note
that the independent polynomial approximation focuses ex-
clusively on the message transfer times, while in addition, the
HAEC-SIM-based implementation of the models addresses
and interleaves the exchanged messages with computational
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Figure 2: Comparison of simulated values to polynomial ap-
proximation for 6 hops.

aspects of the application. Thus, a direct comparison and ver-
ification between the two implementations is only possible at
the message level.

During the verification process we were able to identify:
(a) errors arising from a loss of precision due to type con-
version and (b) insufficient precision in chosen data type.
(a) Precision loss: The timestamps of events read from the
input trace are internally represented in the simulator as inte-
gers. The message transfer times are calculated using floating
point arithmetic. This leads to inevitable conversions from in-
tegers to floating point numbers and vice versa. Both types of
conversions can, however, lead to loss of precision. There-
fore, care must be taken when and where these conversions
are performed, especially whenever arithmetics are involved,
e.g., int(1.5) + int(1.5) equals 1 + 1 and the expression returns
2, while int(1.5 + 1.5) equals int(3.0) and therefore the ex-
pression returns 3. The aim is to minimize the amount of pos-
sible type conversion errors. (b) Insufficient precision: Cer-
tain modeling parameters (i.e., ds, di, dr, da, dhp , and dha )
corresponding to delays were represented as integers. The
values of these delays are comparatively small and in some
cases also obtained from fractions. Thus, a representation as
integer results in insufficient precision. These delays are now
represented as floating point numbers.

5.2 Polynomial Approximation of Communication Times
To provide meaningful communication times, especially the
resilient models needs to be simulated multiple times. Just
using one simulation run would yield to indeterministic or
questionable times. However, this repeated simulation would
take to much time in HAEC-SIM and thus, we do this prior to
that in Sage [17]. The results of the low level point-to-point
communication simulation are integrated into HAEC-SIM by
means of a polynomial approximation. This has several ad-
vantages. We can derive the end-to-end communication times
for arbitrary values of the packet loss probability, the genera-
tion size, and the number of hops even if the real simulation
was done only for a limited number of parameter sets. Fur-
ther, we save memory and computing time, since we do not
store all results of the measurements, but only the polynomi-
als and the times are very fast computable.

Msg. size DORr PNCr NCDr

Mapping: xyz

≤ 200 B 36.68 µs 37.10 µs 36.17 µs
240 B 36.51 µs 36.95 µs 35.89 µs
280 B 32.91 µs 33.30 µs 32.38 µs

3,264 B 12.70 µs 11.90 µs 11.76 µs
≈204,800 B 1180.68 µs 1083.49 µs 1068.08 µs

Mapping: min md

≤ 200 B 41.38 µs 56.64 µs 43.62 µs
240 B 61.15 µs 74.70 µs 67.48 µs
280 B 70.44 µs 69.24 µs 77.41 µs

3,264 B 6.99 µs 6.96 µs 6.96 µs
≈204,800 B 1047.84 µs 991.15 µs 979.37 µs

Table 3: Average message transfer times for different mes-
sage sizes for the simulated execution of LU.D.4096 on the
3D mesh target platform using DORr, PNCr, NCDr as com-
munication models.

For the approximation we used a biquartic polynomial with
25 terms, which should provide low deviation from the real
values [16]. To prove that claim, we compared the output of
the Sage-based simulation with polynomial approximation of
HAEC-SIM. In Figure 2, the approximation shows a good
conformity with the simulation, e.g., we measured a mean
relative error of 0.248 % for 6 hops. Hence, we verified the
correlation between the results of the simulation and the poly-
nomial approximation.

5.3 Simulation of Applications on the Target Systems
We conducted the simulations with a total of 4096 MPI pro-
cesses on 256 Taurus nodes. The MPI processes were mapped
to the compute nodes of the target system by using the xyz
and the min md mapping strategies. Identifying known opti-
mal mappings for each application on each topology is part
of ongoing work. Therefore, in this work we consider a map-
ping that is oblivious to the communication patterns of the
application, xyz, and a mapping that is aware of it, min md.

The mapping strategy xyz is application oblivious. It identi-
fies the compute node to assign to an application process by
first increasing the x coordinate of the last assigned node un-
til every node along the x dimension is assigned, then by in-
creasing the y coordinate and, finally, the z coordinate in the
same manner. In contrast to xyz, the mapping strategy min
md is application aware. It aims to minimize the Manhattan
distance between pairs of highly communicating application
processes that communicate over the network. The algorithm
selects the process pair that exchanges the largest number of
point-to-point messages and maps them to nodes with a Man-
hattan distance of 1 hop, starting at the origin of the system
topology. The next such process pair is selected and mapped
to system nodes with a Manhattan distance of 1 hop. If no
free node within 1 hop radius is found, the search radius is
increased to 2 hops. Both mappings strategies proceed in a
round-robin fashion if the number of application processes is
larger than the number of system nodes.



Msg. size DORr PNCr NCDr

Mapping: xyz

≤ 200 B 12.09 µs 12.09 µs 12.09 µs
240 B 8.72 µs 8.72 µs 8.73 µs
280 B 8.28 µs 8.28 µs 8.29 µs

3,264 B 9.14 µs 9.14 µs 9.12 µs
≈204,800 B 602.36 µs 602.36 µs 600.82 µs

Mapping: min md

≤ 200 B 23.15 µs 21.36 µs 21.32 µs
240 B 31.45 µs 28.65 µs 28.55 µs
280 B 32.12 µs 29.23 µs 29.08 µs

3,264 B 6.97 µs 6.95 µs 6.95 µs
≈204,800 B 677.86 µs 648.65 µs 644.67 µs

Table 4: Average message transfer times for different mes-
sage sizes for the simulated execution of LU.D.4096 on the
3D torus target platform using DORr, PNCr, NCDr as com-
munication models.

Msg. size DORr PNCr NCDr

Mapping: xyz

1,960 B 135.39 µs 134.75 µs 127.33 µs
11,760 B 279.49 µs 284.53 µs 265.64 µs

≈204,800 B 1353.89 µs 1323.39 µs 1259.74 µs

Mapping: min md

1,960 B 135.32 µs 131.81 µs 126.46 µs
11,760 B 357.27 µs 337.60 µs 321.77 µs

≈204,800 B 1798.28 µs 1771.92 µs 1713.67 µs

Table 5: Average message transfer times for different mes-
sage sizes for the simulated execution of BT.D.4096 on the
3D mesh target platform using DORr, PNCr, NCDr as com-
munication models.

Since we are interested in verifying the communication mod-
els used in the simulations, we concentrate on analyzing the
message statistics of the simulated applications on the target
simulated system using the performance analysis tool Vam-
pir [11]. Vampir was launched in parallel using 2048 MPI
processes due to the size of the simulated trace files. Each
of the simulated trace files had a size of about 284 GB for
LU.D.4096 and of about 92 GB for BT.D.4096.

The average message transfer times per each message size
are shown for each application in Tables 3-6. LU.D.4096
contains 1,975,849,596 point-to-point messages, the majority
of which are of 240 B (i.e., 1,231,836,480) and 280 B (i.e.,
708,305,976). BT.D.4096 contains 394,813,440 MPI point-
to-point messages, the majority of which are of 11,760 B (i.e.,
194,310,144) and 1,960 B (i.e., 194,310,144).

The message transfer times in Tables 3-6 are comparable yet
clearly distinguishable for each communication model: PNCr
and DORr result in the slowest transfer times for BT and LU,
respectively. NCDr achieves the fastest transfer times for both

Msg. size DORr PNCr NCDr

Mapping: xyz

1,960 B 30.93 µs 30.24 µs 30.19 µs
11,760 B 91.17 µs 88.87 µs 88.60 µs

≈204,800 B 860.10 µs 828.86 µs 824.43 µs

Mapping: min md

1,960 B 87.51 µs 80.78 µs 78.89 µs
11,760 B 232.19 µs 211.13 µs 204.17 µs

≈204,800 B 1384.92 µs 1282.32 µs 1259.63 µs

Table 6: Average message transfer times for different mes-
sage sizes for the simulated execution of BT.D.4096 on the
3D torus target platform using DORr, PNCr, NCDr as com-
munication models.

applications. The interpretation of these results is in agree-
ment with prior work [4, 15]. Thus, these results constitute
suitable measurements for our verification process.

5.4 Number of Hops Traveled per Message
The number of hops traveled by each message is used as input
to the verification. Together with the size of the messages, the
verification tool can evaluate in parallel the expected message
transfer times and compare it with the transfer times obtained
by HAEC-SIM. Because the total number of hops and their
distribution depends on the processes-to-nodes mapping and
application communication patterns, these values are useful
to compare different mapping strategies.

We analyzed the number of hops per message for both appli-
cations (LU.D.4096, BT.D.4096), both target HPC platform
topologies (3D mesh, 3D torus), and both mappings strate-
gies (xyz, min md). Figures 3 and 4 show the number of
messages per hops traveled. The mapping strategy min md
yields a smoother and wider distribution than xyz. Expect-
edly, fewer messages are traveling a higher hop count on the
3D torus topology than on the 3D mesh topology.

To compare the mappings numerically, we deduced the over-
all number of hops traveled by all messages. The total sums
can be seen in the Tables 7 and 8. For BT.D.4096 running
on a 16 × 16 × 16 3D torus, the xyz mapping is a naturally
perfect fit for the communication pattern of the application.
In contrast, the min md mapping for this case is less efficient
with ≈ 50% more hops traveled. In all other scenarios, min
md mapping reduces the total number of hops traveled vs. xyz
mapping.

5.5 Verification of Message Transfer Times
All message transfer times produced by the HAEC-SIM sim-
ulations were compared using the verification tool against
those obtained from an independent implementation of the
communication models (cf. Figure 1). As mentioned in
Section 5.3, the two applications LU.D.4096 and BT.D.4096
have 1, 975, 849, 596 and 394, 813, 440 MPI point-to-point
messages, respectively. Since we used three different com-
munication models, two different topologies, and two dif-
ferent mappings, we conducted 12 simulations for each ap-
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Figure 3: Number of hops traveled by the point-to-point mes-
sages for the LU.D.4096 simulated onto the two target plat-
form topologies 3D mesh (upper row) and 3D torus (lower
row) using the two mappings xyz (left column) and min md
(right column).

LU.D.4096 BT.D.4096

xyz 7, 762, 266, 270 2, 208, 487, 680
min md 6, 048, 588, 664 2, 137, 480, 380

Table 7: Total number of hops traveled for all point-to-point
messages on the 3D mesh target platform.

plication. For 21 out of the 24 scenarios, we observed no
deviation between the message transfer times obtained with
HAEC-SIM and with the verification tool. However, for each
of the remaining three scenarios exactly one type of message
(same message size and number of hops traveled) caused a
very small deviation of 1 picosecond. The picosecond range
is, however, the finest time granularity used by HAEC-SIM.
Deviations in this range may occur due to rounding errors.
Moreover, these deviations were not very common. Over-
all, only 54, 432 of all 28, 447, 956, 432 point-to-point mes-
sages (or 0.00019 %) result in such a picosecond deviation.
Furthermore, these (rounding) errors do not accumulate over
simulated time, thus resulting in a negligible deviation in the
simulation results.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Simulation results have little or no value if the modeling and
simulation process is erroneous. Verification can detect er-
rors in the concept, requirements, design, and coding of sim-
ulation models. In this work, we concentrated on the code
verification of the implementation of three resilient commu-
nication models in HAEC-SIM. Comparison of the simulated
results against those from the independent implementation
shows consistency. Of the investigated models, PNCr and
NCDr perform similar, and both outperform DORr. Thus,
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Figure 4: Number of hops traveled by the point-to-point mes-
sages for the BT.D.4096 simulated onto the two target plat-
form topologies 3D mesh (upper row) and 3D torus (lower
row) using the two mappings xyz (left column) and min md
(right column).

LU.D.4096 BT.D.4096

xyz 5, 221, 888, 218 1, 394, 184, 960
min md 3, 766, 463, 068 2, 091, 663, 000

Table 8: Total number of hops traveled for all point-to-point
messages on the 3D torus target platform.

this work represents the first step towards sufficiently accu-
rate HAEC-SIM-based simulations for studying the behav-
ior of communication-intensive applications running on the
HAEC Box using the verified resilient communication mod-
els.

In the present, we are implementing routing and path selec-
tion strategies to support the HAEC Box as a simulated target
topology. Future work directions include developing com-
munication models that account for link congestion and for
collective communication (or multicast messages). Verifica-
tion and validation of the models to be developed constitute
important parts of our future work.
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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive Pulse Compression (APC), which will provide 

super-resolution capability for current radar system, is an 

extremely time consuming process. It is always beneficial 

that have APC process been done faster to even real time to 

meet the demand of numerous applications, such as Airborne 

Sense and Avoid (ABSAA) system. In this paper, the 

supercomputing capability of Generalized-Purpose 

computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) is 

utilized to accelerate the APC algorithm of radar signal 

processing. Generalized APC algorithm, such as Matched 

Filter (MF), as well as advanced APC algorithms, such as 

Reiterative Minimum Mean-Square Error (RMMSE) and 

RMMSE based on Matched Filter outputs (MF-RMMSE), 

are implemented on Central Processing Unit (CPU) based 

platform along with efficient CPU based libraries, such as 

EIGEN and FFTW, and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) 

based platform along with Compute Unified Device 

Architecture (CUDA) technology. Comparison of latency 

performance is provided between CPU and GPU based 

platforms. The results shows a great potential to expedite 

pulse compression and APC processing to meet the real-time 

requirement.  

Author Keywords 

GPGPU; CUDA; APC; RMMSE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, GPGPU has emerged as a powerful tool for 

high performance computing to speed up scientific 

applications. For radar applications, APC is an advanced 

estimation procedure for the complex amplitudes at certain 

range cells given the convolution of the transmitted 

waveform and environment with interference between 

neighboring range cells. The general procedure of APC 

contains numerous independent and parallelizable operations 

such as matrix addition, multiplication and inversion. 

Therefore, it would be beneficial to take advantage of the 

evolving trend of GPGPU in such time consuming but 

parallelizable processing. In addition, the size of the 

measured data is enormous in most application scenarios. A 

typical radar scan would have hundreds to even thousands of 

pulses, range gates and azimuths. The implementation of this 

algorithm is important to both actual radar processors and 

airspace operation simulations. It is not only desirable but 

also necessary to accelerate the processing procedure by 

utilizing the most advanced schemes and devices. In this 

study, we implemented the specific APC algorithms 

including RMMSE and MF-RMMSE using CUDA kernels 

and libraries such as cuBLAS, which are adapted to the 

unique architecture and requirements of GPGPU. 

Performance comparison between our modified algorithm 

implementations on GPU and the original implementation on 

CPU is provided. In addition, the impact of different CUDA 

configurations on latency performance, such as numbers of 

threads per block and blocks per grid, are also investigated. 

The experiment result indicates that an impressive 

acceleration of APC algorithms on GPGPU can be achieved. 

A novel procedure of optimizing the parameters of CUDA 

configuration for the APC algorithm implementations is 

provided. 

2. PULSED-DOPPLER RADAR PROCESSING CHAIN 
AND GPGPU IMPLEMENTATION  

The generic signal processing chain for Pulsed-Doppler 

radar includes the following modules in sequential order: 

preprocessing, digital beam forming, pulse compression, 

Doppler spectrum estimate and post processing, as shown in 

Figure 1. Each stage involves intensive matrix 

manipulations, which are highly parallel. Take for instance, 

the Fourier beam forming, which has been widely applied in 

many operational radar systems, is equivalently 

multiplication of the input data with a beam forming table 

pre-stored in the memory. Because the input data set is multi-

dimensional, where three dimensional is most common, it is 

usually referred to as a “data cube”. The computation along 

each dimension is usually independent, and thus can be 

implemented in parallel, too. In addition, the size of a data SpringSim-HPC 2016 Apr 3-6 Pasadena, CA, USA 
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cube is usually far larger than the number of cores available 

on GPUs, which indicates that each step of the radar signal 

processing algorithm may fully utilize all of the 

computational capability of a GPU, potentially maximizing 

the computational efficiency. 

The actual GPGPU implementation of the signal processing 

chain involves designing CUDA kernels for specific 

applications and using libraries such as cuBLAS and cuFFT. 

As a general rule-of-thumb, using libraries is always 

preferred as the program will be much easier to migrate 

across different radar platform, i.e., making the signal 

processing chain scalable and reconfigurable. As has been 

discussed, Fourier beam forming, essentially matrix 

multiplication, can be realized using cuBLAS. Array 

calibration included in the preprocessing stage can be 

divided into operations like matrix inversion and 

multiplication, which can also be handled by cuBLAS and 

its CUDA extensions. cuFFT library is needed for Doppler 

spectrum estimate, where the periodogram, a Fourier 

transform based spectrum estimator is most widely used. 

3. PULSE COMPRESSION 

3.1. Matched Filter 

Matched filter is the simplest pulse compression algorithm. 

It applies when the model of convolution is assumed for 

received signal. If the length of transmitted pulse is N, this 

discrete model at l-th receiving time could be expressed as 

𝑦(𝑙) = 𝒔𝑇𝒙 + 𝑣(𝑙)   (1) 

where 𝒔 = [𝑠0 𝑠1 … 𝑠𝑁−1]𝑇 and 

𝒙(𝑙) = [𝑥(𝑙) 𝑥(𝑙 − 1) … 𝑥(𝑙 − 𝑁 + 1)]𝑇  are sampled 

transmitted pulse and sampled contiguous impulse responses 

of the range profile of length of N, respectively. (∙)𝑇 denotes 

vector transpose. As we seen in (1), the received signal at 

time l is the result of convolution of transmitted pulse and 

impulse response of range profile at time delay of l. 

The matched filter algorithm is a process to maximizing 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) [1] which could be written as  

𝒙𝐌𝐅(𝑙) = 𝒔𝐻�̃�(𝑙)   (2) 

where �̃�(𝑙) = [𝑦(𝑙) 𝑦(𝑙 + 1) … 𝑦(𝑙 + 𝑁 − 1)]𝑇  is N 

contiguous samples of received signal starting at time delay 

of l. (∙)𝐻 denotes the Hermitian operation. As it can be seen 

that the matched filter process is a modified convolution 

process. So it is logical to utilize Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) to perform such process in order to reduce the 

computational cost. 

3.2. Adaptive Pulse Compression 

APC algorithms are a type of radar signal processing 

algorithms first proposed in [2, 3], which could mitigate the 

neighborhood interference effectively to recover the truth 

data from measurement especially when a weak target is 

masked by sidelobe effect in the vicinity of a strong target. 

RMMSE is one of the APC algorithms based on Minimum 

Mean-Square Error (MMSE) approach. It performs 

significantly well in terms of recovering the truth data from 

the measurement. But this outstanding performance comes 

with a price which is high computation load. The extremely 

high computation load limits the implementation of this 

algorithm. However, there are two ways to solve the 

problem. One way is to modify the algorithm to reduce 

computation load and maintain the same level of 

performance. MF-RMMSE is a modified version of RMMSE 

based on MF output which is proposed by [4]. It successfully 

reduces the computation load by altering the algorithm 

theoretically with the utilization of MF outputs. The 

computational cost per range cell is presented in Table 1 [4], 

where N and K are the length of transmitted pulse and 

computation window of MF-RMMSE respectively. 

Algorithms Computation Cost 

Matched filter 𝑁 

RMMSE [2] 6𝑁2 + 14𝑁 

Fast RMMSE [5] 𝑁2 (
3

𝑀
+

3

𝑀2
) + 𝑁(1 +

13

𝑀
) 

MF-RMMSE [4] (2𝐾 + 1)𝑁 +
𝐾(𝐾 − 1)

2
 

Table 1. Computational complexity per range cell for different 

algorithms. 

The other way to solve the computation complexity problem 

is to parallelize the algorithm and utilize the enormous 

computation power of parallelized computing device such as 

GPGPU. This approach will be presented in this paper. 

Figure 1. Generic signal processing chain of Pulsed-Doppler radar: nc is the number of channels, ns is number of range samples, np is 

number of pulses, nb is the number of beams, ng is number of range gates nf is number spectrum bins and nd is the number of dwells. 



4. GPGPU ON PULSE COMPRESSION PROCESS 

GPGPU become a much easier approach for supercomputing 

after CUDA was introduced by NVIDIA. CUDA is a parallel 

computing platform and programming paradigm based on 

NVIDIA GPUs providing numerous Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) via C/C++ and FORTRAN 

[6]. Those APIs allow developers utilize the parallelized 

computing resources on GPU directly instead of cloaking the 

GPGPU tasks as graphics computing tasks. 

In this paper, NVIDIA Titan Z and Intel Xeon E5603 are 

used as GPU and CPU computing device respectively. At 

current stage, only single threaded algorithm is utilized on 

CPU platform and only one of the two GPUs on Titan Z is 

utilized for simplicity. Multithread capability of CPU and 

Multi-GPU collaboration through Scalable Link Interface 

(SLI) will be exploited in the future. CUDA toolkit 7.0.17 is 

used as GPU computing support and EIGEN 3.2.6 and 

FFTW 3.3.4 are used as CPU counterpart. GNU GCC 4.8.4 

is used as compiler for the whole project.  
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Figure 2. The configuration of processing power for MF. 

4.1. Implementation Schemes 

The CUDA computing hierarchy from top to bottom are 

Grid, Block and Thread. Similar to CUDA computing 

hierarchy, the hierarchy of radar data from global to local are 

PPI Scan, Azimuth and Range Gate. Conveniently, one-to-

one mapping relation between CUDA architecture and radar 

data is established and it works relatively well [7]. However, 

such one-to-one mapping relation reduces the versatility of 

CUDA program which limits the utilization of computing 

power of GPU. For instance, the Matched filter is a relatively 

inexpensive algorithm and CUDA program will performed 

better if we tackle the large amount of data concurrently and 

utilize the highly optimized CUDA library as demonstrated 

in  Figure 2. One of the advantages of using this scheme is 

that it is not necessary to adjust the distribution of computing 

resources on GPU manually, i.e. BLOCK PER GRID and 

THREAD PER BLOCK, which would have huge impact on 

processing performance of GPU platform. 
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Figure 3. The configuration of processing power for 

RMMSE/MF-RMMSE. 

Figure 4. The performance comparison of Matched Filter based 

on GPU and CPU platform. 

Meanwhile, RMMSE and MF-RMMSE are costly 

algorithms and it would be better to utilize the divide-and-

conquer technique while deploy the ability of nested 

parallelism of CUDA, and explore intrinsic parallelism of 

such algorithms applied on a small amount of data for each 

individual process as demonstrated in Figure 3. In this 

scheme, it is inevitable to manually distribute the computing 

resource on GPU. So the key to reach the best acceleration 



performance is to adjust the processing parameters optimally 

with respect to specific data size.  

Figure 6. The performance of RMMSE computing based on 

various libraries and processor usage when length of ground truth 

is fixed to 150 sample points. 

4.2. Acceleration Results 

The comparison result of Matched Filter between GPU and 

CPU platform is shown in Figure 4. In this test, Thrust and 

cuFFT is used for the computation of Matched Filter to 

demonstrate the acceleration. Using this approach, the effect 

of GRID/BLOCK size on computing performance of GPU is 

circumvented for simplicity. The white dash line in Figure 4 

represent the equal performance between CPU and GPU 

platform. It shows that 4.5 times speed up is achievable in 

several configurations of source profiles. As it could be seen 

that the acceleration curve is not quote smooth. The main 

reason of this effect is that cuFFT library is optimized when 

the length of processing time-series is 𝒍 = 𝟐𝒂 × 𝟑𝒃 × 𝟓𝒄 ×
𝟕𝒅 where a, b, c and d are integers and the smaller the prime 

factor, the better the performance [6]. So along with the axis 

of “Number of Profiles”, the acceleration performance of 

GPU vs CPU is monotonic increasing. Meanwhile along 

with the axis of “Length of Profiles”, the acceleration 

performance reaches its peak when the length of profile is 

close to 𝟐𝒂. It is obvious that the larger the size of data, the 

larger acceleration ratio between GPU and CPU can be 

obtained. There is a limitation of on-board memory, 

however, which prevents further acceleration. Because the 

data transfer could be the bottleneck of such implementation, 

multiple times of data transfer is required to circumvent the 

memory capacity limit. However, the cost on data transfer is 

able to be compensated by utilizing CUDA stream and more 

sophisticated computing scheme by overlapping the 

computing and. data transfer. Further acceleration would be 

expected and it will be further exploited in future 

experiments. 

Figure 5. The performance comparison of MF-RMMSE between GPU and CPU implementatins with various CUDA configurations and 

length of waveforms when length of ground truth is fixed to 120 sample points. 



 

Figure 7. The performance of RMMSE computing based on 

various libraries and processor usage when length of waveform is 

fixed to 152 sample points. 

Similar comparison of RMMSE is shown in Figure 6 and 

Figure 7. The results indicate that the length of the waveform 

(which is transmitted pulse) has larger impact in processing 

time comparing to the length of ground truth (which is the 

impulse response of range profile) and the GPU based 

platform performs better when length of either parameters 

mentioned above is larger. As it could be seen that about 10 

times acceleration is expected when the data size is sufficient 

large. But as mentioned before, memory size is another 

limitation which would require multiple rounds of data 

transfer. 

 
Figure 8. The performance of MF-RMMSE computing based on 

various libraries and processor usage when length of ground truth 

is fixed to 500 sample points. 

Similar Comparison of MF-RMMSE is shown in  Figure 8. 

As it could be seen, the acceleration is not as significant as 

the implementation of RMMSE which is shown in Figure 6. 

One reason for this phenomenon is the way MF-RMMSE 

constructed is different from RMMSE [4]. It utilizes a 

processing window which is much smaller than the length of 

waveform and it effectively reduces the impact of length of 

waveform on processing time. Another reason for this 

phenomenon is that the way to configure computing 

resources on GPU has a huge impact on computing 

performance in terms of processing latency. This 

phenomenon has been further investigated and the result is 

shown in Figure 5. The white circles in Figure 5 represent 

largest achievable speed up of GPU comparing to CPU 

counterpart in various length of waveforms, while the length 

of ground truth is fixed at 120 sample points, since it has less 

impact on the processing time.  

It can be seen from Figure 5 that there exists an optimized 

computing resources configuration for each specific data 

size. For the application of MF-RMMSE, the best 

configuration of CUDA is when THREADS PER BLOCK is 

between 2-8 and BLOCKS PER GRID is larger than 64. It is 

contradiction to some common experiences which are 

expressed as more THREADS PER BLOCK would give 

better performance than more BLOCKS PER GRID [8]. In 

some other experiments, it shows that this optimization 

situation highly depends on specific applications [9]. 

Meanwhile, the specific type of GPU used is another possible 

factor for the optimal configuration. Because different type 

of GPUs come with different amounts of resources on board 

(i.e. number of multiprocessors, amount of memory). The 

variety of optimal configurations among different 

generations and/or levels will be exploited in the future. 

5. CONCLUTIONS 

This paper provide a method of utilizing GPGPU on radar 

processing chain and implementation of APC algorithms, 

which could be applied to various radar missions, such as 

weather radar and ABSAA. For the pulse compression stage, 

not only regular matched filter but also more advanced APC 

algorithms, such as RMMSE and MF-RMMSE, are 

implemented. Performance of each algorithm in term of 

processing latency with various sizes of data are 

investigated. For MF-RMMSE, the impact of various CUDA 

configurations on acceleration performance is investigated as 

well. The advantage of utilizing GPGPU for APC application 

is verified, while the optimal CUDA configuration of MF-

RMMSE for several data sizes is founded, which establishes 

a guideline for other adaptive processing algorithms in the 

future. For the current stage, the GPGPU implementations 

are developed on a desktop platform, large-size and power 

consuming NVIDIA desktop/server GPUs are used, while in 

the future work, these implementations will be developed on 

embedded GPU platforms to meet the low Space, Weight and 

Power (SWaP) requirement for more demanding application 

scenarios. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents our work on developing parallel reser-
voir simulators for modeling of fluid flows in porous media
on distributed-memory parallel systems and studying the s-
calability of our reservoir simulators. These reservoir sim-
ulators are based on our in-house parallel platform, which
provides grids, data, distributed-memory matrices and vec-
tors, linear solvers, preconditioners, and well modeling. A
standard black oil simulator, a two-phase oil-water simulator
and simulators for extended models, such as polymer flood-
ing and naturally fractured reservoirs, have been implement-
ed. New preconditioners have been designed for the black oil
and compositional models. Benchmarks show that the result-
s from our parallel simulators match those from commercial
simulators. Our parallel simulators are thousands of times
faster than sequential simulators, and they have excellent s-
calability.
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Nowadays, large-scale reservoir simulations are required by
the petroleum industry to simulate complex geological mod-
els. When fine models are applied, a grid may contain tens
of millions of cells, for which a traditional sequential simula-
tor may require days or even weeks to finish one run. When
reservoir engineers design new production processes to op-
timize oil production, hundreds (even thousands) of simu-
lations are required to find optimal parameters. Hence the
speed of reservoir simulators is critical. Regular workstations
and personal computers have their limited memory, which is
another issue for large-scale simulations. Fast computation-
al methods and parallel reservoir simulators are fundamental
and they should be studied.

Various models and methods have been developed by re-
searchers. Coats studied models for black oil, compositional
and thermal simulations (steam flooding and in-situ combus-
tion), and he also investigated grid effects and stability is-
sues in his publications [1]. Kaarstad et al. [8] developed
a reservoir simulator for a two-dimensional two-phase oil-
water model. Rutledge et al. [6] implemented a parallel
compositional simulator using the IMPES (implicit pressure-
explicit saturation) method. Meanwhile, parallel computa-
tions have been considered in reservoir simulations [3, 4].
Killough et al. [5] developed a parallel compositional simula-
tor, which can model n-component, three-phase, EOS reser-
voir simulation on a distributed-memory parallel computer.
Shiralkar et al. [7] developed a production qualified simula-
tor, which can run effectively on a variety of parallel com-
puting platforms. Locally refined grids on parallel computers
have been studied by Killough et al. [9]. Reservoirs with fault
blocks were studied by Parashar et al. [11]. Dogru et al. [12]



developed a parallel simulator with a capacity of modeling
grids with up to one billion cells.

For many reservoir simulations, most of the running time is
spent on the solution of linear systems. Many precondition-
er techniques have been proposed and applied to reservoir
simulations, including point-wise and block-wise incomplete
LU factorization (ILU) methods [17], domain decomposition
methods [24], constrained pressure residual (CPR) methods
for the black oil model and extended black oil models [18,
19], multi-stage methods [20] for black oil simulations, and
fast auxiliary space preconditioners (FASP) for black oil and
polymer simulations [21]. Chen et al. studied parallel reser-
voir simulations using parallel computers and developed a
family of CPR-like preconditioners for black oil simulations
and compositional simulations [2, 29]. Zhang et al. develope-
d a parallel platform for adaptive finite element and adaptive
finite volume calculations, which was also applied to reser-
voir simulations [13, 15, 35]. Chen et al. also developed
GPU-based linear solvers and preconditioners to speed the
Krylov subspace linear solvers, algebraic multigrid solver-
s and preconditioners [27]. Klie, Saad and their collabora-
tors implemented their GPU-based linear solvers and applied
them to reservoir simulation [25, 26]. Natoli et al. developed
a GPU-based black oil simulator, which was much faster than
existing CPU-based simulators [14].

In this paper, we present our work on developing paral-
lel reservoir simulators that are designed for large-scale
distributed-memory parallel systems. Our in-house platform
and simulators are written in C, MPI (Message Passing Inter-
face) and OpenMP. This platform provides grids, data, linear
solvers, preconditioners, distributed matrices and vectors, and
well modeling modules. It supports structured grids, finite d-
ifference methods and finite volume methods. The finite dif-
ference methods are applied for our simulators. The dynam-
ic load balancing module for grid partitioning is critical [34]
and is completed by Zoltan [31] and the Hilbert space-filling
curve (HSFC) methods [32]. Zoltan is a geometry partition-
ing package using geometric information. The HSFC parti-
tioning method is also a geometric partitioning method and
is an in-house partitioner that serves as a default partitioner.
Commonly used Krylov subspace solvers and AMG solver-
s are implemented, including restarted GMRES, BiCGSTAB
[16], and classic AMG solvers from Hypre [30]. General pre-
conditioners, including ILU(k), ILUT, domain decomposition
[24] and AMG [30], and special preconditioners, including
the classical CPR [18, 19] preconditioner and other CPR-like
preconditioners, are implemented. A black oil simulator [29]
and other extended simulators are developed. Krylov sub-
space solvers and parallel CPR-like preconditioners are ap-
plied to these simulators. Numerical experiments show that
our simulators are accurate and capable of simulating models
with hundreds of millions of grid cells.

2. A PARALLEL PLATFORM FOR RESERVOIR SIMULA-

TION

2.1 Grid

The grids are regular structural hexahedral grids, which have
simple geometry and easy to implement. Each cell of a grid

is a hexahedron that has six faces and twelve edges. Let us
assume that the reservoir domain in the x, y and z directions
are divided into nx, ny and nz intervals, then the grid has
Ng = nx × ny × nz cells. Each cell has a unique global
index, which is defined as,

idx(i, j, k) = nx×ny×(nz − k) + nx×j + i, (1)

The index is numbered from the top layer to the bottom layer
and it is applied by most reservoir simulators.

The cell-centered data is implemented, since this kind of da-
ta is natural to reservoir simulation, and each cell represents
a real field and we can attach properties to the cell, such as
porosity, permeability, pressure, temperature, density and vis-
cosity.

Cartesian grid has simple topology and its generation is rel-
ative straightforward. The disadvantage is that it has limits
if it is applied to irregular reservoirs. Many commercial sim-
ulators use both Cartesian grids and corner-point grids. The
latter can handle irregular reservoirs.

2.2 Grid Partitioning

Here we assume that Np MPI processors exist. Let G be the
structured grid, and we also use G to represent the union of
all cells,

G = {C1, C2, · · · , CNg
}, (2)

where Ci is the i-th cell of G. The grid G is distributed in Np

MPI processors, and each processor has a subset of G. Let
Gi be the sub-grid owned by the i-th processor, satisfies the
following conditions,





Gi 6= ∅ (i = 1, · · · , Np)

Gi ∩Gj = ∅ (i 6= j)

∪Gi = G (i = 1, · · · , Np).

(3)

In reservoir simulations, each cell has similar calculations,
and it is reasonable to assume each cell has the same amoun-
t of calculations. The workload of each MPI processor can
be modeled by the size of its sub-grid, |Gi|, or simply the
number of grid cells in each sub-grid. When discretizing the
reservoir models, information from neighboring cells is al-
ways required, and the communication volume for each MPI
processor and communication pattern can be modeled by a
dual graph.

The goal of grid partitioning is that each processor has e-
qual workload and the communication is minimized. The
well-known methods, including recursive coordinate bisec-
tion method, recursive inertial bisection method and space-
filling curve method, are implemented in Zoltan [32]. We
implement the Hilbert space-filling curve method as a built-
in module. The reason that the Hilbert space-filling curve is
applied is that the Hilbert space-filling curve has good spa-
tial locality. Hilbert space-filling curves define maps between
[0, 1]n(n ≥ 1) and [0, 1]. The interval (0, 1) is partitioned
into Np sub-intervals such that each sub-interval has same
amount of cells (or workload).

The scalability of parallel reservoir simulators is determined
by grid partitioning quality. The partitioning method used



here treats each process equally, and intra-node communi-
cations are not considered. Many compilers, such as IBM
Platform MPI and Intel MPI, have special optimization for
intra-node communications. If intra-node communications
are considered, scalability of parallel programs can be better.

2.3 Linear Solvers

The nonlinear systems from reservoir simulations are solved
by the standard Newton methods and the inexact Newton-
methods. A linear system is always assembled in each non-
linear iteration. Since matrices from reservoir simulations are
not symmetric, Krylov subspace solvers are excellent choic-
es.

In-house parallel Krylov subspace linear solvers are im-
plemented, including GMRES, BiCGSTAB and Orthomin.
Distributed-memory matrix and vector modules are devel-
oped to support the development of parallel linear solvers
and preconditioners. A distributed-memory matrix has sev-
eral components, including a map, a communication module,
and a data format. The map stores row distribution, colum-
n distribution, local index to global index mapping, global
index to local index mapping and off-processor information.
The communication module stores the off-processor informa-
tion, source information and destination information for s-
parse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) operation, and lo-
cal index for gathering and scattering operation. The data is
similar to traditional CSR format.

Krylov solvers, AMG solvers and preconditioners share
many common matrix and vector operations, including sparse
matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) and vector arithmetic
operations,

y = αAx+ βy, (4)

z = αAx+ βy, (5)

y = αx+ βy, (6)

z = αx+ βy, (7)

α = 〈x, y〉, (8)

α = 〈x, x〉
1

2 , (9)

where matrix A is a distributed-memory matrix, α and β are
scalars, and x and y are distributed-memory vectors. With
these operations, the development of Krylov subspace solvers
and parallel preconditioners are straightforward.

Restricted Additive Schwarz Method

The restricted additive Schwarz (RAS) method [23], one of
the domain decomposition preconditioners, was developed by
Cai et al, which works for arbitrary non-singular square ma-
trices.

For a given square matrix A, whose order is N , it can be
represented as a directed (or undirected) graph G. The graph
is partitioned into Np non-overlapping subsets, and each MPI

processor owns a subset W 0

i . For any subset W 0

i , a 1-overlap
subset W 1

i is obtained by including all its immediate neighbor

vertices in G [23]. Repeating this process, a δ-overlap subset
W δ

i is defined.

Each local problem is solved by the ILU(k) method or the
ILUT(p, tol) method in our platform. Then the solution is
projected to W 0

i using the restriction operator, which needs
no communication. The RAS method has excellent scalabili-
ty and good convergence.

CPR-like Preconditioner

Linear systems from reservoir simulations are hard to solve
and linear solver dominates the entire simulation running
time. To our knowledge, CPR-like preconditioners are the
most effective methods for black oil model and composition-
al model. For the black oil model, the pressure unknowns
dominate the overall error and the linear systems from pres-
sure unknowns are positive definite. We know AMG methods
are efficient to linear system from pressure unknowns. Many
preconditioners have been developed to speed the solution of
the black oil model, such as the constrained pressure residual
(CPR) method and the FASP [21] method.

When discretizing the black oil and compositional models,
different primary variables (unknowns) may be chosen [28],
including pressure, saturation and well bottom-hole pressure.
Here we assume that the oil phase pressure po and the bot-
tom hole pressure of each well are always the primary vari-
ables. Let us define the pressure vector p that contains all
pressure unknowns on each cell and x vector that contains all
unknowns on each cell. We also define a restriction operation
operator mapping x to p,

Πrx = p, (10)

and a prolongation operator Πp,

Πpp =

(
p
−→
0

)
, (11)

where Πpp has the same dimension as x.

The matrix A derived from the Newton or Newton-Raphson
methods for black oil model can be written as equation (12)
if a proper ordering technique is applied to unknowns:

Ã =

(
App Aps Apw

Asp Ass Asw

Awp Aws Aww

)
, (12)

where the sub-matrix App is the matrix corresponding to the
pressure unknowns, the sub-matrix Ass is the matrix corre-
sponding to the other unknowns, the sub-matrix Aww is the
matrix corresponding to the well bottom hole pressure un-
knowns, and other matrices are coupled items. The matrix
App is positive definite for the black oil model.

Let us introduce some notations for the linear system Ax = b.
If A is a positive definite matrix, then we define the notation
Mg(A)−1b to represent the solution x from AMG methods,

R(A)−1b to represent solution x from RAS method.

The preconditioner we develop for black oil and composition-
al model is shown in the Algorithm 1, which is noted as the
CPR-FPF preconditioner [2]. The algorithm has three steps.
The first step is to solve the whole system by RAS method



to obtain an approximate solution. Then AMG method is ap-
plied to pressure system. In the third step, RAS method is
applied again to smooth the solution. Since RAS method and
AMG method are scalable, the CPR-FPF method is also scal-
able.

Algorithm 1 A CPR-like preconditioner, CPR-FPF

1: x = R(A)−1f .
2: r = f −Ax
3: x = x+Πp(Mg(App)

−1(Πrr)).
4: r = f −Ax
5: x = x+ R(A)−1r.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Two parallel computers are employed to test our simulators.
The first one is Parallel from Westgrid, located in University
of Calgary. Parallel has 7,056 CPU cores. The second parallel
computer is Blue Gene/Q from IBM. The system, Wat2Q,
is located in the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, New York.

EXAMPLE 1. This example tests the standard SPE10 [33]
with GMRES(30) solver and the CPR-FPF preconditioner.
The stopping tolerance for Newton method is 1e-3. Our re-
sults are compared with known results and presented in Fig-
ure 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Average pressure of Example 1

Figure 1 compares average pressure in each time step with
the results from commercial software, from which we can see
that the results match very well. Figure 2 compares oil rate
with results from different company. Again, we can see these
results match very well. This example indicates our imple-
mentation is correct and they match results from other simu-
lators.

EXAMPLE 2. This example tests the standard black oil
model and the geological model is the SPE10. Fluid prop-
erties are given above. The BiCGSTAB solver and the CPR-
FPF preconditioner are employed. The stopping tolerance
for Newton method is 1e-3. Our results are compared with
known results and presented in Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 2. Oil rate of Example 1
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Figure 3. Oil rate of well 1, Example 2
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Figure 4. Oil rate of well 2, Example 2

The results are compared with IMEX (a commercial black oil
simulator from CMG) and oil rates for four wells are shown.
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Figure 5. Oil rate of well 3, Example 2
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Figure 6. Oil rate of well 4, Example 2

Red curves are results from CMG and blue dots are ours.
From these four figures, we can conclude that the results from
our simulator are correct and they match commercial simula-
tor very well.

EXAMPLE 3. This example tests the black oil model
in a naturally fractured reservoir. The MINC (Multiple-
Interacting-Continua) model for naturally fractured reservoir
is applied, and each matrix has five nested block. The model
is mxfrr003.dat from CMG, which has a injector and a pro-
ducer. Our results are compared with CMG, and curves for
bottom-hole pressure and oil rate are presented by Figure 7
and Figure 8.

Figure 7 shows bottom-hole pressures of injector and produc-
er, and Figure 8 shows oil rate of the producer, from which
we can see that our results match CMG’s. We can conclude
that our implementation is correct and accurate.
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Figure 7. Bottom-hole pressure, Example 3
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Figure 8. Oil rate, Example 3

EXAMPLE 4. This example tests a refined SPE10 case,
where each grid cell is refined into 27 grid cells. This case
has around 30 millions of grid cells and around 60 millions
of unknowns. The stopping criterion for the inexact Newton
method is 1e-3 and the maximum Newton iterations are 20.
The BiCGSTAB solver is applied and its maximum iterations
are 100. The preconditioner is the CPR-FPF preconditioner.
The simulation period is 10 days and the maximum time step
is 5 days. Up to 1024 CPU cores are used. The numerical
summaries are shown in Table 1, and the speedup (scalabili-
ty) is shown in Figure 9.

Table 1 show numerical summaries, including number of MPI
processors, total time steps, total Newton iterations, total lin-

# procs # Steps # Newton # Solver # Avg Time (s)

64 50 315 3451 10.9 119167.4
128 48 286 3296 11.5 49488.7
256 54 323 4190 12.9 30423.2
512 52 329 3635 11.0 14276.5
1024 54 316 3969 12.5 7643.9

Table 1. Numerical summaries of Example 4
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Figure 9. Scalability of Example 4, IBM Blue Gene/Q

# procs # Steps # Newton # Solver # Avg. Time (s)

64 33 292 1185 4.0 106265.9
128 33 296 1150 3.8 50148.3
256 33 299 1267 4.2 25395.8
512 33 301 1149 3.8 12720.5

1024 33 301 1145 3.8 6814.2

Table 2. Numerical summaries of Example 5

ear iterations, average linear iterations per Newton iteration,
and overall running time. The simulation with 64 MPI pro-
cessors is the base case for calculating speedup and scalabili-
ty. The results show the Newton method is robust, and the
linear solver BiCGSTAB and the preconditioner CPR-FPF
show good convergence, where each linear system is solved
in around 12 iterations. The results indicate our linear solver
and preconditioner are effective and efficient. The overall
running time and Figure 9 show our simulator has ideal s-
calability.

EXAMPLE 5. The example tests the scalability of the s-
tandard black oil simulator using a refined SPE10 geological
model, where each grid cell is refined to 27 grid cells. The
model has 30.3 millions of grid cells. The linear solver is
BiCGSTAB, and the preconditioner is the CPR-FPF method.
The overlap for RAS method is one. The simulation period is
10 days. Numerical summaries results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 includes number of MPI processors, total time steps,
total Newton iterations, total linear iterations, average linear
iterations per Newton iteration. For all simulations, 33 time
steps are used and the total Newton iterations are around 300,
which mean the inexact Newton method is robust. The lin-
ear solver and preconditioner show good convergence. The
results mean the linear solver and preconditioner are effective
for highly heterogeneous models. The running time and Fig-
ure 10 indicate the scalability of our simulator is good. When
we use up to 1,024 MPI processors, the scalability is almost
ideal.

EXAMPLE 6. The example tests a refined SPE1 case,
which is a standard black oil case with 100 millions of grid
cells and 300 millions of unknowns. The case is run on the
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Figure 10. Scalability (speedup) of Example 5 on the IBM Blue Gene/Q

# procs # Newton # Solver Time (min) Speedup

768 42 84 42.1 1.
1536 42 84 22.1 1.90
2304 42 84 15.2 2.77
3072 42 84 11.0 3.83

Table 3. Numerical summaries of Example 6, Parallel cluster

Parallel cluster. BiCGSTAB and the CPR-FPF precondition-
er are applied. Up to 3,072 MPI processors are employed.
Numerical results are shown in Table 3 and scalability curve
is presented by Figure 11.

Numerical summaries, including the number of MPI proces-
sors (# procs), the number of Newton iterations (# Newton),
the number of linear iterations (# Solver), overall running
time, speedup and efficiency, are presented in Table 3. The
case with 768 MPI processors is the base case. Speedup and
efficiency are compared with the base case. The results in-
dicate that our linear solver and CPR-FPF preconditioner are
effective and efficient for giant reservoir simulations. In the
case of 3,072 CPU cores, the linear solver converges in two
iterations. When 1,536 CPU cores are employed, the speedup
is 1.90 while the ideal case is 2. When 3,072 CPU cores are
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Figure 11. Scalability (Speedup) of Example 6, Parallel cluster



used, the speedup is 3.83, which is excellent for parallel com-
puting. This results show our linear solver, CPR-FPF precon-
ditioner and the black oil simulator are scalable, which are
also demonstrated by Figure 11.

4. CONCLUSION

Reservoir simulations on parallel computers are studied in
the paper. The simulators are based on our in-house parallel
platform, which provides grids, data, linear solvers and pre-
conditioners for reservoir simulators. Numerical experiments
show that our platform and simulators have excellent scalabil-
ity and simulations can be speed up thousands of times faster
than serial simulators. With our parallel reservoir simulator,
larger models can be studied. This paper demonstrates that
parallel computing is a powerful tool for large-scale reservoir
simulations.
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ABSTRACT

It is well known that the sparse matrix vector product Ax re-
quires two floating-point operations per each non zero ele-
ment in A. However, when computing the number of flops
for the symmetric sparse matrix vector product (Sym-SpMV)
some subtleties should be considered because the number of
non zero (nnz) elements reported on symmetric sparse matri-
ces varies from one research work to another. In general, ma-
trices are chosen from the University of Florida Sparse Ma-
trix Collection and for symmetric matrices, in this collection,
the nnz elements in the profile differs from the nnz elements
stored in file. Therefore, we can find two different works us-
ing similar algorithms and reporting different nnz elements
for the same matrix because one uses the nnz elements found
in the matrix profile and the other reports the nnz elements
in store (the lower triangular matrix), which is misleading. If
symmetry is exploited, computing four floating point opera-
tions per each off diagonal non zero element is correct in a
symmetric matrix but it is not accurate to count four floating
point operations on diagonal non zero coefficients because
they only produce one or two floating point operations per
nonzero element depending on the handling of the diagonal.
Furthermore, there are symmetric matrices whose diagonal is
not dense or all elements are zero. We evaluate three algo-
rithms proposed in the literature to compute the symmetric
SpMV and observe their behavior on a small set of differ-
ent symmetric sparse matrix types. Based on our experimen-
tal results we propose a more accurate way to measure flops
when dealing with the symmetric sparse matrix vector prod-
uct. Finally, we show that an algorithm can run faster than
another and produce less flops than the slower one.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the research literature on sparse computational lin-
ear algebra using compressed storage schemes has focused
its attention in optimizing the y = Ax kernel using the Com-
pressed Sparse Row (CSR) format. Mainly because CSR
adapts effortlessly to this kind of computation and contributes
to a good performance of the algorithm. Each year new works
on optimization of the sparse matrix vector product (SpMV)
are published. In general, dealing with new compression
strategies to speed up the SpMV or showing the mapping of
this kernel onto multicores, GPUs, and FPGA based dataflow
accelerators in a never ending quest to obtain the theoretical
performance limit.

It is widely known that the non symmetric sparse matrix vec-
tor product requires two floating point operations per each
non zero element in the matrix. This is true as well for sym-
metric matrices when all non zero elements are represented
explicitly in the upper and lower triangles of matrix A. How-
ever, this is not necessarily the case because another approach
consists in using solely the lower (or upper) triangle matrix L
(U ) to alleviate memory traffic and this way each off diagonal
matrix coefficient is accessed once and used twice.

In general, the sparse matrix test suite used in most research
papers is a subset of non-symmetric and symmetric matrices
chosen from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collec-
tion [2]. In this collection, each symmetric matrix has a ma-
trix profile showing the number of non zero elements (nnz),
but the non zero elements stored are just the non zero ele-
ments of the lower triangular matrix. Let us consider the
following matrices as an illustration: Matrix A represent a
symmetric matrix showing all non zero coefficients explicitly
(nnz elements in the profile) and matrix L represents the nnz
elements stored in file.

A =




2 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1
0 0 0 0 −1 2






L =




2 0 0 0 0 0
−1 2 0 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0 0 0
0 0 −1 2 0 0
0 0 0 −1 2 0
0 0 0 0 −1 2




For this hypothetical matrix, the UF collection profile would
show n = 6 and nnz = 16, but in the file that contains the
matrix, we will have n = 6 and nnz = 11, because only
the lower triangular elements of A are stored. Having two
different values for nnz, there are two options to compute the
symmetric sparse matrix vector product y = Ax:

1. Read the matrix on file (L), generate matrix (A), and use
the standard SpMV product algorithm.

2. Read the matrix on file (L) and use the symmetric version
of the SpMV product algorithm (Sym-SpMV).

Otherwise reading a paper on computing flops for the sparse
matrix vector product could rise many questions when the cal-
culations of flops does not match the appropriate number of
non zero elements. Therefore, it should be stated explicitly
whether the algorithm used computes y = Ax or y = Lx,
and the calculation of flops must use the corresponding nnz
value.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the performance of the sparse y = Ax. Then in Sec-
tion 3, we present how flops are calculated in some significant
works on the optimization of the symmetric SpMV product.
Section 4 presents experimental outcomes comparing the per-
formance of two Sym-SpVM algorithms. Finally, in Section
5 some concluding remarks are given.

2. FLOPS AND THE SPMV

Before taking a closer look to the Sym-SpMV product, we
will review a couple of works on optimization of the sparse
matrix vector product using the CSR format. Our observa-
tions are made from the stand point of computing flops in
order to highlight the kind of questions that might arise to the
reader when it is not stated explicitly if symmetry is consid-
ered. In this study we will refer to:

1. nnz as the number of non zero elements in the profile of
the UF Sparse Matrix Collection [2], which means that all
matrix coefficients are considered explicitly (matrix A).

2. nnzf is the number of non zero elements stored in file,
which corresponds with the number of non zero elements
in the lower triangle (L) of matrix (A).

3. nnzd is the number of non zero elements in the main diag-
onal.

4. T is the execution time.

It is worthy noting that:

nnz = 2× nnzf − nnzd

Name n nnz

Application Area (nnzf)

1 boyd2 466,316 1,500,397
Convex QP (890,091)

2 crystk03 24,696 1,751,178
FEM crystal free (887,937)
vibration stiffness

3 debr 1,048,576 4,194,298
Graph sequence (2,097,149)

4 G3 circuit 1,585,478 7,660,826
Circuit simulation (4,623,152)

problem

5 parabolic fem 525,825 3,674,625
Diffusion-covection (2,100,225)

reaction

6 tridiagonal 10,180 30,538
Banded (20,359)

7 cage10 11,387 150,645
Structurally symmetric (150,645)

Table 1. Matrix benchmark suite from UF Sparse Matrix Collection

For instance, in [8] the authors state that they are comput-
ing y = Ax and they are not considering symmetry, the data
was chosen from the UF Sparse Matrix Collection, the per-
formance is calculated using (2 × nnz)/T , and the nnz el-
ements is taken from the profile. In their test suite we can
find matrix boyd2. This matrix has nnz = 1, 500, 397 and
nnzf = 890, 091. When they state that symmetry was not
considered, the matrix vector product could have been at-
tained in two ways:

1. They create matrix A (with 1,500,397 non zero elements)
using matrix L from file, and then compute flops using (2×
nnz)/T .

2. They use the matrix from file (with 890,091 non zero el-
ements) directly to compute SpMV. In this case, the flops
should not be calculated using nnz but nnzf , because they
are computing y = Lx.

For the second case, the use of nnz from the profile to calcu-
late flops would be a mistake.

In [4] they used 60 matrices in their test suite including sev-
eral symmetric matrices. They do not mention at all if sym-
metry was considered or not, and they compute flops using
(2 × nnz)/T . Taken a closer look to the symmetric matri-
ces in their test suite it could be observed that for symmetric
matrices they are computing y = Lx instead of y = Ax
because they are using the number of non zero elements in
store (nnzf ). The nnzf elements must be used carefully
when calculating flops, because for symmetric matrices the
handling of elements in the main diagonal might incur in a
different amount of floating point operations when compared
to off-diagonal elements, as will be shown later.

The matrix suite used in this study is shown in Table 1 and it
presents for each matrix the non zero elements in the profile
(nnz), and in parenthesis the number of non zero elements
stored (nnzf ). Figure 1 gives a visual representation of the



matrix suite excluding cage10 which is structurally symmet-
ric.

boyd2 crystk03 debr 

G3_circuit parabolic_fem tridiagonal 

Figure 1. Matrix benchmark suite from UF Sparse Matrix Collection.

3. SYMMETRIC MATRICES

Probably one type of symmetric sparse matrices we are
acquainted with are the symmetric definite band matrices.
These are matrices whose elements outside a band along the
main diagonal are all zeros. We can characterize them by an
integer k < n [9] such that a matrix A is banded with band-
width 2k − 1 if:

∀ i, j |i− j| > k ⇒ aij = 0

For instance for a given matrix A, k = 0 tells us that A is
a diagonal matrix, k = 1 means that matrix A is tridiagonal,
k = 2 says that A is a band matrix that consist of five adjacent
diagonals, and so forth. However, there are many other types
of symmetric sparse matrices that range from banded diago-
nal matrices (as defined above) to any combination made of a
diagonal matrix (k = 0) and some non zero values distributed
randomly outside the main diagonal. There are also symmet-
ric matrices where some (boyd2) or all diagonal (debr) ele-
ments are zero.

One of the advantages of working with symmetric sparse ma-
trices is that roughly half of the matrix has to be stored, allevi-
ating thus the pressure on memory traffic because each matrix
coefficient is accessed once and used twice.

3.1 Lee’s algorithm

The work of Lee et al. [7, 6] is, to our knowledge, the most
comprehensive and in depth study on optimization strategies
to speed up the symmetric sparse matrix vector product. In
their work, they selected a subset of the SPARSITY bench-
mark suite and applied the following optimizations: symmet-
ric storage, register blocking, and vector blocking. Their ex-
periments were carried out in four different architectures and
for each architecture they reported nine implementations and
bounds. The performance summary they present is divided
in three groups: a dense matrix, matrices arising from Fi-
nite Element Method (FEM) applications, and matrices from
other applications. For the dense matrix case a performance
upper bound was found when they reported gains up to 4×

compare to the baseline implementation. Indeed, dense ma-
trices adapt themselves effortlessly to any register blocking
size and padding zeros are not necessary, therefore good per-
formance outcomes can be expected. They also reported sig-
nificant gains in the group of FEM matrices, but an interesting
and curious result is the modest gain in performance they re-
ported in the group of matrices labeled as other applications.
Performance for all matrices was calculated using:

Flops =
4× nnzf

T
(1)

where the nnzf is the number of non-zeros in the upper tri-
angle (U ). However, this calculation will only work for ma-
trices similar to debr where all elements in the main diagonal
are zeros, because in Lee’s algorithm the number of non zero
elements in the main diagonal (nnzd) produce only 2 flops,
and each off diagonal non zero coefficient produces 4 flops.
Therefore, a more accurate calculation for flops should be:

Flops =
4× nnzf − 2× nnzd

T
=

2× nnz

T
(2)

Algorithm 1 Symmetric SpMV-Lee et al

1: i← 0;
2: for r ← 0 to n do
3: yr ← y[r];
4: xr ← x[r];
5: row start← ptr[r];
6: ⊲ Special handling of the diagonal
7: if r = col[i] then
8: yr ← yr + xr ∗ val[i];
9: i← i+ 1;

10: row start← row start+ 1;
11: else
12: yr ← 0;
13: end if
14: ⊲ Loop over non-zeros in row r
15: for j = row start to ptr[r + 1] do
16: c← col[i];
17: aij ← val[i];
18: yr ← yr + aij ∗ x[c];
19: y[c]← y[c] + aij ∗ xr;
20: i← i+ 1;
21: end for
22: y[r] = yr;
23: end for

3.2 Batista’s algorithm

Batista et al. [1] present another interesting work dealing
with a parallel implementation of the structurally-symmetric
SpMV product using a variant of CSR called Compressed
Sparse Row-Column (CSRC). They decompose matrix (A)
into the sum U+D+L, where U , D, and L correspond to the
upper triangle, diagonal, and lower triangle of (A). Then, they
store U , D, and L in arrays au, ad, and al respectively, and as
in standard CSR they have a pointer array (ptr) pointing si-
multaneously to the beginning of each row in al and au. The



other pointer they use is col which points to the column(row)
indices for the non zero coefficients in matrix L and U respec-
tively. Each of the arrays al and au stores (nnz − nnzd)/2
nonzero elements. They calculate the number of flops using
2 × nnz − nnzd for an architecture without fused multiply-
add operations. As for the matrix benchmark suite they use
the number of non zero elements in store (nnzf ) for symmet-
ric matrices and the number of non zero elements in profile
(nnz) for structurally symmetric matrices . This will rise the
following question: Is it consistent to calculate performance
using 2 × nnz − nnzd for structurally symmetric matrices
and also for numerically symmetric matrices?

Algorithm 2 Symmetric SpMV-Batista et al

1: for r ← 0 to n do
2: xr ← x[r];
3: t← ad[r] ∗ xr;
4: for j ← ptr[r] to ptr[r + 1]− 1 do
5: c← col[j];
6: t← t+ al[j] ∗ x[c];
7: y[c]← y[c] + au[k] ∗ xr;
8: end for
9: y[i]← t;

10: end for

In a structurally-symmetric SpMV product the complete ma-
trix A is in store and the number of floating point operations
computed by Algorithm 2 is given by 2nnz−nnzd, knowing
that nnz = nnzf and for the diagonals elements (nnzd) only
one floating point is required. This entails that performance
for structurally-symmetric matrices is calculated using:

Flops =
2× nnzf − nnzd

T
=

2× nnz − nnzd

T
(3)

For the numerically symmetric SpMV product Batista’s Al-
gorithm 2 will work if and only if the elements of the lower
triangle excluding the diagonal (nnzf − nnzd) are used to
populated both arrays al and au. Looking into two of the
matrices in [1], we will observe that matrix crystk03 is nu-
merically symmetric and has nnz = 1.751.178 elements in
the profile but in file there are 887, 937 non zero elements.
However, in matrix cage10 the number of non zero elements
in the profile and in store is the same (nnz = nnzf ). The
question that arises here is: Are they exploiting symmetry
and populating arrays au and al from L when dealing with
symmetric matrices?

Without loss of generality, Algorithm 2 can be modified to
handle numerically symmetric matrices without altering the
number of floating point operations. In the modified version,
as au and al contain the same values, we can use either au
or al only, thus the matrix coefficient are read once an used
twice. This modification will make Algorithm 2 look similar
to the next algorithm we will present.

3.3 SSS

Gkountouvas et al. [3] exploit matrix symmetry by handling
the lower triangular matrix to reduce matrix storage and al-
leviate memory traffic for multicore architectures. They use
a CSR-based Sparse Symmetric Skyline (SSS) [5] format to
compute the SpMV product. They do not store the complete
matrix A but just the lower triangular matrix, whose number
of non zero elements is nnzf . The main diagonal elements
are stored in a separate vector (dval) and the off diagonal el-
ements of the lower triangular matrix are stored using a vari-
ant of CSR called CSR-SYM. Even though they state explic-
itly that they are storing only the lower triangular matrix L,
their benchmark matrix suite shows the nnz elements in the
profile(A). For example, matrix parabolic fem has in profile
3.674.625 and in store there are 2.100.225. Their sequential
implementation for the SpMV product is presented in Algo-
rithm 3. The multithreaded implementation is similar to the
sequential one but includes a reduction phase after computing
the SpMV product.

Algorithm 3 Symmetric SpMV- Gknountouvas et al

1: for r ← 0 to n do
2: y[r]← dval[r]× x[r];
3: for j ← ptr[r] to ptr[r + 1]− 1 do
4: c← col[j];
5: y[r]← y[r] + val[j] ∗ x[c];
6: y[c]← y[c] + val[j] ∗ x[r];
7: end for
8: end for

Although they do not give information of how flops are com-
puted, it can be observed that in Algorithm 3 they are using
the lower triangular matrix and therefore flops should be com-
puted as follows:

Flops =
4× nnzf − 3× nnzd

T
(4)

After reviewing these three algorithm and their implemen-
tation we propose that the numbers of floating point opera-
tions generated when symmetry is considered (using nnzf or
lower triangle of A) should be calculated using this equation:

Flops =
4× nnzf − (4− k)× nnzd

T
(5)

where k is the number of floating points operations associated
to each element in the diagonal. Table 2 shows the number
of floating point operations according to Lee’s work (1), the
modified performance made to Lee’s equation (2) and SSS
(4). It is worth mentioning that our proposal of equation (5)
to calculate the number of floating point operations for sym-
metric matrices when symmetry is exploited enconpasses (1),
(2), and (4).



Lee’s Lee’s SSS
Matrix name (Equation) (Equation) (Equation)

(1) (2) (4)

1 boyd2 3,560,364 3,000,794 2,721,009
2 crystk03 3,551,748 3,502,356 3,477,660
3 debr 8,388,596 8,388,596 8,388,596
4 G3 circuit 18,492,608 15,321,652 13,736,174
5 parabolic fem 8,400,900 7,349,250 6,823,425
6 tridiagonal 81,436 61,076 50,896

Table 2. Floating point operations for symmetric matrices

Matrix name Lee’s (µs) SSS (µs)

1 boyd2 7,799,860.93 6,848,583.71

2 crystk03 3,201,574.39 3,736,288.79

3 debr 21,871,297.68 21,550,432.57

4 G3 circuit 33,840,700.07 25,664,734.36

5 parabolic fem 15,717,757.29 16,045,679.25

6 tridiagonal 62,408.93 57,904.71

Table 3. Average execution time for 1000 SpMV multiplications

4. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were carried out on Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS, on
an Intel Xeon E5430 platform, using GCC 4.8.4 as compiler,
with -O3 flag. Each experimental run consisted of multiply-
ing a given matrix 1000 times with an arbitrary valued vector,
measuring the execution time of such run. For each matrix 30
runs were performed and the results averaged, removing the
highest and lowest values as outliers.

The averaged execution time is presented on Table 3 and Fig-
ure 2. The average execution time for tridiagonal matrix is
omitted from Figure 2 because its values are too small to be
shown there but we will refer to it later in order to compare
execution times and megaflops. Using equations (1), (2), and
(4) floating point operations per second (Mflops) was calcu-
lated and is shown on Table 4. The same results are graphi-
cally shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Execution time for SpMV.

It is interesting to note that for most matrices, the higher the
amount of Mflops obtained the shorter the execution time is.
In fact, it is under this impression that Mflops has come to

Lee’s Lee’s SSS
Matrix name Equation (1) Equation (2) Equation (4)

(Mflops) (Mflops) (Mflops)

1 boyd2 456.47 384.72 397.31
2 crystk03 1,109.38 1,093.95 930.78
3 debr 383.54 383.54 389.25
4 G3 circuit 546.46 452.76 535.22
5 parabolic fem 534.48 467.58 425.25
6 tridiagonal 1,304.88 978.64 878.96

Table 4. Mflops for symmetric matrices
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Figure 3. Mflops calculated using different equations.

be used as a measure of performance, but for the tridiagonal
matrix this “rule” does not apply. By taking a closer look to
Tables 3 and 4 it can be seen that, for the tridiagonal matrix,
SSS performs faster than Lee’s. We can see that execution
times for SSS and Lee’s are 57, 904.71µs vs 62, 408.93µs re-
spectively, but SSS produces less Mflops than Lee’s (878.96
vs 978.64 respectively). The reason for this to occur is that
Lee’s algorithm executes two floating points operations per
diagonal element while SSS just executes one. This anomaly
would not occur with matrix debr whose diagonal elements
are all zeros and therefore it is easy to observe in Tables 3
and 4 that the faster the algorithm the more flops it produces.
For the other matrices in the matrix suit, we can not com-
pare these two algorithms from the megaflop standpoint be-
cause although the results on Tables 3 and 4 match the criteria
less execution time entails more megaflops, we know that the
number of floating point operations (floating point instruction
count) executed on diagonals elements differ for those two al-
gorithm. Therefore, execution time should be the measure of
performance to compare them.

In summary, we have shown that counting flops with accu-
racy requires a careful handling of the number of non zero
elements and when comparing two algorithms, the one that
produces more megaflops is not necessarily the faster one.

4.1 On presenting results

We would like to propose some guidelines to provide a frame-
work for measuring SpMV performance:



1. When calculating megaflops for the SpMV product always
use the number of nonzero elements on file (nnzf = nnz).

2. If there are symmetric matrices in the test suit and symme-
try is not considered handle symmetric matrices as lower
triangular matrices.

3. Compute flops for the SpMV product using:

Flops =
2× nnzf

T

4. If there are symmetric matrices in the test suit and symmet-
ric is considered, compute flops using:

Flops =
4× nnzf − (4− k)× nnzd

T

where k is the number of floating points operations associ-
ated to each element in the diagonal.

5. When comparing two algorithms for computing the SpMV
product or the Sym-SpMV product use execution time
as the measure of performance because comparing flops
might give you inaccurate results when the number of float-
ing point operations differs on both algorithms.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Showing misleading results on computing flops for the SpMV
product might arise whenever symmetric matrices are consid-
ered as part of the test suite. When reporting flops for the
SpMV product and symmetric is not considered, we must
state clearly if we are dealing with the lower triangular and
flops are computed using the nnzf element in store. Other-
wise, the A matrix in full have to be generate from L in order
to calculate flops using the nnz elements in the profile. For
symmetric matrices, either the lower triangle or upper trian-
gle is used in computing the Sym-SpMV product and as we
know, off diagonal elements produce four floating point oper-
ations. Therefore we should focus on the number of floating
points operations involving the diagonal non zero elements,
usually one or two floating point operations. We hope the
clarifications described in this work contribute to avoid the
reporting of misleading results. Concerning flops and execu-
tion time, we have shown that a given program can run faster
than another one and the faster one can produce less flops
than the slower one.
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we show first experimental results of big data 

processing for geophysical parameters retrieval from 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data, carried out at the 

Earth Observation Data Center (EODC) for Water 

Resources Monitoring. The EODC is utilizing the high-

performance computing platform provided by the third 
generation of the Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC-3). 

Different Level-1 SAR datasets including data acquisitions 

from Sentinel-1 in four case studies were processed at the 

VSC-3 using the new SAR Geophysical Retrieval Toolbox 

(SGRT) developed at the Vienna University of Technology. 

SGRT produces a series of different geophysical parameters 

through time series analysis of satellite SAR data. This 

study presents the recent improvements and new features of 

the SGRT together with the findings obtained from the case 

studies performed at the EODC high-performance data 

processing environment. 

Author Keywords  

Sentinel-1; SAR; Geophysical parameters; EODC; high 

performance computing; VSC. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Sentinel-1A is the first spacecraft of the European 
Copernicus Earth Observation (EO) program launched in 

April 2014 by the European Space Agency (ESA). 

Sentinel-1 (S-1) has a C-band Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(SAR) onboard delivering day-and-night radar imagery at 

all weather conditions [1]. The S-1 constellation, S-1A and 

S-1B (the latter planned to be launched in 2016) provide an 

unprecedented SAR data acquisition capability with a 

nominal global coverage of landmass in 6 days (12 days 

with single satellite, 1-3 days over Europe and Canada) 

acquiring images in high spatial resolution (5, 20, and 88m) 

in the Interferometric Wide swath mode (IW) [2]. The S-1 

exploitation capacity can potentially reach to 2 Terabytes of 
data per day in full operational mode. The S-1 data volume 

is varying depending on different mission observation 

scenarios (MOS) but it is expected to reach to Peta-byte 

scale during the satellite life period (nominally 7 years). 

Figure 1 compares the full-archive data size of the Envisat 

ASAR, the S-1 predecessor mission, with the expected S-1 

data volume over land masses which is calculated based on 

the pre-launch MOS [3] and the duty cycle per orbit of the 

S-1 IW GRD product over land.  

The S-1 high spatial and temporal resolution imagery is 
attractive for many applications. However, handling of such 

huge amount of data for extracting geophysical parameters 

is a significant challenge. The daily data volume grows to 

several Terabytes in case of time series analysis of 

backscatter measurements for parameters retrieval and 

producing higher-levels of data products. Therefore, 

establishing a Petabyte-scale infrastructure with 

supercomputing capability is required for the processing of 

multi-year data records within a reasonable time. In 

recognition of above mentioned challenges, the 

collaborative Earth Observation Data Center (EODC) for 
Water Resources Monitoring has been established in May 

2014 as a cooperation of public and private organizations. 

The EODC with an international collaboration perspective 

aims to provide a platform for working together with its 

partners from science, the public and the private sectors in 

order to foster the use of earth observation data for 

monitoring of global water resources [4, 5]. 

 

 

Figure 1. The expected S-1 IW GRD data volumes over land 
masses compared to its predecessor mission, Envisat ASAR. 
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The EODC data center is designed to host large volumes of 

EO datasets acquired from different EO missions including 

European SAR satellites. Figure 2 illustrates the S-1 Level 

1 GRDH data acquisitions in IW mode available at the 

EODC data storage from April 2014 (S-1 mission-launch) 

to the mid December 2015. In addition to the storage 

capacities, EODC is connected to the Vienna Scientific 

Cluster (VSC), an Austrian high-performance computing 
facility consisting of several clusters. The third generation 

of VSC (VSC-3) was ranked 85th in the November 2014 

TOP500-Supercomputing list. The VSC-3 is an advanced 

HPC system with 2020 nodes internally connected with 

Intel QDR-80 dual-link high-speed InfiniBand fabric. Each 

node is equipped with 2 processors (Intel® Xeon® 

Processor E5-2650 v2, 2.6 GHz and 8 cores from the Ivy 

Bridge-EP family) and 64GB of RAM. The Scientific 

Linux release 6.6 is installed on each node as operative 

system while the Simple Linux Utility for Resource 

Management (SLURM) and the Fraunhofer parallel file 
system (FhGFS) are installed as middleware and file 

system, respectively. The EODC data storage volume is 

connected through high-speed InfiniBand to the VSC-3 

cluster and it is accessible through NFS protocol [6].  

 

Figure 2. Sentinel-1 IW GRDH level-1 data coverage over land 
masses from 16-04-2015 to 17-12-2015. 

In this paper we introduce 1) the new TU Wien SAR 

Geophysical Retrieval Algorithm Toolbox (SGRT) 

developed for processing of SAR Level 1 data and 2) the 

results of four case studies which were performed for 

utilizing the EODC infrastructure and the VSC-3 high 

performance computing platform for retrieving various 

geophysical parameters through time series analysis of 

satellite SAR derived big data. 

2. TU WIEN SAR TOOLBOX AND PRODUCTS 

The TU Wien SAR Geophysical Toolbox (SGRT) is a 

software package developed initially for processing of the 

Envisat Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) data. 
Considering the data processing requirements of the 

Sentinel-1, SGRT has been redesigned to optimize the 

processing speed and enhance the parameters retrieval and 

generation of various products. The latest version of the 

SGRT is written in python programming language and 

includes some external software modules, e.g. ESA’s 

Sentinel-1 toolbox (S1TBX) for SAR data geocoding, 

radiometric corrections and calibration [7]. The new SGRT 

is split into three main processing components: pre-

processing, model parameters extraction, and data 
production. This splitting facilitates traceability and 

reproducibility of the workflows. During the pre-processing 

step, the SAR data are first calibrated and georeferenced 

using S1TBX. After some quality checks and data 

conversions and corrections, the geocoded SAR scenes in 

orbital image format are resampled to the TU Wien 

predefined fixed, planar grid called “Equi7 Grid” that 

consists of seven continental grids in Azimuthal Equidistant 

projection. The TU Wien Equi7 Grid is designed to 

minimize the oversampling rate of the high resolution 

satellite data globally, while keeping its structure simple 

[8]. The output of the pre-processing step are time series of 
terrain corrected and georeferenced SAR data resampled to 

the respective continental Equi7 subgrids. 

 

Figure 3. The Equi7 grid with its seven continental zones. 

The pre-processed SAR data are used in the next step for 

extracting the model parameters. Depending on the 

thematic processors in the last step of the processing chain, 

the retrieved parameters are used through the geophysical 

model function for generation of various products. The 
SGRT was aimed to be easily adapted for new products and 

workflows. As a result, a wide range of algorithms can be 

implemented within the SGRT framework for generating 

various products. One of the main SAR derived products 

developed by TU Wien is the Surface Soil Moisture (SSM) 

product. Different methods are currently used for the 

retrieval of soil moisture data from SAR measurements, 

from simple empirical approaches to the application of 

machine learning algorithms trained using theoretical 

models and/or a range of observational data set. The TU 

Wien approach to retrieve SSM data from Sentinel-1 is to 

invert a microwave backscatter model that is trained using 
historic SAR observations. This approach has been 

developed and validated on a continental scale using C-

band backscatter data acquired by the ASAR sensor on 

board of ENVISAT [9-12]. Based on this method, 

production of a 1 km Sentinel 1 SSM is currently being 

tested and validated over a number of in situ soil moisture 

networks in Europe. The S-1 SSM processor is planned to 



be made operational within the Copernicus land service 

[13]. Figure 4 shows an experimental high spatial resolution 

(20 m) SSM product retrieved from Sentinel-1 IW GRDH 

data during the periods of dry and wet conditions at Lake 

Neusiedl surroundings, Austria. Another attractive usage of 

the SAR imagery is water mapping as the backscatter from 
water surface is distinctively low and thus distinguishable 

from surrounding land masses. The big advantage of a SAR 

sensor when it comes to water mapping is that it can be 

operated in all-weather conditions, day and night. However, 

the technique has also some limiting factors stemming from 

extreme dry soil conditions and roughening of the water 

surface due to rain, wind or emergent vegetation leading to 

misclassification of water bodies. Figure 5 illustrates the 

results of the TU Wien change detection method as an 

example for flood mapping from S-1 IW GRDH product. A 

recent value-added product, which is still under 

development by TU Wien, is the wetland mapping product 

using SAR time series. In the TU Wien method, seasonal 

fluctuations of the normalized backscatter are evaluated 

through an empirical thresholding algorithm to identify 

wetland areas. Figure 6 shows the preliminary results of the 
TU Wien wetland mapping in Kafue Flats in Zambia, 

Africa. 

The high spatial and temporal resolution of the S-1 data 

acquisitions with high radiometric accuracy provides 

valuable information about Earth surface which can be 

potentially used in many applications. There are currently 

several developments in progress at TU Wien and EODC to 

extend SGRT functionalities and implement new algorithms 

and workflows for deriving the greatest benefit from the S-

1 SAR data acquisitions for land applications. 

 

 

Figure 4. High resolution Surface Soil Moisture (SSM) product retrieved from Sentinel-1 IW GRDH data acquisitions from the 2nd of May 

2015 (dry condition) and 8th of November 2015 (wet condition) in Lake Neusiedl area, Austria. 

 

 



Figure 5. S-1 flood mapping product, Greece, 22 February 2015. Left image shows normal conditions. 

 

 

Figure 6. SGRT Wetland product extracted from Envisat ASAR 
WS time series in Kafue Flats in Zambia, Africa. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study four experiments were prepared and run to 

evaluate the VSC-3 performance in processing different 

kind and size of SAR data sets. Table 1 indicates 

specifications and processing results of the four case 

studies. In all experiments, the SGRT pre-processing 

workflow (A01) is selected for the evaluation which is the 

most time-consuming part of the SAR Level-1 data 

processing. The A01 workflow comprises calibration, orbit 

corrections, geo-referencing including terrain correction 

using DEM, image-edges’ noise removal, data conversion 

and encoding, and resampling to Equi7 Grid. To compare 
the VSC-3 node performance, a desktop PC equipped with 

a AMD FX(tm)-8350 8-Core Processor 4.0 GH, 16 Gb of 

RAM was chosen as benchmark. Three representative 

sample data (Envisat ASAR GM, ASAR WS and S-1 IW 

GRDH) acquired over mid-latitudes of the Earth were 

considered for the benchmarking. The SGRT preprocessing 

is utilizing S1TBX (version 1.1.1) for geo-referencing and 

calibration which has multi-core parallel processing 

capability. Figure 7 illustrates the performance of the 

benchmark PC using different sets of cores (1,2,4, and 8) 

for each SAR dataset. The benchmarking results should 
provide an estimate of the required time for preprocessing 

     

Case study exp-1 exp-2 exp-3 exp-4 

SAR data product mode ASAR GM ASAR WS S-1 IW GRDH S-1 IW GRDH 

Spatial resolution 1 km 150 m 20 m 20 m 

Grid spacing 500 m 75 m 10 m 10 m 

Total number of data-files 189621 31199 750 535 

Input data-file size range 1 - 73 MB 12 - 692 MB 447 – 1241 MB 501 – 2112 MB 

Total input data-files size 1.579 TB 5.401 TB 658 GB 581 GB 

Max. no. of simultaneous nodes 417 454 78 290 

Data-files per job at each node 8 8 2 2 

No. of cores used per data-file 4 8 8 8 

Output data cashing on node True True False (FhGFS) False (FhGFS) 

SGRT version 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.2 

SGRT workflow 
A01 

(preprocessing) 
A01 

(preprocessing) 
A01 

(preprocessing) 
A01 

(preprocessing) 

Processing time range 
0.8 – 90 (s/MB) 

10 – 0.09 (Mbit/s) 
1.1 – 22.1 (s/MB) 

7.27 – 0.36 (Mbit/s) 
1.1 – 4.4 (s/MB) 

7.27 – 1.82 (Mbit/s) 
2.1 – 11.3 (s/MB) 

3.81 – 0.71 (Mbit/s) 

Averaged processing time 
9.18 (s/MB) 
0.87 (Mbit/s) 

5.65 (s/MB) 
1.42 (Mbit/s) 

1.6 (s/MB) 
5 (Mbit/s) 

6.73 (s/MB) 
1.19 (Mbit/s) 

Table 1 Specification and results of the four different experiments carried out on VSC-3. 

 



of the Level-1 SAR data using SGRT, although the 

processing time of the SAR data varies depending on 

orbital image size and geolocation of the data acquisition. 

 

Figure 7. Performance of the SGRT preprocessing workflow (A01) 
on a desktop PC. 

The SGRT processing status is fully logged in each step and 

for each individual job file. In this study, the logged 

processing time includes the elapsed time for I/O and 

calculations on VSC-3 computing node, however in the first 

and the second experiments, output data are intermediately 

cashed. Therefore, the time of the data flashing in exp 1 and 

exp-2 is not included in the calculated elapsed time. 

The SAR data are acquired in form of image slices and 

could be independently processed without any information 

required from the other images processing. This makes the 
parallelization of the overall computations much easier if 

the number of data-files to be processed are larger than the 

number of computation nodes/cores. However, the huge 

number of data-files and considerable different data file 

sizes from a few MBs in case of ASAR GM (in exp-1) to 1-

2 GBs of S-1 IW GRDH (in exp-3 and exp-4) implicate 

different challenges when they are processed on any HPC 

system. 

The full archive of the Envisat ASAR GM data, 189621 

relatively small files (1 to 73 MB) with a total size of about 

1,6 TB and a part of ASAR WS archive, 31199 files (12 – 

692 MB) with a total size of about 5.4 TB were successfully 
processed during exp-1 and exp-2. In both cases, the large 

number of output files were impossible to save directly in 

the FhGFS distributed volume. The storage device was 

simply not able to simultaneously perform I/O operations 

on such large number of files. All attempts for storing the 

output data directly on distributed volume failed due to fatal 

crashing of the system. Thus, the images were divided in 

small groups of 8 and 2 per job for ASAR GM and WS 

respectively. Such job file was sent to a single computing 

node and the output was cached in the memory available at 

each node. The selected number of images per job was 
limited by the size of data-files and the available RAM in 

each node. Once the processing of the submitted SGRT job 

was finished, the cashed data were zipped into a single file 

and then flashed into the FhGFS storage volume. The 

compression procedure was necessary, particularly in case 

of ASAR GM data, since storing of so many small files (in 
order of KB to MB) multiplied by the number of 

simultaneous computing nodes was challenging for the data 

file system. The time required for compression and data 

flashing was reasonably short and therefore not included in 

the evaluations. 

In total, an array of 24417 and 15600 independent jobs 

were submitted to the SLURM middleware respectively for 

processing of the ASAR GM and ASAR WS datasets. The 

number of nodes provided by the SLURM middleware 

during the overall ASAR GM processing is shown in Figure 

8. The processing took about 3 days. According to the 

logging information, a maximum of 417 nodes out of 2020 
were simultaneously allocated during the ASAR GM data 

processing. 

Figure 8. The number of VSC-3 nodes allocated for processing of 
the Envisat ASAR GM data. 

The measured processing times of the ASAR GM and WS 

data-files are shown with respect to their file sizes in Figure 

9 and Figure 10 respectively. The processing times in exp-1 

and exp-2 include data retrieval from the EODC storage 
and the computation time within the VSC-3 node. Two 

different S1TBX configurations, 4 and 8 multi-core usage, 

were set up for ASAR GM and WS respectively. The 

averaged processing time rate (PTR) obtained for the 

ASAR GM was 9.18 s/MB (0.87 Mbit/s) which was 

roughly twice larger than for the ASAR WS with 5.64 

s/MB (1.42 Mbit/s)  reflecting the difference in number of 

used cores per VSC-3 node (4 vs. 8). 

An interesting experiment was to check if the PTR is 

related to the number of concurrent nodes. Figure 11 and 

Figure 12 show two scatterplots of the PTR vs. the number 
of allocated concurrent nodes during the  exp-1 and exp 2 

respectively. According to the plots, there was no clear 



relation between PTR and the number of nodes in case of 

ASAR GM while for the ASAR WS the PTR was increased 

after allocating more than 100 nodes. This meets 

expectation, as PTR also includes the I/O operations 

constituted by the data retrieval from the NFS EODC 

storage. Taking into account that the ASAR WS images are 
much larger than the ASAR GM, the data transferring 

volume could have become saturated after using a large 

number of nodes simultaneously. However, for a concrete 

conclusion further tests are required as in this study it was 

not possible to measure the amount of I/O operations 

triggered on remaining nodes at the same time by the other 

VSC-3 users. 

Figure 9. Processing time vs. data-file size (Envisat ASAR GM). 

Figure 10. Processing time vs. data-file size (Envisat ASAR WS). 

The experiments were also set up for two separate big sets 

of S-1 data consisting of 750 and 535 data slices during the 

exp-3 and exp-4 respectively. The size of the S-1 images 
and consequently the required processing time for a single 

data-file were considerably larger than in case of ASAR 

GM and WS data. Therefore, the output could be directly 

saved on the FhGFS distributed volume, without cashing or 

compressing the results intermediately on individual nodes. 

However, due to the size of S-1 data-files and the limited 

RAM accessible at each node, only two images were 

processed simultaneously at single nodes. In total, 350 and 

268 independent jobs were submitted respectively during 

the exp-3 and exp-4. The queue system provided by the 

SLURM middleware has made a maximum of nearly 78 

and 290 nodes simultaneously working. No significant 
relation was found between the PTR and the number of 

concurrent nodes. The PTR value for S-1 was significantly 

better than in case of ASAR due to the nature of SAR pre-

processing as the overall processing overhead for the large 

data-files is less than for the smaller data-files considering 

the same data volumes. 

Figure 11. Number of concurrently allocated nodes vs. processing 
time rate (Envisat ASAR GM). 

Figure 12. Number of concurrently allocated nodes vs. processing 
time rate (Envisat ASAR WS). 

Figure 13 shows the processing time versus data-file size 

for exp-3. The S-1 data used in exp-3 are acquired from 

three different geographical regions. As mentioned before, 

the processing time of the SAR data varies because of not 

only image size but also the geolocation of the SAR data 

acquisition. In exp-3, SGRT version 2.1 was used in which 

the preprocessing is performed for each polarization 
individually.  This analysis reveals an almost linear increase 



of the processing time with respect to the data file size. 

Figure 14, instead, is referred to the processing using a new 

version of the SGRT algorithm (2.2) in which both 

polarizations can be simultaneously handled. In this case 

two major data-file sizes can be identified as ~1000 and 

~1800 MB data-files referring to the files containing single 
and dual polarizations data. 

 

Figure 11. Processing time vs. data-file size (S-1 IW, exp-1). 

 

Figure 12. Processing time vs. data-file size (S-1 IW, exp-2). 

In some cases, the S-1 PTR at VSC-3 is larger than it was 

measured at the benchmark PC. Taking into the 

consideration that VSC-3 CPUs are faster than the CPUs of 

the benchmark PC, the poor performance might be related 

to the bandwidth limitations between VSC-3 nodes and 

EODC storage. However, further tests are needed to 

determine whether this delay is mainly caused by 

network/disk limitation or by S1TBX that makes extensive 

use of the storage volume. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The study showed feasibility of processing large EO data 
using VSC-3 and EODC facilities. The analysis of different 

case studies revealed that an efficient VSC-3 exploitation 

needs careful consideration of the number and size of data-

files. While the processed S-1 data can be stored directly in 

the distributed volume of the FhGFS system, the processed 

ASAR GM and WS data should be intermediately cashed 

on the nodes due to their smaller file size and large number 

of processed files. The performed experiments confirmed 
that the VSC-3 HPC system together with the EODC 

represents an advanced and comprehensive infrastructure 

for processing of the satellite Big Data in which users have 

the capability to directly access raw data, process them 

efficiently with their own algorithms and retrieve the final 

products. 
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ABSTRACT

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been extensively
used in high-performance computing (HPC) applications
with superior power efficiency. Future high-performance
GPUs will likely have hundreds of Compute Units (CUs) in-
tegrated on-die sharing the power and thermal envelopes. In
this paper, we evaluate what we consider as three promis-
ing power efficiency techniques for future HPC systems
equipped with GPUs, namely, low-voltage operation (e.g.,
near-threshold computing), runtime power management (e.g.,
power gating along with voltage and frequency scaling), and
data compression during data transfer. In addition to provid-
ing the relative benefit of each technique, we also evaluate the
combined potential of these techniques to improve the power
efficiency of a future hypothetical GPU. This analysis is done
based on a flexible framework that employs a combination of:
(1) native hardware measurements, (2) analytical power pro-
jection to future GPUs, and (3) industrial technology scaling
and per-component RTL-guided power models. We also pro-
vide insights into the dominant power components and the ef-
fectiveness of different low-power techniques for each appli-
cation, aiding system architects and designers to make early
yet critical decisions.

Author Keywords
GPUs, HPC applications, power efficiency techniques,
power and performance modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Efficient performance and power management are critical for
effective operation of modern processors in high performance
computing (HPC) systems. Driven in part by this demand for
power efficiency, we have seen the emergence of such pro-
cessors with attached graphics processing units (GPUs) act-
ing as accelerators [18]. In addition, the national roadmap for
exascale has established an aggressive goal of achieving sus-
tained one exaflop under overall system power envelope of
20 MW by the end of the decade (i.e., 50 GFLOPS/W power
efficiency [17]). Such high performance and power efficiency
(defined as perf/Watt or 1/energy) goals necessitate continu-
ing usage of massively parallel GPUs in HPC systems.

Modern GPUs have a large number of design and run-time
hardware reconfiguration knobs, such as the number of com-
pute units (CUs), memory bandwidth (BW), and core fre-
quency for improving power efficiency of time-varying ap-
plications [20]. The high-performance and power efficiency
goals for exascale will require better techniques at all aspects
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of the design from circuits, architecture to software level.
These include low voltage operation, efficient data move-
ment, and better run-time management to improve perfor-
mance under the power constraints. It is also critical to con-
sider the effects of new technologies such as FinFET on the
overall power efficiency of the processor. Most of the existing
efforts are point studies focusing on benefits of single power
efficiency technique. However, a cumulative assessment of
different techniques for exascale systems is absolutely essen-
tial to understand their return of investments (ROI).

As part of the US Department of Energy (DoE) Exascale re-
search initiative, we perform investigation on various power
efficiency improvement techniques for future HPC systems.
We find that low-voltage operation applied to specific regions
of the chip, power gating with runtime power management,
and data compression are a few promising techniques, along-
side with gains coming naturally with technology scaling (in-
cluding FinFET technology). In addition, we also investi-
gated other low-power techniques, (e.g. asynchronous cir-
cuits), that also show good potential, but due to page limits
we focus on only a few key optimizations in this paper.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• We first provide a high-level power projection framework
for future GPUs based on hardware measurements of appli-
cations with realistic problem sizes, and realistic industry
technology scaling models.

• We model effects of different scaling trends on different
parts of the GPU by breaking down into component-level
power such as logic, SRAMs, interconnect, as well as ef-
fects of worst-case thermal conditions on overall power.
The power scaling methodology is validated with measure-
ments that can be achieved on an existing hardware.

• Most importantly, we provide insights by using this frame-
work to evaluate the chip-level power efficiency benefits on
exascale proxy applications from three different low-power
techniques: low-voltage operation, power gating, and data
compression. Putting them all together, we demonstrate
that they have the potential of improving the overall power
efficiency of a hypothetical 10 nm high-performance GPU
by 6.4× over our baseline GPU in 28 nm. Further, the
framework is flexible enough to accommodate the evalua-
tion of other low-power techniques applied to future GPUs
with different microarchitectures.

2. MOTIVATION
Here, we provide motivations behind studying different
power optimizations on GPUs using a high-level framework.



2.1 Holistic Evaluation of Low-power Techniques
There have been many excellent studies on low-power tech-
niques such as DVFS, low-voltage operation (e.g., near-
threshold computing), power gating, data compression, Fin-
FET, asynchronous computation circuits, SRAM retention
mode, fine-grained voltage rails, etc. [7, 8, 14, 28]. Most
of these are point studies focusing on the benefits of the spe-
cific technique itself. So far, there is not a unified framework
amenable to doing a holistic study of overall chip-level rel-
ative contributions from many of these techniques for real
world applications. Our proposed framework enables such
overall power efficiency studies on future architectures.

2.2 Exploded GPU Design Space
Modern GPUs have increasingly more design and runtime
knobs, such as number of CUs, core frequency, memory bus
frequency, number of memory channels, cache size, power
gating granularity, etc. [20]. Combined together, it has
become an exploded design space that becomes extremely
difficult for conventional register-transfer-level (RTL) and
instruction-level simulators [2, 9, 21, 23] to handle. The
traditional simulators have very high simulation time, often
resulting in the use of non-representative reduced input sets
with consequences on bus activities, thermal behavior, power
profiles etc. A power/performance modeling and projection
framework based upon fast hardware measurements that can
easily sweep through all configurations, while capturing the
detailed microarchitectural effects, is highly desirable.

2.3 Projection Based on Industrial Workload Size
Often times, the computation intensity of detailed simula-
tors [2, 9] prevents full runs of real-world applications, espe-
cially industrial-scale applications with huge problem sizes.
Important intricacies such as cache thrashing due to large
memory footprint, statistical branch divergence behaviors of
large graph applications, and actual data traffic through the
interconnect can not be fully modeled by detailed simulators.
Therefore, being able to measure and project for workloads
with realistic problem sizes is valuable. Wu et al. look at
a similar projection approach on the existing GPUs [30]. In
contrast, our approach breaks down total power into different
power components (e.g., logic, caches, etc.) to enable early
exploration of low-power techniques in future GPUs.

2.4 Flexibility of Our Approach
A wide range of chips can be built using the hardware con-
figuration knobs available in modern GPUs. For instance, an
AMD R9-290X GPU has 5.5× as many CUs running at 1.4×
the frequency of the GPU in an A10-7850K and has up to 9×
as much memory BW. Despite this, they both use the same
instruction set architecture (ISA), can run the same applica-
tions, and use the same hardware building blocks. Further,
design reuse of the same microacrhitecture across multiple
generations is a common industry best practice, as opposed
to grounds-up core designs for every generation. Some ex-
amples are AMD’s Graphics Core Next Architecture (GCN)
packaged in the first generation AMD RadeonTM 7000 series
GPUs, followed by the next generation Radeon R9 300 se-
ries GPUs. A flexible and scalable framework that can enable
rapid power efficiency explorations across multiple genera-
tions using feedback from existing designs is very valuable.

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Figure 1. GPGPU architecture.

Further, if a once-in-a-while overhaul of GPU CU/core mi-
croarchitecture occurs during a product roadmap, one can still
adopt our analysis approach with simulated power and perfor-
mance data due to lack of direct measurements. Additionally,
our approach is modularized so one can easily replace indi-
vidual modules with different variants (e.g., adopting a new
interconnect topology) and perform a comparative evaluation.

3. MODELING METHODOLOGY
Here we describe a power projection framework for future
GPUs. We use a typical 28 nm GPU architecture as the base-
line for hardware measurements and projections using our
three-step methodology: (1) hardware measurements from
existing hardware; (2) power and performance scaling to fu-
ture architectures at the same technology node; and (3) ap-
plying technology scaling including FinFET effects using in-
dustrial process models. Figure 1 shows a future GPU mi-
croarchitecture that is similar to a current 28nm GPU. The
exact number of CUs, core frequency, memory BW, etc. are
architectural dependent and configurable in our framework.

Table 1 provides the architectural parameters in the 28nm
baseline and a potential future 10 nm GPU explored in this
work. The parameters are chosen based on both the future
process technology and the performance and power efficiency
demands of exascale systems [17]. We project power in a po-
tential future GPU at all possible hardware design configu-
rations from 64 CUs to 192 CUs in steps of 16 CU, CU fre-
quency from 400 MHz to 1000 GHz in steps of 100 MHz, and
main memory bandwidth from 1.6 TB/s to 4 TB/s in steps of
400 GB/s, resulting in a total of 441 distinct hardware config-
urations. Further, although we make projection to the poten-
tial 10 nm process node, our projection framework is scalable
to any technology node. Figure 2 provides an overview of the
3-step modeling process, as described below.

3.1 Native Hardware Execution
We first measure power and performance of different OpenCL
application kernels across a wide range of configurations on

Baseline GPU Future Hypothetical GPU
Process technology 28 nm 10 nm

Nominal voltage 1 V 0.7 V

TDP 250 W 160 W

CU count 4 - 32 64 - 192

Compute frequency 400 - 1000 MHz 400 - 1000 MHz

Peak compute throughput 2 TFLOPs 12 TFLOPS

Memory frequency 475 - 1375 MHz 400 - 1000 MHz

Memory controllers (MC) 6 32

Memory channels 12 64

Channel width 32 bits 256 bits

Data rate QDR DDR

Peak memory BW 264 GB/s 4 TB/s

Compute to memory 0.97 - 22.46 1 - 7.5
BW ratio (FLOPS/Byte)

Total cache size 0.75 MB 38 MB

Table 1. Parameters of the baseline and hypothetical future GPUs.



a contemporary 28nm discrete GPU card. Here, the number
of active CUs is adjusted from 4 to 32 over a range of 8×,
and the CU frequency is varied from 300 MHz to 1 GHz
over a range of 3.3×, in steps of 100 MHz. While scal-
ing CU frequency, voltage is also scaled according to the
28nm GPU voltage-frequency table. Memory BW is varied
from 90 GB/s (at 475 MHz bus frequency) to 264 GB/s (at
1375 MHz bus frequency) across a 2.9× range, in steps of
30 GB/s (150 MHz) by changing the memory bus frequency.
The power measurements out of the baseline are split into dy-
namic and leakage power using on-chip real-time hardware
power proxies. Power measurements include those that are
dissipated in cores’ logic, SRAM-based caches, memory con-
troller and interconnect. Using AMD’s CodeXL library, we
also gather hardware performance events for each applica-
tion kernel at each configuration that capture bus activity, data
flow volume and compute-memory behaviors.

3.2 Modeling Effects of Scaling the Hardware
In this step, we develop analytical scaling models, and hard-
ware measurements-driven and RTL-driven empirical models
to scale dynamic, leakage and interconnect power from the
baseline to future GPUs at the same technology node.

Hardware compute-to-memory (CtoM) ratio driven dy-
namic power projection: We extrapolate dynamic power of
future GPU from the measured dynamic power of the current
GPU using the same compute-to-memory ratio for both de-
vices. Similar to the Roofline model [29], we use the idea that
for the same workload and same problem size, both GPUs
should have similar behaviors as long as their CtoM ratios
are the same. Here, compute throughput is proportional to
the product of number of CUs and core frequency. Figure 3
shows an example of a power projection surface for waxpby
kernel of miniFE application. As we can see, we picked
the four existing hardware configurations that have the same
CtoM ratio to project power of the future GPU with a configu-
ration of 192CU, 1GHz core frequency, and 2048GB/s, which
also has the same ratio (192CUs*1GHz/2048GB/s=0.094).
Similarly, we scale the workload performance according to
the CtoM ratios as it follows the same scaling principle.

Further, the proportion of SRAM-based cache power on the
baseline hardware is computed by an industrial RTL-level
tool through the Synopsys PrimeTime PX (PTPX) [27]. The
SRAM dynamic power is then scaled as a square-root func-
tion of its size (s), as shown in equation 1. This is because
the SRAM dynamic power depends on the wordline and bit-
line lengths, not the cache size.

DynSRAM =
√
s·DynSRAM meas. (1)

Power efficiency exploration 

Measurements Current architecture 

Technology, voltage-
freq-temp scaling 

Low power 
techniques 

HW configurations 
(CU, core-freq, BW) 

RTL simulations 

Analytical and 
empirical scaling 

models 

Benchmarks 

Future architecture 

HW configurations 
(CU, core-freq, BW) 

Figure 2. The proposed 3-step power projection methodology.

● 

Figure 3. Dynamic power scaling surface for miniFE.waxpby.

Area-based leakage power projection: We model the leak-
age cost for the increased size of the circuits (e.g., cache size)
in future GPUs by scaling the leakage power of different on-
chip components, specifically CUs, SRAM caches, and MCs,
separately, based on the relative increase in their area between
the current and future GPUs. This improves accuracy and
enables analyzing the relative impact of different power op-
timization techniques. For example, we expect low-voltage
operation in 10 nm. However, that applies only to the logic
part of the circuit due to reliability concerns for SRAM struc-
tures at low voltages [22].

Using PTPX tool and floor-plan area assessment of the differ-
ent components in existing GPUs, we empirically derive the
leakage power partition ratio in existing hardware between
CUs, caches, MCs, and miscellaneous logic for a power virus
application running at worst-case die temperature. Note that,
at a fixed temperature, the partition ratios need to be de-
rived only once using PTPX. We use these partition ratios
to distribute the measured leakage power in current hardware
among different components and further scale to future GPU
based on their area change. For example, if the SRAM ca-
pacity in future GPU is x times more than that in the current
GPU, its cache leakage power is also x times more. That is,

Lkglogic = a·Lkgmeas total

LkgSRAM = b·Lkgmeas total

LkgMC misc = c·Lkgmeas total, (2)

where, a, b, and c are obtained from PTPX simulation of the
existing GPU, and a+ b+ c = 1.0. Furthermore, the leakage
power in the future GPU is given by:

Lkgfuture = x·Lkglogic + y·LkgSRAM + z·LkgMC misc,
(3)

where, x, y, and z are all greater than 1; they are the area ra-
tios between future GPU and the current GPU for CU logic,
SRAM cache, and memory controller, respectively. Note that
the area ratios do not include area shrinkage due to technol-
ogy scaling nor change, which will be considered in Sec-
tion 3.3, so the area ratios mainly represent an increase in
count and capacity of the component (e.g., x = 6 for project-
ing from 32 CU to 192 CU). The leakage power thus derived
also assumes fixed voltage (V), frequency (F) and tempera-
ture (T) between the existing and future GPUs. The effect of
V-F-T changes are accounted for in the final step.

Interconnect power modeling and projection: Power dis-
sipation in the local and global interconnects of the GPU



SoC contributes to a significant fraction of the total chip
power [12]. While the local interconnects are short wires and
are used to transfer data within the IP blocks, global intercon-
nects are relatively long wires and are used for inter tile/IP
data transfers or that between the processor and memory. In
our framework, the local interconnect power is accounted for
in the on-chip hardware power proxies. To consider global
buses between CUs and L2 cache, L2 and MCs/DDR PHY
transceivers, we use PTPX power simulation of a power virus
application as the reference. We then compute actual bus ac-
tivity factors of different application kernels from the perfor-
mance counters measuring data flow volume, peak BW, and
access rates. The interconnect power of a kernel is then com-
puted by applying a de-rating factor (DF ) proportional to the
ratio of bus activities for the kernel and reference application.

DF = activitykernel/activitypower virus, (4)

where, the activity factor (AF ) (e.g., activitykernel), de-
pends on the execution time and net data transfer (read+write)
between the L2 cache and the memory controller. That is:

AF ∝ (FetchSize+WriteSize)/exec time, (5)

Finally, we apply an area-based wire-length model to scale
the global interconnect power for each application kernel
from the current hardware to future hypothetical GPU hard-
ware using relative wire distances. The interconnect power of
a kernel (Pickernel) on future GPU is computed as:

Pickernel = Picpower virus ∗DF ∗ SF, (6)

where, Picpower virus denotes the interconnect power of a
reference power virus application on current hardware and
SF denotes the wire-length scaling factor to account for hard-
ware scaling and change in interconnect topology. For exam-
ple, for a future GPU with 192 CUs, we multiply the inter-
connect power of the 32 CU baseline GPU by a scaling factor
of 6. This assumes that the global interconnect architecture
remains the same for future GPUs and the wire lengths scale
up, which may not be true if other network topology is used
or 3D stacking is deployed. The wire-length scaling model is
a function of the on-chip interconnect topology. Our flexible
framework gives us the ability to apply different optimization
techniques and topologies on the interconnect such as includ-
ing a Network on Chip (NoC) power model simply by chang-
ing the wire-length scaling models to reflect changes in the
average data movement distance, and is a future work for us.

3.3 Technology Scaling and Temperature Impact
So far, technology scaling has not been considered. Tech-
nology scaling affects area, voltage, and the relative power
contributions between transistors and interconnects, as well
as the split between dynamic power and leakage power. Dif-
ferent commercial fabs have different technology scaling
characteristics such as the voltage-leakage and temperature-
leakage dependency. We model temperature scaling for fu-
ture node by accounting for worst-case junction temperature.
In our case, we set it to 105◦C based on real silicon data.
In addition, new technologies such as FinFET also introduce
disruptive points along the scaling curve. Research-oriented
projections from ITRS are not always representative of indus-
trial designs. In this work, we use proprietary industrial pro-
cess models to scale a hypothetical future GPU design from

Kernel Names
graph500.UnionAndClear (K1) lulesh.CalcHourglass (K11)
graph500.LocalReduceNext (K2) miniFE.waxpby (K12)
graph500.BottomUpStep (K3) miniFE.dotprod (K13)
XSBench.unionized grid search (K4) miniFE.matvec (K14)
XSBench.calculate xs sorted (K5) CoMD.EAM Force 3 (K15)
XSBench.bitonicSortTiled3 (K6) CoMD.EAM Force 1 (K16)
DeviceMemory.readGlobalMemory (K7) CoMD.advanceVelocitySoa (K17)
GEMM.sgemmNN (K8) CoMD.advancePositionSoa (K18)
lulesh.IntegrateStress (K9) MaxFlops.peak (K19)
lulesh.CalcFBHourglass kernel (K10)

Table 2. Application kernels’ Names.

28 nm to 10 nm including introduction of FinFET at 14 nm
and beyond. Our parameterized scaling model accounts for
the different scaling trends for gate and metal capacitances as
well as leakage currents with process technologies.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MODEL VALIDATION
In this section, we present the experimental set up for the
baseline measurements and validate our modeling method-
ology against measurements on the baseline hardware.

4.1 Experimental Setup
The parameters of the current 28nm GPU, referred to as the
baseline, and a future hypothetical GPU architecture explored
in this work are shown earlier in Table 1. We analyze the
power consumption of 8 industry scale GPU applications con-
sisting of one or more kernels for a total of 19 application
kernels (K1-K19), listed in Table 2. These applications are
CoMD, MiniFE, LULESH, and XSBench [19], GEMM [3],
Graph500 [15], and stress benchmarks DeviceMemory and
MaxFlops from the SHOC benchmark suite [3]. For explor-
ing the power efficiency (perf/W), we derive both power and
performance projections using the same methodology as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. Although we explore the entire design
space of possible hardware configurations in a future hypo-
thetical GPU, we choose to demonstrate most of our results
on 4 example architectures based on considerations such as
the range of CtoM ratios that are available today, the CtoM ra-
tios that we expect to see in future GPUs for an exascale sys-
tem, and the frequency versus parallelism trade-offs. These
architectures are: 1) GPU10 1 with a CtoM of 1 flops/byte–
64 CUs, 400 MHz core frequency, 1.6 TB/s memory band-
width (BW), 2) GPU10 2 with a CtoM of 1.2– 192 CUs,
400 MHz core, 4 TB/s BW, 3) GPU10 3 with a CtoM of 7.5–
192 CUs, 1 GHz core, 1.6 TB/s BW, and 4) GPU10 4 with a
CtoM of 3– 192 CUs, 1 GHz core, 4 TB/s BW.

4.2 Modeling Methodology Validation
We validate our power and performance projection method-
ology by using measurements at configurations with low CU
count to predict the runtime and power at configurations with
high CU counts at multiple memory and CU frequencies
within the design operating points of the baseline GPU. Note
that this does not involve technology scaling. Figure 5 shows
the performance prediction errors for waxpby kernel for a
range of CU count (20-32), memory clock (925-1375 MHz)
and CU engine clock frequencies (700-1000 MHz). Except
for one case (32 CUs, 1375 MHz memory clock and 700 MHz
CU frequency) with the prediction error of 8.8%, as the other-
wise memory-bound waxpby kernel behaves like a compute-
bound kernel at lower CU frequency [13, 29], the maximum
absolute errors in predictions for all other configurations are



Figure 5. Performance model prediction error-maps (%) for
miniFE.waxpby on the baseline hardware at memory frequencies:
925-1375 MHz, #CUs: 20-32, CU frequencies (eClk): 700-1000 MHz.

below 5%. Overall, the average performance and power pre-
diction errors for miniFE.waxpby kernel are 2.1% and
1.6%, respectively, which are reasonable for an early stage
first-order study. Prediction outliers are also attributed to the
small measurement set with the desired CtoM ratio that we
can achieve in existing GPUs. Further, the average errors for
all 19 kernels in predicted execution time and power at a fixed
configuration of 32CUs, 1375MHz memory and 1GHz CU
frequency are 2.0 and 1.1%, respectively. However, the fig-
ures are not shown due to space constraints.

Furthermore, the percentages of the total power dissipated in
compute units, SRAM cells, memory controller, and other IP
blocks for a power virus application on our current hardware
system are 59%, 1%, 3%, and 37%, respectively. While it is
difficult to validate these ratios, similar ratios (54%, 5%, 6%,
and 35%) are reported by a previous work [9] using detailed
instruction-level power models for an NVIDIA GTX480 card.
The differences in ratios are attributed to the difference in ar-
chitectures of the two GPUs. Unlike past approaches, our
framework relies on first order projections based on hard-
ware measurements and is more amenable to performing fast
power efficiency design space exploration.

5. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we present power efficiency analysis for future
potential GPUs. First, we show the power efficiency bene-
fits of four example GPU architectures in a potential 10 nm
technology over the baseline GPU in 28 nm. Then, we high-
light the power saving opportunities from different low-power
techniques. Finally, we summarize the key takeaways based
on our analysis of different techniques on future GPUs.
5.1 Power Efficiency Design-space Exploration Results
Figure 4 shows the power efficiency improvements of all ap-
plication kernels for the four example GPU architectures in
10 nm over the 28 nm baseline GPU. The inclusion of further
low-power techniques is discussed in Section 5.2. On an aver-
age, we see about 5.41× power efficiency gains over the base-
line for the GPU10 4, 3.2× with the GPU10 3, 2.2× with
the GPU10 2, and about only 40% gains with the GPU10 1
architecture. In other words, all four architectures provide
power efficiency improvements over the baseline GPU, with
GPU10 4 providing the highest improvement because of its
highest compute and memory throughput.

Figure 6. Power breakdown of selected kernels in GPU10 4 architecture.

Further, we notice that there is a large degree of variance in
gains across kernels. For a few compute intensive kernels,
[e.g., miniFE.matvec (K14) and MaxFlops (K19)], the
lower memory frequency of GPU10 3 results in about 5%
memory controller power savings without affecting perfor-
mance, thus providing better efficiency than GPU10 4. We
also observe that GPU10 1 has insignificant gains with some
instances of power efficiency loss for few kernels [e.g.,
miniFE.dotprod (K13)] over the baseline due to its low
core frequency. It is because the GPU10 1 architecture limits
the performance of compute intensive and other applications
with critical threads and serial code while the extra number
of CUs and increased MCs over the baseline are adding sig-
nificant power without much performance gains, resulting in
poor power efficiency. We also observe that technology scal-
ing alone provides about 70% power savings on an average
while going from 28 nm to 10 nm (for the same hardware
configuration), both at their nominal voltages and compara-
ble frequencies. However, due to the differences in workload
activities, these savings vary between 60 to 76%.
5.2 Power Breakdown and Optimization Opportunities
Now, we discuss the breakdown of total power in different
components to highlight the relative significance of differ-
ent power saving techniques. Figure 6 shows the detailed
power breakdown for a subset of the kernels in GPU10 4,
which is the maximally configured architecture in our study.
All 192 CUs are active and being used in this architec-
ture. We observe that for the memory intensive application
kernels, [e.g., XSBench (K5), DeviceMemory (K7), and
CoMDVelocity (K17)], a significant fraction (up to 48%)
of the total chip power is spent in data transfers between
caches and memory buses. Across all kernels, we see that an
average 16% of the total power is spent in the interconnects.

Further, from Figure 6, we observe that the ratio of to-
tal dynamic power and leakage power is different for dif-
ferent benchmarks because they exercise different compo-
nents of the chip. For example, both CoMDEAM (K15) and
MaxFlops (K19) have significant amount of dynamic power
dissipated in the CUs with very little expended in the data
movement. However, the K15 kernel has a much larger rela-
tive fraction of dynamic power compared to K19 even though
both are compute bound. This is because K15 is not only

Figure 4. Power efficiency improvements of all kernels at 4 different CtoM throughput ratios, GPU 1 – GPU 4 architectures (without low power techniques).



compute-bound, but also L1 cache limited; whereas K19 is
purely compute bound, pushing operations through the ALU
pipelines with high switching activities, resulting in larger
fractions for dynamic CU power. Furthermore, although not
shown in the figure, we observe that the peak temperature also
affects the ratio of dynamic to leakage power of a benchmark,
because the latter is dependent on temperature. For example,
for the CoMD.AdvPos (K18) kernel, the leakage power pro-
portions at 35 ◦C and 105 ◦C are 23% and 76%, respectively
on the future GPU in the potential 10 nm technology. Thus,
even with the FinFET technology, leakage power could be a
dominant factor (as high as 76%) in 10 nm at peak junction
temperatures of 105 ◦C due to device physics.

Overall, our results demonstrate that the dominant power
component is in fact workload dependent, and we need a
wide range of power efficiency techniques to reduce power
in different parts of the chip without compromising perfor-
mance over a broad application space. We find that in gen-
eral data movement power, corresponding to transactions be-
tween LLC and memory controllers, is relatively large in fu-
ture GPUs. This is especially true for the memory bound ap-
plications, commonly found in the HPC arena.

Next, we demonstrate the utility of our modeling framework
by evaluating the potential chip-wide power efficiency gains
from three promising power-saving techniques– low-voltage
operation, data compression, and power gating. While our
model does not incorporate the fine-grained physical design
and circuit level implementation details of these techniques
and their associated overhead (such as circuitry power, area,
or latency), we argue that a first-order overall chip-level
power efficiency assessment and bound analysis is still very
valuable for an early assessment of the power efficiency tech-
niques to facilitate design decisions and trade-offs.

1. Low-voltage operation: The high parallel throughput of
GPU device suggests the opportunity of operating at lower
voltage under a given power envelope. However, when cir-
cuits operate at lower voltages, their sensitivities to process
and cross-die variation increase dramatically, thereby signifi-
cantly limiting the operating frequency [22]. In addition, cer-
tain structures such as SRAMs cannot tolerate aggressively
low voltages due to reliability issues. Thus, it is important to
be have an ability to explore the benefits and trade-offs for
low-voltage operation. In this optimization analysis, we as-
sume a voltage of 0.5 V applied to only the logic portion of
the future GPU, while SRAMs are maintained at the nomi-
nal voltage (0.7 V) in 10 nm. We consider two architectures:
one that supports a high core frequency of 1 GHz at nominal
voltage with 64 CUs, another that supports low-voltage oper-
ation with a low frequency of 400 MHz with 192 CUs. Mem-
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33% 38% 

Figure 7. Power efficiency gains in architecture with low-voltage support
over the nominal architecture.

ory bandwidth is kept at its highest value for both architec-
tures. Figure 7 shows the overall chip-level power efficiency
improvements of the architecture with low-voltage support
over the nominal architecture. We observe large gains (up
to 157%) from the low-voltage architecture for kernels with
high parallelism; in general, kernels with higher sensitivity to
number of CUs (e.g., K1, K19) benefit more than those sen-
sitive to core-frequency (e.g., K12, K16). We also see some
significant outliers; the outliers [e.g., DeviceMemory (K7)]
are due to the dominance of serial fractions in the code, high
branch divergence, and less parallelism in the application.

2. Power gating and run-time power management: The
second optimization technique that we consider here is fine-
grained power gating, which is an effective technique for im-
proving power efficiency, in particular leakage power. Some
kernels have limited parallelism and they do not require all
the CUs available in a massively parallel GPU. For such ker-
nels, some of the CUs could be power gated to save leakage
power without affecting the performance of the kernel.

Figure 8 shows the performance and total power for
CoMD.EAM Force 1 (K16) kernel in the future potential
10 nm GPU architecture across a range of CUs at two dif-
ferent core frequencies 400 MHz and 900 MHz; the mem-
ory bandwidth is kept fixed at its highest value. In this fig-
ure, the total power is normalized to a TDP of 160 W and
is shown on the left Y-axis; the blue-colored diamonds de-
note the normalized power in no power gating case, while the
brown-colored squares correspond to the case with power gat-
ing. Performance at different compute throughputs is shown
on the right Y-axis (green-colored triangles) and is normal-
ized to the performance of 64 CUs, the lowest core frequency
(400 MHz) and the lowest memory BW (at memory fre-
quency of 400 MHz) case. It is worth mentioning that the
base 10 nm GPU design does not have any CU-level power
gating implemented, much like the baseline 28nm GPU.

From the Figure 8 we can see that with fewer active CUs (i.e.,
more CUs power gated), the series with 900 MHz core fre-
quency has lower power than the 400 MHz series with more
CUs (see the two series with brown-colored squares in Fig-
ure 8). The lower power in fewer active CUs is observed
because the K16 kernel is dominated by the leakage power
at 105 ◦C. So, power gating more CUs achieves much better
power savings even when running at a higher frequency.

Further, a more interesting observation is highlighted within
the vertical rectangle in Figure 8, where two different fu-
ture GPU configurations, (diamond at 144CUs, 400MHz core

Figure 8. Normalized performance and normalized power w.r.t. TDP at two
different core frequencies (400 and 900 MHz).



frequency) and (square at 64CUs, 900MHz core frequency),
achieve the same performance (two overlapped triangles), but
one is 4 times more power efficient than the other configura-
tion after applying power gating optimization. Note that the
two configurations have the same compute throughput. On
the other hand, without power gating, the power consumption
of the same two configurations is much higher, but only 3%
different (the two nearby diamonds inside the highlighted ver-
tical rectangle). So, applying power gating not only reduces
the overall power, but also changes the optimal hardware con-
figurations for energy efficiency and power management al-
gorithms. Power gating is also crucial to achieve higher per-
formance under power constraints, as the saved power from
gated CUs can be used to run the remaining CUs at higher
frequency for applications that are not fully parallel.

3. Data compression: Previously, hardware data compres-
sion techniques have been studied for improving the perfor-
mance of data-intensive applications by reducing the data
size, and thereby data-traffic over interconnects [24]. How-
ever, in this paper, we study the impact of compression on
power efficiency. In particular, we study the effect of different
amounts of compression factors applied to the data-transfers
happening between the last-level cache (L2) and the memory
to facilitate a compressibility range versus ROI study. This
is done by applying different fixed compression ratios to the
data-transfers. Further, in our early-stage analysis we assume
negligible overhead from implementing data compression in
hardware and choose to focus on bound analysis instead.

Figure 9 shows the overall (average) power efficiency im-
provements of GPU10 4 architecture for three different com-
pressibility factors (CF) 20%, 50% and 100% normalized to
the chip-level power efficiency with no data compression.
We observe an average efficiency improvement of 1%, 2.4%
and 5%, respectively for these 3 CF values. Further, we
notice that for a few memory intensive benchmarks, [e.g.,
DeviceMemory (K7)], the power efficiency gains could
be large (up to 13%). Thus, the data compression tech-
nique could prove to be a useful power optimization tech-
nique for memory-bound and more specifically compressible
applications. Further, it is worth mentioning that while 100%
compressibility is impractical, it still provides a useful upper
bound for comparison and guidance to circuit designers, ar-
chitects and programmers on the ROI for applying compres-
sion at different segments of the interconnect.

Putting it all together: In summary, we observe that
the benefits of different low-power techniques are highly
workload dependent. The data-intensive kernels (e.g.,
DeviceMemory), benefit more from the compression tech-
nique, while the power efficiency of compute-bound par-
allel kernels such as MaxFlops can be improved by
operating the CUs at low voltage. Similarly, kernels
with high branch divergences and less parallelism (e.g.,
graph500.LocalReduceNext) do not require all avail-
able CUs in the system and therefore, power gating the un-
used CUs improves the power efficiency of such kernels. If
the design incorporates support for different low-power fea-
tures, a runtime mechanism must be used to leverage ad-
ditional benefits from selectively combining multiple tech-

Figure 9. Overall power efficiency gains at 3 different compressions factors
(CF) normalized with respect to the case with no data compression.

niques. For example, we observe that overlaying the above
3 techniques, we see an average power reduction of 48% in
GPU10 2 over the same architecture without any low-power
techniques, with relative contributions of 1%, 12%, and 35%
from the data compression, power-gating and low-voltage op-
eration, respectively. This results in an overall power effi-
ciency improvement of 1.91× for the GPU10 2 architecture
and 6.4× over the existing GPU.

5.3 Key takeaways and discussion
Our projection methodology allows us to do a quick early-
stage holistic evaluation across a huge design space with dif-
ferent low-power techniques. It also captures industry-scale
workloads effects and more realistic data traffic patterns. It is
complementary to existing power models and simulators.

We show that low-voltage operation can be a very useful tech-
nique to improve overall power efficiency in future GPUs as
it improves both dynamic and leakage power in the logic sig-
nificantly. Research needs to continue in this direction to op-
timize frequency at low voltages to avoid performance loss of
workloads with high branch divergence and critical threads.

We show that while data compression is very effective in re-
ducing power associated with data movement in a particular
interconnect segment, its relative contribution towards overall
GPU power efficiency optimization can be quite small, and
albeit dependent on the workloads. We believe techniques
such as 3D die stacking and processing in/near memory are
complementary approaches and are crucial to further reduce
power associated with data movement, which we show as one
of the dominant power components in future GPUs.

We observe that a side effect of hardware-level power sav-
ings techniques is increasing the spread of power differ-
ences among multiple hardware configurations. This makes a
strong case for more aggressive future run-time power man-
agement policies that understand the sensitivities of an appli-
cation to different hardware knobs and can dynamically tune
to the optimal configuration to improve power efficiency.

Our results demonstrate that even with the FinFET technol-
ogy, leakage continues to be a significant power factor due to
tight thermal constraints of the die. We believe that the future
research into cooling solutions and techniques to improve the
peak and average thermals will be very valuable.

6. RELATED WORK
GPUs have been used to accelerate many classes of HPC
applications to improve their performance and power effi-
ciency [5, 18]. DVFS, low-voltage operation (e.g., near-
threshold computing), power gating, data compression are



some of the common techniques used to manage power and
energy in parallel processors [7, 8, 14, 22, 28]. However these
are point studies and do not provide a unified framework for
a holistic chip-level power efficiency assessment.

There exist several high-level power models for CPUs [4,
26]; recently, power models based on low-level simulators
for GPUs have been developed [9, 10, 23]. These models
use traces generated by RTL- or instruction-level simulators
to predict the GPU power [2, 21]; so, they typically have very
high simulation time. Also, they are prone to missing the
micro-architectural details of the hardware. Further, Luo et
al. [11] and Baghsorkhi et al. [1] perform static analyses of
applications to estimate the performance of different regions
of codes on GPU. Hong et al. [6] build GPU power models
based on analytical timing models, which internally use the
instruction mixture information to predict the performance of
workloads [25]. Their technique could be used to analyze the
performance on a specific hardware configuration, but their
static approach limits the ability to rapidly explore large de-
sign space to make predictions on a future hardware.

Wu et al. [30] and Nagasaka et al. [16] proposed power mod-
els based on performance counters and statistical analysis of
kernels. However, unlike our approach, their models do not
provide the breakdown of total power in to different compo-
nents. The high-level power modeling and projection frame-
work proposed in this paper supplements the existing models
by addressing some of their limitations.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyze the power efficiency improvement
of three potentially dominant techniques—low-voltage oper-
ation, power gating, and data compression—for a hypothet-
ical 10 nm GPU node in future exascale HPC systems. The
analysis is based upon a scalable power projection framework
that employs a combination of native hardware-execution,
analytical and empirical scaling models, and industry-scale
technology models to enable quick design-space exploration
for power efficiency optimization of future GPUs.
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ABSTRACT
Data motion is a significant factor affecting runtime per-

formance. Data-intensive applications are subject to the ef-
fects of data motion more so than other applications. This re-
search uses abstract machine models to calculate runtime per-
formance expectations for a geological simulation program.
The models are based on the time to execute double-precision
floating-point instructions and the time to load operands and
store results for those operations. Two extremes of cache
memory are considered and provide expected bounds for the
program’s runtime performance. In one case, cache memory
is unlimited; once a datum is read into cache, it is always
available. In the other case, the cache is extremely limited
and each datum is removed from cache memory after it is
used once. A model for inter-process communication is also
incorporated.

This research shows that simple models can provide
accurate expectations for runtime performance for some
operations. For one operation studied herein the observed
runtime performance only exceeded the expected upper
bound in one case by 2%. The models can become less
accurate if memory utilization is high. This may occur if
only one core is used or if a change to an algorithm results in
larger data structures.

Keywords: abstract machine, performance analysis,
conduction, heat flow

1. INTRODUCTION
One use of geothermal energy is in the mining of hydrocar-

bon deposits. The geothermal energy can replace natural gas
for heating water used during the extraction process.

Heat flow data can be used to estimate the subsurface tem-
peratures of layers of rock with known thermal conductivity.
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Subsurface temperature can be used to create maps that
describe the extent, depth, and temperature of geothermal
resources. The maps help to identify regions with potential
for geothermal exploitation.

Simulations associated with the study of geothermal re-
sources can be data intensive applications. A well-established
geological model has been used to measure heat flow beneath
the Earth’s surface [5][6]. Arc, a software implementation of
the geological model, provides the basis for the abstract ma-
chine models in this study.

Arc was originally written in Fortran. The Fortran code was
ported to C++ and additional features were added as part of
a student project. The Arc software can measure heat flow
across a two- or three-dimensional rectilinear grid of temper-
atures. A variation of the C++ version of the program was
created to run on distributed memory parallel computers.

Both the desktop and parallel versions of Arc use a finite
differencing approach to calculate heat flow during a period
of simulation. Given the current temperature at a point, the
program calculates what the temperature will be after a time
step. A point’s next temperature is stored in a separate grid
data structure so that the point’s current temperature can be
used as input when calculating the next temperatures for other
near-by points. This process is performed on all points in the
model repeatedly for the duration of the simulation.

Recently it was observed that some nodes in the parallel
version of Arc were idle while other nodes completed compu-
tations. The code was measured and changes were made until
there was an improvement in the runtime performance. As a
result the Arc program was modified to use non-blocking MPI
point-to-point communication instead of blocking MPI func-
tion calls. This resulted in a performance increase of 28%,
depending on environment [2]. However, there was no analy-
sis to determine how fast the program or parts of it might be
able to run. Simple abstract machine models can provide per-
formance expectations for key operations, and help develop-
ers make effective use of their time when tasked with finding
performance gains.



2. RELATED WORK
Effective use of powerful high performance parallel com-

puter systems requires paying attention to many parts of the
application. This can be done with fairly simple model-based
analysis that provides a performance expectation. Models can
be developed to provide expectations for how much time an
operation might take. When compared against observed run-
times, models can help to identify performance bottlenecks.
Models can also be developed based on proposed algorithms
or code changes to help predict the performance impact of
changes.

Hager et al. used simple models to predict performance and
power [7]. They constructed a model to predict the energy
required to solve a problem and then developed guidelines
for energy-efficient execution of parallel program.

Zhong et al. modeled the performance of scientific pro-
grams in order to execute them on hybrid (multicore and
GPU) platforms [12]. Algorithms based on the models
were shown to support data partitioning in heterogeneous
distributed-memory systems.

Simple models for sparse matrix-matrix multiplication
were used by Scharpff et al. in [9].

Ang et al. used abstract machine models to explore ar-
chitectures that may lead to exascale computing levels [1].
The models help hardware architects and software developers
communicate and study new approaches that minimize data
movement.

3. APPROACH
In order to understand the performance of the parallel Arc

geological program, two simple models based on the exist-
ing code were created. An initial model was created to give
an expectation of the time required to calculate the tempera-
ture differences between a grid point and its neighbors. This
provided some guidance when developing the model of con-
ductive heat flow. The conductive model was built upon the
temperature difference model. Both models were based on
the time cost of floating-point operations, the time to load
operands to those operations, and the time to write results to
memory.

The models do not include several items that are present
in the existing code. Overhead associated with loops, calls
to subroutines, and conditional statements have been omitted
from the models. Also, the cost of measuring times of certain
operations was removed from results.

Two variations of the models were created. A limited cache
memory model provided an expected upper bound on the
times for calculating temperature difference and conductive
heat flow. With limited cache data would be flushed from
cache in order to make room for the data required by the
next calculation. Also, an unlimited cache memory model
provided a lower bound on the expected performance of each

operation.

3.1. Modeling Temperature Difference
Heat flows from warm areas to cooler areas. In Arc the tem-

peratures above, below, and to each side in a 2-D grid affect
the conduction at a given point. A stencil for temperature dif-
ference at one point is shown in Figure 1. The center point is
dependent on its neighboring points. The difference in tem-
perature between two points is adjusted by the conductivity
and heat production at each point and the distance between
the points. In all there are 10 floating-point operations in the
current code to calculate temperature difference at one grid
point. In a 3-D grid, a stencil for temperature difference in-
cludes points from adjacent slices.

Figure 1. Heat flow at one grid point in a 2-D grid is based
on its temperature difference from four neighboring points.

Reading the operands for those 10 floating-point operations
and writing the results are also parts of the abstract model
for temperature difference. These are examples of data move-
ment, an important aspect to modeling performance. Two ab-
stract machine models were considered. One model has un-
limited cache memory; if a grid point is loaded into cache
as part of a temperature difference calculation, that point’s
temperature will remain in cache memory until the program
ends. The other model has extremely limited cache memory
where no data remains in cache after it is used to calculate a
temperature difference.

Assuming unlimited cache memory, the geological simula-
tion code requires on average one double-precision (8-bytes)
read operation for each point in the grid. Also, the next tem-
perature of a point is written two times in the Arc conduction



code. In total there are three double-precision read or write
operations.

A worse-case scenario would be if the data for calculating
temperature differences were flushed from cache immediately
after the temperature difference at a point had been calculated
and written to the next temperature grid. In this situation there
would be five double-precision reads for the point in question
plus two stores to the next temperature grid. This scenario
requires 7 double-precision read or write operations.

3.2. Modeling Conduction
The conduction model builds on the model for tempera-

ture difference. When calculating conduction, the difference
in temperature between a point and its neighbors is adjusted
by conductive and radioactive heat production properties and
the distances between points. In all there are 37 floating-point
operations in the current code to calculate conduction at one
grid point. However, the memory access pattern for conduc-
tion is more complicated than the stencil shown previously.
With unlimited cache memory there are seven read opera-
tions and two write operations. With limited cache there are
23 reads and two write operations.

In fact, the 37 floating-point operations and nine or 25 I/O
operations only applies to interior points of the grid. Points at
the four corners are dependent on only two neighbor points,
and require only 22 floating-point operations. The other non-
corner edge points are dependent on three neighbors, and re-
quire 30 floating-point opertions. There are also reductions
in the number of I/O operations for these two sets of points.
However, in this study the modeling is intended to give a gen-
eral expectation of performance and not a precise estimate.
Therefore, the 37 floating-point operations with nine or 25
I/O operations is acceptable.

3.3. Modeling Inter-process Communication
When Arc is run with using parallel processes, the program

divides the grid as evenly as possible among the processes.
Each process calculates conductivity for a subset of the grid
points. Consider a grid with 1000 rows. If there are two pro-
cesses working together, each process will calculate conduc-
tion for 500 rows. If there are four processes, each will work
on 250 rows. However, if there are 16 processes, the first 15
processes will work on 63 rows and the last process will work
on the remaining 55 rows. Arc uses asynchronous MPI mes-
saging to exchange data among pairs of processes.

With parallel processes conduction for some grid points de-
pends on temperature data managed by another process. In
other words the stencil crosses the process boundary. Pro-
cesses must exchange rows of data with their neighboring
process or processes. With just two proesses and a 1000 row
grid, the first process will send its last row (row 500) to the
second process; the second process will send its first row (row

501) to the first process. This is called a halo exchange. With
four or more processes the first and last process exchange halo
rows with their one neighbor process. The middle processes
must exchnge data with two neighbor processes.

4. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The programs used in this work were run on the Stam-

pede supercomputer. Each Stampede compute node includes
two Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.7 GHz processors. The nodes have
32 GB of main memory and 20240 MB of cache memory
according to the /proc/cpuinfo file on a compute node. The
Stampede nodes run CentOS 6.3 and are connected by an
FDR Infiniband network. The Extreme Science and Engineer-
ing Discovery Environment [10] project provided access to
Stampede.

Programs were compiled with Intel compiler version
15.0.2. MPI programs used Intel MPI (impi) version 5.0.2.
Unless otherwise noted, the compiler options used were -O3
and -xHost. The O3 option is recommended for applications
that have loops that heavily use floating-point calculations
and process large data sets. The xhost option to the Intel com-
piler enbles the highest level of vectorization available on
the processor. In the case of the Intel Xeon (Sandy Bridge)
processors in Stampede, Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE),
SSE2, SSE3, SSE4.1, SSE4.2, and Advanced Vector eXten-
sions (AVX) are all available [3].

The better-case and worse-case performance models are
functions of the time for a floating-point operation (c) and
the time for read (r) or write (w) operations. The number of
floating-point, read, and write operations determines the per-
formance expectation for each model.

The values for c, r, and w were determined from the Stam-
pede supercomputer. The inverse of the processor frequency
was used for the value of c. The Xeon E5 processors on
Stapmede run at 2.7 GHz. Therefore, c = 3.7e-10 seconds. A
turbo mode for the E5 processors may be available depending
on factors including workload, the number of running cores,
the estimated power consumption, and the processor temper-
ature. If the Stampede processors ran at full turbo mode (3.5
GHz), then c would equal 2.86e-10 seconds.

A well-known benchmark program was used to test if the
inverse of processor frequency was reasonable for estimating
the time for floating-point operations. The LINPACK bench-
mark program solves a system of linear equations. Over 97%
of the instructions in the two main subroutines are floating-
point add or multiply operations [4]. The source code [11]
was compiled with -O3 and -xHost options and was run on
a single core of a Stampede compute node using a 200x200
matrix. The average of the KFLOPS reported by the bench-
mark was 2,916,673.486 KFLOPS. This is roughly 3.43e-10
seconds per floating-point operation. The inverse of processor
frequency estimate is about 1.08x slower than the LINPACK



benchmark. A comparison of LINPACK performance and the
”inverse of processor frequency” models for the Xeon E5 and
E5 Turbo Mode is shown in figure 4.

Figure 2. The inverse of CPU frequency is a close approxi-
mation of the LINPACK results.

The values for r and w can be derived from a memory
bandwidth benchmark like STREAM. The STREAM bench-
mark provides a measure of the sustainable memory band-
width over large arrays of double-precision data [8].

The arrays are set to a length that is at least four times the
size of the largest cache. This ensures that the results are re-
flective of sustained memory access, including cache misses,
and not sustained cache access. The STREAM Copy kernel
reads a data element value from one array and writes the value
to another array at the same index as shown in Algorithm 1.

for j← 0 to N do
c[ j]←a[j]

end
Algorithm 1: The STREAM Copy kernel algorithm

The STREAM benchmark was compiled arrays with 20
million double-precision elements. This is more than large
enough for a Stampede compute node’s largest cache size of
20480KB. The observed bandwidth on Stampede was 7665.4
MB/s on a single core. That is the data transfer rate. A single
r or w is an operation on a double-precision (8-bytes) datum.
Therefore, r = w = 2.09e-9 seconds. This may be found by:

1. Convert to bytes per second,

2. Convert to doubles per second,

3. Divide by two,

4. Invert the result.

5. RESULTS
The Arc simulation was run with an input file containing

1000 x 60 data points. The runtime measurements started af-
ter the data file was read. The program simulated 20 million
years with each iteration taking 10,000 years. Runtime per-
formance data was gathered using from one to 16 MPI tasks
on the cores of a single Xeon E5 node. With one core the
number of temperature difference or conduction operations is
120,000,000. The number of operations decreases by half as
the number of cores doubles. All observed performance run-
time results are the averages of five runs.

5.1. Temperature Difference Models
The abstract machine model for temperature difference

with unlimited cache memory is in Equation 1. Using (1) a
temperature difference operation for a single grid point might
take 9.97E-09 seconds. The total time for conduction using a
single core is expected to be 1.196 seconds.

Time = 10c+ r+2w (1)

The abstract machine model for temperature difference us-
ing limited cache memory is in Equation 2. Using (2) a tem-
perature difference operation for a single grid point might
take 1.83E-08 seconds. The total time for conduction is ex-
pected to be 2.196 seconds when using one Stampede core.

Time = 10c+5r+2w (2)

Figure 3. The two models almost always provide upper and
lower performance bounds for the Arc temperature difference
operations.

Figure 3 shows the relative differences between the ob-
served temperature difference results and the models with un-
limited and restricted cache memory. Table 1 shows the ob-
served runtimes for temperature difference operations exceed



Table 1. The details of the observed runtimes and expected
performances for the temperature difference operation. All
times are in seconds.

Cores Unlimited Model Observed Limited Model
1 1.196 2.250 2.196
2 0.598 0.820 1.098
4 0.299 0.397 0.549
8 0.150 0.222 0.275

16 0.075 0.094 0.137

the limited cache model by 2% when using a single core. All
other observed runtimes are between the expected bounds of
the unlimited and limited cache memory models.

5.2. Conduction Models
The abstract machine model for conduction with unlimited

cache memory is in Equation 3. Using (3) a conduction calcu-
lation for a single grid point can be expected to take 3.29E-8
seconds. Using a single core to perform Arc conductions for
2,000 iterations across 60,000 grid points might take 3.948
seconds.

Time = 37c+7r+2w (3)

The abstract conduction model with limited cache mem-
ory is in Equation 4. Using (4), a single conduction operation
might take 6.59E-8 seconds. Using the limited model for con-
duction 120,000,000 times on Stampede can be expedted to
take 7.908 seconds.

Time = 37c+23r+2w (4)

Figure 4. The two models almost always provide upper and
lower performance bounds for the Arc temperature difference
operations.

Table 2. The details of the conduction runtime and expected
performances before any changes to the code. All times are
in seconds.

Cores Unlimited Model Observed Limited Model
1 3.948 8.96 7.908
2 1.974 4.06 3.954
4 0.987 2.02 1.977
8 0.494 1.01 0.989

16 0.247 0.50 0.494

Figure 4 shows the relative performance of the conduction
runtimes and the two variations of the conduction model. Ta-
ble 2 shows that the observed runtimes for the conduction
operations are all outside of the expected bounds of the un-
limited and limited cache memory models. The observed run-
time exceeded the limited cache model by 13% when using a
single core. For all other observations the expectation of the
limited cache model is exceeded by 3% or less.

5.3. Inter-process Communications
A simple model using latency, bandwidth, and message

size can provide an expectation for inter-process communi-
cation. Equations 5 shows this model.

TransmissionTime = latency+ size÷bandwidth (5)

Although information on latency and bandwidth for Stam-
pede is not readily available, it is possible to calculate these
values. All that is needed is a simple ping-pong program that
measures the time required to send and receive a message be-
tween two processes. The program is rerun using increasingly
larger messages. As with the geology simulation program, the
ping-pong program uses non-blocking MPI communication
functions.

With the times that were measured from the ping-pong test
using different sized messages, one can calculate a best-fit re-
gression line. The inverse of the slope of the line is the band-
width. The value for latency comes from the time to send and
receive a message of size 0 bytes.

A bandwidth of 3.6 GB/s for Stampede was calculated us-
ing the ping-pong data in Table 3 and Figure 5. The latency
for Stampede was found to be 1.41e-6 seconds.

Using (5) one can calculate the expected time to send a sin-
gle message. However, processes running Arc exchange halo
data on every iteration of the program. In fact, Arc sends an 8-
byte message 60 times per iteration (one message per column
value). This costs 1.393344e-5 seconds. For 2000 iterations,
the total cost of a single halo exchange is 0.0279 seconds.

5.4. Changes to the Code
There were two characteristics of the code that stood

out during the development of the conduction performance



Table 3. The ping-pong results with different message sizes.
Message Size Time (s)

0 1.41E-06
4 2.13E-06

16 2.15E-06
64 2.74E-06

256 2.66E-06
1024 3.85E-06
4096 7.48E-06

16384 1.05E-05

Figure 5. Results of ping-pong test on Stampede for differ-
ent message sizes.

model. Each may be contributing to the runtime performance
observed.

First, the next temperature array for each grid point was
written to memory three times per conduction operation in
different subroutines. If this write is going through to main
memory rather than just updating the cache memory, then that
may account for some of the runtime performance. A tempo-
rary next temperature scalar variable was created and used in
all but the final update to the next temperature array.

It was also observed that values associated with conduc-
tivity and heat production were accessed indirectly through
lookup tables. It was thought that these were artifacts of at-
tempts to minimize the size of the input file. The file input
process was modified so that these values would be accessible
without using lookup tables. This increased the total memory
required by the program. Equations 6 and 7 show the updated
best-case and worst-case conduction models.

Time = 37c+20r+w (6)

Time = 37c+5r+w (7)

The conduction runtime results after making changes to the
code are shown in Figure 6 and Table 4. It appears that the

code changes improved performance in all cases except when
a single process was used.

Figure 6. Observed and modeled performance of conduc-
tion after code changes.

Table 4. The details of the observed runtime and modeled
performances after changes to the code.

Cores Unlimited Model Observed Limited Model
1 3.144 8.69 6.912
2 1.572 3.92 3.456
4 0.786 1.94 1.728
8 0.393 0.97 0.864

16 0.197 0.47 0.432

The performance of the Arc conduction operation im-
proved between 3% to 6% after the code was changed. How-
ever, Table 4 shows that the observed runtimes for conduc-
tion operations are still all outside of the expected bounds
provided by the two abstract machine models. The observed
performance is between 26% (one core) and 9% (16 cores)
slower than the limited memory abstract machine.

A possible performance improvement was also identified
in the MPI halo exchange code. As mentioned previously, the
code sends 60 eight-byte messages for each iteration. Consid-
ering again Equation (5), latency is significantly larger than
the bandwidth factor. So, the cost of latency is included in
each PMI message. If a single message of 60 eight-byte val-
ues is sent, the cost of latency is reduced significantly. With
this improvement the cost of sending a single message with
60 eight-byte values should be 3.6344e-7. For 2000 iterations,
the total cost of a halo exchange with one other process is
0.000727 seconds.



6. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION
In this work we considered two major operations within the

Arc geological simulation program. Abstract machine models
based on temperature difference and conduction operations
were created and evaluated for accuracy. The runtime perfor-
mance of the temperature difference and conduction opera-
tions were very close to the expectations of the limited mem-
ory models. The runtime performances exceeded the limited
memory expectation by 2% and 13% respectively, for the
temperature difference and conduction operations when us-
ing one core.

After modifying the conduction operation and remov-
ing memory accesses, the simulation performance improved
slightly (from 3% to 6%). A side effect of these changes was
that more memory was required for the conduction data struc-
tures. The observed times were approximately 1.26 to 1.09
times slower than the expected times of the limited memory
model. For such simple models, these differences were con-
sidered acceptable.

These were combined with a simple model for inter-
process communication. The models combined to give an ex-
pectation of how long the geological simulation might run. In
fact, the simulation ran much slower than the combined mod-
els. More analysis of the inter-process communication code is
needed to understand how to improve the networking model.

Data motion tends to dominate the performance of the con-
duction operation and the entire Arc simulation. However, it
may be possible to improve the accuracy of the models. The
simple models in this study only considered the number of
loads and stores in an operation. The models were less ac-
curate when using just one core or when more memory was
required by Arc. Future work will attempt to understand the
extent, if any, that memory utilization affect runtime perfor-
mance. It may be possible to make the models more accurate
when running on systems with different amounts of memory
or when the size of the data grid changes.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present DrAFTS – a methodology for pre-
dicting the value a user should bid in the AWS Spot tier to
ensure that the request lifetime exceeds a fixed duration with
a given probability. DrAFTS uses previous price histories for
each category of request to determine both the minimum bid
value and the concomitant duration associated with that value
that is “guaranteed” with a specified probability. We also de-
scribe how DrAFTS can be used to determine the duration
associated with over-bidding the minimum by a specific per-
centage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud com-
puting in which computational infrastructure componentry
(computers, network connectivity, storage capabilities, del-
egated identity, etc.) can be “provisioned” via one or more
web-service interfaces. “Public clouds” such as Amazon’s
Amazon Web Services (AWS) [5, 14, 15], Google’s Google
Compute Engine [9, 13] implement IaaS using virtualized re-
sources as rentals that are available to the public. Customers
who rent these capabilities via an e-commerce transaction do
so under the terms of a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for
each IaaS service they choose.

The predominant public-cloud vendor of IaaS services today
is Amazon, and its Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [6] is the
most popular venue for renting virtual machines to the gen-
eral public.

Virtual machines are available in two quality-of-service ser-
vice (QoS) tiers from AWS, each governed by a different
SLA. The SLA for the On-demand tier guarantees at least
99.95% availability during each month of usage or a 10%
dollar-cost refund can be issued. Additionally, less than 99%
availability results in eligibility for 30% refund, which is the
maximum offered. By contrast, in the Spot-market tier, the
SLA stipulates that a virtual machine will run until the maxi-
mum price its owner is willing to pay is exceeded by the “Spot
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price” set by Amazon as a function of supply and demand [3]
(or an outage occurs, for which no probability is given).

Because the SLA for Spot instances does not provide a proba-
bilistic guarantee on instance lifetime, the price of a instance
in the Spot tier is often significantly lower than in the On-
demand tier. This discount often makes the Spot tier attrac-
tive to High-performance Computing (HPC) users, particu-
larly is academically funded research contexts. HPC applica-
tions, however, typically require long-running, uninterrupted
access to the computing resources they use and resources in
the Spot tier carry no guarantee of sustained availability.

In this paper we describe a method for determining proba-
bilistic guarantees of availability for Amazon AWS Spot in-
stances called DrAFTS which is an acronym for Durability
Agreements From Time Series. DrAFTS uses a non-
parametric statistical prediction algorithm to make predic-
tions of bid prices that will “win” in the AWS spot market.
It also quantifies (using back-testing) the duration over which
these bid prices will persist with a specified probability. Thus,
given such a probability as input, a DrAFTS prediction is an
ordered pair consisting of

• a price – a maximum bid price that an AWS Spot-market
customer should bid in order to minimize the cost, and

• a duration – the duration over which that bid price will be
sufficiently high to prevent the Spot instance from being
terminated either because the Spot price has risen or be-
cause the supply of available Spot instances (termed the
available “Spot pool” by Amazon) has decreased

such that the output price will result in the output duration
with a probability at least as high as the one used as input.
Assuming the probability of outage is negligible, then, each
DrAFTS prediction provides a guarantee that can be used in
an SLA (in terms of availability) for a Spot instance and the
price that the customer must pay to obtain that guarantee.

DrAFTS Implementation

We describe the DrAFTS prediction methodology and its im-
plementation as an on-line prediction service that can be ac-
cessed from the URL given in [22]. DrAFTS is designed to
incorporate new pricing data as it becomes available. The
DrAFTS service implementation queries AWS Spot-market
pricing data [2] periodically (every 15 minutes in this study)
and updates its predictions so that they are for the current time



frame. We demonstrate, using historical pricing data avail-
able from AWS, the efficacy of the methodology. We also
discuss the tradeoffs among accuracy, statistical soundness,
and performance in the implementation.

2. AWS EC2 SPOT INSTANCES AND PRICES

Under the “EC2-Classic” style of AWS usage (one that does
not use the Virtual Private networking feature) a user requests
a Spot Instance by specifying a 3-tuple

(Region, Instance type, Max bid price). (1)

EC2 is organized as independent Regions, each of which con-
stitutes essentially a separate instantiation of the EC2 func-
tionality. That is, EC2 resources are not shared across Re-
gions (although cross-Region data sharing is facilitated by
the Simple Storage Service [4, 7]). Each Region is divided
into Availability Zones (AZs), which define pools of resources
with purportedly independent failure probabilities so that the
joint probability of failure in multiple zones can be deter-
mined. Each Spot instance runs in a single Region and AZ.
The user must specify the Region and can either specify the
AZ or elect to allow the Spot service itself to select an AZ in
the Region. It is also possible to specify that a group of Spot
Instance requests be treated as a unit with respect to initiation
(they will be put in the same AZ) and termination (they will
terminate together).

A user initiating a Spot instance request specifies a maximum
bid price. The Spot service keeps the maximum prices hid-
den from other users. A Spot instance request will be initi-
ated when the maximum bid price exceeds the current market
price, and the user is charged the market price per hour that
the instance runs. If the market price exceeds the maximum
bid price, the instance is terminated. If the market price is
equal to the maximum bid price, the instance may be termi-
nated if the size of the Spot pool decreases. Amazon does not
describe the conditions under which capacity will be removed
from or added to the Spot pool.

The market price is set as follows. When a new request is is-
sued or the Spot pool shrinks, the outstanding maximum bids
are sorted in descending order and resources from the pool
are allocated (based on request size) exhaustively in order of
bid size until no more requests can be accommodated. The
smallest maximum bid price for a request that can be accom-
modated is the market price.

Thus, the duration that an instance will run before it is ter-
minated is determined (assuming that the hardware failure
probability is negligible) by the time until the market price
exceeds the maximum bid price for the instance. The goal of
DrAFTS is to predict a combination of maximum bid price
and duration at the time of an instance request that will en-
sure that the predicted maximum bid price does not exceed
the market price for at least the duration of time predicted
with the specified probability.

Spot Instance Price Histories

AWS makes the Spot price history for each instance type in
each Region and AZ available via a web-accessible Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API). The histories record the

time when the market price changes, and up to 90 days of
previous time period are available for each history.

In this study, we have accumulated price histories for the
us-east-1, us-west-1, and us-west-2 AZs spanning the period
from November 2014 to December 2015. The API is queried
every 15 minutes for the previous 2 hour period (to account
for possible dropout) and duplicate entries are removed. We
further restrict the DrAFTS predictions discussed in Section 4
to the Linux/UNIX images (Suse and Windows images are
also available in the Spot market at different price points).

The price data is updated every 5 minutes, and two sources
are available for this information. First, Amazon publishes
the lowest Spot price for each instance type in each region
(i.e. the lowest Spot price across all AZs in a region) via a
publicly accessible web page. However, it also discourages
the practice of “scraping” this page for the current regional
Spot price for reasons that are unclear to us.

The second source, and the one recommended by Amazon, is
via the AWS web-services API. Rather than providing pricing
data on a regional basis, the web-service API returns prices
for each instance in each AZ of each region. The regional
Spot price from this data is the minimum (at any given time in
the pricing history) across all AZs in the region. In this study,
we use this aggregation method (and not “scraped” data) to
determine the regional Spot price. We hope to develop an
AZ-specific capability as part of our future work.

Also, the documentation for the API indicates that each ele-
ment in the price history “merely indicates the last time that
the price changed.” However, some histories include consec-
utive records that do not show a price change. For example,
consider the following segment from the price history for the
t1.micro instance type in the us-east-1b AZ.

us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−01T15 : 1 7 : 2 4
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−02T15 : 1 8 : 3 9
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−03T15 : 2 1 : 0 8
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−04T15 : 2 3 : 2 5
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−05T15 : 2 5 : 1 9
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−06T15 : 2 6 : 5 8
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−07T15 : 2 8 : 1 1
us−e a s t −1b t 1 . micro 0 .0031 2014−12−08T15 : 3 1 : 1 3

Notice that the time stamps occur more frequently than every
5 minutes and that the prices do not change.

The explanation for this discrepancy is not entirely clear. One
reason may be that the data is being slightly obscured to help
balance the load across AZs. Amazon attempts to prevent its
community of users from overloading any one AZ by chang-
ing the AZ names that are reported based on the user ID as-
sociated with the API request. Apparently, users have a pref-
erence for for AZ names that are “lower” and thus occur ear-
lier in a lexicographic sorting of the names. To prevent such
“herd behavior,” Amazon ensures that each user gets a dif-
ferent mapping of AZ names to resources. Indeed, it is likely
that the reason that only regional and not per-AZ data is avail-
able via a public web page is that the web request does not
require a valid AWS user ID.

One way to circumvent this obscured mapping would be to
compare Spot-price histories from different users. It may



be that Amazon is changing the histories slightly so that the
time stamps cannot be used to determine a globally consistent
naming scheme for AZs.

An alternative possibility is that each time stamp represents
either a price change or a change in the size of the Spot
Pool. Note that there are two circumstances under which a
Spot instance will be terminated: Either the maximum bid
price associated with the instance is exceeded by the market
Spot price, or the maximum bid price is equal to the market
price and the size of the “Spot Pool” shrinks. AWS does not
make data about the size of the Spot Pool available since, pre-
sumably, it is affected by demand for non-Spot resources and
overall AWS load is held as a trade secret. Therefore, in this
study we assume that each record in the price history either
indicates a price change or is a duplicate that does not convey
any new information.

3. METHODOLOGY

The DrAFTS prediction mechanism takes, as a parameter, a
target probability (say, 0.95) and returns the lowest maximum
bid price and the duration the price will meet or exceed the
market with at least that probability. Thus, from the perspec-
tive of a user of the Spot tier, it answers the question

For a specified probability, can we meaningfully gen-
erate a price and a duration so that bidding that price
gives a probability at least as great as that specified that
the job will run for that duration before being termi-
nated?

That is, DrAFTS attempts to find the lowest maximum price
to bid that will guarantee a duration of execution such that
the probability of “success” – defined as the instance running
for at least the time duration returned by DrAFTS – is greater
than or equal to the target probability.

Note that as the price approaches the current market price the
duration approaches 0, since any bid at market price is im-
mediately eligible for termination. Notice also that any bid
price above the DrAFTS predicted bid price will also meet
the probability target (any probability greater than the target is
acceptable). A bid price above the DrAFTS bid will also po-
tentially increase the durability of the bid but with the added
risk associated with paying a higher price.

DrAFTS applies QBETS (described in the next Subsection)
to the most recent time series of price history data from AWS
to determine both the maximum bid price and the duration.
It is intended to be used online as part of a service like the
one available from [22]. The service queries the AWS for the
“latest” price history data for a specific AWS instance type,
executes the DrAFTS mechanism using this price history and
a target probability as inputs, and produces a predicted max-
imum bid price and predicted duration for that instance type.
If the user makes a request using this “fresh” prediction, then,
it should be instantiated and “survive” for at least the quoted
duration with the probability given.

In this way, DrAFTS predictions play the same role that
a quantified reliability quotation does in a reliability SLA.
However, they are slightly more restrictive than the SLAs

given by Amazon in that they are for continuous availability
durations. Technically, the AWS SLA specifies a percentage
of availability time that is cumulative. That is, as long as the
instance appears available for for 99.95% of the seconds in a
month, the AWS SLA is fulfilled. The DrAFTS probability
refers not to the cumulative availability but to the continuous
availability of a specific instance request.

QBETS: Quantile Bounds Estimation from Time Series

DrAFTS uses Queue Bounds Estimation from Time Series
(QBETS) [17, 19], a time-series analysis method that we de-
veloped in prior work. We originally designed QBETS for
predicting the scheduling delays for the batch-queue systems
used in high performance computing environments, but it has
proved effective in other settings where forecasts from arbi-
trary times series are needed [16, 8, 20, 12]. In particular, it is
non-parametric and it automatically adapts to changes in the
underlying time series dynamics, making it useful in settings
where forecasts are required from data with widely varying
characteristics.

A QBETS analysis requires three inputs:

1. A time series of data.

2. The quantile for which a confidence bound should be pre-
dicted (p ∈ (0, 1)). .

3. The confidence level of the prediction (c ∈ (0, 1)).

QBETS uses this information to predict an upper bound for
the qth quantile of the time series. It does so by treating each
observation in the time series as a Bernoulli trial with proba-
bility q of success. If there are n observations, the probability
of there being exactly k successes is described by a Binomial
distribution (assuming observation independence) having pa-
rameters n and q. If Q is the qth quantile of the distribution
from which the observations have been drawn, the equation

k∑

j=0

(
n

j

)
· (1− q)j · qn−j (2)

gives the probability that no more than k observations are
greater than Q. As a result, the kth largest value in a sorted
list of n observations gives an upper c confidence bound on
Q when k is the smallest integer value for which Equation 2
is larger than c.

QBETS also attempts to detect changepoints in the time series
of observations so that it can apply this inference technique
to only the most recent segment of the series that appears to
be stationary. Details of an efficient implementation as well
as a fuller accounting of the statistical properties (including
correction for autocorrelation) and detailed assumptions are
available in [17, 19, 16, 8, 18].

DrAFTS Prediction Methodology

DrAFTS uses QBETS to predict an upper bound on maxi-
mum bid price and a lower bound on duration. It uses the
square root of the desired target probability as the qth quan-
tile and, in the study, a value of 0.99 for the confidence level
c. While other probability combinations are possible to reach



the target probability, experience shows us that using square
roots strikes a good balance between keeping a bid low (i.e.
near the current price) and yielding a usable duration. Simi-
larly, we choose c = 0.99 to illustrate how DrAFTS could be
used as the basis for an SLA. If a statistical guarantee that is
less stringent is useful, then smaller values of c can be used.

DrAFTS uses QBETS to create a history of predictions, one
for each point in the price history series where pricing data is
available. It then records the duration in the previous history
over which each prediction is “valid,” where a valid predic-
tion is one that is greater than or equal to the Spot price it
predicts. That is, for each QBETS prediction in the predic-
tion history, DrAFTS computes the duration until that pre-
diction is no longer sufficient to prevent AWS from termi-
nating a Spot-instance due to price if the QBETS-predicted
price had been used as the maximum bid price. This proce-
dure generates a history of durations, one per QBETS pre-
diction. DrAFTS then uses QBETS again to predict a lower
confidence bound bound (again with c = 0.99) on the 0.025
(= 1− .975) quantile of the duration – note here that we use
the conditional probability that the price allows the instance
to run in the first place – based on the duration history.

Backtesting

Both as a diagnostic and to improve the credibility of the bid
forecasts, DrAFTS uses backtesting for the price history of
each instance type and reports the fraction of successful pre-
dictions. That is, each time a DrAFTS prediction is gener-
ated, the method also generates a random sample of previous
predictions for which the outcomes can be observed. To do
so, it repeatedly chooses a time stamp at random in the pre-
vious price history and runs the DrAFTS algorithm using the
data before that time stamp in the history. The fraction of cor-
rect predictions over the sample is reported as the observed
success probability.

4. RESULTS

We begin with an example of the predictions generated by
DrAFTS. For each region, Table 1 shows the current pre-
dicted bid price (plain-faced text), the duration in hours (bold-
faced text) and the probability that the predicted price will
prevent an eviction for at least the duration shown based on
a back-testing sample size of 100 using the previous months
pricing history.

While there are 129 different possible combinations of in-
stance type and region, Amazon supports 120 of them. The
9 that are not supported are represented by blank elements in
the table. This particular example was gathered on September
2, 2015 from the on-line service located at the URL shown
in [22]. The target probability set for the service is at least
0.95. That is, the table shows the price to bid in the region
to achieve at least a 0.95 probability of having the instance
“survive” for the duration shown. The probability shown in
the table is a verification (through backtesting over the previ-
ous month’s price history) that the predicted duration is valid.
Thus, when the probability in the table is greater than or equal
to 0.95, the prediction methodology has been successful at
least 95% of the time in identifying a lower bound on the du-
ration associated with a predicted price during the previous

Inst. Type us-east-1 us-west-1 us-west-2

c1.medium $0.0163, 3.71 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0163, 0.99 (hrs), 0.95 $0.0162, 4.12 (hrs), 0.99

c1.xlarge $0.0643, 0.68 (hrs), 0.95 $0.0645, 0.88 (hrs), 0.98 $0.0653, 0.11 (hrs), 0.99

c3.2xlarge $0.1126, 0.05 (hrs), 0.95 $0.1142, 0.04 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0712, 0.08 (hrs), 0.96

c3.4xlarge $0.2001, 0.04 (hrs), 0.99 $0.2199, 0.06 (hrs), 0.95 $0.2003, 0.08 (hrs), 0.93

c3.8xlarge $0.7501, 0.09 (hrs), 0.97 $0.3427, 0.03 (hrs), 0.97 $0.3887, 0.05 (hrs), 0.99

c3.large $0.0196, 0.10 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0178, 0.03 (hrs), 0.96 $0.0180, 0.10 (hrs), 0.97

c3.xlarge $0.0394, 0.08 (hrs), 0.96 $0.0397, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0363, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

c4.2xlarge $0.0877, 0.10 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0651, 0.06 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0737, 0.08 (hrs), 0.96

c4.4xlarge $0.4233, 0.06 (hrs), 0.96 $1.1042, 0.06 (hrs), 0.97 $0.9281, 0.25 (hrs), 0.98

c4.8xlarge $0.4948, 0.10 (hrs), 0.90 $0.7201, 0.09 (hrs), 0.99 $0.6760, 0.08 (hrs), 0.97

c4.large $0.0255, 0.10 (hrs), 0.96 $0.0171, 0.12 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0206, 0.10 (hrs), 1.00

c4.xlarge $0.0414, 0.04 (hrs), 0.96 $0.0551, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0658, 0.08 (hrs), 0.93

cc2.8xlarge $0.3225, 0.10 (hrs), 0.95 $0.2858, 0.08 (hrs), 0.98

cr1.8xlarge $0.3497, 0.07 (hrs), 0.98 $0.2677, 0.19 (hrs), 0.96

d2.2xlarge $0.1579, 0.16 (hrs), 0.97 $0.1501, 0.31 (hrs), 0.97

d2.4xlarge $0.2888, 0.15 (hrs), 0.95 $0.3468, 0.48 (hrs), 0.92

d2.8xlarge $0.5809, 0.10 (hrs), 0.96 $0.6661, 0.10 (hrs), 0.99

d2.xlarge $0.0889, 0.67 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0734, 0.24 (hrs), 1.00

g2.2xlarge $0.1498, 0.00 (hrs), 1.00 $0.4001, 0.03 (hrs), 0.99 $0.6501, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

g2.8xlarge $1.1210, 0.10 (hrs), 0.99 $0.9063, 0.09 (hrs), 0.95 $0.4441, 0.10 (hrs), 0.99

hi1.4xlarge $0.1750, 0.30 (hrs), 0.96 $0.1550, 0.10 (hrs), 0.97

m1.large $0.0161, 24.65 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0173, 0.21 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0172, 0.08 (hrs), 0.96

m1.medium $0.0081, 21.38 (hrs), 0.97 $0.0100, 0.23 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0108, 0.08 (hrs), 0.97

m1.small $0.0071, 31.21 (hrs), 0.98 $0.0082, 5.44 (hrs), 0.98 $0.0082, 0.25 (hrs), 0.99

m1.xlarge $0.0321, 22.19 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0323, 2.97 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0335, 0.16 (hrs), 1.00

m2.2xlarge $0.0384, 0.14 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0327, 2.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0447, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

m2.4xlarge $0.0962, 0.09 (hrs), 1.00 $0.1075, 0.00 (hrs), 1.00

m2.xlarge $0.0354, 0.04 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0216, 0.16 (hrs), 1.00

m3.2xlarge $0.0736, 0.10 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0906, 0.03 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0686, 0.08 (hrs), 0.98

m3.large $0.0204, 0.09 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0171, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0167, 0.08 (hrs), 1.00

m3.medium $0.0095, 0.62 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0181, 0.09 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0121, 0.10 (hrs), 1.00

m3.xlarge $0.0527, 0.06 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0354, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0392, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

m4.10xlarge $0.3298, 0.13 (hrs), 1.00 $0.4797, 0.27 (hrs), 1.00 $0.3385, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

m4.2xlarge $0.0530, 0.03 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0593, 0.29 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0544, 0.10 (hrs), 0.99

m4.4xlarge $0.1053, 0.10 (hrs), 0.99 $0.1333, 0.14 (hrs), 1.00 $0.3501, 0.15 (hrs), 0.99

m4.large $0.0140, 0.00 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0144, 0.03 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0141, 0.72 (hrs), 1.00

m4.xlarge $0.0270, 0.09 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0287, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0270, 0.26 (hrs), 0.99

r3.2xlarge $0.2501, 0.05 (hrs), 1.00 $0.1667, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0893, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

r3.4xlarge $0.2401, 0.07 (hrs), 0.99 $0.3288, 0.12 (hrs), 1.00 $0.3453, 0.07 (hrs), 0.99

r3.8xlarge $0.6780, 0.12 (hrs), 1.00 $0.4947, 0.09 (hrs), 1.00 $0.5188, 0.00 (hrs), 0.99

r3.large $0.0195, 0.04 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0637, 0.06 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0174, 0.16 (hrs), 1.00

r3.xlarge $0.2201, 0.09 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0940, 0.06 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0492, 0.08 (hrs), 0.99

t1.micro $0.0031, 23.00 (hrs), 1.00 $0.0035, 1.16 (hrs), 0.99 $0.0032, 0.75 (hrs), 1.00

Table 1. DrAFTS predictions for AWS instance types in us-east-1, us-west-1,

and us-west-2 gathered on September 2, 2015. Missing entries indicate data

not available via the AWS price history API.

month. For these entries, it is then “reasonable” to assume
the given predicted maximum bid will generate at least the
duration of lifetime with at least a probability of 0.95.

These predictions are conservative in several ways. First, as
noted in Section 3, QBETS generates a conservative bound.
Thus, each QBETS prediction is larger or smaller that the
“true” quantile with the (high) probability supplied to it as pa-
rameters. Second, the price prediction is intended to serve as
the maximum bid for a Spot instance. The actual price a user
of DrAFTS will pay is statistically guaranteed to be less than
or equal to this maximum bid price. Finally, the times shown
are the time until the instance is eligible to be terminated
because of price. AWS does not document the algorithm it
uses to determine which instances will be terminated due to
a supply shortfall when the size of the Spot Pool shrinks; this
makes it difficult to quantify the degree of underestimation.
However, it is noteworthy that even with such conservative
estimates, relatively long statistical guarantees are possible
for some instance types in some regions. For example, from
Table 1 on September 2, 2015 a maximum bid $0.0071 for
a m1.small instance type in the us-east-1 region results in
the instance starting and being eligible for termination (with
probability at least 0.95) no sooner than 31.21 hours after it is
instantiated and the fraction of DrAFTS predictions that were
successful for this instance type-region combination over the
previous month is 0.98.

Prediction Correctness versus Tightness

Implicit in this exposition is the notion that a DrAFTS pre-
diction of bid price and duration is correct if the duration an
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Figure 1. Average ratio of DrAFTS prediction to current price, month ending

September 2, 2015.

instance will experience until it is terminated the predicted
duration. The probability quoted with each prediction is the
fraction of recent previous predictions (taken from a random
sample) that have proved correct in this way.

While this definition is sufficient with respect to the provi-
sion of a minimum statistical guarantee of future availability,
it does not take into account the degree of over-estimation
that this level of statistical certainty engenders. For example,
it is possible to construct a predictor that is trivially correct
with a fraction of 0.95 under this definition by choosing a
large maximum bid price (say, $1000) and a short duration
(300 seconds) for 95 out of every 100 predictions made and a
low bid price with a long duration for the other 5 predictions
per 100. Overall, the predictor would be correct “95% of the
time,” but the correct predictions would be impractically con-
servative.

To investigate the tightness of the DrAFTS methodology
with respect to bid price, we show the average ratio of
the DrAFTS-predicted maximum bid price versus Spot price
from a sample taken over one month’s period in Figure 1.
Due to space considerations, we show the data in graphi-
cal form rather than tabular form. As a result, the specific
instance-type and region names associated with each mea-
surement are not shown in in the figure. Instead, we enu-
merate the instance-type-region pairs shown in Table 1 using
row-major order. That is, us-east-1-c1.medium has index 1,
us-west-1-c1.medium has index 2, us-west-2-c1.medium has
index 3, us-east-1-c1.xlarge has index 4 and so forth. In the
figure, the x-axis shows the index of each combination and
the y-axis the average ratio of DrAFTS maximum bid price
to current Spot price over the month under study. A ratio
of 1.0 indicates, on the average, that the DrAFTS prediction
for the maximum bid price was equal to the Spot price at the
time of the prediction. We see from the graph that the aver-
age ratio exceeds 2.0 for only 12 of the 120 different possible
instance-type-region combinations, and only 3 exceed a ratio
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Figure 2. Average difference in lower bound predictions of duration-until-

termination eligibility between DrAFTS and empirical quantiles. The units

are seconds.

of 3.0. For the majority of the combinations, the ratio is sub-
stantially below 2.0 indicating that a maximum bid that is less
than twice the current Spot price (on the average) is sufficient
to achieve a 0.95 probability bound.

Determining the tightness of DrAFTS predictions with re-
spect to duration is more problematic since the “true” dura-
tion information is not available from Amazon. Further, run-
ning Spot instances to generate a sample of observed dura-
tions for all 120 different instance-type-region combinations
over the course of a month represents a considerable expense
for a significant sample size. Instead, in Figure 2 we compare
the DrAFTS duration prediction to a prediction made using
the empirical quantile value taken from the data.

The empirical quantile is simply the quantile taken from a
sample of the data. For example, the empirical 0.95 quantile
from a sample of size 100 is the 95th largest value in the sam-
ple. From a practical perspective, many practitioners often
use the empirical quantile from the AWS price history data
as an estimate of the “true” quantile. However, since it is
drawn from a random sample, it is itself a random variable
that varies “around” the true quantile of the distribution from
which the sample is drawn.

Figure 2 shows the average difference between the 0.95
lower bound on Spot-instance duration when computed us-
ing DrAFTS and using the empirical quantiles in place of
DrAFTS predictions (including the correction for equality).
For each combination of instance-type and region, we gen-
erate a random sample of 100 time stamps from the month
preceding September 2, 2015. We then use backtesting (de-
scribed in Section 3) to generate equivalent analogous predic-
tions using DrAFTS empirical quantiles and show the average
difference (in seconds) in the figure. Because the predictions
are obtained in identical manners except for the use of the em-
pirical quantile instead of QBETS in each prediction, the re-
sult shows the average degree of “conservativeness” in dura-
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Figure 3. Correctness Comparison between DrAFTS and Empirical Quan-

tiles, 500 samples, for the month ending September 2, 2015. Correctness

fractions of 0.95 or greater meet the correctness target for the experiment.

tion prediction that DrAFTS introduces over simply using the
observed quantiles at each point in time. That is, the larger the
value shown in Figure 2, the shorter the time-to-termination
eligibility (i.e. the durability) predicted by DrAFTS relative
to using the empirical quantile to make the same prediction.
This difference (which for some combinations is substantial)
represents the degree conservativeness DrAFTS adds to the
empirically observed quantiles to ensure that its predictions
are correct with respect to the specified target probability.

Comparing Correctness of DrAFTS and Empirical Quantiles

Because the DrAFTS durability conservativeness relative to
the empirical quantile is so large in some cases, it is worth
investigating where the empirical quantile method is a rea-
sonable alternative to the use of QBETS for DrAFTS. Fig-
ure 3 shows a comparison of correctness (using backtesting
with a sample size of 500 from the month ending September
2, 2015) between DrAFTS duration predictions and duration
predictions made using the empirical quantiles. The target
probability in both cases is 0.95 and the only difference (as
is the case in Figure 2) between the two cases is in how the
bounds are determined. The x-axis in the figure shows the in-
dex of the instance-type-region combinations (as in Figure 1).
The y-axis shows the fraction of correct predictions, from
a random sample of 500 time stamps taken from the month
ending September 2, 2015, determined during back testing.
The light-colored bars are for DrAFTS predictions, and the
dark-colored bars depict correctness fractions for the empiri-
cal quantile method.

In this experiment, the target fraction is 0.95 (indicated by
the thick horizontal line in the graph). Thus any correctness
fraction that is less than 0.95 fails to achieve the desired target
correctness set for the experiment. DrAFTS predictions for
all 120 combinations for which there is historical Spot price
data in this experiment meet the correctness criteria (all light-
colored bars are at or above the thick horizontal line).
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Figure 4. DrAFTS minimum bid price versus guaranteed duration with prob-

ability 0.95 or better for the c4.large instance type in us-east-1 on October

30, 2015

From the coloration in the figure, it is clear that many, but
not all of the empirical quantile predictions are “correct” un-
der our definition (not all dark bars reach the thick horizon-
tal line). Thus by being conservative in the degree shown
in Figure 2, DrAFTS is able to achieve correctness for all
instance-type and region combinations automatically without
the need for additional analysis. In contrast, the empirical
quantile method is correct for some but does not provide a
“guaranteed” correctness for all.

Determining the Price of Durability

Most typically, users of the AWS Spot tier require a way to
answer the question

What bid minimizes the potential spend while guaran-
teeing a specific target duration?

For example, a high-performance computing user who knows
that her job will not exceed 1 hour in duration would like to
know what to bid to both minimize the cost and guarantee at
least 1 hour before an eviction is possible.

DrAFTS generates answers to such queries by incrementally
computing the durations associated with successively larger
amount of “overbidding” with respect to the minimum. Note
that in the same way DrAFTS computes the minimum time
until eviction for the minimum bid, it can also compute the
minimum time until eviction for the minimum bid plus a
small percentage. Further, as the percentage of “overbid” in-
creases, the minimum time until eviction should either remain
the same or increase.

For example, Figure 4 shows the relationship between bid
price and guaranteed duration for the c4.large instance type
in the us-east-1 region on October 30, 2015. Each duration
along the x-axis corresponds to a bid (on the y-axis) which,
when submitted, assures that duration with a probability of
at least 0.95. To generate this graph, DrAFTS computes
the durations associated with overbids up to 400% above the
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Figure 5. Correctness of DrAFTS minimum bid price for duration of 1 hour

with probability 0.95 or better us-west-2 for two weeks ending December 2,

2015

DrAFTS minimum in increments of 5%. We choose 400%
because AWS limits the maximum bid that will be accepted
to be less than or equal to 400% of the current Spot price.

From the graph, it is possible to determine what maximum
bid to offer that both ensures a specific duration and limits
the potential expenditure to the minimum achievable by the
prediction methodology. For example, a user wishing to guar-
antee at least 4 hours (14400 seconds) before her c4.large in-
stance would be eligible for termination (with probability at
least 0.95) would submit a maximum bid of $0.025 to the
Spot tier. Notice that this bid determines the maximum she
will pay for each of the 4 hours of occupancy. Thus, using
DrAFTS, a user can know what bid is sufficient to assure a
desired duration of execution and, in so doing, determine the
maximum cost that should be paid to achieve this duration. At
the same time, this cost is the minimum achievable according
to the underlying price dynamics detected by DrAFTS.

We do not contend that the DrAFTS prediction is “the” mini-
mum bid that is possible. That is, another prediction method-
ology might be able to provide a lower potential cost while
also making the same statistical guarantee of duration, but as
of this writing, we are not aware of an alternative approach
that is more effective.

In Figure 5 we show the correctness results obtained by back-
testing the bid calculation for a 1 hour assured duration and
probability at least 0.95 over all instance types in the us-west-
2 region for a two-week period ending on December 2, 2015.
We show these results for a single region zone (as opposed to
all regions as in Figure 1 and Figure 2) so that the correctness
fraction for each instance type may be represented explicitly
(instead of by row-major index). To generate these results,
we captured the price history for each instance type us-west-2
over a two week period. We then chose 200 non-overlapping
intervals in each trace and computed the cost-duration graph
(as in Figure 4) at the beginning of each random interval. We
then compared the price corresponding to a 1-hour assured

duration to the maximum price that AWS reported during the
interval. Figure 5 shows the fraction of correct predictions
made. Each fraction of 0.95 or greater corresponds to a cor-
rect prediction. That is, DrAFTS determined a correct bid to
assure at least 1 hour of occupancy with probability at least
0.95 for every instance type in us-west-2 over the test period.
The results for us-west-1 and us-east-1 are similar (and omit-
ted for the sake of brevity).

Summarizing, DrAFTS is able to determine what maximum
bid to submit to ensure that a specific minimum duration in-
terval is guaranteed by that bid with a specified probability.
For a fixed success probability (0.95 in these experiments)
it computes a minimum interval and bid price necessary to
achieve that interval for each instance type in each region. It
then generates a two-dimensional graph of durations and bid
prices by incrementally calculating the durations associated
with overbidding for each region-instance type pair. From
these graphs, the minimum DrAFTS bid that should be used
to ensure a specific duration with the given probability may
be determined.

5. RELATED WORK

In [11] the authors examine the question of using “live migra-
tion” to avoid downtime when a web service is hosted in the
Spot tier. Using nested hypervisors, they describe a sched-
uler that can migrate a running web service between Spot in-
stances and to do so without incurring an outage, their sched-
uler must predict when a Spot instance will be terminated in
the future. Our work complements this approach in that it
attempts to provide a way to determine the probability and
duration until a termination may happen.

The work described [10] postulates the use of Paxos (a dis-
tributed consensus algorithm) to manage replicated applica-
tion state Spot instances. It then attempts to solve a cost min-
imization that is based on a Markovian state model. The au-
thors estimate transition probabilities directly from the Spot
price histories.

Our work differs from this work in several ways. First, we fo-
cus exclusively on predicting the time until Spot instance ter-
mination as a function of the probability target provided to the
DrAFTS algorithm. Using QBETS our technique also takes
into account the effects of autocorrelation in each Spot price
history. However, because it provides a bound on duration,
it may be possible to use DrAFTS as a method of estimating
the Spot instance failure probabilities that their methodology
requires.

The authors of [21] describe a neural network-based ap-
proach to predicting prices in the Spot tier. Their approach
(based on a mixture of Gaussians and Box-Jenkins time se-
ries methods) generates one-step-ahead predictions (with a
granularity of 1.3 hours) for the spot market that are quite ac-
curate. However, they point out that predicting the market for
longer time frames should be encouraged as future research.
DrAFTS constitutes such research in that it combines QBETS
predictions of the bounds on price (for the next 5 minute inter-
val) with a duration prediction, essentially providing predic-
tive bounds for arbitrary durations into the future. The length



of the prediction interval is determined by the probability of
the bounds being too high.

Finally, the authors of [1] investigate, at some length, the mar-
ket dynamics associated with the AWS Spot tier. Their hy-
pothesis is that pricing in the Spot tier is not driven solely by
client demand (i.e., AWS introduces hidden externalities that
affect pricing). We concur with the analysis presented in [1],
motivating us to turn to QBETS as an efficient adaptive tech-
nique. Again, DrAFTS only provides a predicted statistical
bound on price and thus need not recover the “true”’ under-
lying market dynamic completely. The efficiency of QBETS,
combined with its non-parametric nature, makes it possible to
adapt to any introduced externalities “fast enough” to make
on-line prediction possible.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we present DrAFTS (Durability Agreements
from Time Series) as a methodology for predicting bounds
on the prices to be bid in the Amazon AWS Spot tier and the
durability of these bids. DrAFTS is adaptive, automatic, and
non-parametric making it possible to be used without human
intervention (e.g. as part of an on-line prediction service). We
verify that DrAFTS is able to achieve a specified probabilistic
bound on future survivability of instances in the Spot tier for
a large set of instance-type-AWS region combinations. We
also compare DrAFTS to a simple non-parametric approach
(widely used colloquially) based on empirical observation of
pricing data and find that it is more effective. Finally, we
illustrate the relationship between bid pricing and the dura-
bility of DrAFTS statistical guarantees.

There are several ways in which we wish to improve upon the
methodology. In particular, we focus on DrAFTS illustrations
in this paper using regional Spot tier pricing data, but not at
the AZ level because Amazon makes AZ pricing data user-
specific. DrAFTS does work at the AZ level but the results
are only meaningful to the user whose ID requests the pricing
data. We wish to expand DrAFTS so that it is useful to users
wishing to exploit its features for Spot instances launched in
specific AZs.
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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a new heuristic communication-aware 
tasks mapping onto 2D mesh NoCs. The proposed mapping 
algorithm, called AMAP, reduces the hop count of packet 
delivery between tasks of an application.  To do this, the 
AMAP algorithm divides communications of a given ap- 
plication graph into low and high-volume communications. 
AMAP algorithm bypasses the low-volume communications 
to map tasks with high-volume communication. AMAP algo- 
rithm fairly assigns 4-neighbor nodes of mesh topology be- 
tween the most important tasks of application graph.  Eval- 
uation of the AMAP algorithm is done based on a widely 
used hop count parameter.  Hop count parameter of AMAP 
algorithm is calculated and compared with those of four other 
mapping algorithms i.e., NMAP, DMAP, BMAP, and ONYX 
algorithms. Results show that AMAP algorithm offers at least 
6% and at most 58% improvements with respect to four other 
mentioned algorithms. Evaluations reveal that improvements 
of AMAP algorithm grows when the number of unused cores 
of the chip increases.  This means that the proposed algo- 
rithm offers better mapping when the mapping situation is 
more complicated. 

 
Author Keywords 
Network-on-Chip; mapping algorithm; communication cost; 
mesh. 

 
1.   INTRODUCTION 
With wide spread usage of System-on-Chip (SoC) designs for 
different applications, using more cores in a single chip is 
becoming indispensable. Intra-core communication in multi- 
core chip is a serious challenge affecting performance of the 
whole chip [1]. Bus-based architectures [2] may not be used 
in multi-core chips due to the lack of scalability [3].  In ad- 
dition, growth of communication rates between tasks of an 
application e.g., multi-media processing, even more reduces 
the effectiveness of bus-based architectures [4]. Network-on- 
Chip (NoC) has been introduced [1, 4] as a scalable commu- 
nication solution for multi-core chips to offer more flexibil- 
ity [5], scalability [6], and higher reliability [7] in compari- 
son with other communication architectures. These features 
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make NoC an effective solution for integrating complex sys- 
tems on a single chip [8].  In an NoC, cores which are in- 
tended to run different tasks of an application are connected 
to each other using on-chip switches as well as on-chip com- 
munication channels. On-chip switches are connected to each 
other based on a predefined structure, so called topology e.g. 
mesh, torus. On-chip switches along with on-chip communi- 
cation channels, form an on-chip network which is known as 
Network-on-Chip. 
 

The on-chip network can be efficiently used to deliver packe- 
tized data from one task to another task to complete running 
of an application. In an NoC, both the used routing algorithm 
and distance of cores hosting tasks of an application directly 
affect NoC features i.e., delivery delay [9], power consump- 
tion [10], network congestion [11, 12, 13].   An important 
phase in the design of NoCs is task mapping which deter- 
mines that tasks of the application should be run on which 
core of the target chip. In order to do the task mapping, NoC 
designers use task graph and network graph to represent the 
application and network respectively.  NoC designers try to 
find best matching of these two graphs in a way that mini- 
mizes the total hop count [14], total energy [15], etc. 
 

Several researches have been focused on task mapping al- 
gorithms for NoCs [16, 17, 18, 19].  Authors of [16] have 
been proposed a Bandwidths-constrained mapping of tasks 
onto NoC architectures called NMAP. In NMAP, tasks are 
mapped onto a regular mesh network with regard to the max- 
imum traffic capacity of on-chip channels.  This algorithm 
maps tasks in three phases. In the first phase, the initial map- 
ping is done, based on communication order of tasks. In the 
second phase, shortest paths are computed, using Dijkstra’s 
algorithm, and finally by swapping pairs of cores and recom- 
puting shortest paths an iterative improvement is done. Since 
the third phase imposes a high processing order, the NMAP 
takes a long time to accomplish the mapping. 
 

In BMAP [17], researchers have been made efforts to reduce 
the communication cost of NoC by minimizing the number 
of hop count. This is done iteratively by performing binomi- 
nal merging operation i.e. single tasks are merged together to 
form groups with higher number of tasks. Binomial merging 
iterations have three steps that are done until only one task is 
left:  1) tasks ranking calculation; 2) selection of the highest 
ranking task; 3) merging with the largest traffic task .  Al- 
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though BMAP is simpler and faster than NMAP, it is limited 
in terms of scalability and generalization [19]. 

 

A new heuristic bandwidth-constrained mapping of tasks 
onto tile-based NoCs is proposed in [18].  As they claimed, 
this algorithm can reduce the communication cost by select- 
ing the task with the highest communication ranking in each 
round.  The selected tasks in each round is mapped on a 
lozenge-shape path surrounding the previously mapped task. 
This algorithm may result in different total hop count depend- 
ing on where the first task is mapped i.e. the chance of getting 
the best mapping at first time is low. 

 

DMAP [19], maps the tasks with the highest outdegree on 
the diagonal cores of the chip.  Other tasks are mapped in 
a lozenge-shape path with two rotations around the mapped 
tasks. Mapping of tasks in diagonal approach ignoring their 
communication cost may increase the total hop count. 

 

A reliability-aware application mapping for mesh-based 
NoCs (RMAP) is introduced in [20].  This algorithm im- 
proves the reliability of packet delivery by adding redundant 
communications to the application graph. It divides the appli- 
cation graph into two sub-graphs with lowest possible com- 
munication together and divides the network graph to higher 
and lower-triangular. It maps each sub-graph in one of higher 
or lower-triangular so tasks of the lower-triangular part are 
mapped in a way that they mostly need west and north chan- 
nels, while tasks of upper-triangular part mostly use south and 
east channels. Although it improves reliability, the separation 
algorithm takes along time. 

 

In another work [21], an algorithm maps the tasks in cores to 
minimize the total amount of consumed power for data trans- 
mission while satisfying the performance constraint. It based 
on branch and bound algorithm for mesh based NoC archi- 
tectures. This algorithm has a high computation complexity 
which makes it infeasible when number of tasks are relatively 

Each application is composed of some sub-applications so 
called tasks which is intended and run on a multi-core chip. 
Application graph is a graph AG = G(T , R) where vertex 
ti ∈ T represents one task of application graph, and each 
directed arc ri,j ∈ R characterizes the communication from 
task ti to task tj .   Each communication has one property, 
v(ri,j ) which is its communication volume from task ti to 
task tj . Figure 1 shows application graph of a 263-dec mp3 
decoder [22] containing 14 tasks.  In this figure, circles are 
tasks and arrows shows communications between tasks and 
the numbers on communications are volume of the commu- 
nications. 
 
Topology Graph 
A  Topology Graph,  T G = G(N, L),   is  a  directed graph 
which models the network topology where ni  ∈ N is a net- 
work node and li,j ∈ L is a network channel that connects the 
node ni  to nj . 
 

Application and topology graphs i.e.   AG = G(T , R) and 
T G = G(N, L)   are  inputs  of  mapping  problem.      As- 
suming  |T |   =  |N |,  a  mapping algorithm is  a  function 
Ω : T → N  which assigns each task ti ∈ T  in the appli- 
cation  graph  to  a  node  ni  ∈ N  in  topology  graph  in  a 
way that v(ri,j ) × distance(Ω(ti ), Ω(tj )) is minimized and 
∀ti , tj  ∈ T where i /= j then Ω(ti ) /= Ω(tj ).  The 
function 
distance(Ω(ti ), Ω(tj )) , ni , nj  ∈ N is defined as the num- 
ber of network channels which should be traversed to send a 
packet from node ni  to node nj . 
 
Ranking Parameter 
A ranking parameter is defined for each task of application 
graph in order to have a metric in selecting nodes of applica- 
tion graph, AG = G(T , R), to be mapped on topology graph, 
T G = G(N, L) [17, 18, 19]. When every thing is equal be- 
tween some tasks, a task with the highest ranking is selected 
to be mapped. 

high. 
 

In this paper, a new heuristic communication-aware mapping 
of tasks onto 2D mesh NoCs, called AMAP (Average-MAP), 

 

Ranking(ti ) = 
 

 
∀j=1,2,3,...,|T |,i/=j 

(v(ri,j ) + v(rj,i ))  (1) 

is proposed. The proposed algorithm partitions tasks of an ap- 
plication graph into some groups in which tasks of each group 
have high-volume communications. The proposed algorithm 
tries to reduce hop count and communication costs in NoC by 
mapping of tasks of each group onto adjacent cores. In this 
way the proposed algorithm divides a mapping problem into 
subproblems at the beginning of mapping process. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  In Section 2 
we formulate the mapping of tasks onto a typical NoC. The 
proposed algorithm for mapping is described in Section 3. 
Section 4 shows the experimental results that are compared 
with existing algorithm and finally we conclude the paper in 
Section 5. 

 
2.   PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, some preliminary definitions are introduced in 
order to formulate the problem of task mapping onto NoCs. 

 
Application Graph 

3.   AMAP: PROPOSED MAPPING ALGORITHM 
In this section, we propose an efficient mapping algorithm 
to assign tasks of a given application graph, AG = G(T , R), 
onto a given topology graph, T G = G(N, L).  The proposed 
algorithm tries to minimize the energy consumption of NoC 
by minimizing the total hop count required to deliver packets 
among tasks of T G = G(N, L).   As shown in [21], energy 
consumption of an NoC is directly proportional with the num- 
ber of transferred bits and the number of hops a bit traverses 
between source and destination tasks.  With respect to en- 
ergy model proposed in [21] the number of hops between two 
mapped tasks with higher communication volume have more 
contribution in the total consumed energy of NoC [19]. Our 
mapping algorithm tries to reduce the total hop count between 
source and destination tasks with most communication vol- 
ume. To do this, the proposed mapping algorithm unlike all 
of previously proposed mapping algorithms partitions tasks 
of an application graph into some partitions. Each partition is 
a group of tasks with a high-volume intra-partition commu- 
nications. In this way, the mapping problem is divided into 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Application graph of 263-dec 
mp3 decoder with 14 tasks. 

Figure 2. Application graph of 263-dec 
mp3 decoder after proposed partitioning. 

Figure 3. AMAP mapping 263-dec mp3 
decoder onto a (4×4) mesh topology 

graph. 
 

subproblems at the beginning of mapping process. However 
the key feature of the proposed mapping algorithm is fair dis- 
tribution of 4-nieghbour bodes between the partitions of the 
application graph i.e., the proposed mapping algorithm limits 
the number of 4-nieghbour nodes each partition may occupy. 
In fact, we can say that the proposed mapping algorithm uses 
a global view to the application graph to reduce the total hop 
count between source and destination tasks. 

 

In this approach, we label all communications between tasks 
of AG = G(T , R) as either high-volume or low-volume com- 
munications. Details of this labeling is described in section 
III.A. Source/Destination of high-volume communications, 
have higher priority to be mapped on T G = G(N, L), while 
low-volume communications are ignored in the mapping pro- 
cess.  The proposed mapping algorithm follows the 3 next 
phases to accomplish task mapping.    A) Application graph 
partitioning, this phase bypasses low-volume communica- 
tions of AG = G(T , R), B) Multi-node mapping, this phase 
maps multi-nodes partitions onto the T G = G(N, L),  and 
C) Single-node mapping, this phase maps single-nodes par- 
titions onto the T G = G(N, L).  The pseudo code of AMAP 
algorithm is shown in Figure 4 including main and three other 
functions. In the next, the details of each phase are explained. 

 
and after the described partitioning respectively.  As shown 
in Figure 2, there are four multi-node and five single-node 
partitions after partitioning of application graph of Figure 1. 
Regard to our approach, we first map multi-node partitions. 
 
3.2   Multi-node mapping 
As mentioned in section III.A, phase A of the proposed map- 
ping algorithm partitions the application graph into some 
multi-node and single-node partitions. The second phase of 
the proposed mapping algorithm maps multi-node partitions 
onto T G = G(N, L) based on an order which is defined later 
in this section. 
 

It is necessary to map multi-node partitions with more inter- 
nal communications earlier. This reduces the total hop count 
of network when all tasks have been mapped. Suppose an ap- 
plication graph, AG = G(T , R), is partitioned into N Omulti 
multi-node and N Osingle  single-node partitions. For exam- 
ple, for 263-dec mp3 decoder application graph in Figure 1, 
N Omulti  = 4 and N Osingle  = 5. We use the following for- 
mula to compute the total of intra-partition communication 
for each multi-node partition. 

 
3.1   Application graph partitioning 

TPk   =  
∀ri,j ∈Pk 

v(ri,j ), 1 ≤ k ≤ N Omulti (3) 

This phase partitions the application graph, AG = G(T , R), 
by bypassing some of its communications. This is done using 
the average communication volume of AG = G(T , R) which 
is define in equation 2. 

 

Then, mutli-node partitions are sorted based on their total of 
intra-partition communications in a descending order and will 
be mapped one by one from the highest to the lowest. 

An important question which should be answered here is 
C ommAv  = (  

∀i,j=1,2,3,...,|T |,i/=j 

v(ri,j ))/|R| (2) about the place where the multi-node partition with high- 
est total of intra-partition communication should be mapped. 
It  can be  said that nodes in  topology graph which have 

Communications of AG = G(T , R)  with volumes greater 
than or equal to C ommAv  are labeled as a high-volume com- 
munications while the remaining communications are con- 
sidered as low-volume communications.  Then, set of low- 
volume communications of AG = G(T , R) is bypassed to 
partition the AG = G(T , R) into some sub-graphs (see the 
pseudo code shown in Figures 4.a, steps 1 to 3).  Figures 1 
and 2, show 263-dec mp3 decoder application graphs before 

more channels are more efficient to host tasks of the multi- 
node partition with highest total of intra-partition commu- 
nication.   However, in a 2-dimensional mesh-based NoC, 
there are nodes with 2,  3,  and 4 neighbors.    Obviously 
tasks of AG = G(T , R) mapped on nodes with more neigh- 
bors in T G = G(N, L)  have more chance to connect with 
other mapped tasks. According to this feature, our proposed 
method, maps tasks with higher ranking parameter earlier 



  

onto node with more neighbours.   We know that, number 
of nodes with 4 neighbors on a mesh-based topology graph 
are limited and tasks with higher ranking parameter maybe 
spread in some multi-node partitions. For the sake of fairness, 
we use the following policy so-called 4-neighbor node allo- 
cation to divide 4-neighbor nodes of T G = G(N, L) between 
multi-node partitions of AG = G(T , R) (see the pseudo code 
shown in Figure 4.d). 

 

Suppose P1 , P2 , ..., Pn  are multi-node partitions of a given 
application  graph  and  TP1 , TP2 , ..., TPn     are  the  total  of 
intra-partition communications respectively and TPmax      = 
M ax(TP1 , TP2 , ..., TPn ).  The proposed policy distinguishes 
multi-node partitions which have difference lower than 20% 
with TPmax   as the set of highest important multi-node parti- 
tions, SetH ighestP at . 

2.6. If there are any un-mapped task in selected multi-node 
partition back to step 2-5. 

 

3. If there is any un-mapped multi-node partition back to step 
1. 

 

Steps are repeated until no more multi-node partition is left. 
In mapping of all partitions the constraint of using just the 
allocated nodes with 4 neighbors should be satisfied.  After 
mapping all multi-node partitions, we start mapping of single- 
node partitions as following in next section. 
 
3.3   Single-node mapping 
This section describes how the proposed algorithm maps 
single-node partitions onto the topology graph. To do this, the 
proposed mapping algorithm consider the application graph, 
AG = G(T , R), containing both high and low-volume com- 
munications Using the following steps (see the pseudo code 
shown in Figure 4.b).   

TPk

 
TPmax SetH ighestP at  = Pk 

 |
   

− 
TPmax 

| 
< 0.2 (4) 1. Select  an  un-mapped task  from  AG = G(T , R)  which 

 

Based on proposed policy, 4-neighbor nodes of a mesh-based 
topology graph is evenly divided among multi-node partitions 
of SetH ighestP at . To do this, each partition of SetH ighestP at 
is allocated to occupy at most N O4−neighbor  4-neighbor 
nodes of topology graph. 

N umber of 4−neighbor nodes 

has  the  highest  communication  with  mapped  tasks  of 
AG = G(T , R). 

 

2. Map the selected task on a node of topology graph with the 
minimum total hop count to mapped tasks. 

 

3. If there are any unmapped tasks in AG = G(T , R) back to 
step 1. N O4−neighbor = |SetH ighestP at | 

(5) 
The Figure 3 shows the mapped 263-dec mp3 decoder ap- 

In this way, a given multi-node partition with any number of 
tasks is not allowed to occupy 4-neighbor nodes more than 
what is allocated to it. In the case that the proposed mapping 
algorithm does not use some of allocated 4-neighbor nodes, 
the mapping repeats the same policy after mapping of all tasks 
of distinguished multi-node partitions. 

 

After allocation of 4-neighbor nodes, the proposed map- 
ping, maps all muti-node partitions based on their total intra- 
partition communications from the highest to the lowest using 
the following steps (see the pseudo code shown in Figure 4.c). 

 

1. Select an unmapped multi-node partition with the highest 
total of intra-partition communication. 

 

2. Map the selected partition as following steps. 

plication graph (Figure 1) in a 16-node mesh-based topology 
graph. 
 
4.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the proposed mapping algorithm, we have 
calculated the total communication costs for several appli- 
cation graphs i.e., VOPD [22], PIP [22], 263-dec mp3 de- 
coder, DVOPD [22], MPEG-4 [22], 263-enc mp3 decoder 
[22], WMD [22].  The total communication costs parameter 
which is used by several related papers [16, 17, 18, 19], can 
accurately reveals efficiency of an NoC mapping algorithm. 
For a given application graph, AG = G(T , R), the total com- 
munication costs parameter is calculated by equation (6) [16]. 
This equation is applicable when wormhole is assumed as the 
switching mechanism of NoC [23]. 

 
2.1. Calculate ranking parameter for all tasks of the se- 

lected multi-node partition. 

 

T otalcommcost = 
 
 
∀i,j=1,2,...,|T |,i/=j 

 

v(ri,j ) 
 
 
(6) 

2.2. Select the task with the highest ranking parameter 
from the selected multi-node partition. 

2.3. Map the selected task on a node of topology graph 
with the maximum number of channels considering 
the limitation of 4-neighbor node allocation policy. 

2.4. Select an un-mapped task from the selected multi- 
node partition which has the highest communication 
with mapped nodes of selected multi-node partition. 

2.5. Map the selected task in step 2-4 on a node of topol- 
ogy graph in a way that minimizes total hop count to 
mapped tasks considering the limitation of 4-neighbor 
node allocation policy. 

distance(Ω(ti ), Ω(tj )) 
 
Note that, the energy dissipation of an NoC depends on dis- 
sipated energy in NoC switches as well as wires [24].  Ob- 
viously, long distances between source and destination cores 
of a communication in AG = G(T , R), imposes high energy 
consumption in both NoC switches and NoC wires.  Total 
communication costs parameter considers this since it is cal- 
culated by multiplication of source/destination distances by 
communication volumes.  In other words, total communica- 
tion costs efficiently represents the energy consumed by an 
NoC to deliver packets of an application graph when it is 
mapped onto NoC using a given mapping algorithm [18, 19]. 



 AMAP NMAP DMAP BMAP ONYX 
DVOPD 10268 14146 12140 13473 12267 
MPEG-4 7344 9487 10022 8943 8173 
MWD 1120 1280 1632 2016 1344 
263enc 230 277 279 256 259 

 

 AMAP NMAP DMAP BMAP ONYX 
VOPD(*2) 8470 10435 9143 11104 10910 
PIP(*4) 2560 3456 4096 3584 4160 
MPEG-4(*5) 37765 47380 56991 45061 64312 
263enc(*5) 1157 1531 1717 1283 1687 

 

 AMAP NMAP DMAP BMAP ONYX 
DVOPD(*2) 20888 28786 30777 31318 27473 
PIP(*2) 1280 1856 1664 1536 1984 
MPEG-4(*3) 23189 31290 36510 27947 33197 
263enc(*3) 734 946 1385 969 999 
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AM AP (AG, T G){ 
1.  C ommAv = Average(v(ri,j )). 

2.  AGBP = AG − ri,j ∈ AG if v(ri,j )  < C ommAv . 
\\AGBP shows AG after partitioning. 

3.  TPk  = 
  

∀ri,j ∈Pk  
v(ri,j ), 1 ≤ k ≤ N Omulti . 

4.  P olicy(AGBP ). 

5.  M apM ultN odeP artition(AGBP ). 

6.  M apSingN odeP artition(AG). 

} 
(a) 

M apM ultN odeP artition(AGBP ){ 
1.  If all separated partitions are mapped, call Policy(). 

2.  Choose Pm with M ax(unmapped(TPk )). 

3.  Map the task with highest Rank of Pm in a node with more 
neighbors (satisfy policy). 

4.  Map unmapped tasks of Pm with highest volume to mapped 
tasks on a nearest node to mapped tasks (satisfy policy). 

5.  If exists task in Pm goto step 4. 
6.  If exists unmapped multi-node partition goto step 1. 

} 
(c) 

 

M apSingN odeP artition(AG){ 
1.  Select an un-mapped task from AG which has the highest 

communication with mapped tasks. 

2.  Map selected task on a nearest unused node. 

3.  If there are unmapped tasks in AG goto step 1. 

} 
(b) 

P olicy(AGBP ){ 
1.  Separate  partitions  with  less  than  20% difference  with 

M ax(unmapped(TPk )). 
2.  Divide unmapped 4-neighbor nodes between separate parti- 

tions. 

} 
(d) 

Figure 4. Pseudo code of AMAP algorithm, the main function of mapping algorithm that call three other functions (a), single-node partitions mapping function 
(b), multi-node partitions mapping function (c), and policy function (d). 
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 AMAP NMAP DMAP BMAP ONYX 
VOPD 4215 4934 4877 5456 4774 
PIP 640 768 832 896 896 
263dec 19.89 26.45 47.96 25.08 32.21 

(b) (d) 
Figure 5. Total communication costs of different mapping algorithms with single application graph scenario. Normalized (a), and absolute (b) values under the 

incomplete filled cores constraint. Normalized (c), and absolute (d) values under the complete filled cores constraint. 
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Figure 6. Total communication costs of different mapping algorithms with multi application graph scenario. Normalized (a), and absolute (b) values under the 

incomplete filled cores constraint. Normalized (c), and absolute (d) values under the complete filled cores constraint. 



By the same reasoning average network transport latency 
which is defined as the average number of cycles needed 
to deliver a packet to its destination core, can be majored 
by total communication costs parameter [18].  The average 
transport latency is directly proportional to the number of 
switches/channels that packets should travers to reach des- 
tination cores. 

 

The proposed mapping algorithm is compared with four other 
previously proposed algorithms include NMAP [16], DMAP 
[19], BMAP [17], and ONYX [18] in terms of total commu- 
nication costs for 15 different scenarios.  The mentioned 15 
scenarios are adopted in a way to cover wide range of run- 
ning applications on a typical NoC as follows. 

 

1. Single application graph: In these scenarios evaluation are 
done based on 7 existing application graphs i.e., VOPD, 
PIP, 263-dec mp3 decoder, DVOPD, MPEG-4, 263-enc 
mp3 decoder, WMD. In single application graph scenarios, 
one of the mentioned 7 application graphs is mapped onto 
the topology graph and the average hop count is reported. 

 
2. Multi application graph: To show improvements of the 

proposed mapping algorithm in large scale applications, 
multi application graph scenarios are defined where the se- 
lected application graph is repeated 2 to 5 times and then 
mapped onto the topology graph. The repetition is done in 
order to all cores of topology graph have at least one task 
to run. 

 
3. Incomplete/Complete filled cores constraint: In a map- 

ping, the difference between the number of cores, |N |, 
in  T G = G(N, L)  and  the  number  of  tasks,  |T |,   in 
AG = G(T , R) is important because lack of empty cores 
decreases flexibility and chance of mapping of tasks in 
near cores.  To consider this parameter, we have defined 
two mapping constraints, incomplete filled cores constraint 
and complete filled cores constraint. Under the incomplete 
filled cores constraint at least 15% of cores are left free 
when all tasks are mapped, i.e., |N | ≥ |T |.  When com- 
plete filled cores constraint is assumed no more cores are 
considered for topology graph which means a lower flexi- 
bility in selecting cores for mapping algorithm. Note that 
the proposed mapping algorithm and all of the previously 
proposed algorithm [16, 19, 17] assumed that |N | ≥ |T |. 

Both single application graph scenarios and multi application 
graph scenarios are evaluated under both incomplete filled 
cores mapping and complete filled cores mapping constraint. 

 

In the first experiment, four single application graph scenar- 
ios are used in evaluations.  The DVOPD application graph 
with 32 tasks on a 6 × 6 mesh, MPEG-4 application graph 
with 12 tasks on a 4 × 4 mesh, MWD application graph with 
12 tasks on a 4 × 4 mesh and 263-enc-mp3 decoder applica- 
tion graph with 12 tasks on a 4 × 4 mesh are mapped. The 
difference between the number of tasks and free cores after 
mapping is indicative of using incomplete filled cores map- 
ping in this experiment. The comparison of normalized total 
communication cost between these graphs are shown in Fig- 
ure 5.a. In this figure value of total communication costs are 
normalized to 100 as the absolute values of them are shown 

in Figure 5.b.  For example in Figure 5.a, application graph 
DVOPD, AMAP algorithm improves the total communica- 
tion costs by 14 and 23 percent in comparison with BMAP 
and ONYX mapping algorithms respectively.  As it can be 
seen in Figure (5.a), AMAP algorithm offers at least 8%, at 
most 44%, and on average 18% improvement with respect to 
the best of four other mapping. 
 

In the next experiment, three single application graph sce- 
narios under the complete filled cores constraint are mapped. 
The VOPD application graph with 16 tasks on a 4 × 4 mesh, 
PIP application graph with 8 tasks on a 3 × 3 mesh and 263- 
dec mp3 decoder application graph with 14 tasks on a 4 × 4 
mesh are mapped. Figures 5.c and 5.d shows normalized total 
communication cost and their absolute values for this exper- 
iment.  Comparing AMAP with the best of four other map- 
pings, shows at least 10%, at most 58%, and on average 22% 
in the normalized communication costs under the complete 
filled cores constraint. These shows that AMAP offers better 
improvement on average under the complete filled cores con- 
straint i.e., higher performance when the mapping problem is 
more difficult. 
 

In the third experiment, four multi application graph scenar- 
ios under the incomplete filled cores constraint are mapped. 
The two repetitions of VOPD application graph with 32 tasks 
on a 6 × 6 mesh, four repetitions of PIP application graph 
with 32 tasks on a 6 × 6 mesh, five repetitions of MPEG-4 
application graph with 60 tasks on a 8 × 8 mesh and five rep- 
etitions of 263enc mp3dec application graph with 60 tasks on 
a 8 × 8 mesh are mapped. Figures 6.a and 6.b show normal- 
ized total communication cost and their absolute values for 
this experiment. 
 

In the last experiment, four multi application graph scenarios 
under the complete filled cores constraint are mapped.  The 
two repetitions of DVOPD application graph with 64 tasks on 
a 8 × 8 mesh, two repetitions of PIP application graph with 
16 tasks on a 4 × 4 mesh, three repetitions of MPEG-4 appli- 
cation graph with 36 tasks on a 6 × 6 mesh, and three repe- 
titions of 263enc mp3dec application graph with 36 tasks on 
a 6 × 6 mesh are mapped. Figures 6.c and 6.d show normal- 
ized total communication cost and their absolute values for 
this experiment. In multi application graph scenarios, com- 
paring AMAP with the best of four other mappings, shows 
at least 6%, at most 41%, and on average 23% improvement 
in the normalized communication costs under the incomplete 
filled cores constraint and at least 13%, at most 47%, and 
on average 25% improvement under the complete filled cores 
constraint. 

Considering all performed simulations, it can be said that 
1) The proposed application mapping algorithm offers at least 
6%, at most 58%, and on average 22% improvement with 
respect to four other mentioned algorithms.  2) AMAP al- 
gorithm offers more average improvement under the com- 
plete filled core constraint which shows its efficiency when 
the mapping algorithm is more complicated. 3) AMAP algo- 
rithm shows more average improvement for multi application 
graph scenarios i.e., better performance of AMAP for large 
networks. . 



5.   CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposed an efficient mapping algorithm for 2D 
mesh NoCs to reduce the communication cost.   The most 
important characteristics of the proposed mapping algorithm 
are, 1) ignoring low-volume communications in the mapping 
process, and 2) fairly dividing 4-neighbor nodes of the chip 
between the most important tasks of given application graph. 
The proposed algorithm extracts some subgraphs of the given 
application graph.  The subgraphs which conduct the main 
portion of traffic are firstly mapped and then other tasks are 
mapped onto NoC. Results of our evaluations showed that 
AMAP algorithm offers 6-58% improvement with respect to 
four other mentioned algorithms. Evaluations reveal that im- 
provements of AMAP algorithm grows when the number of 
unused cores of the chip increases. This means that the pro- 
posed algorithm offers better mapping when the mapping sit- 
uation is more complicated. 
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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, applications must often handle a large amount 
of data and apply complex algorithms on it. It is a 
promising way to apply computations in parallel in order to 
meet the performance requirements. Since GPUs are 
designed to apply highly parallel tasks, using a CPU+GPU 
heterogeneous architecture has gained an increasing 
popularity in computation intensive applications. The paper 
presents a new generic GPGPU-based approach for pattern 
matching in graphs. The approach is part of a model-
transformation solution we are building. The solution is 
referred to as GPGPU-based Engine for Model Processing 
(GEMP). Building on top of the OpenCL framework, the 
computation is hardware and software platform independent 
in GEMP. The kernel code is generated at run-time based 
on the concrete pattern to be found. The generative solution 
allows us to optimize the code based on several aspects, e.g. 
the size of the pattern, the GPU device type, or the available 
memory. This new generic code approach is compared to a 
universal kernel code which can handle all kinds of patterns 
without any modification in the code. To verify the 
functional and non-functional requirements, the 
implementation is tested in two main steps using unit tests, 
and a real world case study. Evaluation of our 
measurements, performance and scalability results are 
described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Applications are continuously getting more and more 
complex. Not only their functionality, but also the data, 
they are processing is increasing in size and complexity. 
Sequential algorithms are not always enough anymore, 
parallelization is often the solution to achieve better 
performance. However, we need an appropriate hardware 
device, which supports parallelism and the original 
algorithms need to be altered as well in order to use 
parallelism efficiently. GPU seems a perfect candidate as 

the supporting hardware device, since GPUs tend to have 
thousands of computation units for parallel evaluation by 
design. The processing power of GPUs is already widely 
applied in several fields like image or audio processing. 
This trend can be extended to new domains as well. 

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a widely applied 
development methodology in the software industry. Models 
are not only created for presentation purposes anymore, but 
they are transformed, processed and often used directly or 
indirectly as the basis of the code generation. Therefore, it 
is an important and challenging part of MDE to find and 
apply efficient model-transformation techniques. Several 
techniques exist; one of the most popular among them is the 
graph rewriting-based transformation, which is often 
referred to as graph transformation [1]. Graph 
transformation is based on an NP complete problem 
(subgraph isomorphism) and may need a significant amount 
of time depending on the size of the input model and the 
pattern to search for. A solution for the performance issue 
can be to use a heterogeneous CPU+GPU architecture. 

Despite the large number of existing model transformation 
engines, currently none of them can use GPU-based 
acceleration. Our overall goal is to create a general model-
transformation engine using the computing power of GPUs. 
The approach we are building is referred to as the GPGPU-
based Engine for Model Processing (GEMP). GEMP is an 
ongoing project [2] based on the OpenCL platform. 
Previously, we concluded that the usage of the GPUs in 
graph transformation computation is a promising direction. 
In this paper, we applied a new GPGPU-based approach to 
achieve a new generic and fast computation method for 
pattern matching part of GEMP. This new approach is the 
main contribution of the current paper. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, 
the features of the OpenCL framework are collected and 
compared against other solutions thus showing the reason 
behind choosing the OpenCL framework. Moreover, a short 
overview of model-transformation tools can also be found 
in the section. In Section 3, the task of pattern matching is 
discussed in details. In Section 4, the designing and testing 
processes are detailed. Its importance is in verifying the 
efficiency of the new GPGPU-based pattern matching 
approach. In Section 5, the architecture of GEMP is 
presented focusing on the pattern matching part. In the 
following three Sections (6, 7, 8), the main novelty of the 
current paper is discussed and detailed description is given 
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about the performance and the scalability. Finally, in 
Section 9, we conclude and give an outlook for the possible 
research directions. 

2. PLATFORM: OPENCL 
There are several possibilities to realize heterogeneous 
computation tasks. One of them is the usage of the popular 
OpenCL framework. Another widely applied way in the 
GPGPU area is the usage of the CUDA framework [3]. 
Most of the large vendors have an own development 
environment. It is necessary to question which of them is 
better considering several aspects such as performance, 
scalability, or the difficultness of the integration. For 
example, in [4], they introduced the usage of both the 
CUDA and the OpenCL in deeper details, but they do not 
give suggestion which one is the better to integrate. Both of 
them have their own advantages which heavily depend on 
the actual problem. The main reason of using the OpenCL 
framework over CUDA is that OpenCL can be used by 
many hardware manufacturers (e.g. AMD, Intel). In our 
engine, the platform independence is important, and this is 
the main reason why we decided to use the OpenCL 
framework. It gives us a chance to build a widely used 
engine on the market as well. 

In [5], there are benchmarks showing how the OpenCL 
framework can be used effectively on different hardware 
components. Several hardware components are compared 
like multi-core CPUs, AMD and NVIDIA GPUs. They also 
considered the differences between their and other existing 
results. They measured the GFLOPS both on GPUs and 
CPUs and collected their experiments in case of different 
kinds of tasks. The most important conclusion is that the 
best optimization method can be different in case of 
different hardware elements. As far as the GEMP is a multi-
platform engine, it is recommended to keep this information 
in mind and allow fine-tuning of the optimization. 

The usage of the OpenCL framework is challenging to 
them, who do not have experience in hardware close 
programming. Probably this is the main reason why there 
are so many libraries for OpenCL and for other multi-
platform environments. In [6], there is a discussion about 
the extension of a Heterogeneous Library with OpenCL. 
The modification provides easier access to the OpenCL 
framework. Significantly decreasing the number of lines in 
the source code is achieved and introduced in the paper. 

Lots of OpenCL-based graph libraries and wrappers exist 
which can be used in realizing an OpenCL-based model-
transformation tool. Using GPUs in a graph library is 
introduced in [7]. In the paper, solutions of several popular 
graph problems are modified to achieve the GPU-based 
version. They also created a library which is called BelRed. 
The purpose of the library is to reduce the complexity of 
OpenCL code blocks. The performance of the library is 
represented on a case study. The main advantages of the 
BelRed library are its portability and the fact that the 

programmer does not need care of the kernel code writing 
and hardware close working. 

The paper [8] introduces how important the graph 
processing components are. The paper also focuses on 
mapping algorithms between the host and the GPU device 
which is the biggest challenge in the effective usage of 
GPUs. They compiled 12 graph applications into the GPU 
device, studied the performance and suggested several 
approaches to accelerate the performance of the GPU-based 
algorithms. The common point in most of the GPGPU-
based algorithms is that those have fixed source code which 
does not prove enough chance for the hardware or the task 
specific configuration at run-time. 

3. TARGET DOMAIN: MODEL TRANSFORMATION 
There are lots of papers and studies which collect and 
classify the model transformation tools. In [9], several 
model transformation tools are described, for example 
GREAT, IncQuery, Fujaba, Groove, Henshin, MOLA and 
Viatra2. All of them met performance problems in case of 
huge models, but none of them can use the power of the 
GPUs in model processing on any way. We are examining 
the challenges to create an effective model transformation 
engine. The result of this study is a new GPGPU-based 
pattern matching computation approach which is 
implemented as part of GEMP. 

To find patterns in graphs and to process the attributes of 
the items of the pattern is a widely researched area. In this 
paper, we deal with the pattern matching and attribute 
processing problem in two main steps. In the first step, 
graph pattern matching is applied and after this, the 
attributes of the graph elements are processed according to 
the result of the graph pattern matching. Therefore, in this 
section, there is a literature research: (i) existing graph 
pattern matching and (ii) data mining algorithms are 
described. 

Pattern matching is an old and well-researched problem, for 
which the basics have not changed in the last decades. 
However, we need to take into account some key questions: 
(i) How can we use the well-known pattern matching 
algorithms with the new tools (both the software and the 
hardware tools)? In the current case, this is a real challenge, 
since we are going to use the OpenCL framework for 
accessing GPUs. (ii) What kind of information can be 
achieved to accelerate the performance of the algorithms? 
For instance, we are going to consider the type of the GPUs 
and the pattern size to search for. 

In the literature, there are many publications about 
accelerated pattern matching or big data processing 
algorithms. None of them focuses on using OpenCL-based 
acceleration. The paper [10] provides a very wide overview 
about the pattern matching problems and their solutions. It 
discusses the question of pattern matching deeply and it 
presents two taxonomies. It compares several kinds of 
matching algorithms and creates groups from them with 



examples. The two main groups are (i) the exact and (ii) 
inexact matching algorithms. The subtypes of the groups 
are carefully discussed with examples. Six areas are 
identified where the detailed graph pattern matching 
applications can be applied successfully: (i) 2D and 3D 
image analysis. (ii) Document processing. (iii) Biometric 
identication. (iv) Image databases. (v) Video analysis. (vi) 
Biological and biomedical applications. The detailed 
algorithms help us to design our main concepts. 

Processing of a huge data stream using GPUs is not a new 
research area. Considering the last decade, there are several 
papers from this field. The topic can be heavily connected 
to our second phase (attribute processing) which is 
discussed later in this paper. The usage of the GPU has a 
big popularity in the field of big data processing, but the 
OpenCL framework is rarely used for this purpose. In the 
first hand, OpenCL is quite new and in the second hand, the 
usage of it is not always reasonable, if the multi-platform 
operation is not required. 

The study in [11] is quite close to our current work, because 
they also studied the opportunities to use GPUs and FPGAs 
for accelerating parallel computation. In the current case, 
we are interested only in the GPU related part of that paper 
and not in the usage of FPGAs. The first main difference 
between their and our work is that we access these 
hardware elements only from one common interface using 
the OpenCL framework. The increase of the performance 
per watt is specified. Lots of data mining applications are 
collected as well. We were able to study the advantages and 
disadvantages of the applied methods before designing our 
new computation approach. The detailed comparison and 
description about the hardware elements are also part of the 
paper. The author emphasis the data rates, not only into the 
high computational tasks, which question the data 
scalability. There are several performance measurements of 
the algorithms on different devices using the GPGPU. 

A new data mining system is introduced in [12]. The paper 
presents an implementation of the k-means algorithm 
(similarly to the previous paper). Here, the CUDA is in 
focus, but this paper is important for us, because they 
deeply discuss the data model and the architecture of their 
software and the used hardware elements. Their promising 
results indicated us to dig deeper in our topic. They began 
with CPU-GPU comparison that we also did at the 
beginning of our research. 

Processing of strings in parallel is a very popular research 
area (there is also an interesting example in [13]) as far as 
there are such application areas like the social media, 
experimental measurements and so on. There are many 
papers for realizing and accelerating the data mining 
process which is analyzed and considered by us. 

4. DESIGN OF THE ALGORITHMS 
The verification of the current approach is applied at two 
main stages: (i) Functional properties of the new pattern 

matching algorithms are tested with unit tests. (ii) For 
testing and illustrating the non-functional properties 
(scalability, performance, platform independency), a 
domain model with huge size is introduced. Several kinds 
of measurements are made and evaluated on this input data. 

4.1. Study of the functional properties 
During the implementation, according to the test-driven 
development methodology (TDD) [14], a unit test is created 
right at the beginning of the implementation. Test cases are 
created and the expected results are calculated by hand. At 
every run of the cases, the unit test framework compares the 
received and the expected results from the introduced 
algorithms in an automated way. Some of the aspects we 
used during the unit test creation are the followings: (i) 
There are cases when there is no positive result. Handling 
an empty result buffer must not cause any failure. The 
buffer overflow is also need to be handled as it is discussed 
later in the paper. (ii) There are some possible scenarios 
when the results overlap each other. We must find them, but 
keep only one of them (in the current case). (iii) The pattern 
can contain the same items several times. Each pattern must 
be found only once. (iv) There are test cases for error 
handling. Negative test cases are also definitely important 
to verify that the algorithm is able to handle abnormal 
situations. 

4.2. Study of the non-functional properties 
The kernel algorithms must be capable of handling large 
input and output data. It was mandatory to find a suitable 
input model to test these properties. In this section, we 
introduce the input domain model used to illustrate the non-
functional properties of the pattern matching in GEMP, 
especially focusing on the performance and the scalability. 

 
Figure 1. Example for one pattern to be searched 

We have selected the Internet Movie DataBase [15] (IMDb) 
as the input data. IMDb is the largest film and TV show 
related database which is publicly available. It has 
approximately 3.3 million titles and 6.5 million 
personalities (actors, directors, etc.). From IMDb, a huge 
input model can be created. In the current research, a text 
file-based database is used which contains information on 
several domain concepts, like movies (subtitle, creation 
time, and rate), and actors (with played film), and producers 
(with film). Several interesting and complex patterns can be 



searched in this database for testing purposes. Figure 1 
shows an example pattern which is used in the performance 
and scalability measurements. 

A simple example for a pattern to be searched is: “Three 
actors play in the same movie. The movie has an attribute 
showing that the movie is made in the USA. Furthermore, the 
first name of the director must be Jack.” Finding the graph 
pattern happens in the first phase (pattern matching means 
matching the symbols and the connections as illustrated in 
Figure 1). Finding the movies, which are directed in the USA 
and the directors called Jack happen in the second phase 
(processing of the attributes). The phases are detailed later in 
this paper. 

5. ARCHITECTURE OF THE GEMP 
In this section, the architecture of the pattern matching part 
is introduced. The OpenCL kernel source code must be 
written in the C99 language (with some restrictions). The 
implementation language of GEMP is C++11. OpenCL 
versions are backwards compatible. Since NVIDIA GPUs 
support only OpenCL 1.2 version, we decided to use this 
version in order to maximize hardware independency. Most 
of the measurements are based on a test notebook which has 
i7 Intel CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950M graphic 
card. 

5.1. Component model 
Each component has a well separated functionality. We 
used the interface oriented programming paradigm to 
access the services of GEMP. Most frequently used design 
patterns in the architecture are the adapter and the façade. 
For example, between the OpenCL API and the base 
libraries of the engine, the CGPUAccess component 
provides the connection and it is implemented as an 
adapter, while CTaskRunner is a façade. The domain model 
is created in the CModelManagement component which can 
be used for other domains as well. The most important 
components are shown in Figure 2 and in the list below of it 
(with their key roles).  

 
Figure 2. The base component model  

CGPUAccess: It creates the main OpenCL context and the 
command queue. Some objects are delegated to other 
components which need access to the GPU device (from the 
base library). This component initializes the connection 
between the host and the GPU device using the OpenCL 
API. It is also responsible to recognize the type of the GPU 
device and load the OpenCL library. At the same time, 
CGPUAccess is the owner of each run-time object provided 
by the OpenCL framework. 

Base library (Phase1, Phase2 CreateKernel): This 
component realizes the task evolution, which requested by 
the business logic. The task evaluation is serialized here 
which means there is no multi-threaded working at this 
level. The CCreateKernel subcomponent is responsible for 
the run-time kernel code creation. 

CTaskRunner: Scheduling of the tasks are applied in this 
component. The business logic of the engine is realized 
here. It is highly multi-threaded component. While the GPU 
device is searching for matching patterns in the graph, a 
subcomponent in the CTaskRunner is responsible to 
process the results. 

CLogging: It is responsible, not only for logging, but 
provides the output models as well. 

CIMDbAccess: It manages the reading of the given domain 
model, provides the graph data and the attributes of the 
graph elements. In case of other domain models, the 
component can be replaced by implementing the predefined 
interfaces. If not only one domain model accessing 
component is implemented then the client can choose. 

CModelManagement: It is responsible for the domain 
model creation in general (later we are going to use other 
models as well). It can also create the input graph and 
process the results. It is the owner of the whole input 
domain model. 

GEMP API: It provides the interfaces and the 
configuration opportunity to the client. 

CUtil: As far as there are very complex thread 
manipulations, it is better to mention a separated CUtil 
component which is responsible to provide helper services 
(support multi-threaded working, string operation during 
the kernel building). 

5.2. Dynamic behavior: two main steps 
GEMP works with interfaces, by using them, users can 
manage the configuration and the tasks. As soon as the task 
is chosen, it is queued for execution. CModelManagement 
prepares the domain model for the tasks. In the current case, 
the IMDb source is used. As next, CTaskRunner manages 
the task execution according to the user settings. 

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the GPGPU-based pattern 
matching is executed in two main steps. In the first step, we 
search for topological matches of the pattern. Here, vertices 
are represented by their IDs only (attributes are neglected). 



At the second step, we use the topological matching parts of 
the host model found in the first step and evaluate the 
attribute constraints on them. The reason for dividing the 
matching algorithm into two steps is that copying all 
vertices of the host model with all of their attributes to the 
GPU memory would be inefficient. By dividing this process 
into two strongly connected steps, we can reduce the data to 
be copied. Namely, we need to copy the attributes only for 
those vertices, which are part of a topological matching 
structure (in the preparation of the second phase). 

In the two main steps of pattern matching in the GEMP, 
there are two separated kernel codes. In the following two 
sections, we elaborate them in details. In the current 
research, the first kernel code is generated at run-time. The 
second code has configurable properties or parameters, but 
the source code itself is always the same. 

6. PATTERN MATCHING 
6.1. Data mapping; input and output data 
The model graph is created from the input data before 
evaluating the given task (in the current case the 
CIMDbAccess component is responsible for reading the 
input data which is the IMDb database). The model graph 
is represented on the host as a hash table, where the ID of 
the vertex and the original data from the IMDb database are 
stored. The main advantage of using a hash table is that 
finding an element based on its ID requires O(1) time. 
Although, hash tables require a little bit more memory, the 
time is more important. At this step of the matching 
(topological check), graphs consist of numerical elements 
(IDs). 

 
Figure 3. The input of the kernel code: one dimensional array 

In case of graph mapping, the graph is converted as 
illustrated in Figure 3 in order to achieve the required 
format (passing two dimensional structure is not possible 
using OpenCL 1.2). The original graph is mapped into two 
one dimensional structures using the IDs of the elements: 
(i) The first structure contains the list of the neighbors one 
by one from the first to the last vertex. (ii) The second 
structure contains the starting positions of the neighbor 
lists. The second part is a helper structure to process the 

first structure. Using these two arrays and the size of the 
second array, all graphs can be passed. The advantages of 
this method are the degree of compression and the time of 
accessing elements in the graph. 

Considering the result buffer (output data from the GPU 
device), there is a common reserved space in the global 
memory of the GPU device. Each thread can reserve a part 
from it (in one atomic operation the threads increase the 
buffer index until a predefined maximum value) and fill it 
at any time (no additional thread synchronization is 
necessary). As soon as the thread cannot manage the 
reservation from the memory for its new result, buffer 
overflow is occurred and handled. The efficiency of copy 
the data is studied by us using case studies. For example, in 
case of NVIDIA GPUs, there is a profiler tool which is used 
to get information about the efficiency of data copy 
between the host and the GPU device. The time which is 
used to copy the data is negligible [2]. 

6.2. Creating the first kernel 
As soon as the input data source is processed and the graph 
is prepared, the business logic has the responsibility of 
creating the kernel source code: (i) Check the type of the 
GPU device and configure the local and global worker 
thread numbers. (ii) It is also required to set the size of the 
output buffer. (iii) There is a skeleton (template) source 
code which is used to create the final code. The skeleton 
code is filled in with the size of the variables and the nested 
loops. The number of the nested loops depends on the size 
of the pattern (the number of the vertices). (iv) In the body 
of the nested loops, there is a function call which has the 
role to decide whether the result candidate is matching or 
not. The function is also created at run-time. 

When is the right time to accept a result candidate as a 
matching result? The function must check two conditions: 
(i) If two vertices are neighbors in the result candidate, they 
also must be neighbors in the host side model. (ii) They 
must have the same symbol (for instance symbol 1 means 
ACTOR vertex, symbol 2 means TITLE vertex in the 
currently applied case study). The symbols are also passed 
to the GPU device in a separated array, where the index of 
the array means the ID of the vertex and the value means 
the symbol. The achieved kernel code can be compiled. 
Compiler parameters are also GPU device type dependent 
(in case of some compilers there is a big chance for 
configuration such as setting the optimization level, data 
representation and so on). 

6.3. Discussion of the first kernel source code 
The main contribution of this paper is that the kernel source 
code is created at run-time. In our earlier paper [2], we used 
a so called universal kernel code which was two nested 
state machines. The code was complex and the extension of 
the earlier code was difficult. Moreover, debugging was 
also hard to apply. The main reason for the universal code 
is that using recursive function calls are not allowed in 



OpenCL 1.2. We could use nested loops instead; however 
the number of loops depends on the user defined pattern to 
search for. The solution for this is that the kernel source 
code must be created when all information is available. 
There is no need to pass predefined values to the OpenCL 
compiler as far as the definition and the declaration of the 
variables are also added at run-time to the source code. 
Additional task specific debug information can also be 
added to the source code. It is much easier to evaluate the 
formal performance of the computation using nested loops 
as well. The number of the computation steps in one 
running thread heavily depends on the pattern size and the 
input model. 

6.4. Reading the results 
As soon as each thread is completed, we must read the 
results. First of all, we read the used size of the result 
buffer. There are two cases during reading the size of the 
used buffer: (i) The size is smaller than the maximal value 
or (ii) the size is bigger than the limit of the buffer size. We 
handle the barely used buffer cases and buffer overflows as 
well. In these situations the worker thread numbers must be 
changed, because the size of the result heavily depends on it 
which is discussed in Section 8. The GPU thread execution 
can happen parallel to the host side processing (big input 
model is divided and processed in several steps). At the end 
of the result reading phase, only the result data of the first 
step is stored (on the host side) which must be used in the 
second step. Any other data is deleted both from the host 
and the GPU device. 

 
Figure 4. Concatenate string to OpenCL kernel code 

7. PROCESSING THE ATTRIBUTES 
7.1. Data mapping, input and output data 
At the second step of the pattern matching, attribute 
constraints are evaluated. We use concatenations twice to 
build the final input buffer to the second phase as it is 
shown in Figure 4: (i) The attributes are represented by 
strings (serialized to strings). The serialized attributes of 
one vertex of the graph (i.e. a model element) is a 
concatenated list of the attributes, this data is referred to as 
the attribute list of the vertex (that is also a string). (ii) 
However, we concatenate the attribute lists of different 
vertices as well thus creating an attribute array containing 

all attributes of all selected vertices. Finally, this attribute 
array is then passed to the GPU device. To store the 
beginning points of the attribute lists in the input buffer, a 
helper data structure is used as well. The helper structure 
also can be seen in Figure 4. Only those attribute lists are 
sent to the GPU device, which belong to the elements in the 
topological match presented by the first phase. Each thread 
processes exactly one attribute list. In this case, processing 
means to find the requested attribute (defined by the user) 
in the actual list, evaluate the constraint against the data and 
copy the result into the output buffer.  

7.2. Configuration of the second kernel 
Although one thread belongs to exactly one attribute list, 
there is also an optimization chance considering the number 
of the results and the length of the attributes: (i) As far as 
there are several results, it is better to bind one thread to 
one result. (ii) The other end of the optimization, when 
there are only a few attributes, but they are very complex 
ones. In this case several working threads could work on 
one attribute list from different starting points. Deep study 
of the optimization of this property is planned. Currently, 
the kernel code has only one output structure which stores 
the result. The size of the result buffer equals to the number 
of the results. Each element of the result buffer contains 
information whether one result is matching or not. 

8. PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY 
Both the time and the memory consumption must be 
monitored when studying the performance and the 
scalability. The following time measurement points are 
identified in the pattern matching part of the GEMP: (i) 
Reading the input data. (ii) Converting the data to OpenCL 
input format. (iii) Preparing the kernel code and copying the 
data to the GPU device, managing the computation and 
reading the result. (iv) Processing the result. (v) Creating 
the string and other buffers for the second step (attribute 
checking). (vi) Running the kernel of the second phase. 
(vii) Retrieving the final results. 

Considering the memory usage, there are also predefined 
points, when the size of the memory is limited for testing 
purposes: (i) Allocating memory to the input model. (ii) 
Creating result buffer on the GPU device. (ii) Creating 
string input buffer on the GPU device in the second phase. 

8.1. Accelerating techniques 
In this paper, two additional accelerating techniques are 
introduced. The first one is to use pivot points in pattern 
matching. We select the first vertex to match in the pattern 
and find all candidates in the host model, thus creating 
starting points for matching. Possible starting points are 
counted and for each vertex, a worker thread is started. This 
means that there is no need to start processing from each 
vertex of the graph, but only from those, which match the 
pivot point. We create and pass a helper structure to store 
which vertex must be processed. We can significantly 



reduce the number of threads (all host nodes vs. nodes 
matching the pivot point of the pattern), we achieved more 
than 10% performance increase in our test cases. 
Obviously, the increase depends on the input data and the 
pattern. 

Considering the second main step, one attribute can appear 
in several results and copying all of them would be only the 
waste of resource. Instead, an attribute is copied only once 
which is illustrated in Figure 5. In this case, there is also an 
additional helper structure similarly to the first technique in 
this chapter. The performance gain also depends on the 
input model and the pattern to be searched. In our case 
study, we achieved 10% or more performance gain. 

 
Figure 5. One attribute list can be appeared in more results 

8.2. Compare the two kernel approaches 
In this chapter, there are example measurements to compare 
the two kinds of approaches. The host version cannot be 
generic; therefore, each entity of the generic algorithms is 
hard coded for testing and debugging goals. Table 1 shows 
the results of the measurement are made on the host. 
Measurements in the Table 2 are made on the GPU device. 

Data set number 1. 2. 3. 
Universal [sec] 17 5 1 
Generic [sec] 850 275 50 

Table 1. Compare the universal and the generic code on the host 
side using the first three data sets 

Data set number 1. 2. 3. 
Universal [sec] 12 3 0.5 
Generic [sec] 750 240 47 

Table 2. Compare the universal and the generic code on the GPU 
device 

Input test data sets are created from the IMDb database and 
numbered from 1 to 5 (sizes from 1600 Mbytes to 60 
Mbytes). There are five predefined patterns as well which 
are similarly numbered from 1 to 5. Patterns are described 
with the number of the vertices and the connections 
between them (pattern 1 is the simplest one: two actors play 
in the same movie). 

In this chapter neither the input nor the output data were 
divided (we provided always enough memory). We used 
the same pattern (the simplest one) and changed the size of 
the input data in the current scenario. The generated graph 

in case of data set 1 contains 3,990,456 vertices and in case 
of the pattern 1 the number of the result is 745,550. 

Evaluating the results we must notice that the GPU version 
performed better in both cases. The generic version was 
slower than our universal solution in both cases. It indicates 
us to do further researching to achieve better performance 
in case of generic solution. In overall, the generic code 
provides us lots of opportunities to choose it (e.g. add 
debugging parts to the source code, define the types at run-
time, use pattern information during the kernel creation). 

8.3. Optimization 
In this chapter the result buffer overflow is detailed. The 
size of the result buffer can be limited because of the 
memory sizes (host and GPU device). The number of the 
worker threads has effect on the performance. Because of 
this, there are three formulas developed in [2] (Formula 1-
3). If the kernel must be started too frequently (it can 
happen both in case of buffer overflow and in the case of 
barely used buffer), the measured performance is decreased. 
For estimating the initial thread number a test measurement 
is called in the first place (1). Later, in case of buffer 
overflow or in case of rarely used buffer, the thread number 
must be changed according to (2). In case of rarely used 
buffers, there is a condition in (3), when the thread number 
must be changed. 

C
fSizecurrentBuf

BuffSizeNuminitThreadumnewThreadN *max*
 (1) 

CNuminitThreadumnewThreadN *     (2) 

C
zecurrBuffSi

BuffSize >max

     (3) 

In the formula, newThreadNum refers to the number of the 
global worker threads that must be used in the subsequent 
runs of the kernel code. The number of the global worker 
threads used in the test measurement is denoted by the 
initThreadNum. C can be any kind of positive number, 
which increases or decreases the steps used when resizing 
the buffer. The maxBufferSize and the currentBufferSize 
denote how many vertex ID can be stored and the size of 
the buffer used in the current round. 

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, a new GPGPU-accelerated pattern matching 
approach is introduced and the main steps of its 
implementation are documented. The main properties of the 
solution are the followings: (i) The introduced new 
approach is implemented on top of the OpenCL framework 
(as part of GEMP) which provides hardware and software 
platform independence to access GPU devices. The two 
main steps are separated leading to a faster computation and 
lower memory usage. (ii) The run-time kernel code 
generation provides optimization chance using run-time 
information (e.g. pattern size, GPU device type). The 



generic solution is much easier to understand and extend 
the source code. (iii) Large input and output data can be 
handled without significant time delay. (iv) Other 
accelerating techniques are part of the paper and each 
measurement is introduced. 

Although, this new approach also provides a really efficient 
pattern matching solution there are other directions to 
examine: (i) There are other possible directions to 
accelerate the pattern matching in GEMP like using user 
defined information (e.g. occurrence probability of the 
searched pattern). Along this idea, the pattern matching can 
be accelerated. (ii) Using the rarest vertex as the first vertex 
to match can increase the computation time. (For example, 
if we want to find actors from a big city and from a small 
one, we should start studying the small city.) (iii) More tests 
are required, new domain models with new patterns and 
testing other GPUs are also necessary. (iv) In processing the 
attributes it can be also an interesting researching direction, 
how we can optimize its performance. Perhaps, we could 
take the advantages of the run-time kernel source code 
building in this case as well. 
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ABSTRACT
High quality of security service is increasingly critical for
cloud workflow applications. Unfortunately, most exist-
ing scheduling strategies disregard security requirements for
workflows and do not adequately exploit idle time resulting in
long makespan. To address this issue, in this paper, we first-
ly make comprehensive analysis to minimize tasks’ start time
and generate useful time slots for task duplications to further
reduce makespan. Based on the analysis, we devise a novel
security-aware workflow scheduling algorithm SAWS includ-
ing two important phases: 1) task scheduling with selectively
duplicating tasks to idle time slots, and 2) intermediate data
encrypting by effectively exploiting tasks’ slack times. Sim-
ulation experiments injecting randomly generated workfows
and some real-world workflow traces are conducted to vali-
date the superiority of our SAWS by comparing it with some
baselines. The experimental results show that SAWS outper-
forms others in terms of makespan (up to 21%), monetary
costs (up to 40%) and resource utilization (up to 35%).

Author Keywords
Cloud computing; security-aware; workflow scheduling; task
duplication

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become a revolutionary paradigm by
enabling on-demand provisioning of applications, platform-
s, or computing resources for customers based on a “pay-
as-you-go” utility computing model [12]. Nowadays, many
applications have been deployed in clouds ranging from busi-
ness, government to various science and engineering fields
motivated by the reasonable price as they are offered in e-
conomy of scale, and shifting responsibility of maintenance,
backups, and management to cloud providers [16]. However,
a number of potential users or organizations are still reluc-
tant to adopt it [15]. According to several surveys, perceived
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lack of security is one of the main reasons discouraging users
from employing cloud platforms [2] because the loss of some
sensitive data may cause the loss of interest for organizations.
What is worse, if these data are strongly sensitive data, their
disclosure will cause irreparable consequences [11]. There-
fore, it is critical to provide a set of security services to ensure
data security when running workflow applications in clouds.

To guarantee data security for processing workflows, it is a
feasible and strongly advisable way to encrypt intermediate
data before storing to the cloud or transmitting among virtu-
al machines (VMs) [13]. Although encrypting intermediate
data can satisfy workflows’ security requirements, the data
encryption will inevitably cause security overhead in terms
of computation time [14]. In addition, the security require-
ments of each intermediate data can be divided into sever-
al types such as confidentiality, integrity and authentication,
and every security requirement of each intermediate data can
be implemented by multiple cryptographic instances with dif-
ferent computation time and security strengths. In particular,
the time overhead of encryptions will delay the start of tasks
waiting for these data, which may recursively propagate to
a number of tasks including not only their successor tasks,
but also those tasks scheduled after them and their successor
tasks. It is clear that choosing an appropriate cryptograph-
ic instance for each security requirement of intermediate data
can be regarded as a combinational optimization problem.

Efficient workflow scheduling approaches and cryptographic
instance choosing strategies show promising ways to mini-
mize the makespan and monetary cost when executing work-
flows in clouds while meeting their security requirements.
The existing workflow scheduling approaches either try to
minimize the cost and makespan or focus on meeting real-
time workflow deadlines. Notably, the idle time slots on VM-
s, resulting from data dependencies between tasks, are in-
evitably produced even using good scheduling approaches.
However, to the best of our knowledge, few work efficient-
ly utilizes these idle time slots to decrease the makespan and
monetary cost for executing workflows. Besides, the security
requirements of intermediate data when executing workflows
have not been adequately considered. To address this issue,



we study the security-aware workflow scheduling by using s-
elective duplication to minimize both the makespan and the
monetary cost while improving VMs’ resource utilization.

This paper makes the following contributions. First, we make
comprehensive theoretical analysis about the impact of tasks’
start time and finish time on a workflow’s makespan and give
constraints to minimize tasks’ start time. Second, we pro-
pose a security-aware workflow scheduling algorithm, i.e.,
SAWS used to minimize makespans and monetary costs of
workflows while improving VMs’ resource utilization. Third
but not the least, we provide a strategy that is integrated into
SAWS to exploit tasks’ slack time for encrypting their output
data to guarantee workflows’ security requirements with min-
imal increase in their makespans and costs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The re-
lated work is summarized in Section 2. Section 3 gives the
models and problem formulation, followed by scheduling al-
gorithm SAWS in Section 4. Section 5 presents experimental
results and analysis. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK
A large number of approaches have been developed for work-
flow scheduling. Broadly, these approaches can be catego-
rized into: list-based, clustering-based, and duplication-based
heuristics. For example, Boutin et al. presented a highly s-
calable and coordinated scheduling framework Appollo that
performs estimation-based scheduling to minimize task com-
pletion time [3]. Lee et al. developed an algorithm MER to
trade makespan increase and resource usage reduction [10].
Abrishami et al. suggested two cluster-based scheduling al-
gorithms to optimize the cost of a workflow while meeting its
deadline [1]. However, the approaches above do not fully uti-
lize idle time slots on resources to duplicate workflow tasks.
So far, there also exist some work investigating the task du-
plication approaches. For example, Zong et al. proposed two
duplication-based scheduling algorithms to improve the per-
formance and energy efficiency in clusters [18]. Choudhury
et al. devised a hybrid approach by duplicating critical tasks
for scheduling workflow tasks to multiprocessor embedded
systems [7]. However, the existing duplication-based heuris-
tics in distributed systems typically ignore the issue of secu-
rity.

Since security threaten becomes a challenge problem in the
development of clouds, several recent work has concentrat-
ed on improving the data security in clouds. For instance,
Wei et al. proposed a basic protocol SecCloud to guarantee
data storage security and computation auditing security [15].
Liu et al. developed a data placement strategy to dynami-
cally allocate the intermediate data when running workflows
according to security services of the cloud service provider-
s [11]. Qiu et al. proposed an ILP-based method to choose
cryptographic instances for the data generated while execut-
ing workflows and improve system schedulability [14]. How-
ever, these existing security approaches do not make full use
of idle time slots on resources and have no considerations to
duplicate tasks in workflows to reduce makespan. In addition,
these approaches rarely exploited tasks’ slack time to encrypt
their output data.

Figure 1. An example of workflow with intermediate data

Unlike the aforementioned approaches, in this study we
explore the existing idle time slots on VMs to duplicate
workflow tasks selectively, striving to minimize both their
makespans and costs while improving VMs’ resource utiliza-
tion. Moreover, tasks’ slack time is also exploited to encryp-
t their output data to guarantee workflows’ security require-
ments with minimal increase in their makespans and costs.

3. MODELLING AND FORMULATION
We define a set S = {s1, s2, , sm} to represent all the VM
types in a cloud, where m is the number of VM types. vmsu

k
is used to denote the k-th VM with type su and Price(vmsu

k )
to represent the price associated with the use of VM vmsu

k .
Communication links among VMs are modeled by two n×n
matrices denoted by bwn×n and nln×n, where n is the num-
ber of available VMs; bwk,k′ and nlk,k′ , represent the net-
work bandwidth and latency between VM vmsu

k and vmsu
k′

[6, 9].

A workflow can be modeled as W = {T,D,E, θ}. T =
{t1, t2, · · · , tn} is a set of tasks that compose the workflow.
D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn} is a set of intermediate data, and
di corresponds to the output data after finishing task ti and
size(di) is used to represent the size of di. The index of the
VM where task ti is assigned is defined as r(ti). E ⊆ T × T
is a set of edges representing the dependencies among work-
flow tasks. For edge eij = (ti, tj) ∈ E, ti is an immediate
predecessor of task tj and tj is an immediate successor of
task ti. The pred(ti) represents a set of all the immediate
predecessors of task ti, and succ(ti) denotes a set of all the
immediate successors of task ti. θ denotes the security re-
quirement of workflow W , scaling from 0 to 1. We assume
that there is no communication cost if two dependent tasks
are assigned to the same VM [10]. Fig. 1 shows an example
of workflow with intermediate data.

The security service requirement of di is represented by
sri = {srcsi , srisi , srasi }, where srcsi , srisi and srasi de-
note di’s confidential service (cs) requirement, integrity ser-
vice (is) requirement and authentication service (as) require-
ment to prevent three common attacks: alteration, snoop-
ing and spoofing in clouds. Since each security service re-
quirement can be implemented by multiple cryptographic in-
stances, the cryptographic instance sets are denoted as cics =
{cics1 , cics2 , · · · , cicsN(cs)}, ciis = {ciis1 , ciis2 , · · · , ciisN(is)}
and cias = {cias1 , cias2 , · · · , ciasN(as)}, where the subscrip-

t N(j), j ∈ {cs, is, as} is the number of cryptographic
instances for j-th security service requirement. A certain

cryptographic instance cijl ∈ caj , j ∈ {cs, is, as} can be

modelled as cajl = {ss(cajl ), co(cajl )}, where ss(cajl ) and

co(cajl ) represent the security strength and the computational



overhead of cajl , respectively. We use a binary variable xj
i,l

to denote whether the l-th cryptographic instance is select-
ed to implement the j-th (j ∈ {cs, is, as}) security service

requirement for di. If selected, xj
i,l = 1; 0, otherwise.

For a given intermediate data di, the security overhead co(i)
and security strength ssi can be calculated as:

co(i) =
∑

j∈(cs,is,as)

∑N(j)
l=1 co(cajl ) · size(di) · xj

i,l,

ssi =
∑

j∈(cs,is,as) w
j
i ·
∑N(j)

l=1 ss(cajl ) · xj
i,l,

(1)

where wj
i is the weight of security requirement for di.

To meet security requirement of a workflow, we have:

(

|D|∏

i=1

ssi)
1
n ≥ θ. (2)

Task ti can start on a VM vmk if and only if it receives the
data from all of its immediate predecessor tasks, thus:

max
tp∈pred(ti)

{ftp,r(tp) + co(p) + ttp,i} ≤ sti,r(ti), (3)

where ftp,r(tp) represents the finish time of tp on vmsu
r(tp)

,

ttp,i is the time for transferring data from task tp to task ti,
ttp,i = size(dp)/bwr(tp),r(ti)+nlr(tp),r(ti), and sti,r(ti) rep-

resents the start time of ti on vmsu
r(ti)

.

Based on the aforementioned constraints, the primary opti-
mization objective is to minimize workflow makespan:

min max
ti∈T

{fti,r(ti)}. (4)

Monetary cost is also considered as an important quality as-
pect of the cloud service. Thus, we have the following objec-
tive:

min

|VM |∑

k=1

Price(vmsu
k ) · tpk , (5)

where tpk is the working time of VM vmsu
k .

Another goal is to maximize the average resource utilization
of VMs. This optimization objective can be written as:

max

|VM |∑

k=1

(wtk)/

|VM |∑

k=1

(ttk), (6)

where wtk and ttk represent the working time and the total
active time (including working and idle time) of VM vmsu

k .

4. ALGORITHM DESIGN
To minimize the workflow makespan, it is critical to decide a
task’s earliest start time. Before we introduce our algorithm,
we make some theoretical analysis about task scheduling.

4.1 Theoretical Analysis
Now, we present three theorems about the earliest start time
and latest finish time.

Theorem 1. If |pred(ti)| = 1 and assume pred(ti) = {tp},
the start time sti,r(ti) of task ti is the earliest, denoted as
sti,r(ti) = ftp,r(tp), by appending task ti next to the task

tp on the same VM, i.e., r(ti) = r(tp).

Proof: Since task ti can start execute after it receives data
from task tp, the start time of ti should satisfy sti,r(ti) ≥
ftp,r(tp) + ttp,i. When appending ti next to task tp on the
same VM, the data transfer time between tp and ti is zero, i.e.,
ttp,i = 0, and sti,r(ti) is minimum, i.e., sti,r(ti) = ftp,r(tp).
�

Theorem 2. Suppose pred(ti) = {t1, t2, · · · , tk} and ft1 +
tt1,i ≥ ft2 + tt2,i ≥ · · · ≥ ftk + ttk,i > 0, the earliest start

time of task ti is msti = min
1≤l≤k

max{ft(⋃l
j=1 tj), ftl+1 +

ttl+1,i}, where ft(
⋃l

j=1 tj) =
∑l

j=1 ftj .

Proof: Let lm = arg min
1≤l≤k

max{ft(⋃l
j=1 tj), ftl+1 +

ttl+1,i}, where k is the number of task ti’s predecessor tasks,
i.e., k = |pred(ti)|.
Case 1: When ft(∪lm

j=1tj) ≥ ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i, since

max{ft(∪lm
j=1tj), ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i} ≤ max{ft(∪lm−1

j=1 tj),

ftlm + ttlm,i}, we have ft(∪lm
j=1tj) ≤ max{ft(∪lm−1

j=1 tj),

ftlm + ttlm,i}. Besides, since ft(∪lm
j=1tj) = ft(∪lm−1

j=1 tj) +

ftlm > ft(∪lm−1
j=1 tj), we have ft(∪lm

j=1tj) ≤ ftlm + ttlm,i,
denoted as Conclusion (1.1).

When ft(∪lm
j=1tj) ≥ ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i, we can get

ft(∪lm+1
j=1 tj) = ft(∪lm

j=1tj) + ftlm+1 > ft(∪lm
j=1tj) >

ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i, denoted as Conclusion (1.2).

From Conclusion (1.1) and Conclusion (1.2), we have

msti = ft(∪lm
j=1tj) = max{ft(∪lm

j=1tj), ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i}
when ft(∪lm

j=1tj) ≥ ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i.

Case 2: When ft(∪lm
j=1tj) < ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i, since

ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i ≤ ftlm + ttlm,i, thus ft(∪lm
j=1tj) ≤

ftlm + ttlm,i, denoted as Conclusion (2.1).

Besides, when ft(∪lm
j=1tj) < ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i,

since max{ft(∪lm+1
j=1 tj), ftlm+2 + ttlm+2,i} ≥

max{ft(∪lm
j=1tj), ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i} = ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i,

and ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i ≥ ftlm+2 + ttlm+2,i, thus

ft(∪lm+1
j=1 tj) ≥ ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i, denoted as Conclu-

sion (2.2).

From Conclusion (2.1) and Conclusion (2.2), we have

msti = ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i = max{ft(∪lm
j=1tj), ftlm+1 +

ttlm+1,i}, when ft(∪lm
j=1tj) < ftlm+1 + ttlm+1,i.

Therefore, msti = min
1≤l≤k

max{ft(∪l
j=1tj), ftl+1 + ttl+1,i}

is the earliest start time of task ti. �

The above two theorems indicate that duplicating part or all
of task ti’s predecessors to the VM that ti is allocated to, can
advance ti’s start time of and thus minimize the makespan.



If a task ti has not been scheduled to any VM, its start time
sti,r(ti) and finish time fti,r(ti) are defined as zero, i.e.,

sti,r(ti) = fti,r(ti) = 0, if
∑|VM |

k=1 yi,k = 0. yi,k ∈ {0, 1}
indicates the mapping of tasks and VMs; yi,k is 1 if task ti is
scheduled to VM vmsu

k , and is 0, otherwise.

Then, we calculate the latest finish time lfti of task ti as:

lfti =

⎧
⎨
⎩

min
ts∈succ(ti)

{ max
ti′∈pred(ts)

{fti′,r(ti′ )} − tti,s},
if succ(ti)! = φ;

0, if succ(ti) == φ.

(7)

Theorem 3. Suppose succ(ti) is a set of immediate successor
tasks of task ti. If the finish time fti,r(ti) of task ti satisfies
fti,r(ti) ≤ lfti, the completion of task ti will not delay the
start of all its successor tasks.

Proof: Suppose ts′ =
arg min

ts∈succ(ti)
{ max
ti′∈pred(ts)

{fti′,r(ti′ )}}, then the start

time sts′,r(ts′ ) of task ts′ satisfies max
ti′∈pred(ts′ )

{fti′,r(ti′ )} ≤
sts′,r(ts′ ) and sts′,r(ts′ ) ≤ sts,r(ts), ∀ts ∈ succ(ti). The
finish time fti,r(ti) of task ti meets fti,r(ti) + tti,s′ ≤

max
ti′∈pred(ts′ )

{fti′,r(ti′ )}, thus fti,r(ti) + tti,s′ ≤ sts′,r(ts′ ) ≤
sts,r(ts), ∀ts ∈ succ(ti), meaning that the arrival time of
data generated by task ti does not delay the start time of its
successor tasks. �

Theorem 3 indicates that not all tasks in a workflow need to
be finished as soon as possible. Therefore, tasks should be
scheduled to the VMs with minimal cost while ensuring their
latest finish time to minimize both makespan and cost. For
those tasks that cannot be finished before their latest finish
time, we strive to minimize their finish time by scheduling
them to some initiated VMs or creating new VMs for them
with less consideration on cost.

4.2 SAWS Algorithm
In this section, we propose a novel security-aware workflow
scheduling algorithm, named SAWS with selective tasks du-
plication in clouds. In SAWS, a ready task ti is scheduled
according to its rank that can be calculated as:

rank(ti) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

max
tp∈pred(ti)

{ftp,r(p) +mttp,i}+meti,

if pred(ti) != φ;
meti, otherwise.

(8)
where mttp,i denotes the maximal transmission time of data
from tp to ti; and meti represents the maximal execution time
of ti. The pseudocode of SAWS is shown in Algorithm 1.

To facilitate the function ScheduleTaskByDuplication(), we
need to make the following definitions.

The start time sti,k of ti on vmsu
k can be calculated as:

sti,k = {rtk, max
tp∈pred(ti)

{ftp,r(tp) + ttp,i}}. (9)

where rtk is the ready time of VM vmsu
k , and it is updated

when each task is allocated to vmsu
k , e.g., a new task ts is

Algorithm 1: SAWS
1 vmList ← φ; readyTL ← get all the ready tasks;
2 Calculate rank(ti) for each task in readyTL by Eq. (8);
3 while readyTL != φ do
4 ti ← get the task with the maximal rank from readyTL;
5 Schedule task ti by ScheduleTaskByDuplication();
6 Remove task ti from readyTL;
7 foreach successor task ts ∈ succ(ti) of task ti do
8 if task ts become ready then
9 Calculate the rank rank(ts) for task ts by Eq. (8);

10 readyTL ← readyTL ∪ ts;

11 Call function EncryptData() to encrypt intermediate data;

Algorithm 2: ScheduleTaskByDuplication()

1 Calculate the latest finish time lfti of task ti by Eq. (7);
2 selV m ← NULL; dupP lan ← ∅; tag ← false;
3 minFT ← +∞; minCost ← +∞;

4 foreach VM vmsu
k ∈ vmList do

5 while true do
6 Calculate fti,k and pci,k of task ti on vmsu

k by Eqs. (10) and

(12);
7 if fti,k < minFT then
8 selV m ← vmsu

k ; minFT ← fti,k;

dupP lan ← tempDupP lan;
9 if fti,k ≤ lfti & costi,k < minCost then

10 minCost ← costi,k; tag ← true; break;

11 tb ← find task ti’s bpt(ti), which is not on VM vmsu
k ;

12 if tb ! = NULL & inequality (11) holds then
13 tempDupP lan ← tempDupP lan ∪ (tb, slot(tb));
14 else
15 break;

16 if tag==false then
17 Call function ScaleUpVm();
18 Duplicate predecessor tasks of task ti according to dupP lan;
19 Allocate task ti to VM selV M ;

allocated to vmsu
k , the new ready time rtk of vmsu

k is rtk =
sts,k + ets,k.

So, the finish time of task ti on VM vmsu
k is:

fti,k = sti,k + eti,k. (10)

Based on Theorem 1 Theorem 2, duplicating partial or al-
l of task ti’s predecessor tasks to the same VM as ti can
avoid the communication time between duplicated predeces-
sor tasks and task ti. Thus, to duplicate task ti’s predecessor
tasks efficiently, we define the predecessor task whose output
data arrive at task ti at the latest time among all the predeces-
sor tasks, as the bottleneck predecessor task bpt(ti) of task ti,
i.e., bpt(ti) = arg max

tp∈pred(ti)
{ftp,r(p) + ttp,i}.

To duplicate the bottleneck predecessor task bpt(ti) of task ti
on the same VM with ti, a proper time slot on the VM must be
found. Suppose task tb is a bottleneck predecessor task, and
the set of m tasks {tk1 , tk2 , · · · , tkm} have been scheduled to
VM vmsu

k , where stk1,k ≤ stk2,k ≤ · · · ≤ stkm,k. If there
exists an idle time slot satisfying the condition (11), we can
find a suitable idle time slot between task tki and tki+1 for



task tb.

stki+1
− max{ftki

, max
tp∈pred(tb)

{ftp,r(p) + ttp,b}} ≥ etb,k.

(11)

The earliest time slot on VM vmsu
k satisfying formula (11) is

denoted as slot(tb).

The predicted cost pci,k of ti on vmsu
k is defined as:

pci,k = Price(vmsu
k )× (fti,k − rtk). (12)

The pseudocode for function ScheduleTaskByDuplication()
is shown in Algorithm 2. The function ScaleUpVm() in it is
to select a VM type in such a way that a new VM with this
type either completes ti before its latest finish time with the
minimum predicted cost, or completes ti earlier than all the
initiated VMs. We omit the pseudocode ScaleUpVm() due to
space constraints.

In order to meet workflows’ security requirements, function
EncryptData() selects an appropriate cryptographic algorith-
m for each security service of each intermediate data. Specif-
ically, tasks’ laxity time is fully exploited by EncryptData()
to achieve minimal increase in makespan and cost.

The laxity time li can be calculated as:

li =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min{ min
tp∈succ(ti)

{sts,r(ts) − tti,s}, sta,r(ti)} − fti,r(ti),

if ta! = ∅ & succ(ti)! = ∅;
sta,r(ti) − fti,r(ti), if ta! = ∅ & succ(ti) == ∅;

min
tp∈succ(ti)

{sts,r(ts) − tti,s} − fti,r(ti),

if ta! = ∅ & succ(ti)! = ∅;
100, if ta == ∅ & succ(ti) == ∅.

where ta indicates the task that is executed just after task ti
on the same VM. It should be noted that as task ti and task ta
are scheduled to the same VM, the VM indices of ti and ta
are the same, i.e., r(ta) = r(ti).

The function EncryptData() outlined in Algorithm 3, aims at
exploiting tasks’ laxity time to guarantee the security require-
ments of workflows with minimal increase in makespan and
monetary cost.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to ensure the repeatability of the experiments, we
choose CloudSim toolkit [5] as a simulation platform. To
demonstrate the performance improvements gained by SAWS,
we quantitatively compare it with some baseline algorithms:
1) SAWS-R (It adopts random encryption strategy); 2) EFT-
MER [10] (It uses the earliest finish time policy and consoli-
dates tasks by filling idle time slots); 3) EFT-MER-EI (It adds
the function of EncryptData() based on EFT-MER).

We use normalized makespan to measure the system efficien-
cy. It is defined as:

NM =
schedule makespan∑

ti∈CP beti
, (13)

where CP is the critical path of a workflow.

Algorithm 3: EncryptData()

1 Sort the three cryptographic algorithm sets

caj = {caj1, caj2, · · · , cajN(j)
}, j ∈ {cs, is, as}, where

ss(caj1) ≤ ss(caj2) ≤ · · · ≤ ss(caj
N(j)

);

2 foreach intermediate data di ∈ D do
3 Select the security service with largest weight of data di, i.e.,

j∗ = arg max
j∈{cs,is,as}

{wj
i };

4 Implement caj∗1 for the j∗ security service of data di;

5 Implement caj0, j ∈ {cs, is, as}\j∗ for other two security services of

data di, where ss(caj0) = 0 and co(caj0) = 0;

6 while Sec(W ) < θ do
7 Select the j∗-th security service of data di∗ subjects to

wj∗
i∗ (ss(ca

j∗
l′ )− ss(caj∗l ))/(eli∗−�t) =

max
1≤i≤n, j∈{cs,is,as}

wj
i (ss(ca

j
l′ )− ss(cajl ))/(e

li∗−�t), where

l′ = min{l + 1, N(j)} represents the index of next cryptographic
algorithm; � t indicate the time overhead of encrypting data di by

cryptographic algorithm caj
l′ ;

8 Update the cryptographic algorithm for the j∗-th security service of
data di∗;

9 Call function EncryptData() to encrypt intermediate data;

Table 1. The configuration and prices for VMs.

VM
Type name

Price CPU Bandwidth
Factor

type ($/h) (#) (Mb/s)

s1 m1.small 0.06 1.0 39.321 1.7

s2 m1.medium 0.12 1.0 85.196 1.5

s3 m1.large 0.24 4.0 85.196 1.5

s4 m3.large 0.22 4.0 85.196 1.5

s5 m1.xlarge 0.48 8.0 131.07 1.3

s6 m2.xlarge 0.50 6.5 131.07 1.4

In our experiments, the parameters and pricing schemes of
Amazon AWS EC2 are used to simulate a public cloud en-
vironment. Six classic types of VMs are considered in our
experiments, the details are presented in Table 1 [4, 17]. The
average bandwidth between two VMs is a random number
between 10 Mbps and 30 Mbps.

We first consider the randomly generated application graphs
(i.e., workflows) that are generated similar to [4]. Task base
execution time beti of ti is generated randomly from a normal
distribution with mean 60 sec and standard deviation 50 sec.
We define the communication to computational ratio, CCR
is the total communication time divided by the total compu-
tation time of a workflow. Due to the heterogeneity of VMs,
we use parameter Factor(su) to measure tasks’ different ex-
ecution time. The execution time of ti is defined as:

eti,u = beti ∗ Factor(su). (14)

In our experiments, each intermediate data require three types
of security services: integrity service (is), confidentiality ser-
vice (cs), and authentication service (as). For the first two
security services, there are six security instances; and there
are three security instances for the last one. Quantitative se-
curity strength and computational overhead of these security
instances are listed in Table 2 [14, 11].



Table 2. Confidential, integrity and authentication service parameters

Encryption Security Speed Hash Security Speed Authentication Security Computation

algorithm strength (Mb/s) function strength (Mb/s) methods strength time (ms/Mb)

IDEA 1.00 13.5 TIGER 1.0 30.5 CBC-MAC-AES 1.00 163

DES 0.90 15 RIFDMD-160 0.77 45.5 HMAC-SHA-1 0.91 148

Rijndael 0.64 21.09 SHA-1 0.63 55.1 HMAC-MD5 0.55 90

RC5 0.46 29.35 RIFDMD 0.36 96.0

Khafe 0.40 33.75 MD5 0.26 136.7

Blowfish 0.36 37.5 MD4 0.18 191.2
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Figure 2. Performance impact of security requirement.

5.1 Performance Impact of Security Requirements
In this group of experiment, we vary the value of security re-
quirement from 0.7 to 0.95 while task count, CCR are fixed
to 1500 and 2.0, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the related exper-
imental results.

Fig. 2(a) dipicts that SAWS has lower normalized makespan
(NM ) than others. It outperforms SAWS-R, EFT-MER, and
EFT-MER-EI by 2.13%, 12.66%, and 17.63% on average, re-
spectively. We attribute this superiority to the following two
reasons. Firstly, SAWS utilizes the existing idle time slots on
VMs to duplicate some predecessor tasks selectively, striving
to minimize the start time of workflow tasks. Secondly, SAWS
explores the idle time slots to encrypt the intermediate data.

Fig. 2(b) shows that the monetary costs (MCs) of these
four algorithms increase slightly with the increase of security
requirements. This is because higher security requiremen-
t needs more time overhead. On average, SAWS needs less
monetary cost than SAWS-R, EFT-MER, and EFT-MER-EI by
9.61%, 31.67%, and 36.57%, respectively. The reason is two-
fold. First of all, SAWS allocates tasks to VMs with minimal
monetary cost. Second, at the stage of encrypting data, the
laxity time of workflow tasks is fully explored by SAWS to
encrypt their intermediate data so as to achieve minimal delay
of their successor tasks and the tasks scheduled after them.

We can observe from Fig. 2(c) that with the increase of securi-
ty requirement, the resource utilizations (RUs) of SAWS and
SAWS-R appear decrease trend whereas those of EFT-MER
and EFT-MER-EI are stable. This is because the idle time s-
lots have been efficiently compressed by SAWS and SAWS-R
by duplicating tasks. Increasing workflows’ security require-
ments will result in higher encryption time overhead, which is
easier to delay the start of some tasks, so as to enlarge the idle
time slot on VMs. Notably, the RU of SAWS is higher than

SAWS-R, EFT-MER, and EFT-MER-EI by 8.45%, 35.41%,
and 34.30%, respectively.

5.2 Performance Impact of CCR
In this group of experiment, we vary CCR from 0.5 to 3.0
and set security requirement and task count to 0.90 and 1500,
respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates the experimental results.

It is noticeable from the Fig. 3(a) that the NMs of the four
algorithms increase with the increase of CCR. This can be
explained that as the CCR increases, communication time
between tasks becomes longer, hence the start time of tasks
is delayed. It also can be observed that with the increase of
CCR, the NM gaps of different algorithms increase. For
instance, when CCR is 0.5, the NM of SAWS is 5.75% less
than EFT-MER, but it is 20.68% when CCR increases to 3.0.
The reason is similar to Fig. 2(a). This experimental results
once again demonstrate that SAWS is efficient in minimizing
the makespan while guaranteeing security requirements.

From Fig. 3(b), we can observe that when CCR increases, the
monetary costs of the four algorithms increase correspond-
ingly because larger CCR means longer data transmission
time, which will delay these tasks’ start time and finish time
resulting in longer work time for VMs. The cost of SAWS is
less than SAWS-R, EFT-MER, and EFT-MER-EI by 14.14%,
16.13%, and 24.31%, respectively.

Fig. 3(c) shows that when CCR increases, the resource u-
tilizations of thses algorithms decrease because with the in-
crease of CCR, the idle time slots on VMs become larger,
thus the resource utilization shows a descending trend.

5.3 Testing using Real-World Workflows
To further validate SAWS in practical use, we evaluate it using
real-world workflows: Montage, Cybershake, Epigenomic-
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Figure 3. Performance impact of CCR.

s, Inspiral and SIPHT [8], which have been widely used for
testing the performance of workflow scheduling.

Table 3 reports the experimental results of SAWS with base-
line algorithms. The first line of the table lists ten real-world
workflows with different task count (e.g., CyberShake with
100 tasks and CyberShake with 1000 tasks).

Table 3 shows that SAWS performs better in NM than oth-
er algorithms on all ten workflows. For monetary cost, SAWS
performs much better than others for all the workflows excep-
t for CyberShake 100 and CyberShake 1000. Besides, SAWS
has higher RU than others on all the real-world workflows
with the improvement up to 75.64%. These experimental re-
sults indicate that, even in the cases where SAWS produces
lower NM , the MC and RU by SAWS are still significantly
superior to those obtained by others. For two exceptions: Cy-
berShake 100 and CyberShake 1000, the MCs of SAWS and
SAWS-R are higher than those of EFT-MER and EFT-MER-
EI because when adding a new VM, to advance a task’s start
time, many predecessor tasks of this task are duplicated on
the VM by SAWS and SAWS-R, but at this time there exists no
idle time slot on this VM, thereby extending the working time
of the new VM. Even so, in case of the above two exceptions,
SAWS and SAWS-R are obviously superior to other algorithms
in NM and RU .

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates the workflow scheduling with secu-
rity requirements. We firstly make a comprehensive analysis
about the earliest start time of tasks to minimize the makspan.
Based on the analysis, we propose a novel security-aware
workflow scheduling algorithm SAWS that efficiently utilizes
the idle time slots to duplicate predecessor tasks selectively
so as to improve the makespan and cost of executing work-
flows, as well as resource utilization while guaranteeing the
security requirements. To evaluate the effectiveness of SAWS,
we conduct simulation experiments using randomly generat-
ed workflows and real-world workflow traces. Experimental
results show the superiorities of SAWS compared with others.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, MapReduce has become very popular in many ap-
plications, such as high performance computing. It typically
consists of map, shuffle and reduce phases. As an important
one among these three phases, data shuffling usually accounts
for a large portion of the entire running time of MapReduce
jobs. MapReduce was originally designed in scale-out archi-
tecture with inexpensive commodity machines. However, in
recent years, scale-up computing architecture for MapReduce
jobs has been developed. Some studies indicate that in certain
cases, a powerful scale-up machine can outperform a scale-
out cluster with multiple machines. With multi-processor,
multi-core design connected via NUMAlink and large shared
memories, NUMA architecture provides a powerful scale-
up computing capability. Compared with Ethernet connec-
tion and TCP/IP network, NUMAlink has a much faster data
transfer speed which can greatly expedite the data shuffling
of MapReduce jobs.

The impact of NUMAlink on data shuffling in NUMA scale-
up architecture has not been fully investigated in previous
work. In this paper, we ignore the computing power (i.e.,
map and reduce phases) of MapReduce, but focus on the op-
timization of data shuffling phase in MapReduce framework
in NUMA machine. We concentrate on the various bandwidth
capacities of NUMAlink(s) among different memory loca-
tions to fully utilize the network. We investigate the NUMA-
link topology using SGI UV 2000 as an example and propose
a topology-aware reducer placement algorithm to speed up
the data shuffling phase. In addition, we extend our approach
to a larger computing environment with multiple NUMA ma-
chines, and design a reducer placement scheme to expedite
the inter-NUMA machine data shuffling. Experiments re-
sults show that data shuffling time can be greatly reduced in
NUMA architecture with our solution.
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MapReduce [10] has become more and more prevalent in
many applications (e.g., data analytics, high performance
computing) in the last ten years. It provides a framework to
allow processing huge amount of data in parallel. In a typi-
cal MapReduce application, map, shuffle and reduce are three
major phases. Mapper nodes take input files, run map func-
tions and produce intermediate key/value pair results in the
map phase. In the shuffle phase, intermediate results gen-
erated in the map phase are transferred to reducers. Those
reducers finally run the reduce tasks to produce the output
results.

As an important operation in MapReduce, the shuffle phase
usually takes a very long time to finish depending on many
factors (e.g., network bandwidth, reducer placement). In [8],
188,000 MapReduce jobs from Facebook’s traces were ana-
lyzed. The results showed that, on average, the shuffles take
33% of the entire running time. Also, shuffle phases account
for more than 50% and 70% of the entire running time in
26% and 16% of the jobs respectively. This shows that reduc-
ing shuffling time can greatly decrease the entire job running
time in MapReduce applications.

Traditionally, MapReduce is assumed to be executed on
scale-out inexpensive commodity machines. Therefore, most
of the current optimizations [11][13][12][7][21][9][17] on
shuffle phase in MapReduce are based on scale-out computing
architecture. In Scale-out architecture, machines are typically
connected by Ethernet or TCP/IP network which transfers
the intermediate results produced by map phase to the reduc-
ers. Even though the network speed is becoming higher and
higher, huge amount of data still take a lot of time to transfer
which greatly impacts the optimization of shuffle phase.

In recent years, some research work about MapReduce on
scale-up architecture have been investigated. In scale-up ar-
chitecture, a single machine is equipped with more power-
ful CPUs and larger memories. In [6], a 16-node scale-out
cluster was compared with a scale-up server running MapRe-
duce jobs. The experiment results showed that compared to
a 16-node scale-out cluster, a scale-up server provided bet-
ter performance per dollar. Research work in [15][14] also
had similar results. Nowadays, the CPUs are becoming more
and more powerful and memory size in one single machine
is becoming larger and larger. With larger memories in the
scale-up architecture, intermediate results produced by map



tasks can be kept in memories rather than in disks, which
yields better performance. In [22], it was shown that median
jobs input sizes in at least two analytics production clusters
(at Microsoft and Yahoo) were under 14GB. In a Facebook
cluster, 90% of jobs have input sizes under 100GB [22]. It
is not difficult to purchase a server with memory of hundreds
of GB [14][22]. Hence, it has become technically and finan-
cially feasible to run MapReduce jobs on a scale-up hardware
with a single machine.

Nowadays, Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) [16] sys-
tem has emerged as a typical example of the scale-up archi-
tecture with large memory (e.g., SGI UV 2000 machine can
scale up to 64TB memory [4]). It provides a better processing
power in high performance computing (HPC) environment.
In the NUMA architecture, computing blades are connected
to each other by NUMAlink(s). Each socket (processor) on
a blade can access its own local memory with very low la-
tency. Also, data from remote memories of other sockets can
be transferred to local memory via NUMAlink(s). In addi-
tion to NUMAlink(s), different blades can also be connected
by Ethernet (e.g., In SGI UV 2000, 1Gb/s and 10Gb/s eth-
ernet connections are supported.) in scale-out manner. The
data transfer bandwidth of NUMAlink(s) are dependent on
the topology of how these sockets are connected. Although
remote data transfer bandwidth between different blades is
lower than that in the same blade, however, it is much higher
than that of Ethernet or TCP/IP networks as shown in Table
1 in Section 3. Hence, with a scale-up NUMA machine, the
data shuffling time can be reduced via NUMAlink, compared
with scale-out architecture via Ethernet connections. Also,
considering the data locality and the difference of data trans-
fer bandwidth from different memory locations in NUMA
machine, the data shuffling time can be further reduced if
we carefully decide where to place reducers on sockets to
fully take advantage of the NUMAlink(s). To the best of our
knowledge, no previous work investigates such research issue
on which our paper focuses.

In [18], data shuffling on NUMA machine was investigated
and a ring algorithm was proposed. As shown in Section 2,
the algorithm of the data shuffling in [18] was not specifically
focused in MapReduce environment. In this paper, however,
we particularly focus on the data shuffling in the MapReduce
framework. We use the SGI UV 2000 machine [4] as an ex-
ample to investigate data shuffling in scale-up NUMA archi-
tecture. Our goal is to reduce the data shuffling time in the
MapReduce computing framework with the consideration of
variations of different data transfer bandwidth based on dif-
ferent locations using NUMAlink(s). Our paper has the fol-
lowing contributions.

1. We investigate the scale-up NUMA architecture for
MapReduce. We find that it provides a much higher data
transfer bandwidth via NUMAlink compared with scale-
out architecture using Ethernet or TCP/IP networks.

2. We propose a new topology-aware reducer placement al-
gorithm for the scale-up NUMA architecture to reduce the
shuffling time in the MapReduce framework.

3. We further extend our approach to a larger computing envi-
ronment with multiple NUMA machines, and design a re-
ducer placement scheme to expedite the inter-NUMA ma-
chine data shuffling.

4. Experimental results show that the data shuffling time is
significantly reduced in the scale-up NUMA architecture
with our reducer placement algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is
introduced in Section 2. Background and our motivation are
presented in Section 3. We introduce the problem statement
and propose our solution in Section 4. We further extend our
approach to a larger computing environment with multiple
NUMA machines in Section 5. Performance evaluation is
presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our paper in
Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Recent research work in [6][15][14] investigated the perfor-
mance comparison of running MapReduce jobs on scale-up
and scale-out architectures. In [6], a scale-up server run-
ning MapReduce jobs was compared with a 16-node scale-
out cluster. The experiment results indicated that a scale-up
server provided better performance per dollar, compared to a
16-node scale-out cluster. Research work in [15] had sim-
ilar results. It showed that MapReduce jobs running on a
single scale-up machine outperformed a 16-node cluster in
some cases. In [14], the authors showed that fully distributed
Hadoop running MapReduce jobs was not efficient compared
with multi-core shared memory machine.

There were some research work [11][13][12][7][21] about
task scheduling in MapReduce. Their main ideas were to con-
sider the data locality of mappers/reducers and propose ap-
proaches to schedule the tasks on certain nodes, which could
reduce the job complete time. In [8], the authors presented
a weighted shuffle scheduling scheme in a cluster running
MapReduce jobs. Other data shuffling schemes were pro-
posed in [9][17]. However, all this related work were based
on scale-out architecture. Machines were connected in a clus-
ter with Ethernet or TCP/IP networks.

In recent years, some work about NUMA architecture have
been done in [18][24][23][5][19][20]. In [18], NUMA-aware
algorithms were proposed to shuffle data in NUMA machine.
However, the data shuffling in [18] was not particularly based
on MapReduce applications. It assumed that threads in ev-
ery socket in the machine produced some data which would
be consumed by every other threads. In other words, every
thread needed to read data from every other threads. In the
real MapReduce applications, however, the number of map-
pers and reducers could be very different (i.e., The data pro-
ducers are not exactly the data consumers). If a reducer is
placed on the same node as a mapper, some amount of data
do not need to be shuffled. Some reducers may need to shuf-
fle more data than others. In addition, the algorithm proposed
in [18] did not fully consider the topology information of
computing blades in the NUMA machine. It simply let each
thread rotate and take turns to read data from others. How-
ever, in our scenario, we consider the different data transfer



Figure 1. SGI UV 2000 IRU System Components Example [2]

bandwidth among different sockets dependent on the memory
locations to intelligently place reducers.

In [24], the authors proposed a multi-layered approach to op-
timize the performance of MapReduce on large-scale shared
memory system with NUMA characteristics. An alterna-
tive implementation providing a modular and flexible pipeline
was proposed in [23]. However, research work in [24][23]
focused on the view of scalability of the entire system, es-
pecially on map and reduce task optimizations, but did not
specifically address the data shuffling on NUMA machine.

A processing framework Spark was introduced in [3] for it-
erative analytics jobs to better utilize the distributed memory
in the cluster. However, Spark does not focus on a particular
hardware. It does not try to extract the hardware topology to
make applications run faster, instead it operates and focuses
on a distributed environment.

3. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we introduce the background knowledge of
NUMA architecture and use the SGI UV 2000 [4] machine
as an example. Then, we describe the detailed motivation.

3.1 NUMA Architecture
NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) [16] architecture
plays a significant role in improving performance of com-
puting system. It is based on the multi-processor system
with shared memory. Although the specifications of differ-
ent NUMA machines vary, the common features of NUMA
architecture can be described as follows. NUMA machine
is typically for multi-processor, multi-core computing envi-
ronment. It consists of multiple blades in one single ma-
chine. Each blade has some multi-core processor sockets.
Each socket (processor) is provided with a local memory. All
the memories are shared and available by the sockets in the
same and different blades. NUMAlink(s) is used to intercon-
nect the sockets with memories in certain topologies.

Figure 2. Simplified view of SGI UV 2000 IRU

Figure 3. Interconnection topology of blades

Each socket (processor) can access the data in its local mem-
ory. Data in remote memories can be transferred to lo-
cal memory via NUMAlink(s). Remote memories mean the
memories which belong to different sockets potentially in dif-
ferent blades. The data transfer bandwidth vary depending
on the data location. Data in the memory from the same
blade but different socket can be transferred to local memory
quicker than that from different blades.

3.2 SGI UV 2000
The SGI UV 2000 [4] is the sixth generation of shared mem-
ory architecture from SGI. It is a scalable shared memory sys-
tem with the interconnection of SGI NUMAlink(s). It uses a
compact blade design to support multi-processor, multi-core
architecture running a single copy of standard Linux system.
It provides a scale-up machine architecture for high perfor-
mance computing and data intensive tasks.

The SGI UV 2000 machine shown in Figure 1 [2] as an exam-
ple in this paper has 8 blades. Each blade has two processor
sockets as shown in Figure 2 in a simplified view of Indi-
vidual Rack Unit (IRU). Each socket has a 8-core processor.
Therefore, the entire SGI UV 2000 machine supports 16 pro-
cessor sockets. Each socket has a local memory and these
local memories of all the sockets are shared and accessed via
SGI NUMAlink(s). The entire machine can scale up to 64TB
memory in total. In addition, different blades can also be
connected by Ethernet. In SGI UV 2000, 1Gb/s and 10Gb/s
ethernet connections are supported.

Figure 3 shows the interconnection topology of these 8
blades. In Figure 3, the circles represent the blades from 0



to 8. The blue straight line represent the direct one-hop NU-
MAlink connections. We can see that some blades are con-
nected with each other via one-hop NUMAlink, while some
other blades have two-hop NUMAlink(s) to reach each other.
Hence, there is a maximum of two NUMAlink hops among
all the blades. Data can be transferred from other sockets’
memories remotely to local memory via NUMAlink(s).

3.3 Motivation
Data shuffling is an important phase in the MapReduce
framework. It transfers the intermediate key/value pair results
from mappers to reducers. As shown in [8], the data shuffling
phase accounts for a huge amount of portion in the entire job
running time. Therefore, reducing the data shuffling time is
a necessary and significant approach to accelerate the entire
MapReduce job finishing time.

As discussed in Section 1, scale-up architecture can be used
to run MapReduce jobs and yield better performance com-
pared with scale-out architecture in many cases. With more
powerful CPUs and larger memories in a scale-up machine,
the computing productivity and efficiency can be greatly im-
proved, thus leading to better performance results. Hence, it
is promising to investigate the data shuffling optimization in
scale-up architecture for MapReduce computing framework.
In this paper, we focus on the NUMA machine which is a
typical example of scale-up architecture.

Essentially, the data shuffling destination depends on the lo-
cation of reduce tasks. If a reduce task runs on the node that
is closer to a mapper node where the intermediate results that
reduce task requires are, the data shuffling time for this re-
ducer is less. In an extreme case, if a reduce task can run
exactly on the same node where the map task is, there is no
need to shuffle the data for these amount of required interme-
diate results. Hence, the data locality is important for data
shuffling. In the NUMA scale-up architecture such as SGI
UV 2000 machine, the intermediate results can be stored in
large memories. In the data shuffling phase, intermediate data
results can be transferred via NUMAlink instead of Ethernet
or TCP/IP network. On the other hand, data in local memory
in the same socket can be accessed by reduce task directly
without data transfer. Data shuffling time therefore, can be
reduced by carefully placing the reduce task on the proces-
sor (socket) which has most number of required intermediate
results as local data.

The difference of data transfer bandwidth depends on the
hardware topology of how the blades are connected in SGI
UV 2000 machine. To further validate the variations of dif-
ferent data transfer bandwidth of different locations, we use a
standard benchmark - Intel Memory Latency Checker (MLC)
[1] to conduct the experiments to compare the bandwidth and
latencies of different memory locations in SGI UV 2000 sin-
gle image system. The machine hardware specification is
shown in Section 6.1. Table 1 shows the results. We can
clearly see that data locality greatly affects the bandwidth of
data transfer in different locations. Data transfer between dif-
ferent sockets but in the same blade has larger bandwidth.
Remote data transfer between different blades, however, has

Memory locations Bandwidth
(GB/s)

Latency
(ns)

Different sockets on the same blade 9.6 411
Different sockets on different blades
(1 hop away)

7.7 527

Different sockets on different blades
(2 hops away)

7.7 650

Table 1. Data transfer bandwidth between memories in different locations

a smaller bandwidth performance. Latencies also vary de-
pending on memory locations.

Another important fact is that although the remote data trans-
fer is slower, it still greatly outperforms the 1Gb/s and 10Gb/s
Ethernet connections which SGI UV 2000 machine supports
as an alternative way to connect different blades. Thus,
it shows another strong promising reason that the scale-up
NUMA architecture can improve the MapReduce job perfor-
mance by reducing the data shuffling time with faster internal
NUMAlink(s).

From the above discussion, we can see the difference of data
transfer bandwidth from different memory locations. Hence,
the data locality becomes an important factor to consider
when transferring data from different locations in NUMA ma-
chine. In the data shuffling phase, the reduce tasks placement
therefore, is significant in order to reduce the shuffling time.
Intermediate data in the shuffling phase can be transferred
faster if reduce tasks are placed with hardware topology such
as shown in Figure 3 in mind. Hence, in order to speed up the
data shuffling, we hope more intermediate data to be trans-
ferred are in the same blade. It is a better case if there is no
need to transfer the data between memories. In other words, if
a reducer is carefully placed in the socket whose local mem-
ory has the required data, there will be no data transfer which
can save a huge amount of time. Strategically placing re-
duce tasks on different sockets in different blades to utilize
the location of intermediate data generated by map tasks be-
comes crucial to accelerate the data shuffling in scale-up ar-
chitecture. With an intelligent reduce tasks placement algo-
rithm for the data shuffling considering different data transfer
bandwidth from different memory locations, the overall data
shuffling time can be reduced.

In this paper, we take the advantage of data locality with dif-
ferent data transfer bandwidth. We consider the hardware
topology of blade interconnections in NUMA machine and
propose a topology-aware reduce tasks placement algorithm
for data shuffling acceleration shown in the next section.

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

4.1 Problem statement
In this paper, we consider the data shuffling acceleration in
the MapReduce computing environment in scale-up NUMA
machine. In our problem, all map tasks are assumed to be
executed in parallel. In the shuffling phase, the intermediate
key/value pair results are divided into different ranges based
on the number of reducers. Each reducer is responsible for



running reduce tasks in a specific key range. As discussed be-
fore, in scale-up NUMA architecture, the data transfer band-
width varies depending on the locations of source and desti-
nation memories. Hence, how to select the locations of reduc-
ers on different sockets is essential for data shuffling acceler-
ation. To reduce the data shuffling time, the reducers should
be placed in such a way that the total time cost of shuffling
key/value pairs is as low as possible.

Therefore, our problem is formulated as follows. In the
MapReduce framework, given N mappers and M reducers
(M < N typically), each mapper have mj , j = 1, 2, . . . , N
intermediate key/value pair results. Our goal is to design a re-
duce task placement algorithm to select the locations for these
M reducers among N nodes running map tasks, such that the
total data shuffling time for these M reducers is minimized.

4.2 Proposed solution
In our solution, we consider the data locality in the mem-
ory locations and take advantage of the blade interconnection
topology shown in Figure 3 to place reduce tasks on sockets
to accelerate the data shuffling process. Our placement algo-
rithm assigns the proper locations of these M reducers on N
nodes running map tasks. Our solution is as follows.

Since there are M reducers, keys in the intermediate results
are divided into M disjoint ranges, Ri, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M for
each map task. Some ranges have more keys while others
have fewer keys. In our approach, we decide the locations of
M reducers one by one. In other words, the shuffling desti-
nations of keys in each Ri are decided sequentially. For each
reducer i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we define the term AFFINITY
to calculate the time cost of data shuffling for each range
Ri, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Suppose there are sij amount of keys
in each range Ri on jth mapper, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . We use
KEYij to denote these keys, i.e., ‖KEYij‖ = sij . When we
select the location of the first reducer, there are N possible lo-
cations which are corresponding to N mappers (Without los-
ing generality, the locations of reducers will be chosen from
these nodes running map tasks. Some locations from N can-
didates may not be used to place the reducers due to restric-
tions, e.g., CPU limit. In that case, our approach just simply
skips these locations and proceed with next candidate.)

We define the concept of number of hop counts nijk. From
Table 1, we know that the data transfer bandwidth are differ-
ent dependent on the memory locations. If source and desti-
nation memories are in the same socket, we define it as 0 hop
count since it does not require data transfer. If they are on
the different sockets on the same blade, we define it as 1 hop
count. Otherwise, it is 2 hop counts with smallest bandwidth.
Hence nijk means the number of hop counts that those keys
of KEYij need to go through to kth node. In this way, the
factor of hop counts is considered.

We consider these N possible locations one by one by
calculating the AFFINITYk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Here,
AFFINITYk =

∑
N
j=1sij · nijk. (At first, i = 1, since we

are selecting the location of the first reducer). In other words,
AFFINITYk is the sum of number of keys in range Ri, (i.e.,
sij) to be transferred times the number of hop counts nijk

(i = 1 at first) to reach the reducer if it is selected to place
on the kth node. Then we select the AFFINITYk of the
smallest value and put the first reducer on that corresponding
node. After that, we iteratively decide the next reducer until
all of them are decided. The idea of this approach is that we
hope the reducer can be placed in the node that cause least
amount of data movement cost with the consideration of the
hop counts. Algorithm 1 shows the above selection process.

Algorithm 1 Topology-aware reducer placement
Input: The intermediate results KEYij of N map tasks, the

hop counts number nijk

Output: The locations of each reducer
for Each reducer i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M do

for Each possible kth location, k = 1, 2, . . . , N do
AFFINITYk =

∑
N
j=1sij · nijk, where sij =

‖KEYij‖
end for
h = argmin{AFFINITYh}, for all h = 1, 2, . . . , N
Put reducer i on the hth location of all N candidates.

end for

As indicated in Section 1, many MapReduce jobs have input
sizes less than 100GB. Hence, we assume memory in SGI UV
2000 NUMA machine has sufficient space to hold the data of
jobs, considering the very large memory it can support (up to
64TB).

Although in SGI UV 2000 machine, the maximal hop counts
between different blades is 2, our solution is not limited to
2 hop counts. For other possible future scale-up architecture
with more hop counts from source to destination memory, our
solution can still work efficiently.

5. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE NUMA MACHINES
In this section, we extend our approach to a larger comput-
ing environment with multiple NUMA machines, and design
a reducer placement scheme for inter-NUMA machine data
shuffling. We first introduce the problem, then describe our
solution in details.

5.1 Problem
We consider the follow scenario. A large MapReduce job
is submitted to the system with certain Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA). In other words, this large MapReduce job is ex-
pected to finish in certain amount of time. In HPC environ-
ment, it is a typical scenario. In this case, one single NUMA
machine may not be sufficient to finish the job on time due to
the limitation of CPU capability. For example, one SGI UV
2000 machine only supports up to 128 CPU cores. If a job
has a very urgent deadline to finish, it may require more CPU
resources in terms of cores to participate in the map and/or
reduce phases. Hence, we need multiple NUMA machines
which are connected to each other by Ethernet to compute.
However, our approach to place reducers shown in the pre-
vious section is only limited to one single NUMA machine,
and cannot be directly applied to multiple NUMA machines.
Therefore, it is necessary to extend our approach to a larger
computing environment with multiple NUMA machines and



consider how to design a reducer placement scheme for that
environment. We need to decide which NUMA machines are
active for reduce tasks. Also, we should consider within an
active NUMA machine, the locations of sockets and blades to
place the reduce tasks as well. Our problem is described as
follows.

There are P NUMA machines running Q map tasks in total.
Each NUMA machine has a CPU resource of C and is con-
nected to each other by Ethernet. Without losing generality,
we assume each reduce task consumes U amount of CPU re-
sources. Each map task produces certain amount of interme-
diate key/value pair results. There are D reduce tasks in total.
Our goal is to select a subset of these P NUMA machines to
run reduce tasks, and decide where to place those D reduce
tasks on selected machines, such that the data shuffling time
is reduced. We also decide within a NUMA machine running
reduce tasks, the locations of sockets and blades to place re-
ducers.

5.2 Our Solution
Before the reduce task placement, we first consider how many
NUMA machines are sufficient. Without any doubt, we can
use as many NUMA machines (up to P ) to run reduce tasks
as possible. However, in the perspective of high performance
computing and other data intensive applications, each NUMA
machine is a valuable resource for computing. If we can con-
solidate reduce tasks into as few NUMA machines as possi-
ble, we can save more entirely more available NUMA ma-
chines to run other tasks. Hence, our first step is to decide
the number of NUMA machines for reduce tasks. A simple
way is introduced here. Since each reduce task consumes U
amount of CPU resources and there are D reduce tasks, the
total required CPU resources are DU . We just use dDU/Ce
to get the number of NUMA machines to run reduce tasks.
Again, similar to the previous approach, we assume the SGI
UV 2000 machine has sufficient memory space to hold the
data of jobs.

Then, similar to Algorithm 1, we decide the reduce task
placement one by one. For the first reduce task, we need to
decide which NUMA machine is used to place that. The idea
is similar with our previous approach. Since each NUMA ma-
chine running map tasks produces intermediate key/value pair
results, we select the NUMA machine with the most number
of intermediate data in the first key range to place the first
reduce task. In this way, we can minimize the number of
data transferred from other NUMA machines belonging to
that range.

After we determine the NUMA machine for current reduce
task, we decide which socket that reduce task should reside.
We use our previous approach as shown in Algorithm 1 to
decide that. The purpose of this approach is to minimize the
data transfer within the NUMA machine. At this stage, we
have decided the first reduce task placement.

Next, we move on to place the subsequent reduce tasks. For
each reduce task, we first examine whether the current cho-
sen NUMA machine has sufficient CPU resources. If there
are available CPU resources for current reduce task, we just

Set Number of
mappers (N)

Locations of
mappers (sockets #)

Number of
reducers (M)

1 4 0, 1, 2, 3 2
2 8 0, 1, 2, ... ,6, 7 4
3 16 0, 1, 2, ... ,15, 16 8

Table 2. Simulation setup I (one single machine)

use the same method shown in Algorithm 1 to select the ap-
propriate socket to place it. Otherwise, we have to choose an-
other new NUMA machine to place that reduce task. We will
select the NUMA machine with the most number of interme-
diate data in current reduce task’s key range to minimize the
data transfer, and place the reduce task on the proper socket.
At this stage, the current chosen NUMA machine is this new
machine, and will be used for next reduce tasks placement.

We continue using the above approach to place the remaining
reduce tasks until all of them are placed. Algorithm 2 shows
the entire process.

Algorithm 2 Reducer placement on multiple NUMA ma-
chines
Input: P NUMA machines, the intermediate results of Q

map tasks, D reduce tasks
Output: The locations of each reducer

for Each reducer i, i = 1, 2, . . . , D do
if Current chosen NUMA machine has sufficient CPU
resource then

Use Algorithm 1 to place current reducer on the
proper socket;

else
Choose a new NUMA machine with the most number
of intermediate data in current reducer’s key range;
Use Algorithm 1 to place current reducer on the
proper socket on this new chosen NUMA machine;

end if
end for

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Experiment Setup
We use the SGI UV 2000 machine with the following config-
urations to conduct the experiments shown in Table 1. There
are 16 sockets on 8 blades in the machine which can supports
up to 128 CPU cores. Each socket has 256GB memory with
8 DDR3 DIMMs per node @ 1333MHz. The CPUs are In-
tel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-4640 0 @ 2.40GHz. The machine is
running SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3.

6.2 Performance Comparison within one NUMA machine
In order to show the performance of our topology-aware re-
ducer placement algorithm within one NUMA machine, we
conduct the following simulations using the data transfer
bandwidth shown in Table 1. we use the total data shuffling
time as the metric to compare our algorithm with random re-
ducer placement and scale-out scenario.

There are three sets of simulations. In each set of simula-
tion, each mapper runs on one socket and has intermediate
key/value pair results of 4GB. The simulation setup is shown
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Figure 4. Normalized data shuffling time among different schemes

in Table 2. Within the 4GB data in each mapper’s interme-
diate results, the number of key ranges varies dependent on
the number of reducers. The number of keys in each range
are randomized. For example, in the first set of simulations,
there are 4 mappers running on socket 0, 1, 2 and 3. We need
to decide the locations of 2 reducers on these 4 sockets.

To show the performance, we compare our approach with ran-
dom reducer placement. In other words, we randomly pick
up M reducers out of N locations where mappers reside and
calculate the total data shuffling time cost. For the scale-out
scenario, these mappers are distributed in scale-out architec-
ture with the Ethernet connections of 10Gb/s which SGI UV
2000 machine supports, instead of NUMAlink. We also ran-
domly choose the locations of reducers in the scale-out sce-
nario, which is similar to default approach in MapReduce. (In
default, MapReduce uses Hash function to decide the shuf-
fling destinations of intermediate results which brings some
similar randomness as well.)

Figure 4 shows the comparisons of normalized data shuf-
fling time in three sets of simulations. We can see that our
topology-aware reducer placement algorithm outperforms
others with minimal shuffle time. Since Ethernet connec-
tions are used in the scale-out scenario with much smaller
data transfer bandwidth, it has the longest data shuffling time.
With our topology-aware reducer placement algorithm, we
consider the difference of data transfer bandwidth based on
memory locations. Hence, our approach to place reducers
can yield a better performance in terms of data shuffling time
compared with random placement. We can find that our ap-
proach can reduce 20% - 30% of the data shuffling time. In
addition, from the results shown in Figure 4, we can find that
scale-up NUMA architecture using NUMAlink(s) can greatly
speed up the shuffling time compared with traditional scale-
out architecture with slower Ethernet connections.

6.3 Performance Comparison with multiple NUMA ma-
chines

In this subsection, we show the performance comparison with
multiple NUMA machines. We conduct three set of simula-
tions. Similar to the previous simulations, in each set, each
map task runs on one socket and has intermediate key/value
pair results of 4GB. The simulation setup is shown in Table 3.

Set Number of
machines

running mappers

Number
of map-

pers

Number of
machines

running reducers

Number
of re-

ducers
1 4 64 2 32
2 8 128 4 64
3 16 256 8 128

Table 3. Simulation setup II (multiple machines)
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Without losing generality, we assume each reduce task runs
on one socket as well. All the NUMA machines are con-
nected with each other in 10Gb/s Ethernet.

We compare our solution with random selection which is sim-
ilar to default approach in MapReduce. In the random selec-
tion, we use the same number of NUMA machines to run
reduce tasks for fair comparisons. However, we randomly
choose the locations of NUMA machines for reduce tasks
placement rather than considering the data locality in our ap-
proach.

Figure 5 shows the normalized data shuffling time in three
sets of simulations. We can see that our approach described
in Algorithm 2 outperforms the random selection. With the
consideration of data locality in the data shuffling phase in
our approach, less amount of intermediate data are transferred
among NUMA machines. The data shuffling time can be re-
duced by 20% - 30%.

7. CONCLUSION
MapReduce is an important processing framework in HPC
environment. As a significant phase, data shuffling accounts
for large portion of running time in MapReduce jobs. It
is necessary to reduce the data shuffling time in order to
accelerate the entire running time of the MapReduce jobs.
Scale-up architecture for MapReduce applications has been
shown some advantages compared with traditional scale-out
machines. With more powerful CPUs and larger memory,
the performance can be improved in scale-up architecture.
NUMA machine provides multi-processor, multi-core archi-
tecture and large shared memories for computing with NU-
MAlink(s) for interconnections.

In this paper, we use SGI UV 2000 machine as an exam-
ple to investigate the data shuffling in scale-up architecture.
With NUMAlink, data can be quickly transferred. We pro-
pose a topology-aware reducer placement algorithm that can



accelerate the shuffling time. Furthermore, we extend our
approach to a larger computing environment with multiple
NUMA machines. Experiment results show the performance
results.
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ABSTRACT
The fast marching method is used to compute a monotone
front propagation of anisotropic nature by solving the eikonal
equation. Due to the sequential nature of the original algo-
rithm, parallel approaches presented so far were unconvinc-
ing. In this work, we introduce a shared-memory paralleliza-
tion approach which is based on an overlapping domain de-
composition technique. We introduce our parallel algorithm
of the fast marching method tailored to shared-memory en-
vironments and discuss benchmark results based on a C++
implementation using OpenMP. We compare the sequential
execution performance as well as the accuracy with refer-
ence implementations of the fast marching method and the
fast iterative method; the latter is also used to evaluate the
parallel scalability. Our shared-memory parallel fast march-
ing method convinces both with regard to serial and parallel
execution performance as well as with respect to accuracy.
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Fast marching method; parallel algorithm; domain
decomposition; shared-memory; eikonal equation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Simulating an expanding front is a fundamental step in many
computational science and engineering applications, such as
image segmentation [5], brain connectivity mapping [12],
medical tomography [11], seismic wave propagation [13], ge-
ological folds [7], semiconductor process simulation [18], or
computational geometry [16].

In general, an expanding front originating from a start posi-
tion Γ is described by its first time of arrival T to the points
of a domain Ω. This problem can be described by solving the
eikonal equation [15], which for n spatial dimensions reads:

‖∇T (x)‖2 = f (x) x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn ,
T (x) = д(x) x ∈ Γ ⊂ Ω.
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T (x) is the unknown solution (i.e. first time of arrival), д(x)
are boundary conditions for Γ, and f (x) is an inverse veloc-
ity field, i.e., f (x) = 1/F (x): F (x) is a positive speed func-
tion, with which the interface information propagates in the
domain. Generally speaking, isosurfaces to the solution rep-
resent the position of the front at a given time, and can thus
be regarded as the geodesic distance relative to Γ. If the ve-
locity F = 1, then the solution T (x) represents the minimal
Euclidian distance from Γ to x.

The most widely used method for solving the eikonal equa-
tion is the fast marching method (FMM) [15]. The FMM
solves the eikonal equation in a single pass, allowing to track
the evolution of an expanding front (cf. Section 2). This
method is inherently sequential and attempts to parallelize it
have so far been unsatisfactory [1][11]. However, recent in-
vestigations regarding a domain decomposition technique in
a large-scale distributed-memory setting are promising [19],
which is the basis for this work.

Other prominent approaches for solving the eikonal equation
are available, the most prominent among them are the fast
sweeping method (FSM) [20] and the fast iterative method
(FIM) [10]. Both methods support parallel execution, where,
contrary to the FSM, the FIM supports fine-grained paral-
lelism: The FIM inherently offers greater potential for par-
allelism over the entire spectrum than the coarse-grained par-
allelism of FSM. Therefore, the FIM is used in this work as a
frame of reference regarding parallel scalability. FIM was
originally implemented for parallel execution on Cartesian
meshes and later extended to triangular surface meshes [6].
FIM relies on a modification of a label correction scheme
coupled with an iterative procedure for the mesh point update.
The inherent high degree of parallelism is due to the ability
of processing all nodes of an active list (i.e. narrow band) in
parallel, thus efficiently supporting a single instruction, multi-
ple data parallel execution model. Therefore, FIM is suitable
for implementations on highly parallel accelerators, such as
graphics adapters [10][11]. Although FIM has been primar-
ily investigated regarding fine-grained parallelism on acceler-
ators, investigations on shared-memory approaches have also
been conducted [3][4][18]. Overall, based on those major
methods, i.e., FMM, FSM, and FIM, several derivative tech-
niques have been developed [8][9][17].



Although methods are available which inherently favor paral-
lelism, such as the FSM and the FIM, the fact that the FMM is
a one-pass algorithm (i.e. non-iterative in nature) offers sig-
nificant advantages with respect to accuracy. This fact makes
the original serial FMM still one of the predominant methods
to compute expanding fronts; even in today’s parallel com-
puting age. In particular, there are two major advantages of
the FMM over other techniques [19] which represent the pri-
mary motivation for parallelizing the FMM: (1) the narrow
band formulation and (2) the monotonic increasing order of
the solution.

In this work, we focus on three-dimensional Cartesian grids
and use an overlapping domain decomposition technique for
parallelizing the FMM which fits the performance critical
data locality aspects paramount to modern shared-memory
environments. In Section 2 we give a short overview of
the sequential FMM. In Section 3, we introduce our parallel,
shared-memory FMM. In Section 4 we investigate the execu-
tion performance and accuracy of an OpenMP implementa-
tion of our parallel FMM by comparing it with two reference
implementations: a pure serial version of the FMM and an
OpenMP-parallelized implementation of the FIM.

2. SEQUENTIAL FAST MARCHING METHOD
In this section, we provide a short overview of the original, se-
quential FMM. A detailed description of the inner workings
of the FMM is provided in [15] and [19]. To approximate the
differential operator of the eikonal equation, we consider the
widely applied Godunov-type finite difference scheme [14]
in combination with first-order discretizations for the spatial
derivatives. This approach offers a special upwind structure,
i.e., a new solution only depends on the neighboring cells hav-
ing a smaller solution value. The FMM makes use of this fact
by solving the eikonal equation using only the upwind cells.
For identifying the upwind directions three flags are used to
indicate the status of a certain cell: (1) KNOWN indicates that
a cell contains a final solution thus give the upwind direction,
(2) BAND denote cells which contain solutions updated by its
neighboring KNOWN cells but may be further updated by any
new KNOWN neighbors, and (3) FAR identifies cells which are
on the downwind side and do not have any KNOWN neigh-
bors yet. The general algorithm is such that the cell with the
smallest value in the BAND set is identified and re-tagged as
KNOWN. It’s neighboring BAND and FAR cells can be updated.

The identification of the cell with the smallest value is usu-
ally being implemented via a minimum heap data structure,
which in a serial computing setting provides excellent perfor-
mance. However, in this lies the reason why the FMM does
not favor straightforward parallel approaches: The minimum
heap data structure is hardly parallelizable as it would require
a synchronized data access among the threads.

In a pre-processing step, all flags of the grid cells (i.e. the
discretization of the domain) are set to FAR and the initial
solution values for all cells are set to ∞, which ensures that
the upwind scheme forces the front (i.e. the set of BAND cells)
to reach all yet unprocessed cells of the grid. By initializing
the values of the interface cells, i.e., cells relative to which the
distances have to be computed by the FMM, and re-tagging

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the FMM. Full, black
circles (KNOWN) denote computed travel times that are set.
Blue, empty circles (BAND) refer to the front of the FMM.
Grid points with no circles indicate yet unprocessed cells
(FAR). The travel time (i.e. the solution value) is schemat-
ically depicted by the size of the circles; the larger the radius
the greater the travel time. The FMM processes the cells start-
ing with smallest travel time.

those to KNOWN the FMM’s front starts to propagate until all
cells of the grid have been processed and thus the distances
are computed. Figure 1 shows the fundamental principle of
the FMM.

3. SHARED-MEMORY PARALLELIZATION
In this section we introduce our shared-memory approach for
parallelizing the FMM using an overlapping domain decom-
position technique. We partition the computational domain
in, if possible, equal parts (i.e. subgrids) where each thread is
responsible for a specific subgrid. A single ghost layer is used
in all interior spatial decomposition directions to ensure that
the parallel algorithm properly computes the entire domain;
the updates at the inner boundary cells (i.e. boundary cells
introduced by the partitioning scheme) are forwarded to the
neighboring threads allowing the local solutions to influence
the global solution process. By using a domain decomposi-
tion technique, which is due to the use of ghost zones to be
considered an overlapping domain decomposition approach,
each thread (and thus partition) has its own minimum heap
data structure. Thereby the primary reason for the FMM to
not favor parallelization is eliminated, as no synchronized ac-
cess - avoiding race conditions - has to be implemented. The
eikonal equation is solved by the threads on their individual
subgrid, including the ghost cells, which gives rise to par-
allelism. The general idea for decomposing the domain is
shown in Figure 2 for a two-dimensional case.

The key ingredient to our shared-memory domain decompo-
sition approach is the parallel grid data structure. Each sub-
grid is represented by a dedicated grid data structure which is
specialized regarding the corresponding thread identification
and the total number of threads: Each subgrid derives from
this thread information its neighbor communication config-
uration via index computations which is automatically gen-
erated upon initialization. We are using a straightforward
uniform three-dimensional block decomposition method, i.e.,
each spatial dimension is split according to the number of
threads.



Figure 2: Two-dimensional schematic depicting the domain
decomposition scheme for four threads used for our paral-
lel FMM. The initial computational domain is split at the
red lines which also indicate the overlap interfaces. A sin-
gle ghost layer (grey cells) is used to ensure a proper solution
coupling of the parallel algorithm.

For instance, when four threads are used, the x and y dimen-
sion is partitioned into two parts, whereas the z dimension is
left untouched, thus decomposing the computational domain
into four parts. In turn, for sixteen threads we are partitioning
the x dimension into four parts, whereas the y and z dimen-
sion are partitioned in two parts and so forth.

To support non-uniform memory access (NUMA) environ-
ments, each thread instantiates and initializes its own subgrid
data structure. The master thread holds an array of pointers to
the individual subgrids, allowing shared access to neighbor-
ing subgrids for the thread team. This approach ensures that
the threads’ compute-intensive loops are executed on their re-
spective locality domains, avoiding NUMA traffic and thus
ultimately increasing parallel scalability. However, NUMA
traffic cannot be entirely avoided as the ghost layer commu-
nication requires access to neighboring subgrids, triggering
memory access to remote locality domains via the indicated
shared global grid data structure. But as communication is -
relative to the compute-intensive loops - much less required
in the overall scheme, the performance hit of communication-
related NUMA traffic is limited. Algorithm 1 shows a pseu-
docode depicting the NUMA-aware grid setup.

The overall algorithm for the parallel FMM is shown in Al-
gorithm 2, which to a large degree follows the work in a
distributed-memory setting [19]. However, the communica-
tion mechanisms used in our approach utilize the available
shared-memory features. In particular, a reduction method

Algorithm 1 NUMA-aware setup of the parallel grid data
structure suitable for domain decomposition

1: #Shared-array holds pointers to subgrids
2: grid← subgrid[threads]
3: #omp parallel
4: {
5: #Create and setup subgrid in proper locality domain
6: grid[this thread]← new subgrid(cells)
7: #Each thread executes the parallel FMM algorithm
8: fmm parallel(grid)
9: }

Algorithm 2 The shared-memory, parallel FMM algorithm
(fmm parallel(grid)) executed by all threads: T solution ar-
ray, G flag array, NB the narrow band (i.e. heap), LCglobal
loop condition.

1: subgrid← grid[this thread]
2: T← ∞
3: G← FAR
4: NB← ∅
5: initialize interface (subgrid, T, G)
6: initialize heap (subgrid, T, G, NB)
7: while 1 do
8: #Barrier: Ensure reduction obtains latest global data
9: for subgrid ∈ grid do

10: LCglobal ← LClocal
11: end for
12: if not LCglobal then
13: Break loop
14: end if
15: march narrow band(subgrid, T, G, NB)
16: exchange overlapping data(grid, T, G)
17: #Barrier: Ensure remote write operations finished
18: integrate overlapping data(subgrid, T, G, NB)
19: march narrow band(subgrid, T, G, NB)
20: end while

(Lines 9-11) uses the available shared access to the global
grid data structure to compute the loop condition variables,
e.g., the global number of heap elements - used to termi-
nate the overall algorithm - is calculated by accessing the
remote heap sizes of each individual subgrid. A synchroniza-
tion point is required prior to the shared-access to make sure
that all threads can provide their latest information on their
progress.

The march narrow band method performs a regular FMM
step, i.e., the entire local heap is processed until it is empty.
To ensure a proper coupling of the FMM’s algorithm be-
tween the subgrids, a ghost layer exchange mechanism is
utilized, which is schematically depicted in Figure 3: The
exchange overlapping data method processes all ghost cells
of the local partition and writes those to thread-exclusive re-
ceive buffers of the corresponding neighbor threads (i.e. par-
titions). Ghost cells are potentially transferred to more than
one neighbor partition (Figure 2). Due to the use of thread-
exclusive receive buffers, no write access guards are required.
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Figure 3: The ghost cell data exchange is implemented via
(1.) the exchange overlapping data method and (2.) the
integrate overlapping data method: (1.) The ghost cell in-
dices and its local solution values are transferred to a thread-
exclusive target buffer of the neighboring thread; (2.) If the
remote solutions are smaller than their local counterparts (to
uphold the upwind condition), the local solution values will
be updated accordingly.

The integrate overlapping data method processes all of the
local thread-exclusive receive buffers (one for each neigh-
boring thread) and merges it with the local data sets, if the
remote solutions are smaller than the local ones (to satisfy
the fundamental upwind principle of the FMM). Before this
step can be executed, all threads must have finished their
write operations - requiring a synchronization point - con-
ducted in exchange overlapping data as otherwise the merg-
ing step is corrupted due to potentially unfinished write oper-
ations. As the integration method potentially introduces new
cells into the local heap, an additional march narrow band
step is required to ensure that the remote information (via
the overlapping ghost cells provided by the neighbor threads)
is processed locally by the FMM’s algorithm. Our entire
shared-memory FMM algorithm requires two synchroniza-
tion points; no additional guards for avoiding race-conditions
are needed.

4. RESULTS
We investigate the performance and accuracy of our paral-
lel FMM implementation relative to a reference FMM and
FIM implementation. The FIM has been chosen as a paral-
lel comparison target due to its excellent support for paral-
lelism [10], which thus provides a proper frame of reference
to judge upon the parallel execution performance of our par-
allel FMM. The FIM implementation follows a fine-grained
shared-memory approach [3]. Our benchmarks use estab-
lished synthetic problem cases [2][3][7] and cover differ-
ent three-dimensional problems with varying problem sizes
(1003 and 2003 Cartesian cube grids using 0.0 and 1.0 for
lower and upper bounds, respectively), speed functions, and
single/multiple-source configurations, i.e., a single center
source node versus 100 source nodes randomly spread over
the entire simulation domain. The entire simulation domains
are computed.

Figure 4: Isosurfaces of the Fconst (top left), Fcheck (top right),
and Fosc (bottom) solution on a 1003 domain for a single cen-
ter source

Regarding speed functions, we investigate three different con-
figurations to evaluate the influence of different speed func-
tions on the performance: (1) constant speed (Fconst), where
for the entire domain F = 1 is used; (2) checkerboard speed
(Fcheck), where the computational domain is divided into
eleven equally sized cubes in each direction and the velocity
is alternated between F = 1 to F = 2 from cube to cube [2][7];
(3) oscillatory speed (Fosc), where the speed function is mod-
eled by a highly oscillatory continuous speed function, be-
ing F = 1 + 1

2sin(20πx )sin(20πy)sin(20πz) [2]. The bench-
mark setups have been chosen to investigate the correlation
between varying problem sizes (i.e. number of grid cells) and
different speed functions as well as with various thread num-
bers.

Figure 4 depicts the isosurfaces of the solutions of the center
test configurations for the 1003 simulation grids, to provide
a frame of reference for the benchmark setup and the solu-
tions. The results for the 2003 are similar, albeit offering an
increased resolution.

The benchmarks have been carried out on a single compute
node of the current installation (i.e. 3rd) of the Vienna Sci-
entific Cluster1. The compute node provides two eight-core
Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 (Ivy Bridge-EP) processors - offering
a total of 16 physical and 32 logical cores using Hyperthread-
ing - and 64 GB of DDR3 1866 ECC main memory. The In-
tel C++ compiler version 16.0.0 (-O3 flag) has been used as
well as 64-bit floating point precision (i.e. double) and - for
the FIM - an error threshold of ε = 10−12 has been utilized.
The fastest execution times out of five repetitions have been
recorded and used for the investigation.

1http://vsc.ac.at/



Figure 5-7 compare the strong scaling results of our parallel
FMM and the reference FIM for the 1003 grid setup. The
execution times are shown in logarithmic scale to increase
the identifiability of the presented data sets, as the timings
for the various setups would otherwise potentially be indis-
tinguishable from each other. As can be seen from the re-
sults, the FIM struggles in general with complicated speed
functions whereas the (parallel) FMM does not, which is to
be expected [10]. However, parallel scalability for the FIM
is better as compared to our parallel FMM approach. Never-
theless, for this problem size excellent speed up efficiency of
around 90% for up to eight threads are achieved. A slight ten-
dency for super-linear scaling can be identified which is due
to the decomposition scheme: For one thread, the required
additional decomposition logic results in a disproportionate
overhead which is alleviated for higher thread numbers. How-
ever, for more than eight threads, the book keeping required
for handling the larger thread numbers counters this effect
again.

Figure 8-10 compare the strong scaling results of our paral-
lel FMM and the reference FIM for a 2003 grid. These results
show that the parallel scalability improves for increased prob-
lem sizes. Our parallel FMM performs well (>70%) for up to
sixteen threads, especially for multiple source configurations.
For the constant speed function we can even beat the refer-
ence FIM implementation. Super-linear scaling effects can
be identified similar to the 1003 grid investigations. All in all,
the results bode well for future real-world applications which
offer large problem sizes (i.e. grids) as well as complicated
interfaces providing a plethora of source cells.

To investigate the accuracy of the FMM, FIM, and the par-
allel FMM, the computed results of the single source prob-
lem with constant speed for a 1003 grid have been compared
to an analytic solution given by the Euclidian distance func-
tion. Table 1 shows the L1, L2, and L∞ norms of the individ-
ual approaches, which remain constant for varying degrees of
parallelism (i.e. using more than one thread does not affect
the accuracy of the FIM and the parallel FMM). As can be
seen from the results, the parallel FMM offers the same error
norms as the reference FMM, meaning that both approaches
compute exactly the same results. However, the FIM offers a
larger error than the more accurate (parallel) FMM.

Table 2 and Table 3 compare the serial execution times (i.e.
with one thread) of the sequential FMM, our parallel FMM, as
well as the FIM for the single and multiple source problems.
The results show that the parallel FMM introduces negligible
overhead, which is in a single worst case around 5.5%.

Using a uniform domain decomposition approach has obvi-
ous limitations with respect to load balancing, if the sources
are not (close to) equally distributed among the individual
partitions. Future work will investigate dynamic partitioning
approaches in the context of real-world applications to tune
the partitioning to the input source configuration and thus ul-
timately reduce load balancing issues. Furthermore, the par-
allel FMM approach will be investigated with respect to mesh
adaptivity by using nested mesh data structures.

L1 L2 L∞
FMM 8 · 10−3 7.3 · 10−5 1 · 10−3

parallel FMM 8 · 10−3 7.3 · 10−5 1 · 10−3

FIM 17 · 10−3 31 · 10−5 15 · 10−3

Table 1: The L1, L2, and L∞ norms of the FMM, parallel
FMM, and FIM are compared for the single source, 1003 test
case using constant speed.

1003 Fconst Fcheck Fosc
FMM 0.673322 1.02008 1.26559

parallel FMM 0.673001 1.04368 1.3274
FIM 0.44696 4.25954 20.0117
2003 Fconst Fcheck Fosc

FMM 8.19452 11.9365 14.7707
parallel FMM 8.06106 12.6134 15.5846

FIM 3.90304 47.9877 245.749

Table 2: Comparison of serial execution times between the
FMM, parallel FMM, and FIM for the single source tests and
different speed functions.

1003 Fconst Fcheck Fosc
FMM 0.717773 1.25512 1.44339

parallel FMM 0.715878 1.28597 1.51159
FIM 0.931384 2.76385 9.53287
2003 Fconst Fcheck Fosc

FMM 10.6511 17.6005 19.5338
parallel FMM 10.4973 17.9843 20.0329

FIM 10.1596 29.4321 112.024

Table 3: Comparison of serial execution times between the
FMM, parallel FMM, and FIM for the multiple source tests
and different speed functions.

5. CONCLUSION
An approach for parallelizing the FMM in a shared-memory
setting has been introduced. Our method uses an overlapping
uniform domain decomposition method and provides excel-
lent accuracy as well as serial and parallel performance, es-
pecially when considering intricate speed setups and larger
problem sizes. The overhead for implementing the shared-
memory overlapping domain decomposition technique lim-
its excellent parallel scalability for smaller problems to about
eight threads. However, when increasing the problem size,
excellent scalability for up to sixteen threads is achieved. This
behavior bodes well for future real-world applications, offer-
ing large problem sizes and complicated source configura-
tions which will be - in addition to load balancing techniques
and mesh adaptivity - at the center of our upcoming research.
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Figure 5: Execution times (left) and relative speedups (right) of the Fconst problem on a 1003 domain
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Figure 6: Execution times (left) and relative speedups (right) of the Fcheck problem on a 1003 domain
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Figure 7: Execution times (left) and relative speedups (right) of the Fosc problem on a 1003 domain
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Figure 8: Execution times (left) and relative speedups (right) of the Fconst problem on a 2003 domain
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Figure 9: Execution times (left) and relative speedups (right) of the Fcheck problem on a 2003 domain
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ABSTRACT
Modern high-performance computing system designers are
becoming increasingly aware of the energy requirements for
computing while needing to lower the operational costs and
raise reliability. At the same time, high-performance ap-
plication developers are taking pro-active steps towards less
energy consumption without a significant performance loss.
One way to accomplish this is to change the processor fre-
quency dynamically during application execution. In this pa-
per, a representative HPC application, NWChem, is consid-
ered with the aim to investigate its compute and memory in-
tensiveness along with the energy-saving potential of various
stages of execution. This work presents energy consumption
characteristics of three different algorithms within NWChem
that compute the Møller-Plesset (or many-body) perturba-
tion theory second-order correction (MP2) to the Hartree-
Fock energy (HF), which radically differ in their computer
resource usages. Power consumption measurements are ob-
tained with the application of dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) to both processor and memory to determine
the runtime behavior of the three MP2 algorithms. Finally,
a frequency scaling strategy is proposed and tested. For a
55-atom system, this strategy yields energy savings of up to
10.1% with a modest performance degradation of 2.4%.

1. OVERVIEW OF FREQUENCY SCALING
Power consumption has become a major concern for modern
and future supercomputers. Current top petascale comput-
ing platforms1 in the world typically consume power on the
order of several megawatts, which at current energy prices
may cost on the order of several million U.S. dollars. In
the quest for exascale performance, the power consumption

1TOP500 list: http://top500.org/ .
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growth rate must slow down and deliver more calculations
per unit of power. While hardware innovation is considered
key to achieving sustainable exascale machine power con-
sumption by reducing static power consumption, the dynamic
power consumption still retains a significant share in the to-
tal power consumption. To address this challenge, power and
energy optimizations are needed in modern computing plat-
forms at all levels: application, system software, and hard-
ware.

It is well-established that the CPU and memory subsystem are
the major energy consumers in a computing system. In case
of CPU seems to consume about 40-50% of the total power
as was investigated in a previous detailed study [10] and ob-
served in the hardware platforms used in this work, consid-
ering both static and dynamic power consumption. Memory
power consumption is also a significant component in a com-
puter server power profile and is comparable to or may even
surpass processor power consumption for memory-intensive
workloads. An early study [15] has reported that, on an IBM
p670 server, the average memory power consumption is 1223
watts, compared to the average processor power consumption
of 840 watts.

The current generation of Intel processors provides several
P-states for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)
and T-states for introducing processor idle cycles (throttling).
For example, the Intel “Haswell” micro-architecture provides
fifteen P-states fp(1), . . . , fp(15), while the DRAM modules
used in this work provide four P-states fm(1), . . . , fm(4) ar-
ranged in descending order of their frequency values. The
delay of switching from one state to another depends on
the relative ordering of the current and target states, as dis-
cussed, e.g., in [20]. The user may write a specific value
to model-specific registers (MSRs) to change the P- or T-
states of the processor. The “Haswell” micro-architecture
estimates power and energy consumption of the CPU and
memory through the built-in MSRs, which certainly facil-
itates power-measurement efforts. The terms PF and MF



are used to denote processor-frequency scaling and memory-
frequency scaling, respectively, in this work.

At this time, existing computer systems do not support
software-controlled DVFS of memory devices. Recent stud-
ies [2] have explored DVFS of memory devices by modifying
the DRAM timing registers to emulate different frequencies.
In this work, it was determined experimentally that memory
frequency can be scaled through the BIOS, which will allow
estimation of the runtime effects of changing the memory
frequency of an application and developing a performance
model. Since memory power consumption is increasingly a
concern in the industry, it is believed a more flexible DVFS
support may appear in the near future.

With the advent of the Sandy Bridge family of processors,
Intel has introduced capabilities for both on-board power me-
ters and power clamping. The Intel Running Average Power
Limit (RAPL) [3] now provides a standard interface for mea-
suring and limiting processor and memory power by the hard-
ware, operating system, or within applications. Using the
Intel RAPL APIs along with a wall power meter, runtime
power consumption, traces are recorded for the three MP2
algorithms to determine power consumption variation during
different stages of execution.

Related Work. Various approaches exist to intelligently
employ DVFS in scientific parallel applications. The more
sophisticated applications scale processor frequency on dif-
ferent intervals of application runtime while attempting to
predict accurately the performance effects from the DVFS.
Such approaches may be broadly classified into two types:
One that first divides the application into execution intervals
of predefined duration and then uses the performance coun-
ters to determine a suitable frequency for them [9, 11, 12];
and the other that first determines communication intervals
in parallel applications that use either explicit message pass-
ing [8, 16] or global address-space primitives [27] and then
scales the frequency for those intervals, usually based on the
variation of the MIPS (million instructions per second) metric
at different P-states. Oversubscribing the compute cores can
also be thought of as a possible method to save energy [13],
but it may not be applicable broadly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the NWChem package. Section 3
discusses the power consumption characteristics of the three
higher-order computational methods in NWChem. Section 4
details further the related work, while Section 5 concludes.

2. OVERVIEW OF NWCHEM
NWChem [26] is an ab initio computational chemistry soft-
ware package that provides many methods for computing the
properties of molecular and periodic systems using standard
quantum mechanical descriptions of the electronic wavefunc-
tion or density. In this work, the power consumption char-
acteristics of three different algorithms within NWChem that
compute the Møller-Plesset (or many-body) perturbation the-
ory second-order correction (MP2) to the Hartree-Fock en-
ergy are determined.

NWChem is a scalable, portable, open-source computational
chemistry software package, which was designed to be used
on multiple platforms and with different computer hardware.
However, the prime design target is high performance com-
puters and efficient use of all of the hardware components
on those platforms. The software is written mostly in FOR-
TRAN77 with some Fortran 90 using object oriented pro-
gramming ideas such as data encapsulations, object creation
and annihilation, and class interfaces. NWChem uses the
Global Array tools [18] to manage distributed memory in a
non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA) paradigm.

Møller-Plesset Second Order Perturbation Theory [21, 28],
or MP2, is an electron correlation method used in association
with the self-consistent field, or Hartree Fock (HF) method,
in quantum chemistry. MP2 is based on the foundational
Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory using the Fock op-
erator as the unperturbed operator, and is one of the most
widely used quantum mechanical correlation methods avail-
able. The HF method is an iterative procedure that assumes
that each electron is in a mean field of the other electrons
and, therefore, ignores the instantaneous correlations of the
electrons with one another. The MP2 method is a correction
to include this correlation energy. There are three common
MP2 algorithms used in NWChem: semi-direct, direct, and
resolution of the identity MP2 [7, 19, 1], or RI-MP2.

In two of the MP2 methods (direct and semi-direct) within
NWChem, an order N5 transformation of the atomic orbital
integrals to the molecular orbital integrals is required, where
N is the number of atomic orbital basis functions for the
molecule of interest. This is the computational bottleneck for
these MP2 energy methods. The direct MP2 performs all cal-
culations and stores all of its integrals and other data to local
memory. Any integrals that cannot be stored in memory are
recalculated when they are subsequently needed in the calcu-
lations. For semi-direct MP2 some transformed integrals get
stored in memory or recalculated and some (expensive ones)
get written to disk. The semi-direct method is widely used,
particularly because of its lower memory requirements. Both
direct MP2 and semi-direct MP2 use identical mathematical
algorithms in their calculations and mostly differ in the inte-
gral storage.

RI-MP2, on the other hand, uses the resolution of the iden-
tity mathematical approximation to transform four-center in-
tegrals to three-center integrals. For a complete basis set φn,

∞∑
n=1

|φn >< φn| = 1 , (1)

where this sum is a projection operator known as the reso-
lution of the identity2. In the case of MP2, the resolution of
the identity is used when calculating four-center AO integrals,
usually in the form of< ij|kl >, where i, j, k, and l represent
one-electron atomic basis functions. When the projection op-
erator is used, we essentially multiply by one and transform
the four-center integrals into a sum over the product of two

2The < | and | > are the standard bra-ket notation for basis vectors.



three-center integrals:
∞∑

n=1

< ij|φn >< φn|kl > . (2)

Each of the three-center integrals requires less time to com-
pute, but results in more terms to calculate. The usual basis
sets used in these calculations are far from complete, so to
more adequately account for the approximations being made,
a much larger auxiliary basis set (the one used for the RI ap-
proximation) must be used. This approximation also changes
the order N5 MO integral transformation into an order N4

operation. However, the final energy evaluations is still order
N5 due to the extra multiplications involved to approximate
the four-center integrals. The NWChem implementation also
uses on order N2 total memory and order N3 disk storage
(much less than the semi-direct method, but more than the
direct method).

3. POWER CONSUMPTION OF MP2 METHODS
For the PF scaling, the experiments were performed on a
node of the computing platform named Bolt, which com-
prises 18 Infiniband QDR-connected compute nodes, each
with 64 GB of main memory and an Intel Xeon CPU E5–1650
“Sandy Bridge” six-core processor. Since Bolt does not sup-
port DRAM RAPL power limiting features, for evaluating the
effect of MF scaling, a computing platform named Styx was
used, which has an Intel i5–4590 “Haswell” quad-core pro-
cessor and 8 GB of main memory with timing specification
9-9-9-24. The processor frequency ranged from 3.3 GHz to
0.8 GHz; for memory, the frequency range was from 1.6 GHz
to 0.8 GHz. For measuring the node power consumption, a
Wattsup3 power meter was used with a sampling rate of 1 Hz.

The chemical systems chosen for this work are a series of
large, biologically relevant, diols, or carbon chains containing
two−OH functional groups. The molecule energies were cal-
culated using the Dunning cc-pVDZ basis set [5]. Although
NWChem allows for extensive runtime control via directives
in the input files, only two (optional) directives were used in
this work. One optional parameter specified the maximum
memory per physical process and the other imported previ-
ously optimized molecular orbital vector files to aid in the
first few steps of the HF calculations.

In this paper, the test cases are referred to by the system size,
i.e., the number of atoms in the system (31, 40, 43, or 55),
and by the MP2 algorithm employed: The test-name suffix
“s” stands for semi-direct, “d”—for direct, and “r”—for RI-
MP2. Table 1 provides the information that is most relevant to
computational load. Specifically, this is the number of basis
functions per molecule, for both the standard and auxiliary
bases. Each test was executed at least three times to determine
reproducibility of the results and the average values of those
runs are presented in the paper.

3.1 Executions on Bolt

3Wattsup meter: https://www.wattsupmeters.com .
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Figure 1. Total execution time for RI-MP2 for all the test cases at the mini-
mum and maximum processor frequencies on a 6-core node of Bolt.
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Figure 2. Total execution time for direct MP2 for all the test cases at the
minimum and maximum processor frequencies on a 6-core node of Bolt.
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Figure 3. Total execution time for semi-direct MP2 for all the test cases at
the minimum and maximum processor frequencies on a 6-core node of Bolt.



Table 1. The test systems referred to by their number of atoms (system size),
the number of atomic basis functions as well as, for the RI-MP2 method, the
number of auxiliary basis functions.

System Size Basis Functions Basis Functions
(atoms) (Auxiliary Basis)

31 263 598
40 335 800
43 359 858
55 473 1106
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Figure 4. Power consumption for RI-MP2 on Bolt on single-node of Bolt for
the 55-atom system.

Figures 1 to 3 depict the execution times for each of the four
test system sizes using the three MP2 algorithms, respec-
tively, at minimum and maximum processor frequencies run
on a single (six-core) node. The effect of PF scaling changes
depending on the type of MP2 being implemented. Execu-
tion times for RI- and direct MP2 double when running at the
minimum frequency as compared to the maximum frequency.
When using semi-direct MP2, the gaps between execution
times at the minimum and maximum frequencies steadily de-
crease as the size of the system increases. These variations
in how the three MP2 algorithms behave under different PFs
demonstrate a need for a judicious application of PF scaling.

Power Consumption. The power consumption traces for
the total system power, CPU power, and memory power are
depicted in Figs. 4 to 6 for the RI-MP2, direct, and semi-
direct MP2 algorithms for the largest system of 55 atoms, re-
spectively, executed on six cores of a single node of Bolt. In
each of Figs. 4 to 6, the black vertical line divides the trace
into HF and MP2 sections, which do not overlap. The direct
algorithm spends the least time idling since it does not get
involved in I/O whereas the semi-direct one frequently idles
owing to heavy I/O activity. In the HF sections of all runs, the
memory power consumption increases significantly due to the
many put/get/accumulates associated with forming and diag-
onalizing the Fock matrix which are affected by memory la-
tency. The MP2 section is rather compute intensive for all the
three algorithms with total power consumption staying uni-
formly high for the RI-MP2 and direct algorithms while, for
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Figure 5. Power consumption for direct MP2 on single-node of Bolt for the
55-atom system.
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Figure 6. Power consumption for semi-direct MP2 on single-node of Bolt
for the 55-atom system.
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Figure 7. Total execution time for the 55-atom system using the three MP2
algorithms for different processor-memory frequency pairs on Styx.

semi-direct, it swings from 100 to 180 watts. These swings
in the consumption have been correlated to I/O activity in the
method.

3.2 Executions on Styx
Figure 7 depicts the change in execution time for the 55-atom
system calculated by the three different MP2 algorithms,
when PF and MF were modified. The x-axis of Fig. 7 repre-
sents the PF and MF pairs, in GHz. It can be observed that all
three algorithms appear more sensitive to the PF scaling com-
pared to the MF one. Specifically, for the latter, while keeping
the PF at the maximum, the average performance degradation
is 6.2% for the three algorithms. On the other hand, in the
case of PF scaling while keeping the MF at the maximum,
the corresponding average performance loss is 90.4%. These
results indicate that MF scaling is more suitable for the three
MP2 algorithms than the PF one is. This is not surprising
given these algorithms are more compute intensive. Never-
theless, it is useful to examine the three algorithms in more
detail.

Profiling of Code Sections. For the largest 55-atom sys-
tem, Fig. 8(a)–(c) presents the effect of PF and MF scaling on
certain sections of the code: 1) Startup (before iterations be-
gin), 2) HF, and 3) MP2 computations. Observe that, in all the
cases, the startup portion is quite sensitive to the PF scaling
yielding an average performance loss increase of 233% across
all the three MP2 algorithms when PF was reduced to its low-
est value of 0.8 GHz while Styx operates at the maximum
MF of 1.6 GHz (cf. first and third bar sets in each subfigure
of Fig. 8). On the other hand, when the MF was reduced to
its minimum of 0.8 GHz, while keeping the PF at 3.3 GHz,
the average performance loss across all the three algorithms
was 20%. Notice, that, in all the cases tested here, the HF
is less sensitive to PF scaling than MF scaling. HF exhibits
an average performance degradation of only 6% during the
executions when the MF is scaled and only 2.5% of perfor-
mance degradation during the PF-scaled executions. As for
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Figure 8. Total execution times for the 55-atom system in the startup, HF,
and MP2 code sections of (a) RI-MP2, (b) direct, and (c) semi-direct MP2
algorithms using different processor-memory frequency pairs on Styx.
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Figure 9. Memory access pattern for the (a) startup, (b) HF, and (c) MP2
sections of a 55r (RI-MPI) execution.
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Figure 10. Total performance degradation and energy savings for the 55-
atom system solved by the three MP2 algorithms under the (a) aggressive-HI
and (b) moderate-HI strategies on Styx.

the MP2 computations, they turn out to be extremely sensi-
tive to the PF scaling similar to the startup portion, yielding
an average performance loss of 267% across all the three al-
gorithms when PF was reduced to its lowest value of 0.8 GHz
while remaining largely insensitive to the MF scaling.

The behavior of the different code sections as depicted in
Fig. 8, can be confirmed by observing their memory access
(L3 cache misses) pattern in Fig. 9 for the 55r test case. It
can be seen that memory access pattern of HF (Fig. 9(b)) is
fairly constant and goes up significantly towards the end of it-
erations. Whereas the memory access patterns for the startup
(Fig. 9(a)) and MP2 (Fig. 9(c)) are more erratic and, on aver-
age, are less intense than that of the HF section.

Proposed Frequency Scaling. From the behavior ex-
hibited by the startup, HF, and MP2 sections, as shown
in Fig. 8(a)–(c), a “hands-on” instrumentation (denoted here
as “HI”) of the code with frequency-scaling primitives may
be proposed as follows to save energy:

− If in the startup section, then lower the MF while keep-
ing PF at the maximum.

− If in the HF section, then lower the PF while keeping
MF at the maximum.

− If in the MP2 section, then lower the MF and set the PF
to the maximum.

Note that since the reduction in power consumption is higher
when the PF is scaled rather than when the MF is, it makes
sense to reduce the PF whenever possible. Since the HF sec-
tion is insensitive to either the PF or MF scaling, the PF is
chosen for reduction in the HI strategy. Reducing both PF
and MF, however, may cause a considerable performance loss
in HF (cf. e.g., the first and the fourth bar sets in Fig. 8(a)).
Since the MP2 section is too sensitive to the PF scaling, only
the MF scaling was chosen in the proposed strategy.

Strategy Refinement. The proposed HI strategy may be
further refined if the range of the available PFs is considered.

Specifically, an aggressive HI may be devised to use the min-
imum values of the respective, processor and memory fre-
quencies to aggressively target possible energy savings. Con-
versely, a moderate HI strategy uses the middle value in the
range of available processor and memory frequencies. Note
that, here, the refined strategies do not take advantage of the
entire range of the available frequencies but instead pick ex-
treme (or middle) values. Such a “crude” approach makes the
strategies independent of the specific frequency ranges, and
thereby aid in their portability. A sensible approach to utilize
the entire frequency range would have to rely on a sophisti-
cated performance model, which was not employed here and
is a subject of the future work.

Figure 10 shows the performance degradation and change in
energy consumption for the three MP2 algorithms when op-
erated under the proposed strategies compared to the base-
line case in which both PF and MF were set at their high-
est levels. The average performance loss and energy savings
under aggressive-HI are ∼3% and ∼9.7%, respectively, for
all the algorithms. On the other hand, the moderate-HI strat-
egy saves, on average, 5.2% while degrading the performance
by 2.3%, on average. For either strategy, the least amount
of energy savings is obtained for semi-direct, which may be
explained by its relatively high I/O in the MP2 stage during
which not much power is consumed (cf. Fig. 6) and not much
power savings are obtained when PF scaling is applied.

4. DETAILING OF RELATED WORK
There have been two general approaches to obtaining energy
savings during parallel application execution. The first ap-
proach is to focus on identifying stalls during the execution by
measuring architectural parameters from performance coun-
ters as proposed in [9, 11, 12]. The second approach de-
termines the communication phases to apply DVFS as, for
example, in [16], [8] and [23]. Etinski et al. [6] propose a
technique that applies both DVFS and over-clocking to the
CPUs to save energy and to improve execution time. A com-
mon shortcoming of these approaches is that they ignore MF
scaling and, subsequently, cannot save energy for applications
which are not MF intensive. Even though it is preliminary in
nature, this problem has been addressed in this work at the
application level.

Authors in [27] design a high performance power aware com-
munication library using Aggregate Remote Memory Copy
Interface (ARMCI) which is the communication runtime sys-
tem of the Global Arrays framework used in NWChem. In
[24] the authors perform power profiling for the quantum
chemistry application GAMESS [22] and propose a theoret-
ical model which provides the relationship between perfor-
mance loss tolerance and energy consumption based on the
workload. A comparison of energy efficiency of the x86 and
ARM architectures was presented in [14] using GAMESS as
the base application. The MPI collective communication op-
erations are specifically targeted to save energy in [25]. Since
exascale computing is being limited by power demands, there
have been some novel approaches which, instead of limiting
energy consumption, focus on the power budget and attempt
to improve performance under that constraint, employing the



RAPL power limiting features. Authors in [17] propose a
runtime system conductor that dynamically distributes avail-
able power to different compute nodes and cores based on the
available slack to improve performance.

David et al. [2] propose a memory-frequency scaling mecha-
nism based on a memory bandwidth usage estimate such that
MF scaling is applied whenever memory-bandwidth usage
goes below a certain level. In contrast, the current work is
based on a joint frequency scaling of processor and DRAM
based on an offline instrumentation mechanism. Qingyuan
et al. [4] develop a coordinated mechanism for processor and
memory frequency scaling. The performance model in [4] re-
lies on more than ten processor performance counters, several
of which are not available beyond high-end servers, thereby
making the implementation and verification of the model dif-
ficult beyond simulation. Furthermore, employing a large
number of the performance counters may result in consid-
erable profiling overhead and make a strategy less portable
since those counters may not be available on other proces-
sors. Conversely, the proposed scheme uses rather coarse
grained profiling, avoiding any possible profiling overheads
and is easy to implement.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work studies the power consumption characteristics of
NWChem for three different algorithms: RI-MP2, direct
MP2, and semi-direct MP2, where the last two methods dif-
fer in the treatment of memory and disk storage of the inte-
grals and intermediate data. Their execution time, recorded
on two distinct computing platforms, was investigated as to
the effects of PF and MF scaling on the startup, HF, and MP2
sections of the calculations of systems ranging from 31 to 55
atoms. It was observed that the startup and MP2 sections were
relatively insensitive to MF scaling, whereas the HF section
was found to be insensitive to PF scaling. Based on these
findings, an energy-saving strategy was proposed, which was
further refined to consider the availability of frequency ranges
on current computing platforms. A refinement towards ag-
gressive scaling behavior yielded maximum energy savings
of 10.1% with a moderate performance degradation of 2.4%
for the largest test case and RI-MP2 method.

NWChem is one of the prominent quantum chemistry appli-
cations and enjoys a large user community. Hence, the find-
ings of this paper are beneficial to an important scientific do-
main and a wide class of HPC applications. In this work, an
application-based frequency scaling was first proposed and
then tested from an application developer perspective aiming
to demonstrate that even a simple strategy for modifying the
processor and DRAM frequencies appropriately may already
deliver significant energy savings with minimal performance
degradation and intrusion into the application code.

However, a deeper analysis of the MP2 algorithms is needed
to fine tune the application of the energy-saving strategy.
Since modern DRAM devices still do not have support for fre-
quency scaling through software, the DRAM power-limiting
capability provided by the RAPL API may be used to widely
employ the strategy. It is planned to compare the proposed HI

strategies with existing transparent and performance model-
based energy saving strategies to gauge its efficacy and ease
of use. The efficacy of the proposed strategy needs to be com-
pared with the library based and transparent energy saving
schemes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the impact the architectural changes
of modern GPUs have on their use in scientific computing.
It particularly focuses on significant drops in the number of
double precision functional units in NVIDIA Maxwell archi-
tecture. Proposed remedies of the potential negative impact
on GPGPU applications that are based on multiple precision
arithmetics are discussed. Two new algorithms for fast and
precise multiplication and fused multiply add for double pre-
cision arithmetics emulation are also presented here.

Using these methods, we were able to boost the double preci-
sion performance of NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti from 95 GFLOPS
up to 286 GFLOPS. The proposed methods are applicable
also to other GPUs.
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GPGPU
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the world of CPU computing, after several decades of
free increases of performance through increases in the clock
frequency and through architectural improvements a turning
point was reached and now further increases in performance
are only possible with parallelization. It would seem that an
analogical turning point is occurring in the world of the GPUs
as well, although from a different angle. The GPU is a mas-
sively parallel architecture, capable of executing thousands
thread in parallel with tens of thousands more being sched-
uled for execution. The performance is directly dependent on
the number of function units. These are divided into several
classes: generic single precision units, special function units
for calculating e.g. transcendental functions and recently also
double precision units.

The process of embracing IEEE-754 compatible floating
point format [14] in single and later also double precision
was a long one for GPUs. This was mostly due to the low
requirements of the graphics pipeline before the advent of
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GPGPU languages when one would even be able to imple-
ment algorithms where precision was an issue. On the other
hand, GPUs were the first to implement the FMA (fused mul-
tiply add) instruction1 before any CPU implemented it [21].
Since then the performance of both single and double pre-
cision grew, making GPUs a popular platform for scientific
computations.

Unfortunately, recently a high demand of half precision float-
ing point arithmetic arose, especially in the applications of
the Deep or Convolutional Neural Networks. Since CNN
training is very demanding and easily parallelizable [12], this
in turn affected some of the GPU manufacturers to drop the
double precision units in favor of the half precision ones
which are sufficient for this particular application. Specif-
ically, NVIDIA Maxwell GM204 chip delivers only about
200 GFLOPS2 in double precision while the previous Kepler
GK110B boasts 1430 GFLOPS3; with double chip configu-
rations the slowdown approaches an order of magnitude [16].
Note that these GPUs belong to the Tesla class of professional
products rather than gaming GPUs.

This presents a problem for some areas of scientific comput-
ing which rely heavily on double precision computation and
the question becomes whether the other GPU manufacturers
are going to follow suit. This would have a higher impact
on dense algorithms since those are typically more compute
bound and less impact on sparse ones as those are usually
more memory bound. We propose using multiple precision
arithmetics in addition to hardware double precision arith-
metics to bridge the performance gap.

2. RELATED WORK
Göddeke et. al. [4] explore performance and accuracy of
finite element method (FEM) simulations using native, emu-
lated and mixed precision floating point solvers. Their study
contains tests on field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
and on GPUs. They approach the problem using conjugate
gradient methods (CG) for solving linear systems and either
emulation or iterative refinement to deal with computations
in lower precision. Their emulation uses double float arith-
metics which we shall review in further detail. The idea be-
hind iterative refinement is to compute linear residuals pre-
cisely, solve approximately using faster arithmetics and cal-
1Added in the 2008 revision of the IEEE-754 standard.
2Refers to the M60 accelerator announced by NVIDIA.
3Please, refer to Tesla K Family Product Overview.



culate solution error by substituting the result of the compu-
tation to the original linear system. If the error is too high, the
process is repeated but this time the error takes place of the
residual vector and the solution is added to the result from
the previous iteration, making it more precise. The process
typically converges in a few iterations.

They further extend their work to GPUs with double preci-
sion capability [3]. Since the NVIDIA GTX 280 used in their
paper is one of the first GPUs to implement double precision
operations and does not deliver overwhelming double preci-
sion performance, the results are still in favor of the mixed
precision approach. The speedups of their solver, compared
to CPU version is 27× for the mixed precision solver and 16×
for the double precision one, for computing the solution to a
desired accuracy (i.e. each solver takes a different number of
iterations).

There are many approaches to emulating high or even arbi-
trary precision arithmetics. Some of them use emulation us-
ing integers [5, 2], other use limited-precision floating point
hardware [15, 1, 13]. Priest [17] analyses practical imple-
mentations of various extended precision routines using ele-
mentary floating point arithmetic operations under different
constraints. An (almost) arbitrary precision number can be
represented as a sum of fixed width floating point numbers
also referred to as an expansion. The algorithms described
in this work require the expansion to be non-adjacent, i.e. if
its components are written under each other in binary, there
is always at least one zero bit separating the least significant
non-zero bit of one component from the most significant bit
of the next one. This property has implications in how the
carry bits behave in arithmetic operations.

Priest’s work was later extended by Shewchuk [18] who
reduced the non-adjacent property to non-overlapping one
which simply requires that the spans of nonzero bits of the
expansion components do not overlap each other. This al-
lows construction of simpler and faster methods. His algo-
rithms require IEEE-754 compliant rounding with round to
nearest even tie-breaking. There has been some research into
the implementations of floating point arithmetic [11] in the
past as some vendors did not implement the IEEE-754 stan-
dard (most notably Cray) or did not implement it correctly. A
similar work was also done on GPUs [9] which initially faced
similar adoption problems.

The works of Priest and Shewchuk allow for arbitrary pre-
cision arithmetic which is limited only by the range of ex-
ponents (e.g. for double precision, a maximum non-adjacent
expansion length is 40 components, for single precision it is
only 12 – assuming that all the mantissa bits are used; the
worst-case limit of each component using only a single bit
is 53× or 24× larger, respectively). The same algorithms can
be equally well applied to multiple precision arithmetic where
the goal is implementing the operations in fixed precision, but
higher than that of the hardware.

The work of Hida [7] describes implementation of quad-
precision arithmetics library on CPU, including some tran-
scendental functions. Similar implementations exist also for

GPU Architecture Rounding Mode
GTX 280 SM 1.3

round to nearest, ties to even

GTX 480 SM 2.0
4700M SM 2.1GTX 460

GTX 680 SM 3.0
GTX 780

SM 3.5Tesla K20x
Tesla K40

GTX 750 Ti SM 5.0
GTX 980 Ti SM 5.2

Fury X Fiji
Table 1. Results of the OpenCL rounding benchmark. Note that all the GPUs
are made by NVIDIA, except for the AMD Fury X at the last row.

GPUs, such as the one described by Thall [19] who imple-
ments double and quad-precision functions for GPU, includ-
ing the transcendental functions. His implementation targets
vector processors however, and assumes the costs of the vec-
tor operations to be smaller than they are on today’s scalar
GPUs (the 4D vector units were dropped with the introduc-
tion of branching instructions, in favor of 32D multithreading
on NVIDIA and 32 or 64D on AMD GPUs).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next sec-
tion discusses several aspects of the GPU architecture, such
as rounding mode or instruction issue, which directly affect
computation. Section 4 discusses multiple precision arith-
metic implementations, revises implementation of basic arith-
metic operations and proposes an optimized version of fused
multiply add. Section 5 presents precision and performance
evaluations. The paper concludes with Section 6 which sum-
marizes the achievements and outlines the future work.

3. MEASURING KEY GPU FEATURES
To efficiently implement multiple precision arithmetics and
to evaluate its performance, it is crucial to know the key char-
acteristics of a particular GPU employed. While the overall
GPU architecture description is usually available, GPU man-
ufacturers often conceal specific characteristics of their prod-
ucts. This section shows how to measure particular platform
properties in a platform-agnostic way.

3.1 Rounding Mode
The importance of rounding modes for multiple precision
arithmetic was already mentioned in the previous section.
Unlike x86 CPUs, the GPUs do not have the rounding mode
encoded as a bit field in some control register. Instead, it
is encoded in the instructions themselves. The OpenCL li-
brary further provides means for selecting the desired round-
ing mode, with IEEE-754 compliant round to nearest even
being the default. A part of the Paranoia [11] benchmark was
ported to OpenCL, the results are in Table 1.

All of the GPUs perform the rounding correctly. Note that
unlikely [9], the results are reported only for the addition
and multiplication operations. This has two reasons, for one
those are arguably the most prominent operations in numer-
ical linear algebra. And the division is not entirely relevant



Algorithm 1 Sampling the high-resolution timer in OpenCL.

1: inline unsigned long n_nv_Clock()
2: {
3: #ifdef __NV_CL_C_VERSION // NVIDIA only
4: unsigned long n_clock;
5: asm volatile("mov.u64 %0, %%clock64;"
6: : "=l" (n_clock));
7: return n_clock;
8: #else
9: return 0;

10: #endif
11: }

in the context of multiple precision arithmetic as not all quo-
tients are representable using finite number of bits, even if the
operands themselves are representable, making precise divi-
sion impossible.

3.2 Instruction Throughput and Latency
The documentation [16] gives only vague theoretical maxi-
mum computational throughput for single and double preci-
sion floating point algorithms. The latencies are given only
for the memory access instructions and are not precise. Anal-
ysis of the instruction latencies for GTX 280 is however read-
ily available in [22]. It relies on series of micro-benchmarks
through which it is able to discover the properties of the ar-
chitecture. Implementing an instruction latency benchmark
in OpenCL is not practically possible as it requires precise
timing functions to be available in kernel code. Measuring
instruction throughput is possible via command queue profil-
ing functionality but it was found not being very precise.

Both the instruction latency and the instruction throughput
were implemented, making use of NVIDIA inline assembly
(see Algorithm 1) where available and returning incorrect re-
sults where not. Note that this function returns the GPU clock
counter and to get time in seconds, one would need to divide
it by GPU core frequency in Hertz (also termed shader clock
on Tesla and Fermi devices).

To perform the measurement, a single thread block is
launched, which synchronizes its threads, takes a measure-
ment of the clock at the beginning, repeats the same instruc-
tion 256 times and takes another measurement. Each thread
writes both its starting and ending time. Latency is simply
the difference of those two values (median of all the collected
values is returned). Throughput approaches the time between
starting the first thread (the minimum of all start times) and
ending the last thread (the maximum of all end times), which
effectively equals the run time of the kernel which can be
queried using unextended OpenCL, minus the time needed
for thread initialization and synchronization.

The results for four different GPUs can be found in Table
2. GTX 280 is one of the first GPUs with the Tesla archi-
tecture. Note that Tesla had 30 streaming multiprocessors so
that a fully occupied GPU could issue up to 240 single preci-
sion and 30 double precision instructions at every clock cycle.
In comparison, both GTX 780 and Tesla K40 are Kepler ar-
chitecture GPU (the Tesla here refers to a professional prod-
uct line rather than the microarchitecture) and are equipped

GPU Precision Latency Throughput

GTX 2801 single 24 8
double 48 1

GTX 780 single 9 110
double 128 8

Tesla K40 single 9 110
double 16 64

GTX 980 Ti single 8 120
double 254 4

Fury X single N/A2 60
double N/A2 8 / 4 / 33

Table 2. Instruction Latencies (in clocks) and Throughputs (operations per
clock and streaming multiprocessor) determined by a micro-benchmark on
several chosen GPUs. 1Note that the results for GTX 280 are from [22].
2Latency is measured using NVIDIA-specific extension and cannot be de-
termined the same way on AMD. 3Double precision throughput of addition,
multiplication and FMA (reported in this order) differs on AMD.

with 12 and 15 streaming multiprocessors respectively, but
capable of issuing more instructions per clock. For GTX
780 the rates are 636 sp / clock and 96 dp / clock, while for
K40 it is 840 sp / clock and 750 dp / clock, which is a no-
table performance indeed. The newest Maxwell architecture
GTX 980 Ti has 22 streaming multiprocessors, which trans-
lates to 2640 sp / clock and 88 dp / clock. For comparison,
AMD Fury X has 64 streaming multiprocessors and is able
to deliver 3840 sp / clock and up to 512 dp / clock (although
the double precision multiplication and fma instructions are
slower than addition).

3.3 Warp Scheduling
Warp is CUDA nomenclature for a group of threads which
are executed as an inseparable unit. This has consequences
for branching since all the threads in a warp have to take the
same instruction, otherwise serialization occurs and the final
results are masked out based on branch condition flags. It
also has consequences for instruction scheduling, the function
units are divided into one or more warp lanes which makes
the hardware scheduler simpler and reduces the power con-
sumption significantly. Unfortunately it also means that if
one warp does not have enough of some function units and
the next warp is not using them, there is no way for the first
warp to ,,borrow” those units. On NVIDIA hardware, warp
size is 32 while on AMD hardware the warps (called wave-
fronts) are groups of 64 threads.

For other vendors, warp size is difficult to determine using
the OpenCL API alone, as it does not have such a concept or
any function to retrieve this information. A micro-benchmark
which determines warp size was devised. It uses a simple ker-
nel which copies data between two global memory buffers,
see Algorithm 2. The size of the buffers matches the num-
ber of running threads and the direction of the transfer is
given by a repeating pattern. This makes convergent warps
run in O(k1) time while divergent warps run in O(k2) where
0 < k1 ≤ 1

2k2 with k1 = 1
2k2 being an ideal case (there will

likely be additional costs of handling the divergent branch;
this equality is not enforced).

The test is run several times while changing the stride of the
pattern. Finally, it is possible to evaluate hypotheses about



Algorithm 2 Warp size micro-benchmark kernel.
1: function MEASUREWARPSIZE(a,b, stride)
2: thread id = GET GLOBAL ID(0)
3: if MOD(thread id, 2 · stride) < stride then
4: a[i] = b[i];
5: else
6: b[i] = a[i];
7: end if
8: end function

warp size by first estimating the costs of convergent and di-
vergent warps using singular value decomposition (SVD) and
then evaluating error of this estimation. The error is in sec-
onds squared and it is possible to compare it to standard de-
viation of the timing samples in order to say whether the best
fitting warp size hypothesis is sufficiently better than the sec-
ond best and therefore whether the result of the benchmark is
conclusive.

On NVIDIA GPUs, this indeed correctly calculates warp size
to be 32, with the second best hypothesis having an order
of magnitude higher score than the timing error. The whole
micro-benchmark takes less than one second and could be
easily executed each time on application startup.

To understand the scheduling latencies, one more micro-
benchmark was devised. It launches a varying number of
warp-sized blocks which all execute an empty kernel (just
a single RET instruction). A linear fit is made for the total
time and for the pure execution time, call latency being their
difference. The results can be seen in Table 3.

The launch latency does not depend on the number of blocks
submitted and is in the order of several microseconds. The
kernel setup latency (the time it takes to execute an empty ker-
nel) is linearly dependent in the number of blocks launched
and it is a staircase function.

For perspective, the latency figures translate to tens of thou-
sands clock cycles of the device for the gaming GPUs and
thousands for the NVIDIA Tesla GPUs. The setup time starts
at several thousand clock cycles and rises at two clock cycles
per block on all NVIDIA devices or at about four clock cycles
per block on AMD Fury X.

4. ROUTINES FOR DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETICS
Multiple precision arithmetics is a widely researched topic
and many works were referred in the second chapter. We
shall narrow our focus down to implementation of double pre-
cision arithmetics using single precision floating point opera-
tions. From Table 2, it can be seen that on Maxwell, there is
a budget of 32 single precision operations to perform a dou-
ble precision operation. Maxwell also supports operations in
half precision (16-bit) format which run at twice the speed of
single precision operations but that does not give a sufficient
margin for attempting emulated operations.

The IEEE-754 format [14] represents numbers as:

−1s · 2e · (1 + f) = −1s · 2e ·m, (1)

GPU Bus Latency [µs] Kernel Setup [µs]
GTX 680 1.0 9.308 7.692 + 2.029 · 10−3nb
GTX 780 2.0 29.552 7.591 + 2.238 · 10−3nb
Tesla K20 3.0 7.604 5.252 + 2.838 · 10−3nb
Tesla K40 2.0 5.286 4.751 + 2.986 · 10−3nb

GTX 980 Ti 3.0 24.649 4.130 + 2.856 · 10−3nb
Fury X 3.0 29.186 1.552 + 3.810 · 10−3nb

Table 3. Kernel launch latency and kernel setup time as a function of the
number of thread blocks launched (denoted nb).

where s is the sign bit, e is the exponent and f is the fraction
part of the mantissa, m. Special encoding is used to repre-
sent zero, infinity and not a number. The width of the expo-
nent dictates the range of the representable values, while the
width of the fraction gives the precision. Representing a dou-
ble precision value as a pair of single precision floating point
values reduces the exponent range from [−1022, 1023] down
to [−126, 127] and precision from 52 fraction bits (almost 16
decimal places) down to 46 fraction bits (over 14 d.p.). It
is thus not a perfect replacement but still sufficient for many
applications. The cost of operations on triplets of single pre-
cision numbers, rather than pairs, would be prohibitive.

Note that the costs of the discussed operations are given be-
low. As detailed in Table 2, single precision addition and
multiplication have the same cost on the examined GPUs and
their numbers are reported as a sum for the sake of brevity.

In the algorithms described below, ⊕, 	, ⊗ and � denote
single precision addition, subtraction, multiplication and di-
vision, respectively. Rounding to single or double precision
is denoted FLOAT(·) or DOUBLE(·), respectively.

4.1 Conversion Between Double and Double Float
Most of the implementations described in the literature are
concerned with extending arithmetic precision of some given
data type, most commonly of the double data type. Conver-
sion from a double to a double expansion consists of taking
the double value as the most significant component and ap-
pending zero components up to the size of the extended rep-
resentation. Conversion back to double is done by merely
taking a sum of the expansion components [18].

On the other hand, this paper concerns emulation of double
precision using a smaller data type. Conversion from dou-
ble to double float consists of splitting the mantissa in two
shorter ones. The split operation is described e.g. by [1] for
the purpose of exact multiplication and comes at a cost of one
multiplication by a specially crafted constant, three subtrac-
tions and two conversion operations.

This can however be done more easily, provided a half pre-
cision arithmetic is available, using Algorithm 3. This takes
three conversion operations and one subtraction and indeed
produces non-overlapping pairs where ties to even rounding
is available.

4.2 Addition
In addition, the most common source of error is roundoff due
to large differences in the exponent. In linear algebra, this oc-
curs often in matrix-vector and matrix-matrix products where



Algorithm 3 Conversion from double to double float.
1: function SPLITDOUBLE(x)
2: hi = FLOAT(x)
3: lo = FLOAT(x− DOUBLE(hi))
4: end function

a value of an output element is a long sum of products. Even
if the values of the products themselves have similar expo-
nent, their running sum rises and roundoff may occur, with
the worst case scenario of the running sum not changing by
the addition at all. This is often solved using the Kahan Sum-
mation algorithm [10] which in itself is a simple extended
precision algorithm representing the running sum as a pair of
values. Similar approaches have been implemented on GPU
as well [20].

Algorithms described by Shewchuk [18], Thall [19] and Hida
[8] (Algorithm 4) were considered. These run in up to 32
floating-point operations (FLOP) and 4 branches, 18 FLOP
and 11 FLOP, respectively. The latter two algorithms oc-
casionally get the last bit of the result wrong which seems
like a fair cost for their simplicity. Notably, Dekker [1] gives
an algorithm running in 11 FLOP containing a single branch
which produces correctly rounded results. The branch is how-
ever prohibitive on a GPU.

4.3 Multiplication
A product of two integers is an integer of double width. Sim-
ilarly, a product of two floating point values is a floating point
value with up to double mantissa width. In both cases, it is
not necessary to have double width operations at one’s dis-
posal. Instead, it is possible to split the factors to half width
parts and sum up the results afterwards [1]. Alternately, it
is possible to calculate the lower part of the product using a
single fused multiply add.

A rote product of two expansions, each of size two, yields an
expansion of size eight [18] which can be evaluated at 172
FLOP. This needs to be compressed to a size two expansion
at a further cost of up to 8 branches and 21 FLOP. Dekker
gives a simpler algorithm which only evaluates the first two
terms of the product [1] at a modest cost of 24 FLOP. Algo-
rithm by Hida [8] requires 17 FLOP and a single FMA. The
fastest algorithm of Thall [19] runs in 5 FLOP and 3 FMA
but its results are not always precise. Algorithm 5 contains
a modified procedure, which requires 11 FLOP and a single
FMA and yields much better precision.

As a side note, OpenCL contains a built-in FMA function
which should be used instead of relying on the compiler to
optimize the arithmetic expression. It was discovered that the
NVIDIA compiler (driver version 353.30) will automatically
optimize expressions of form a · b+ c but not a · b− c.

4.4 Fused Multiply Add
In calculation of dot products, multiplication and addition
often come in pairs. A higher precision can be gained by
avoiding rounding the multiplication result before the addi-
tion. Hardware implementations of fused multiply add can

Algorithm 4 Double float addition.

1: function TWOSUM(a, b)
2: resulthi = a⊕ b
3: bv = resulthi 	 a
4: av = resulthi 	 bv
5: resultlo = (a	 av)⊕ (b	 bv)
6: return (resultlo, resulthi)
7: end function

8: function FASTTWOSUM(a, b)
Require: that |b| ≥ |a| or b = 0

9: resulthi = b⊕ a
10: av = resulthi 	 b
11: resultlo = a	 av
12: return (resultlo, resulthi)
13: end function

14: function DOUBLEADD(alo, ahi, blo, bhi)
15: (lo, hi) = TWOSUM(ahi, bhi)
16: lo = lo⊕ alo ⊕ blo
17: return FASTTWOSUM(lo, hi)
18: end function

also often execute the two operations in a single clock cycle,
yielding speed advantage.

To produce a precise implementation, the multiplication
needs to be evaluated to full precision even though the re-
sult after the addition will be chopped to two most signifi-
cant elements. The addition of even a small value can carry
through all of the expansion elements and ultimately change
even the most significant bit of the result. As mentioned in
Section 4.3, exact multiplication of two expansions of size
two gives an expansion of size eight. Although this seems
to contradict the conventional wisdom of register widths re-
quired for multiplication, indeed, e.g. an innocently looking
product (assuming operands represented in single precision):

(10−7 + 8 · 106) · (10−7 + 6 · 1020) =
4.80000009619627124505790361930000000935... · 1027 =
f82778e9c803691d6cccc03.4cccccf4f402d09371eeb2e416

yields a number with 186 mantissa bits that cannot be repre-
sented as a sum of fewer than 8 single precision values with
24-bit mantissa, even if using negative values.

Creating a multiplier for size 8 output would require hundreds
of FLOP which would be prohibitive. The algorithm given
in this section is therefore based on an assumption that the
operands were created by conversion from a wider number
and therefore each have limited width mantissa. That guar-
antees the output to be size four expansion in the worst case.
The algorithm gives incorrectly rounded results in case this
condition is not met.

The proposed procedure is detailed in Algorithm 6. It be-
gins by calculating two partial products, each an expansion
of size four. Due to the order of summation in MUL21, it is
guaranteed that q3 and p3 contain the most significant part
of each of these partial products. Because the input operands



Algorithm 5 Double float multiplication.
1: function TWOPRODUCT(a, b)
2: resulthi = a⊗ b
3: resultlo = FMA(a, b,−resulthi)
4: return (resultlo, resulthi)
5: end function

6: function DOUBLEMUL(alo, ahi, blo, bhi)
7: (lo, hi) = TWOPRODUCT(ahi, bhi)
8: lo = alo ⊗ blo ⊕ ahi ⊗ blo ⊕ alo ⊗ bhi ⊕ lo
9: return FASTTWOSUM(lo, hi)

10: end function

were adjacent pairs, each of these expansions can be reduced
to size three. It is possible to achieve that with three further
additions (lines 11 - 13 and 14 - 16). At this point, the two ex-
pansions are approximately ordered, with p3 > max(p2, q3),
max(p2, q3) > max(p1, q2), max(p1, q2) > q1 and it would
be possible to use the FASTEXPANSIONSUM procedure out-
lined in [18] to get the value of the product, followed either
by a several branches to remove the zeros or by three more
iterations of FASTEXPANSIONSUM, each time omitting the
most significant component of the previous iteration. Algo-
rithm 5 instead proceeds with directly calculating the sum of
the partials and the third operand. Note that the ordering of
the additions on lines 17 - 22 and 23 is important, otherwise
significant roundoff occurs.

The cost of TWOFMA is 85 FLOP and 4 FMA. This might
seem expensive, however it is still a large improvement com-
pared to the 172 FLOP for the precise multiplication alone,
which would have to be followed by at least 59 FLOP to add
the third operand and compress the expansion to size two.

4.5 Other Operations
While for most of the BLAS operations, addition and mul-
tiplication is sufficient, sometimes additional operations are
required. For vector normalization or linear equation solv-
ing, division is required. For Cholesky decomposition, square
root is required. Those operations do have extended precision
versions, however they are not infinitely precise, as even for
operands representable in the given precision, the result may
not be a representable number.

Division can be handled by successive approximation where:

q0 = a� b, (2)
qi = qi−1 + (a− q0 · b)� b. (3)

For an expansion with two terms, one or two iterations would
be sufficient for convergence.

Square root is handled similarly, by first recovering the recip-
rocal square root using Newton iteration of form:

r0 = FLOAT

(
1√
x

)
, (4)

ri = ri−1 ·
(
1

2
−
x · r2i−1

2

)
, (5)

Algorithm 6 Double float fused multiply add.
1: function MUL21(alo, ahi, b)
2: (result0, Q0) = TWOPRODUCT(alo, b)
3: (lo, hi) = TWOPRODUCT(ahi, b)
4: (result1, Q1) = TWOSUM(lo,Q0)
5: (result2, result3) = FASTTWOSUM(Q1, hi)
6: return (result0, result1, result2, result3)
7: end function

8: function TWOFMA(alo, ahi, blo, bhi, clo, chi)
9: (q0, q1, q2, q3) = MUL21(alo, ahi, blo)

10: (p0, p1, p2, p3) = MUL21(alo, ahi, bhi)
. p3 holds the most significant part of the result

11: (q0, q1) = FASTTWOSUM(q0, q1)
12: (q1, q2) = FASTTWOSUM(q1, q2)
13: q1 = q1⊕ q0
14: (p0, p1) = FASTTWOSUM(p0, p1)
15: (p1, p2) = FASTTWOSUM(p1, p2)
16: p1 = p1⊕ p0

. the two products are now just (q1, q2, q3), (p1, p2, p3)
17: (q1, hi) = TWOSUM(q1, chi)
18: (q2, hi) = TWOSUM(q2, hi)
19: (p1, hi) = TWOSUM(p1, hi)
20: (q3, hi) = TWOSUM(q3, hi)
21: (p2, hi) = TWOSUM(p2, hi)
22: (p3, hi) = TWOSUM(p3, hi)
23: lo = clo ⊕ q1⊕ q2⊕ p1⊕ q3⊕ p2⊕ p3
24: return FASTTWOSUM(lo,Q)
25: end function

and then multiplying it by x to get the square root. This is
easily extended also to the cube or higher roots and their re-
ciprocals. Dekker [1] gives an approximation for size two
expansions. Again, this typically converges very quickly, two
or three iterations are sufficient.

Other transcendental functions are typically handled using a
table lookup (which can be implemented efficiently on GPU
using the constant memory) and a consecutive iterative im-
provement or alternatively using Taylor series expansion; in-
terested reader can refer e.g. to [6].

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the precision of the proposed algorithms, two dif-
ferent tests are used. The first one generates operands as com-
binations of the first 102 numbers of the Fibonacci sequence
and their negative mirrors, in deterministic and exhaustive
fashion (except that roughly 1.5% multiplication tests were
omitted from the evaluation due to overflow to infinity). The
other test uses pseudo-random numbers in range [0, 1] gener-
ated using the Mersenne Twister while making sure that up to
52 fraction digits are generated.

To evaluate precision of the operations, the number of correct
mantissa bits is reported, which is calculated as:

nbits = min

(
53,− log2

(
ε2 +

|x− xgt|
max (|xgt|, ε2)

))
, (6)



GTX 780 GTX 980 Ti Fury X
Operation Algorithm Latency Throughput / Dual Issue Latency Throughput / Dual Issue Latency Throughput / Dual Issue

Add

Shewchuk 224 5 290 4

N/A

1
Dekker 178 6 106 10 1.5
Thall 132 8 165 6 1.25
Hida 75 13 18 89 11 13 3 6

Mul

Shewchuk 3000 1
3 5000 1

5
1
6

Dekker† 58 17 65 15 3
Hida 106 10 123 8 3

2
Proposed 72 14 19 74 13 17 2.6 5

FMA Shewchuk 6200 1
6 7100 1

6
1
4

Proposed 520 2 6 710 2 5 1
2 3.5

Table 4. Performance evaluation of the algorithms described in this paper. Latency is in clocks, while throughput and dual issue throughput are in instructions
per clock and streaming multiprocessor. †Note that the multiplication of Dekker and Thall is virtually identical, except for the order of additions.

Minimum / mean precision [bits]
Operation Algorithm Fibonacci Random

Add

Shewchuk 47.553 / 51.95 47.688 / 50.96
Dekker 46.507 / 51.91 47.444 / 50.89
Thall 46.870 / 51.90 47.280 / 50.89
Hida 46.507 / 51.91 47.444 / 50.89

Mul

Shewchuk 47.878 / 51.56 47.582 / 50.65
Dekker 46.798 / 51.22 46.601 / 50.29
Thall 46.728 / 51.15 46.427 / 50.12
Hida 47.032 / 51.17 46.881 / 50.26

Proposed 47.028 / 51.32 46.824 / 50.39

FMA Shewchuk 45.732 / 51.31 47.504 / 50.87
Proposed 44.817 / 51.29 46.995 / 50.79

Table 5. Precision evaluation of the algorithms described in this paper. Note
that the operations are evaluated using single precision floating point instruc-
tions and the results are the same on all the platforms.

where x is the result of the multiple precision operation, xgt
is result of the same operation carried out in unlimited pre-
cision and ε is machine epsilon, or half the value of the unit
at the last place of 1.0 in double precision. Note that all the
operations in (6) are carried out in unlimited precision, ex-
cept for the logarithm – the results in Table 5 are ultimately
rounded to but a few decimal places.

It can be seen that the ,,reference” algorithms due to
Shewchuk consistently yield the most precise results. The
random numbers are slightly more difficult to deal with,
which mirrors in the lower mean precision in all the algo-
rithms. This is because a large part of the Fibonacci se-
quence does not require more than 48 bits for the mantissa.
The proposed multiplication algorithm gains on average 0.3
bits better worst-case results than the similarly fast algorithms
od Dekker and Thall and reaches comparable precision to a
much slower algorithm of Hida and it has the best average
precision in both tests. Note that the mean precision is typ-
ically higher than the 48 bits physically represented in dou-
ble float – that is caused by some of the results being repre-
sentable and thus having no error.

The speed of the operations is measured similarly as for the
native operations and the throughput and latency is reported
in Table 4. Note that the Tesla class GPUs were omitted from
this benchmark, as they have large native double precision

performance which is difficult to compete with. In addition
to the double float operations, a dual issue mode is consid-
ered, which takes advantage of the GPU being able to execute
several operations at each clock and thus both the double and
single precision function units can be utilized simultaneously.
This makes it possible to execute a part of the computation in
emulated double precision and another part in hardware dou-
ble precision, to gain extra performance. The dual issue is
scheduled as:

mod

(⌊
tid
wsize

⌋
, k + 1

)
=

{
0 use hardware
otherwise emulate

(7)

where tid is (global) thread id, wsize is warp size (e.g. deter-
mined according to Section 3.3) and k is the ratio of double
precision throughput to single precision throughput (value of
8 was used for Kepler GPUs, 32 for Maxwell and 4 for AMD
Fury X).

On the Maxwell generation GTX 980 Ti, which was the main
focus of this paper (hardware double precision latency 254
clocks, throughput 4 issues per clock and streaming multi-
processor), the throughput was increased to 11 issues for ad-
dition and 13 for multiplication and the latency was also im-
proved. Fused multiply add, however, has a very long latency
and lower throughput, most likely due to register pressure. In
dual issue mode, throughput of all three operations was in-
creased on GTX 980 Ti and the fused multiply add is also
faster. Similar results were gained in Kepler generation GTX
780 where the dual issue improvements are even more signif-
icant due to more powerful hardware double precision units.
On AMD Fury X, the emulated algorithms perform poorly
and only the dual issue multiplication and fused multiply add
outperformed the hardware double precision units.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discussed the architectural changes of the
Maxwell GPUs and the impact these changes have on sci-
entific computation, specifically the abundance of single pre-
cision performance and the lack of double precision perfor-
mance. A suite of benchmarks is employed to measure hard-
ware characteristics of several modern GPUs. It contains a
brief survey of algorithms for multiple precision arithmetics,
suitable for double precision emulation.



We proposed a modified algorithm for double float multipli-
cation which improves precision at a slight performance cost,
as well as a novel algorithm for double float fused multiply
add which reduces the cost to 39% in terms of operation count
or 10% in terms of latency. We also propose a dual issue
mode which allows the simultaneous use of single and dou-
ble precision units, improving throughput by roughly 25%.
We were able to boost the double precision performance of
NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti from 95 GFLOPS up to 286 GFLOPS.
The methods are applicable also to other GPUs.

In terms of future work, it would be interesting to see
what kind of instruction set changes could accelerate the de-
scribed algorithms, e.g. either MIN and MAX by absolute
value or ,,fused add add” could be used to accelerate the
TWO SUM procedure. A library of the methods described in
this paper is available as open source, at https://sf.net/p/
fast-expansions/.
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ABSTRACT
The electrical power consumption of current supercomputers
has become the key limiting factor to successfully reach exas-
cale. To further increase energy efficiency, the use of mobile
system-on-chips (SoCs) has been proposed in the past. In
this work we investigate four development boards equipped
with different SoCs with respect to their suitability for HPC.
Each of the boards is carefully benchmarked for high floating
point computing performance, high memory bandwidth, low
latencies, and power consumption, all of which we identified
as key properties for successful HPC systems. In contrast to
earlier work, we also include OpenCL-capable graphics pro-
cessing units integrated in the SoC in our benchmarks.

Our benchmark results show that mobile SoCs are not ready
for a successful adoption in HPC yet. While theoretical peak
compute performance and memory bandwidth suggest SoCs
to be a competitive with existing HPC systems, practical val-
ues are most of the time much lower. Therefore, none of the
SoCs provides an attractive option for HPC in terms of lower
acquisition costs or higher energy efficiency.
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ACM Classification Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The high performance computing (HPC) landscape was dom-
inated by special-purpose vector and single instruction multi-
ple data (SIMD) architectures in the early 1990s. In the mid-
to late 1990s, microprocessors such as DEC Alpha, SPARC,
and MIPS, which were used in workstations during that time,
started to take over HPC. About ten years later, these reduced
instruction set computers (RISC) computing processors were,
in turn replaced by the x86 complex instruction set computing
(CISC) architecture in commodity computers [10].
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Each of these transitions was fueled by the higher cost-
effectiveness of the higher-volume markets. The design, veri-
fication, and fabrication of increasingly complicated, custom-
made processors for HPC and for the mass market require
comparable resources. However, units sold in mass markets
allow for a much better cost amortization, thinning out the
per-processor cost for the design, verification, and fabrica-
tion in proportion to the difference in market size. One of the
most prominent inflection points was ASCI Red, the first su-
percomputer to provide more than one trillion (tera) floating
point operations per second (TFLOPS) [8]. ASCI Red was
deployed in 1997 and consisted of Pentium Pro x86 proces-
sors, the first to provide integrated double precision floating
point units. Since then, x86 systems expanded their share of
systems in the TOP500 list1 of supercomputers up to 90 per-
cent by the end of 2015.

Today, x86 systems are possibly facing a similar threat of be-
coming replaced in the HPC landscape by the higher-volume
architecture in mobile system-on-chips (SoCs). One such
sign is that the market for commodity personal computers
is currently on the decline, while the market for mobile de-
vices is growing fast. Moreover, with the stagnation of clock
frequencies due to power dissipation issues, power-efficient
mobile SoCs appear to be the perfect fit for further increasing
performance within a given power budget.

Former evaluations demonstrated the feasibility of HPC
workloads on small clusters based on mobile SoCs [4, 7]. One
of the most prominent examples is the European Mont-Blanc
project with the aim of designing an exascale-architecture
based on ARM cores [10, 11]. At the same time, however,
these earlier studies also identified challenges yet to over-
come, most notably better support for double precision arith-
metic, support for error-correcting memory, and the limita-
tions of a 32-bit address space in terms of total memory ca-
pacity. The purpose of this work is to revisit currently avail-
able SoCs for their suitability in HPC. In contrast to ear-
lier works, we not only consider the central processing units
on SoCs, but also the attached graphics processing units for
general purpose computations. With the broader availabil-
ity of the cross-platform heterogeneous programming model
OpenCL, these units become now accessible for general HPC
workloads.

1http://top500.org/

http://top500.org/


A mobile SoC is optimized for low power consumption and
hence provides smaller peak performance than a typical pro-
cessor in conventional supercomputers. Therefore, a super-
computer based on mobile SoCs requires a higher number
of nodes to achieve the same overall performance. Depend-
ing on the actual configuration, the difference in the num-
ber of nodes can be up to an order of magnitude. The addi-
tional networking hardware required in such a case must be
accounted for when considering the total power budget of a
supercomputer. Consequently, there has to be a clear advan-
tage in terms of performance per Watt for mobile SoCs on the
node level to be attractive for HPC. However, our study does
not find such an advantage of mobile SoCs in terms of per-
formance per Watt on the node level. Thus, even though our
study focuses on a comparison on the node-level, its findings
are also relevant for large-scale supercomputers with thou-
sands of nodes.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 we discuss and identify key requirements for HPC sys-
tems. The hardware and software setups used for the bench-
marks in our study are sketched in Section 3. Section 4
presents our benchmark results which are then followed by
a discussion in Section 5. In the conclusions in Section 6
we argue that based on our results it is unlikely that mobile
SoCs will play a significant role in the HPC landscape before
reaching exascale.

2. REQUIREMENTS ON HPC SYSTEMS
Modern general purpose HPC systems require a careful bal-
ance of hardware features as well as a mature software stack.
If suitability for general purpose workloads is not a design
goal, specialized systems such as Anton [13, 14] for molec-
ular dynamics simulation can be designed to achieve higher,
yet problem-specific, efficiency [20]. Such specialized sys-
tems, however, serve only a relatively small community,
hence we will focus on general purpose systems in the fol-
lowing.

HPC systems have almost fully converged with respect to the
operating system and hence large parts of the software stack.
The November 2015 update of the TOP500 list of supercom-
puters reported 494 out of 500 systems to be run on Linux;
the remaining six systems run on the AIX operating system.
As a consequence, certain HPC-centric software packages no
longer need to support a variety of different operating sys-
tems, but can instead focus their resources on a single plat-
form. Conversely, the dominance of Linux in HPC mandates
that any new HPC hardware architecture must ensure good
support by Linux distributions. This is the case for com-
mon mobile SoCs with ARM-based central processing units
as well as x86-based mobile SoCs.

Since mobile SoCs are clearly ready for HPC from the soft-
ware stack perspective, closer inspection is required on hard-
ware details. The three key characteristics we consider in
this work, namely high FLOPs for compute-intensive appli-
cations, high bandwidth for applications with low arithmetic
intensity, and the necessity of low latency for good strong
scaling properties, are discussed in the following.

2.1 Requirement 1: High FLOPS
The most prominent benchmark for measuring the perfor-
mance of current supercomputers is the HPLinpack bench-
mark used for the TOP500. While HPLinpack is a formal
specification of the computations to be measured, HPL2 is
the most commonly used implementation of the HPLinpack
benchmark. The benchmark describes the Gaussian elimina-
tion process for solving a dense linear system and thus re-
quires O(N3) FLOPs for a system requiring O(N2) bytes of
memory. Consequently, the benchmark has high arithmetic
intensity and is ultimately compute-limited provided that the
caches are large enough.

The fastest system in the November 2015 edition of the
TOP500 provides a HPLinpack performance of 34 Peta-
FLOPS (PFLOPS) while drawing 18 MW of electrical power.
On the other hand, the power consumption for a machine
with one Exa-FLOPS is targeted to be 20 MW, so a 25-
fold improvement in power efficiency is needed. Therefore,
FLOPS/Watt rather than FLOPS is a better metric for evalu-
ating the performance of mobile SoCs.

2.2 Requirement 2: High Memory Bandwidth
It has even been argued that the use of HPLinpack for
the TOP500 encourages organizations to make poor sys-
tem choices and that the TOP500 ranking consequently does
not give an indication of system value [5]. Alternative
benchmarks such as High-Performance Geometric Multigrid
(HPGMG) [1] and High-Performance Conjugate Gradients
(HPCG) [3] were proposed to provide a better overall pic-
ture of HPC system performance. Both rely on the solution
of sparse systems of equations by means of iterative meth-
ods: HPGMG applies full geometric multigrid, while HPCG
uses a conjugate gradient method accelerated by a geometric
multigrid preconditioner.

HPCG achieves the goal of measuring system performance
without relying on raw compute power only. As first results
have shown, the peak performance for HPCG on current sys-
tems is primarily determined by the available memory band-
width [6] and thus can be equally well measured using the
STREAM benchmark [9]. Therefore, we select high memory
bandwidth as our second figure of merit for HPC systems.
Instead of using the HPCG benchmark, however, we use the
much simpler and equally appropriate STREAM benchmark
for assessing memory bandwidth.

2.3 Requirement 3: Low Latency
Good HPC clusters behave favorably in the weak scaling and
the strong scaling limit. In the weak scaling limit, the work
size per process is kept constant and the number of processes
(and hence the problem size) is increased. Usually, best weak
scalability is obtained by selecting the work size per pro-
cess as large as possible, because any latency effects are sup-
pressed. In the strong scaling limit, the total problem size is
kept fixed and the number of processes is increased. Conse-
quently, the work size per process decreases so that latencies
ultimately limit the strong scalability.

2http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/

http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/


Jetson TK1 Odroid XU3-Lite Parallella Wandboard Quad

Vendor NVIDIA Hardkernel Adapteva Community

CPU Architecture Cortex-A15 Cortex-A15/A7 Cortex-A9 Cortex-A9

SoC Tegra K1 Exynos 5422 Octa Zynq 7Z010 CPU i.MX6 Quad

CPU Cores 4 4+4 2 4

GPU/FPGA Name NVIDIA Kepler GK 20a ARM Mali-T628 Epiphany III Vivante GC 2000

Main Memory 2 GB DDR3 2 GB DDR3 1 GB DDR3 2 GB DDR3
Table 1. Overview of mobile hardware used for the benchmarks in this work.

Latency is inherent to all components in a system: On the
lowest level, latencies in loading data from cache or global
memory are observed. Also, the synchronization of threads
or processes through mechanisms such as locks or mutexes
induces latency. The primary source of latency beyond a sin-
gle node is due to the network communication, which is in-
herently limited by the speed of light.

In this work we only consider latency within a single node,
as network-induced latencies are independent of the node ar-
chitecture. The most important OpenMP constructs are com-
pared, covering a wide application range: The time to enter
an OpenMP parallel region, the time for entering a parallel
for-loop, the overhead of an OpenMP barrier, the time for
OpenMP single and critical sections, the overhead of
locking and unlocking of shared resources, ordered access,
atomic operations, and reductions. The latency of mobile
SoCs must be competitive with current x86 processors, if they
want to be attractive for HPC.

3. BENCHMARK SETUP
In the following we define the hardware and software used
for obtaining the benchmark results in Section 4. Because a
plethora of different hardware and software is available for
ARM-based mobile SoCs, the hardware and software chosen
is such that it covers a broad range of central processing units
(CPUs), graphics processors or co-processors, and software
used in HPC. To better compare the results, we also include
results obtained on a laptop equipped with an Intel Core i3-
3217U CPU (17 Watt thermal design power) to better com-
pare with the performance provided by an x86-based plat-
form. The laptop display was powered off during the mea-
surements to provide a fair comparison of power consump-
tion. A detailed description of the mobile hardware boards is
given in the following.

3.1 Hardware
Mobile SoCs fabricated at high volume include good graphics
processing units (GPUs). Consequently, we chose products
where general purpose computations can be carried out using
an OpenCL framework [15] in order to maximize the overall
system’s performance. An exception is the Jetson TK1 which
provides a CUDA toolchain for programming the GPU. Be-
cause only some applications can take benefit from GPU ac-
celeration, we benchmark the CPU and the GPU of each SoC
separately.

An overview of the devices selected for our benchmarks is
given in Table 1. The Jetson TK1 and the Odroid XU3-
Lite are equipped with high-performance Cortex-A15-based
CPUs [17], the latter implementing ARM’s big.LITTLE con-
cept by pairing the faster Cortex-A15-based CPUs with low-
power Cortex-A7 CPUs. However, only the Cortex-A15
cores are benchmarked due to their higher performance. We
note that the hardware on the Odroid XU3-Lite is very simi-
lar to the hardware used in the Mont-Blanc project mentioned
in the introduction. The Parallella board and the Wandboard
Quad board are equipped with Cortex-A9 CPUs, which rep-
resent a compromise between faster Cortex-A15 and lower-
power Cortex-A7.

The Jetson TK1 integrates 192 NVIDIA CUDA cores (Ke-
pler), providing 326 GFLOPS of theoretical single precision
compute power. Double precision performance, however,
is restricted to only 13 GFLOPS. The Mali-T628 GPU in
the Odroid XU3-Lite is capable of a theoretical peak perfor-
mance of 142 GFLOPS in single precision and 42 GFLOPS in
double precision. The field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
Epiphany III on the Parallella board provides 32 GFLOPS of
theoretical peak floating point performance in single preci-
sion (no double precision capabilities). Similarly, the Vivante
GC 2000 on the Wandboard Quad is able to provide a theo-
retical peak of 32 GFLOPS of floating point performance in
single precision. However, currently only an OpenCL SDK
supporting the embedded profile is available for the Vivante
GC 2000, hence GPU benchmark results could not be col-
lected for the Wandboard Quad.

All four boards provide a single DDR3 memory channel. The
theoretical peak memory bandwidth of the Jetson TK1 and
the Odroid XU3-lite is 14.9 GB/sec. On the Parallella board
and the Wandboard the theoretical peak memory bandwidth
is 12.8 GB/sec. The Parallella board provides one Gigabyte
of main memory, while the other three boards provide two Gi-
gabytes. Because all four boards implement a 32-bit CPU mi-
croarchitecture (ARMv7-A), the upper limit for main mem-
ory capacity is 4 GB.

We measured the power consumption at the wall outlet using
an ELV Energy Master Basic 2 with an accuracy of one per-
cent and 0.1 Watt in the range 0.1 to 100 Watt. To mimic the
use in an actual HPC system as closely as possible, the boards
were operated in headless mode without additional external
connectors other than a Gigabit network connection.



3.2 Software
Vendor-provided (community-provided for the Wandboard
Quad) customized versions of Ubuntu 14.04 were used on all
four boards for running the benchmarks. By using a common
operating system base, any deviations in the performance re-
sults due to differences in the software stack are minimized.

To quantify the performance of the GPUs as well as the FPGA
on the boards, we used the OpenCL-based auto-tuning frame-
work for linear algebra kernels available in ViennaCL [12,
16]. For the Jetson TK1 we compared with the performance
of the vendor-provided cuBLAS library.

The compute performance of the CPU cores was evalu-
ated using OpenBLAS [19] for the FLOP-intensive matrix-
matrix multiplication kernel. We used the vector triad in the
STREAM benchmark for measuring memory bandwidth. For
measuring the power draw at different arithmetic intensities
we used a custom code in which three double precision val-
ues are loaded from main memory and then the necessary
number of floating point operations were carried out to ob-
tain the specified arithmetic intensity. We measured latency
of different OpenMP features with the EPCC OpenMP micro-
benchmark suite3 [2]. The GNU compiler collection was used
on all systems to minimize the effect of compiler-specific dif-
ferences in the benchmarks. Reported values are median val-
ues of 10 benchmark runs, within which each result is the
average of 20 repeated measurements.

4. RESULTS
The performances obtained for dense matrix-matrix multipli-
cation for the CPUs and GPUs of the SoCs from Table 1 as
well as the x86-based laptop are given in Figure 1. For the
Vivante GC 2000 GPU on the Wandboard Quad we could not
obtain measurement results because support for the OpenCL
Full Profile is currently not available. Similarly, the OpenCL
SDK on the Parallella board resulted in extremely low per-
formance and could not compile the automatically generated
kernels. The performances obtained on the CPUs are almost
constant for matrices larger than 200-by-200. In contrast, the
performance degrades for matrices with a size above 1200-
by-1200 on the GPUs of both the Jetson TK1 and the Odroid
XU3-Lite.

The performance for matrix-matrix multiplication on the Par-
allella board can be estimated from prior work [18]: Each
core is capable of achieving about 1 GFLOPS for local matri-
ces of size 32-by-32, provided that the data is already avail-
able on the chip. For the 16-core Epiphany III FPGA this
results in about 16 GFLOPS for matrices of size 128-by-
128. Larger matrices, however, are multiplied with much
lower performance, because memory transfers to and from
the Epiphany III chip suffer from a low memory bandwidth
of only 0.15 GB/sec. This results in floating point rates below
10 GB/sec for matrices larger than 128-by-128.

The memory bandwidth obtained with the CPUs as well as
the GPUs for the different SoCs is depicted in Figure 2.
3https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/computing/
performance-characterisation-and-benchmarking/
epcc-openmp-micro-benchmark-suite

The peak bandwidth on the CPU is obtained for vectors with
less than 100 000 elements, indicating beneficial caching ef-
fects. This caching effect is particularly pronounced on the
x86 CPU, where the effective bandwidth increases up to 25
GB/sec. On GPUs, however, the kernel launch latency re-
sults in peak bandwidth to be attained for vectors with more
than a million entries. On the Epiphany III FPGA the ex-
ternal memory bandwidth to DRAM was reported to be only
0.15 GB/sec [18], which could not be verified because of sta-
bility problems with the OpenCL SDK.

In order to better evaluate the contribution of memory trans-
fers to and from main memory to the total power consump-
tion, we used synthetic workloads and recorded the respective
power draw, cf. Figure 3. For simplicity we only measured a
load on the CPU. This is sufficient because GPUs on SoCs
share the same memory with the CPU. The benchmark re-
sults identify the highest power consumption at an arithmetic
intensity of about 1 FLOPS/Byte. At higher arithmetic inten-
sity the transactions to and from main memory become less
frequent, which is reflected by a reduced power consumption
of one to two Watt. In other words, the largest share of the
total power consumption can be attributed to the SoCs rather
than the main memory.

The time required for OpenMP thread synchronization is
given in Table 2. Timings span from only 0.02 to 8.6 mi-
croseconds for the different OpenMP features. Overall, there
is no clear winner in terms of OpenMP overhead: The Wand-
board provides low overhead for parallel regions, barriers,
single as well as critical regions. On the other hand, the Jet-
son TK1 provides the fastest times for locking, ordered and
atomic operations as well as reductions, but shows the largest
overheads when entering parallel regions.

5. DISCUSSION
A successful HPC machine based on mobile SoCs must out-
perform existing clusters in at least one category out of energy
efficiency for compute-intensive tasks, energy efficiency for
memory-intensive tasks, or acquisition cost. In the follow-
ing we discuss these options in light of the benchmark results
from Section 4.

The CPUs on the four boards provide about 1 GFLOPS
of raw compute performance per Watt in double precision
(cf. Figure 1). Up to 10 GFLOPS/Watt are obtained in
single precision on the Jetson TK1, but the performance
degrades for larger matrices. Somewhat ironically, the
good ratio is obtained on the GK 20a GPU, which is a
scaled-down version of graphics processors already used for
HPC. With 1 GFLOPS/Watt mobile SoCs are not attractive
for current supercomputers; the x86-based laptop achieves
2 GFLOPS/Watt in single precision, whereas the best systems
in the TOP500 achieve about 2 GFLOPS per Watt in double
precision.

Mobile SOCs are not attractive for HPC from an acquisi-
tion point of view either: All four boards were priced be-
tween 100 and 200 USD at the time of purchase. Current
HPC processors carry a price tag of about 1 000 to 10 000
USD, but also provide a factor of 10 to 50 higher perfor-

https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/computing/performance-characterisation-and-benchmarking/epcc-openmp-micro-benchmark-suite
https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/computing/performance-characterisation-and-benchmarking/epcc-openmp-micro-benchmark-suite
https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/computing/performance-characterisation-and-benchmarking/epcc-openmp-micro-benchmark-suite
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Figure 1. Performance for dense matrix-matrix multiplication in single precision (top) and double precision (bottom) for CPUs (left) and GPUs (right). The
power draw during each of the runs is given in parenthesis.
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OpenMP Benchmark Jetson TK1 Odroid XU3-Lite Parallella Wandboard Quad Core i3-3217U
PARALLEL 8.6 5.0 3.3 2.3 2.5
FOR 4.5 1.9 0.9 0.7 1.3
PARALLEL FOR 8.8 5.1 3.5 2.8 2.5
BARRIER 4.4 1.9 0.9 0.6 1.2
SINGLE 5.1 2.3 0.9 0.6 1.2
CRITICAL 0.9 0.5 0.29 0.19 0.3
LOCK/UNLOCK 0.07 0.6 0.28 0.19 0.3
ORDERED 0.02 1.0 0.7 0.5 1.3
ATOMIC 0.04 0.29 0.09 0.08 0.13
REDUCTION 0.7 5.1 3.4 2.3 2.6

Table 2. Time in microseconds for OpenMP thread synchronization for entering and leaving parallel regions as well as short reductions. The shortest execution
time for each benchmark is printed in bold.
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Figure 3. Power drain for CPU loads with different arithmetic intensities.

mance as well as other useful features for HPC. Even ultra
low-cost boards such as the Raspberry Pi Zero for 5 USD do
not offer a substantially better GFLOPS/USD ratio than cur-
rent CPUs used in HPC. The new NEON vector unit in the
new ARMv8 instruction set will improve energy efficiency in
terms of GFLOPS/Watt, but this may not be enough to excel
in HPC.

HPC clusters for applications limited by memory bandwidth
may benefit from many SoCs with one memory channel each.
Dual-, triple-, or quad-channel configurations in desktop and
workstation machines come at a higher price tag than two,
three, or four low-cost boards equipped with SoCs. However,
current SoCs are unable to use the full memory bandwidth
with their CPU. Instead, at most half of the bandwidth is
obtained with Cortex-A15-based CPUs, whereas Cortex-A9-
based CPUs only provide about a tenth of the theoretical peak
performance. GPUs on mobile SoCs may not reach full mem-
ory bandwidth either, as the Odroid XU3-Lite demonstrates
(Figure 2). On the other hand, the Jetson TK1 reaches full
memory bandwidth only when using the GPU. Mobile SoCs
may become very attractive for memory-bandwidth-limited
tasks as soon as the CPU fully saturates the main memory

channel. At the same time, memory bandwidth per Watt is
also determined by the energy cost of moving data. The direct
comparison with the x86-based laptop shows that the Jetson
TK1 and the Odroid XU3-Lite offer the same memory band-
width per Watt. This is a strong indication that new memory
technology, such as on-chip high bandwidth memory, rather
than a different processor architecture is needed to improve
power efficiency.

The evaluation of latencies is positive: Mobile SoCs are al-
ready competitive with x86 processors in terms of thread syn-
chronization cost. A direct comparison with an x86 processor
in Table 2 shows latencies of mobile SoCs competitive with
today’s HPC machines. Still, an HPC system consisting of
mobile SoCs is likely to suffer from higher overall network
latencies, because the smaller raw performance on each node
can only be compensated with a higher number of nodes. A
higher number of nodes, however, inevitably leads to higher
latency for global all-to-all communication.

Overall, the Jetson TK1 with its high compute power in sin-
gle precision and the possibility to fully saturate the mem-
ory channel is the most attractive for use in HPC among the
devices considered in our benchmark. However, its attrac-
tiveness stems from the scaled-down GPU rather than from
the ARM-based CPU. Therefore, further improvements to
ARM-based CPUs are necessary in order to gain any traction
in the HPC landscape. At least some are addressed by the
new ARMv8 instruction set, but it is not clear whether that
is enough to become competitive for HPC without negative
side-effects for the mobile sector.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work we evaluated the suitability of mobile SoCs
for the HPC landscape. After considering practical perfor-
mances obtained for raw floating point compute power, mem-
ory bandwidth, and latencies, we conclude that mobile SoCs
are only competitive with respect to latencies. Even if the cost
of additional networking infrastructure required for building
a hypothetical cluster based on mobile SoCs is ignored, the
CPUs on the SoCs still fall behind most existing systems in
HPC.



The current migration to the new ARMv8 instruction set in
mobile SoCs is expected to resolve limitations in memory ca-
pacity by transitioning to a 64 bit address space. Also, better
double precision capabilities through the NEON vector in-
structions are expected. However, the lack of support for er-
ror correcting code (ECC) main memory will remain a sig-
nificant hindrance for adoption in HPC. Nevertheless, ARM-
based cores will remain an attractive option of chip makers
who do not have access to an x86 license.
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ABSTRACT
Outsourcing jobs to a public cloud is a cost-effective way to
address the problem of satisfying the peak resource demand
when the local cloud has insufficient resources. In this paper,
we study on managing deadline-constrained bag-of-tasks job-
s on hybrid clouds. We present a binary nonlinear program-
ming (BNP) problem to model the hybrid cloud management
where the utilization of physical machines (PMs) in the local
cloud/cluster is maximized when the local resources are e-
nough to satisfy the deadline constraints of jobs, while when
not, the rent cost from the public cloud is minimized. To solve
the BNP problem in polynomial time, we propose the heuris-
tic algorithm whose main idea is assigning a task to a core of a
used PM (in local cloud) or a rented virtual machine (VM) (in
public cloud) such that the difference between the finish time
of the task and its deadline is minimal in all of assignments.
If none of unassigned tasks can be completed within its dead-
line, the algorithm adds an available PM with most capacity
or rents a new VM with highest cost-performance ratio and
assigns tasks to the new PM/VM as previous step. Extensive
experimental results show that our heuristic algorithm saves
16.2%-76% cost and improves 47.3%-182.8% resource uti-
lizations for finishing jobs within their respective deadlines
with comparable overheads, compared with first fit decreas-
ing algorithm.

Author Keywords
Bag-of-tasks; cloud computing; hybrid cloud; resource
management; task scheduling;

1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid cloud, combining a local cloud (private cloud) and a
public cloud, is a cost-efficient way to address the problem of
insufficient resources in the local cloud when its users have
a peak resource demand as the peak load is much larger than
average, but transient [1]. Surveyed by the European Network
and Information Security Agency (ENISA), most of the small
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to medium enterprises prefer a mixture of cloud computing
models (public cloud, private cloud) [2].

Reducing total capital expenditure on resources is a main
objective on hybrid clouds for a provider owning local re-
sources. Generally, using the resources of the local cloud is
costless or cheaper, considering that investment costs for the
physical infrastructures are “sunk costs”, compared with leas-
ing the resources from a public cloud. Thus minimizing the
costs for a private cloud provider on a hybrid cloud is the in-
tegration of maximizing the resource utilizations of the local
cloud and minimizing the rent cost from the public cloud.

There are various researches on scheduling the scientific com-
puting applications on hybrid clouds. A few works focus on
minimizing the rent cost with deadline constraints [3–9] or
minimizing the makespan [10–12] for scientific computing
applications by deciding which tasks should be outsourced to
the public cloud. While, these works do not consider how
the local cloud/cluster provisions resources, i.e. they do not
provide the mapping between physical machines (PM) and
provisioned resources in the local cloud.

Only a few hybrid cloud managements [13–15] have coor-
dinated dynamic provisioning and scheduling that is able to
cost-effectively complete applications within their respective
deadlines. While these works separately scheduled tasks and
provisioned resources, i.e., they first decided how many re-
sources, each of which is either a VM in public cloud or a P-
M in local cloud(s)/cluster(s), used for running tasks and then
provisioned the resources from the resource pool, considering
that all of the resources are homogeneous.

Different from these existing works, we study on cost-
efficiently mapping the tasks to the resources for deadline-
constrained Bag-of-Tasks (BoT) jobs, a kind of very common
application in the parallel and distributed systems [16, 17],
such as parallel image rendering, data analysis, and software
testing [18–20], on a hybrid cloud with heterogeneous local
resources. BoT jobs are often composed of hundreds of thou-
sands of independent tasks and are CPU-intensive.

In this paper, we model the task and resource managements
of hybrid clouds into a binary nonlinear programming (BN-
P) model. In this model, the utilization of local resources is
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Figure 1. Hybrid cloud environment. A task of jobs is assigned to either a
PM in local cloud(s)/cluster(s) or a VM leased from public cloud(s).

maximized while the cost for the resources leased from the
public cloud is minimized. As BNP is NP-hard problem [21],
we propose a heuristic algorithm to solve this BNP problem.
In brief, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1. We model the hybrid cloud management which maximizes
the utilization of local resources and minimizes the cost for
renting the resources of the public cloud for BoT jobs with
deadline constraints into a BNP problem.

2. To solve the BNP problem in polynomial time, we pro-
pose a heuristic algorithm. The algorithm assigns a task
to a core such that the difference between the task’s finish
time and its deadline is minimum in all assignments be-
tween unassigned tasks and cores of used PMs. If there is
no such assignment, which means that there is no task can
be completed within the deadline by the resources already
used, the algorithm adds an available PM with most capac-
ity or leases a VM with most cost-performance ratio from
the public cloud when there is no available PM in the local
cloud, and assigns tasks to the cores of the added PM/VM
as the previous step.

3. We conduct extensive simulation experiments using two re-
al work traces to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency
of the proposed algorithm. The experiments results show
that our heuristic algorithm saves 16.2%-76% cost for fin-
ishing jobs within their respective deadlines and improves
47.3%-182.8% resource utilizations, compared with first fit
decreasing (FFD) algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our model and the heuristic algorithm for solving
the model. Section 3 evaluates our work. Section 4 discusses
related work and Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. HYBRID CLOUD MANAGEMENT
In a hybrid cloud, as shown in Fig. 1, a task of jobs runs on
a core of a PM on the local cloud/cluster or of a VM leased
from the public cloud. In this paper, the objective is to cost-
efficiently provision resources to tasks and assign the tasks to
the resources to meet the complete time within corresponding
deadline in the hybrid cloud environment, i.e., to provide the
mapping between the PMs or rented VMs and the tasks with
minimal cost while fitting deadlines.

Table 1. Notations.
Notations Description

J The number of jobs running on the hybrid cloud.
Ti The number of tasks constituting job i.
T The number of tasks, T =

∑J
i=1 Ti.

ti,j The jth task of job i.
di The deadline of job i.
ri,j The resource amount needed to complete ti,j .
P The number of PMs in the local cloud.
V The maximal number of VMs leased from the public

cloud.
pk The price per unit time of container k representing a

VM provisioned by the public cloud when P + 1 ≤
k ≤ P + V .

ck The cost for renting container k (P+1 ≤ k ≤ P+V ).
Nk The number of cores on container k.
rk The capacity of each core on container k.
ε A small positive constant such that ε <

min
P+1≤k≤P+V

pk/P .

xi,j,k,l The binary variable representing whether ti,j is as-
signed to core l of container k.

NRV The number of rented VMs.

2.1 Problem Formulation
We consider a hybrid cloud consisted of a local cloud/cluster
and a public cloud. Multiple public clouds in a hybrid cloud
can be seen as one big public cloud including the resources
provisioned by these public clouds. Table 1 summarizes no-
tations used in this paper.

There are J jobs running on the hybrid cloud. Job i (i =
1, ..., J) is composed of Ti independent tasks, {ti,j | j =

1, ..., Ti}. T =
∑J

i=1 Ti represents the number of all tasks.
It needs ri,j resource amounts to complete ti,j . Job i must be
completed before di. Without loss of generality, we assume
that d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dJ .

In the local cloud/cluster, there are P PMs. In the public
cloud, at most V VMs are rented. We consider a PM or a
rented VM as a resource container. Without loss of generali-
ty, we assume that the first P containers are PMs and the rest
of V containers are VMs. The price per unit time of container
k (k = P+1, ..., P+V ) is pk. Container k (k = 1, ..., P+V )
has Nk cores each of which has rk capacity. It takes ri,j/rk
time for completing ti,j when running on a core of contain-
er k. If all the tasks scheduled to a core can be completed
within respective deadlines, respectively, they can run in se-
quential order by their deadlines in ascending fashion to meet
the deadlines. Then the deadline constraints can be formulat-
ed as follow (noticing that d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dJ ):

i∑

i′=1

Ti′∑

j=1

(xi′,j,k,l ·
ri′,j
rk

) ≤ di,

∀i = 1, ..., J, ∀l = 1, ..., Nk, ∀k = 1, ..., P + V,(1)

where the binary variable xi,j,k,l (i = 1, ..., J , j = 1, ..., Ti,
k = 1, ..., P + V , l = 1, ..., Nk) represents whether ti,j is
assigned to core l of container k. If so, xi,j,k,l = 1, otherwise,
xi,j,k,l = 0. The left sides of Inequalities (1) represent the



finish times of ti,j , i = 1, ..., J , j = 1, ..., Ti, respectively.
The total time using a container is the maximum finish time of
the task running on it, max

1≤l≤Nk

∑J
i=1

∑Ti

j=1(xi,j,k,l · ri,j/rk),
k = 1, ..., P+V . Thus, the costs for leasing VMs from public
cloud respectively are

ck = d max
1≤l≤Nk

J∑

i=1

Ti∑

j=1

(xi,j,k,l · ri,j/rk)e · pk,

∀k = P + 1, ..., P + V, (2)

where dXe is the ceiling integer of X , and the utilizations of
PMs respectively are

uk =





0, if
∑Nk

l=1

∑J
i=1

∑Ti

j=1 xi,j,k,l = 0∑Nk
l=1

∑J
i=1

∑Ti
j=1(xi,j,k,l·ri,j)

Nk· max
1≤l≤Nk

∑J
i=1

∑Ti
j=1(xi,j,k,l·ri,j)

, else ,

∀k = 1, ..., P. (3)

The overall utilization of local resources (PMs) is∑P
k=1 uk/P .

We formulate the problem of hybrid cloud management as a
BNP as follows:

Minimize − ε ·
P∑

k=1

uk +
P+V∑

k=P+1

ck, (4)

subject to:

P+V∑

k=1

Nk∑

l=1

xi,j,k,l = 1, ∀j = 1, ..., Ti, ∀i = 1, ..., J,(5)

Inequalities (1),
Equations (2),
Equations (3),
xi,j,k,l ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j = 1, ..., Ti, ∀i = 1, ..., J,

∀l = 1, ..., Nk, ∀k = 1, ..., P + V, (6)

The decision variables are xi,j,k,l (j = 1, ..., Ti, i = 1, ..., J ,
l = 1, ..., Nk, k = 1, ..., P + V ). In the objective func-
tion (4), ε is a small constant such that 0 < ε < pk/P,∀k =
P+1, ..., P+V , which guarantees that the value of the objec-
tive function is negative if there is no VM leased from public
cloud while positive if there is at least one rented VM. There-
fore, the objective of this model is maximizing the local re-
source utilization when the resources of the local cloud are
enough to complete jobs within respective deadlines while
minimizing the cost (

∑P+V
k=P+1 ck) of rented VMs when the

local resources are insufficient. Constraints (5) ensure that
each task must be assigned to only one core. Constraints
(6) represent the binary requirements for the decision vari-
ables. After solving this model, we achieve the task assign-
ments, xi,j,k,l (i = 1, ..., J , j = 1, ..., Ti, k = 1, ..., P + V ,
l = 1, ..., Nk), and the renting time for each VM, ck/pk
(k = P + 1, ..., P + V ).

Algorithm 1 assigning tasks to PMs or/and rented VMs
T : the set of unassigned tasks, 3-tuples: (an unassigned task, its

requirement of resource amount, its deadline);
C: the set of available cores, 4-tuples: (a core, its capacity, the

finish time of all tasks assigned to it, the PM/VM containing it);
PM: the set of available PMs, 3-tuples: (an available PM, its core

number, the capacity of a core);
VT : the set of available VM instance types, 4-tuples: (an available

VM instance type, its core number, the capacity of a core, its
price per unit time);

A: the set of assignments, 5-tuples: (a task, the core running it, the
PM/VM containing the core, its start time).

Input: T ; PM; VT
Output: A
1: while T 6= φ do
2: if C = φ then /*There is no available resource*/
3: if PM 6= φ then /*Adding the PM with maximum capacity*/
4: pm ← p : (p ∈ PM) ∧ (p(2) · p(3) = max

p′∈PM
(p′(2) ·

p′(3)));
/*p(i) is ith element in tuple p.*/

5: PM← PM\ {pm};
6: for i = 1 to pm(2) do
7: C ← C ∪ {(new core, pm(3), 0, pm(1))};
8: end for
9: else /*Renting an VM with highest cost-performance ratio*/

10: vm← v : (v ∈ VT )∧ C1(v)∧ C2(v)∧ C3(v);
/* C1(v) : (∀t)((t ∈ T ) ∧ (t(2)/v(3) ≤ t(3))),
C2(v) : v(2) · v(3)/v(4) =

max
(v′∈VT )∧C1(v′)

(v′(2) · v′(3)/v′(4))),

C3(v) : v(4) = min
(v′∈VT )∧C1(v′)∧C2(v′)

v′(4) */

11: for i = 1 to vm(2) do
12: C ← C ∪ {(new core, vm(3), 0, a new VM instance of

type vm(1))};
13: end for
14: end if
15: else /*Scheduling a task on an available core*/
16: (task, core)← (t, c) : C4(t, c) ∧ C5(t, c) ∧ C6(t, c);

/* C4(t, c) : (t ∈ T ) ∧ (c ∈ C)
∧(t(3) ≥ c(3) + t(2)/c(2)),

C5(t, c) : t(3)− (c(3) + t(2)/c(2))
= min

C4(t′,c′)
(t′(3)− (c′(3) + t′(2)/c′(2))),

C6(t, c) : t(2) = max
C4(t′,c′)∧C5(t′,c′)

(t′(2)) */

17: if {(task, core)} 6= φ then
18: A ← A∪ {(task(1), core(1), core(4), core(3)

, core(3) + task(2)/core(2))};
19: core(3)← core(3) + task(2)/core(2);
20: T ← T \ {task};
21: else /*There is no available resource in C for any task*/
22: C ← φ;
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while

2.2 The Heuristic Algorithm
As BNP is NP-hard [21], we propose a heuristic algorithm
to solve the model presented in Section 2.1 in polynomial
time. The main idea of the algorithm is to assign the task
to a core so that the finish time of the task is closest to its
deadline. If there is no enough resource, the algorithm adds
an available PM with most capacity or leases a VM with best
cost-performance ratio from the public cloud when there is no
available PM in the local cloud. The details of the algorithm
are described as follows, outlined in Algorithm 1.
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TABLE 1
Notations.

Notations Description
J The number of jobs running on the hybrid cloud.
Ti The number of tasks constituting job i.

T The number of tasks, T =
∑J

i=1
Ti.

ti,j The jth task of job i.
di The deadline of job i.
ri,j The resource amount needed to complete ti,j .
P The number of PMs in the local cloud.
V The maximal number of VMs leased from the

public cloud.
pk The price per unit time of container k representing

a VM provisioned by the public cloud when P +
1 ≤ k ≤ P + V .

ck The cost for renting container k (P + 1 ≤ k ≤
P + V ).

Nk The number of cores on container k.
rk The capacity of each core on container k.
ε A small positive constant such that ε <

min
1≤l≤V

ck/P .

xi,j,k,l The binary variable representing whether ti,j is
assigned to core l of container k.

zk The binary variable representing whether PM k
(1 ≤ k ≤ P ) is used.

|VT | The number of VM instance types provisioned by
the public cloud.

ltk The lease time of container k (P +1 ≤ k ≤ P +V ).
|Taskk| the number of assigned tasks on container k (P +

1 ≤ k ≤ P + V ).
lt The maximum lease time of VMs, lt =

max
P+1≤k≤P+V

ltk .

TABLE 2
The CPU configurations and numbers of PMs for local resources.

Type CPU Frequency × #cores #PM
1 2.378 GHz × 8 5
2 2.33 GHz × 8 5
3 2.216 GHz × 4 5

TABLE 3
tasks: 10%.

Type Gaia NASA
small 89.6% 98.9%
large 10.4% 1.1%

xxx

If there is no available resource (line 2), the algorithm would
add an available PM (lines 3-8) or lease a VM (lines 9-14)
from public cloud when there is no available PM in local
cloud. The selection principle of an PM is to selecting the
PM with most capacity (line 4). The selection principle of
rented VM is that the selected VM has the capacity to com-
plete any task when running alone (C1 in line 10) and has best
cost-performance ratio (C2 in line 10). If there are multiple
types of VMs having same cost-performance ratio, the algo-
rithm selects the VM with minimal price per unit time (C3 in
line 10). After selection, the algorithm adds the cores of se-
lected PM (lines 6-8) or rented VM (lines 11-13) to the pool
of available cores.

When there are one or more available cores (line 15), the
algorithm assigns the unassigned tasks to these cores (lines
15-24). For all of assignments between unassigned tasks and
available cores, the algorithm examines the finish times of the
tasks and selects the assignment that the difference between
the finish time of the task and its deadline is minimal and that
the task is finished within its deadline (lines 16-20). If no
assignment that the task can be finished within its deadline,
there is no available resource for the unassigned task (lines
21-22).

The algorithm repeats the above steps until there is no unas-
signed task (line 1).

The computing resource consumed by the algorithm are
mainly composed of the selection of an available PM or VM
and the decision of an assignment between a task and a core.
In real world, the numbers of VM instance types and cores in
a PM/VM both are a few tens or fewer, thus the selection of a
PM or VM and the decision of an assignment are O(P ) and
O(T ), respectively, in time complexity. Therefore, assigning
tasks to PMs isO(T ·(P+T )) in time complexity. We assume
that there are NRV VMs leased from public cloud for com-
pleting the tasks within their respective deadlines. Assigning
tasks to a VM is O(T ) in time complexity. Thus, Assigning
tasks to the rented VMs is O(T · NRV ) in time complexi-
ty. Hence, the algorithm is O(T · (P + T + NRV )) in time
complexity, overall.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we introduce our testbed and experiment de-
sign, and then discuss the experimental results.

3.1 Testbed and Experiments Design
We use a 3-month trace collected from the University of Lux-
emburg Gaia cluster system and a 2-month trance collected
from NASA Ames iPSC/860, i.e., UniLu Gaia log and NASA
iPSC log in Parallel Workloads Archive [22], to evaluate the
performance of our algorithm. We assume that the trace data
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Figure 2. The rent costs for finishing Gaia (a) and NASA (b) tasks within
their respective deadlines.
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Figure 3. The time finishing Gaia (a) and NASA (b) tasks.

are the information of tasks running on 1 GHz cores. We set
the deadline of each job as α (1, 2, 3, or 4) times of its run
time on a 2 GHz core.

The PMs used as the local resources are shown in Table 2.
In public cloud, we use a compute optimized instance type,
c3.large in EC2 [23], because it has the best cost-performance
ratio for CPU-intensive applications, compared with other in-
stances provisioned by EC2. Each VM instance has 2 vCPUs
with 2.7GHz. The price of a VM instance is $0.105 per hour
(in US east (N. Virginia)).

We use three performance metrics to evaluate task manage-
ment algorithms:

• rent cost: the cost for leasing VMs from the public cloud;

• makespan: the latest finish time of tasks;

• resource utilization: the overall utilization of used PMs
and rented VMs.

3.2 Comparison of Task Management Algorithms
In this section, we compare our Heuristic Algorithm (HA)
with First Fit Decreasing (FFD) [24] in both performance
(Section ) and overhead (Section ). FFD is assigning the
longest task to the first core on which it will fit. The time
complexity of FFD is O(T · (P + NRV )) [24] if the tasks
have been sorted in their sizes. Before running FFD, we sort
PMs on their capacities in descending order in advanced.

Performance Comparison
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the rent costs, the makespans of
tasks, and the overall resource utilizations for finishing the
tasks, managed by FFD and HA, within their respective dead-
lines, respectively.
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Figure 4. The utilization of PMs and VMs running Gaia (a) and NASA (b)
tasks.
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Figure 5. The time consumed by task assignments.

For completing Gaia and NASA tasks within their respec-
tive deadlines, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2, HA consumes
less 16.2%-76% cost than FFD for leasing VMs from public
cloud. While HA postpones the finish time of these tasks
to 11.8%-82.6% later, as shown in Fig. 3, compared with
FFD, with completing the tasks within their respective dead-
lines. The less rent cost and longer finish time of HA imply
that HA makes better use of resources, compared with FFD.
From Fig. 4, we can see that the resource utilization of HA
is 47.3%-182.8% more than that of FFD. These can be ex-
plained as follows. FFD schedules longest task first, and thus
there will be small tasks left to be scheduled after assigning
most of tasks. For finishing the left small tasks within their re-
spective deadlines, only a few small tasks are assigned to one
rented VM. Therefore, these VMs running only small tasks
are under-utilised as rented VMs are charged by unit time,
leading to high costs and low utilizations. While HA sched-
ules the task closest to its deadline first, and thus rarely has
the problem.

Thus, HA is much better than FFD in minimizing costs and
improving resource utilizations in resource and task manage-
ments of hybrid clouds.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the rent cost is decreased with
increasing the deadline while the finish time increases with
deadline. The reason is that tasks are allocated less resources,
which leads to longer waiting time of tasks and thus longer
time to finish these tasks, if their deadlines are postponed.

Overhead & Scalability
In this section, we experimentally compare HA and FFD in
overhead and scalability.

Figure 5 shows the time consumed by HA and FFD run-
ning on a Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5410 @ 2.33GHz core.
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Figure 8. The times consumed by task assignments, stable when the local
PM number is increasing.

As shown in this figure, HA consumes less time than FFD
when the deadline is early (α = 1/2), while it consumes
more time than FFD when it is late (α = 3/4). The rea-
sons are as follows. The time complexities of HA and FFD
areO(T ·(P+T+NRV )) andO(T ·(P+NRV )), respective-
ly. When the deadline is earlier, the number of rented VMs is
larger. When α = 1 or 2, the number of rented VMs used by
FFD is larger than 4000, as shown in Fig. 6, which is above
288% more than that by HA and is larger than the number
of tasks for both Gaia and NASA traces, and thus the time
consumed by FFD is more than HA. When α ≥ 3, rented
VM numbers are smaller than task numbers, therefore, FFD
consumes less time than HA.

Next, we examine the scalabilities of HA and FFD on the
number of local PMs. We scale the PM resources by a factor
ranging from 1 to 10. For example, when the scale factor is 1,
15 PMs described in Table 2 are used for running tasks, while
there would be 150 PMs when the scale factor is 10. Fig-
ures 7 and 8 show the changes of costs and time consumed by
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HA and FFD with the scale factor, respectively. We present
the results of the case of α = 4 here. Other cases have sim-
ilar results. As shown in Fig. 7, the cost is decreased with
increasing of PM numbers because the resources should be
leased from the public cloud are reduced in amount as the
amount of local resources increases. From Fig. 7, we can see
that HA costs less 24.1%-75.1% and about 20% than FFD
for Gaia and NASA traces, respectively, for any scale of lo-
cal cloud, i.e., HA always consumes less cost than FFD. As
shown in Fig. 8, the times consumed by FFD and HA both
are stable as the increase of PM number. The reason is that
the increase of PM number results in the decreasing of rent-
ed VM number, leading to the total number of the PMs and
rented VMs (P +NRV ) having almost no change as the PM
number increases.

Now, we examine the scalabilities of HA and FFD on the
number of tasks by changing the task scale from 1000 to
35000 in number using Gaia trace. Figure 9 presents the re-
sult of the case of α = 1. Other cases have similar results.
As shown in the figure, the consumed times of HA and FFD
both are quadratically increasing with the task number, which
is consistent with their respective time complexities. Fig-
ure 9 shows that the costs have nearly linear increases with
the increase of task number as more resources required for
processing more tasks and that HA saves 25.7%-58.1% costs
compared with FFD.

These results above indicate that both HA and FFD have good
scalability and that HA is better than FFD in minimizing rent
cost.

4. RELATED WORK
Outsourcing jobs to a public cloud is a cost-effective way to
address the problem of satisfying the peak resource demand
when the local cloud/cluster has insufficient resources. There
are various researches on scheduling scientific applications
on hybrid clouds.

To minimize the cost for leased resources from public cloud-
s, W. Z. Jiang and Z. Q. sheng [25] modelled the mapping
of tasks and VMs as a bipartite graph. The two independent
vertex sets of the bipartite graph are task and VM collection-
s, respectively. The weight of an edge is the VM cost of a
discrete task, i.e. the product of the running time of the task
and the cost of the VM per unit time. Then the problem min-

imizing the cost is to find a subset of the edge set, where the
weighted sum of all the edges in the subset is the minimum.
The authors used the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [26] to solve
the minimum bipartite match problem. This work does not
consider whether a task could be finish within its deadline.

Some existing work studied on minimizing cost with deadline
constraints in hybrid clouds. Van den Bossche et al. [3–5]
proposed a set of algorithms to cost-efficiently schedule the
deadline-constrained BoT applications on both public cloud
providers and private infrastructure while taking into account
data constraints, data locality and inaccuracies in task run-
time estimates. The Hybrid Cloud Optimized Cost (HCOC)
scheduling algorithm [6, 7] tried to optimize the monetary
execution costs resulting from the public nodes only while
maintaining the execution time fitting deadline. HCOC first
made an initial schedule using the Path Clustering Heuris-
tic (PCH) algorithm [27] to schedule the tasks to the private
cloud and then rescheduled some tasks to the public cloud if
the deadline is missed. The algorithm can achieve cost opti-
mization for workflow scheduling. Genez et al. [8] presented
an integer linear program model. The numbers of each type of
VM instances in both private and public clouds are obtained
by solving this model to minimize cost without missing its
deadline for a workflow. In this work, the authors consid-
ered the VM instances with same type being homogeneous,
which is not apply to a private cloud with heterogeneous PM-
s. For completing the job on time and with minimum cost,
Chu and Simmhan [9] first modelled a time-vary spot VM
price as a Markov chain and then established a reusable table
with three-tuple elements consisted of job compute require-
ment, deadline constraint of the job and a series of actions
with minimal cost based on the price model. The subsequent
action was decided by performing a simple table look-up. In
this work, they considered that utilizing off local machines
does not incur expense.

These above work studied on either resource provisioning
or task scheduling. Moreover, most approaches for dynam-
ic provisioning operate in a per-job level, and thus they are
inefficient because they fail in consider that other tasks could
utilize idle cycles of cloud resources. To address these prob-
lems, Aneka [13–15] coordinated dynamic provisioning and
scheduling that is able to cost-effectively complete applica-
tions within their respective deadlines by considering the w-
hole organization workload at individual tasks level when
making decisions and an accounting mechanism to determine
the share of the cost of utilization of public cloud resources to
be assigned to each user. While Aneka separately scheduled
tasks and provisioned resources, i.e., Aneka first decided how
many resources, each of which is either a VM in public cloud
or a PM in local cloud/grids, used for running tasks and then
provisioned the resources from the resource pool, considering
that all of the resources are homogeneous.

Besides minimizing cost, a few work focused on minimiz-
ing the makespan of scientific applications by cloud bursting.
FermiCloud [10] despatched a VM on the PM that has the
highest utilization but still have enough resource for the VM
in private cloud. Only when all the resources in private cloud



are consumed, VM are deployed on a public cloud. A new
VM would be launched in a public cloud only when adding
the VM can reduce the average job running time. Kailasam
et al. [11, 12] proposed four cloud bursting schedulers whose
main ideas are outsourcing a job to a public cloud when the
estimated time between now and beginning execution of the
job is greater than the estimated time consumed by migrating
the job to the public cloud.

These aforementioned work studied on the task and/or re-
source management with one objective minimizing financial
cost for private cloud providers or minimizing the makespan
of applications. There are a few work focusing on a bal-
ance between two objectives. Taheri et al. [28] proposed a
bi-objective optimization model minimizing both the execu-
tion time of a batch of jobs and the transfer time required to
deliver their required data for hybrid clouds, and used a PSO-
based approach to find the relevant pareto frontier. They do
not take the finance expenditure into account. V. A. Leena
et al. [29] proposed an algorithm for the simultaneous opti-
mization of execution time and cost, in hybrid cloud, by de-
termining whether tasks have to be scheduled to either the
private cloud or the public cloud, employing a genetic algo-
rithm. This work does not consider the mapping between
VMs and PMs in the private cloud. The VM instances of
the same type are homogeneous, which is not true in a het-
erogeneous data center. Wang et al. [30] proposed a dual-
objective multi-dimension multichoice knapsack problem to
model the task scheduling with the two objectives of minimiz-
ing the cost and minimizing the makespan in hybrid clouds.
As the high complexity of solving the problem, the adap-
tive scheduling algorithm (AsQ) was proposed. AsQ used
MAX-MIN strategy [31] to schedule task in private cloud
and outsourcing the smallest task to the public cloud when
the private cloud has insufficient resources. AsQ allocated
the public resource slot with minimal cost to a task, fitting the
deadline constraint of the task, considering that using extra
public resource slots does not incur extra expense. Hoseiny-
Farahabady et al. [32–34] studied on the balance between the
makespan and the cost for BoT applications in hybrid cloud-
s. They first established a BNP model with the objective of
minimizing the sum of the weighted costs, i.e., the product of
cost per unit time of a task and the running time raised to the
power of a predefined factor of the task, and then relaxed the
model by removing the binary constraints. By Lagrange mul-
tiplier method, the relaxed model was solved to get the work-
load assigned to each resource (PM in the private cloud or
VM in public clouds). At last, they used FFD algorithm [24]
to assigned tasks to resources so that the total workload of a
resource are close to the value obtained from the last step.

Different from all of the above work, we study on cost-
efficiently mapping the tasks to the resources for deadline-
constrained BoT applications on a hybrid cloud with hetero-
geneous local resources.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study on the management of BoT jobs with
deadline constraints on hybrid clouds. To minimize the cost
of VMs leased from public cloud to complete jobs within their

respective deadlines, respectively, we model the task sched-
ule and resource provision into a BNP problem. As the BNP
problem is NP-hard, we propose a heuristic algorithm to solve
the problem in polynomial time. The main idea of the heuris-
tic algorithm is assigning the task whose finish time is closest
to and no later than its deadline if running on the current PM
or rented VM. if there is no such assignment, the algorithm
add a PM with maximum available capacity or a VM with
best cost-performance ratio when there is no available PM.
We conduct extensive experiments using two real work traces
to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
algorithm. The experiments results show that our heuristic al-
gorithm saves 16.2%-76% cost for finishing jobs within their
respective deadlines and improves 47.3%-182.8% resource u-
tilizations, compared with first fit decreasing (FFD) algorith-
m, with good scalability.
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ABSTRACT
Control-flow dependence has always been posited as a
substantial dilemma against program acceleration. With
the availability of instruction-level parallel architectures, if-
conversion optimization has become pivotal for extracting
parallelism from serial programs. While many if-conversion
optimization heuristics have been proposed in the literature,
few of them investigated the proximity to optimality paying
more concern to the input program subjectively. In this paper,
we study the effectiveness of the LLVM if-conversion trans-
formation using a broad range optimality analysis technique.
The whole optimization space of branch instructions within
an arbitrarily selected hotspot function of a program is an-
alyzed, tackling the best-performing combination sequence
of converted or non-converted branches. In order to pre-
cisely observe the influence of selectively converted branches
we magnify individual function call and study the behavior
with different call circumstances and input data detecting the
impact of data size and distribution. We implemented our
technique on LLVM 3.6.1 compilation infrastructure and ex-
perimented on several representative kernels of the SPEC-
CPU2006 v1.1 benchmarks suite running on a multicore sys-
tem of Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.50GHz processors. Our findings
show a performance gain up to 22.7% at the best optimiza-
tion over the standard optimized code, indicating the need for
more aggressive compilation optimization that is able to cap-
ture the individual characteristics of every branch.

Author Keywords
If-conversion; HPC; optimality analysis; code optimization;
ILP.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fast performing complex programs for HPC represent a chief
goal in the fields of computer architecture and compilers.
A key performance driver is providing parallel execution
at various levels of granularity. With the multicore shift,
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larger parallelism granularity is generally sought. In addi-
tion to that, single-core performance is still important, as it
is a major scaling limiting factor. Accelerating single-core
performance mainly relies on instruction level parallelism
(ILP) [30], where various independent instructions are ex-
ecuted in the same processing cycle simultaneously on the
same CPU (i.e. on different ALUs). The degree of paral-
lelism is inherently limited by the data-flow characteristics
of the running program. However, control-flow significantly
hinders exploiting the ‘true dependence’ manifested by the
data-flow, significantly reducing the achievable degree of par-
allelism [1].

One major approach to alleviating control-flow dependence is
branch prediction, where the target of the branch is predicted
using one of the multiple conventional branch predictors.
Specifically, a branch predictor guesses whether the condi-
tional branch causes a transfer of control or not [27]. It relies
on the branching outcome history of the branch and/or other
spatially contiguous branches. The more complicated the pre-
dictor is, the better guessing it can make. That alleviates
the speculative execution in modern pipelined processors [8].
However, not all branches can be easily predicted, particu-
larly those with a random outcome (such as branches relying
on element comparisons when sorting random inputs). Mis-
predictions come with steep time penalty resulting from the
wasted processing cycles in executing the wrongly predicted
instructions, flushing them and fetching the correct ones [14].
Another argument that makes the branches undesirable is that
they limit the instruction fetch bandwidth [26] which dimin-
ishes the instruction level parallelism (ILP), hence the number
of instructions executed per cycle.

The if-conversion approach is used to convert control-depen-
dence into data-dependence, aiming to overcome the above
performance obstacles. In this model, instructions are
guarded by ‘predicates’, if supported by the hardware other-
wise conditional moves are used, thereby eliminating control-
flow [22]. This approach thus relies on ‘if-conversion’ opti-
mizations to convert conditional branches into predicated in-
structions, allowing for further potential parallelization sub-
ject to the inherent data-flow dependences. However, predi-
cation comes at the extra cost of executing ‘nullified’ instruc-
tions. That can potentially degrade performance for large ‘if-



then’ bodies. Moreover, branches interact in terms of allow-
ing for different execution schedules, for which finding the
optimal schedule is a hard combinatorial search problem.

In this paper, we revisit the problem of deciding which bran-
ches to convert. In particular, we consider representative fre-
quently executed kernels from the SPEC-CPU2006 v1.1 ben-
chmarks suite [28]. We exhaustively examine all possible
combinations of if-conversions within the selected hotspot
function and report the obtained performance of a specific
call to it by profiling its runtime behavior. We took various
precautions to accurately obtain these performance measure-
ments. The results are comprehended in light of studying
LLVM’s compilation behavior on the same kernels.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explains branch types. Section 3 presents various if--
conversion transformations. Section 4 introduces the LLVM
if-conversion technique and how we use it to build our anal-
ysis module. Section 5 presents our evaluation methodology.
Section 6 presents and discusses our results. Section 7 pro-
vides related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper
and discusses future work.

2. BRANCH OPTIMIZATION
Control-flow optimizations, such as branch optimizations, re-
lax the control dependences in the program in order to fa-
cilitate instruction parallelization and speculative execution.
Conditional branches add control-flow dependences to the
program, as their outcome is not known until runtime. Con-
ditional branches can be classified into the following branch
types [2]:
Forward Branch: transfers the control to a target after the
branch, generally in the same loop nesting level. This type
can be instantly eliminated.
Backward Branch: transfers the control to a target before
the branch, also ordinarily in the same loop nesting level. A
backward branch is treated as a loop; thus the loop optimiza-
tions can be applied to it.
Exit Branch: transfers the control out of the loop nest, which
terminates one or more loop. When optimized, exit branch is
converted to a forward or backward branch.

Consequently, there are various techniques involved in opti-
mizing branches within a piece of code. They are listed be-
low:
Straightening: replaces some branches by the target code to
get larger basic blocks.
Tail merging: replaces identical tails of a basic block with
one tail and branch from the others to the remaining one.
Branch-to-Branch: replaces a branch by a simpler one,
which usually occurs when a branch target is another branch.
If simplification: eliminating the empty or constant-valued
condition arms of an if-construct; it also deletes the empty if-
constructs that may be found in the automatically generated
or optimized code.
Branch Relocation: It converts exit branches into a forward
or backward branch by moving branches out of loops until
the branch, and its target are at the same nesting level.
If-conversion: converts conditional branches into predicated

instructions (or conditional moves), supported by the under-
lying processor architecture. This transformation and how it
may be optimized is the scope of this paper.
In the next section, we discuss in details the if-conversion op-
timization, which utilizes all the five items, mentioned above
when implemented in a compiler system.

3. IF-CONVERSION OPTIMIZATIONS
Systematically converting control dependence to data depen-
dence was initially introduced by Allen et al. [1]. The if-
conversion process aims to remove branches from a given
program [2]. Certainly, a branch cannot be deleted with-
out being replaced by another control that maintains program
proper functionality. That could be accomplished either by
conditional moves (CMOVs) or guarded (predicated) execu-
tion.

Conditional Moves (CMOVs): They are hardware supported
instructions that copy a value from a source to a destination
if and only if a specific condition is true. This condition is
assessed, and then one of the special purpose registers (i.e.
EFLAGS register in x86) is changed. That enables the com-
piler to convert a piece of code that contains simple branches
into branch free code. Several processor architectures, such
as the SPARC architecture starting from SPARC-V9 and Pen-
tium Pro [24] and more recent processors, support conditional
moves.

Guarded (Predicated) Execution: It removes forward
branches by adding guard expressions that control the exe-
cution of the instructions. The guard is a Boolean expres-
sion that is constructed by joining a set of conditions; each
of these represents a conditional branch that leads to the cur-
rent instruction. It is obvious that the guard expression may
grow complex if the instruction is control-dependent on many
conditional branches. The guard expression could be simpli-
fied, but the problem of simplifying a Boolean expression is
NP-complete. Some processor architectures such as Intel IA-
64 and ARM 32-bit support predicated execution by a fully
predicated instruction set using special registers. To ensure
the correctness of the program after branch removal, three
constraints should apply [2]: (1) The guard expression of an
instruction is true if and only if the corresponding statement
in the original program is executed. (2) The order of exe-
cution of instructions that have true guards in the new pro-
gram is the same as their order of execution in the original
program. (3) Any expression with side effects is evaluated
exactly as many times in the new program as the original pro-
gram. If-conversion optimizations are of surpassing impor-
tance because conditional branch instructions are very expen-
sive –in terms of runtime– when mispredicted. Hence, we
propose a technique for if-conversion analysis - using LLVM
- valid for any architecture that supports predicated execution.
The following section studies the utility of these optimiza-
tions in the LLVM if-conversion module, then, how we used
it in our technique.

4. LLVM IF-CONVERSION
The Low-Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) [29] is a compiler
infrastructure that conducts code analysis and transformation



Figure 1: Code flow through preparation, analysis and code
generation phases.

using reusable modules, called passes, that support static and
dynamic compilation. It includes a wide range of capabilities
that appear transparent to programs. Moreover, it provides
high-level information at compile-time, link-time, runtime
and between runs. Besides, LLVM provides a large number
of analysis and optimization tools that enable precisely gener-
ating the object code in a way that serves specific endeavors.
In this infrastructure, a low-level Static Single Assignment
(SSA) form is elaborated for code representation [20].

LLVM provides two facilities to perform if-conversion. One
of them is a machine instruction-level optimization pass,
which is built for the architectures that provide predicated
instructions. The other optimization is formulated for the
out-of-order CPUs, where both the “then” and “else” bod-
ies are executed, and the result is chosen by a cmov instruc-
tion. Therefore, branches that may be mis-predicted are omit-
ted. The latter one was the seed of our approach Bitmask-
Controlled If-Conversion (BCIC) implementation.

The LLVM if-conversion transformation is included in the -
O2 optimization level and can also be separately requested
using command line options. For every function, it traverses
the whole dominator tree of basic blocks post-orderly. All
instructions within the basic block should be valid for specu-
lative execution in order to allow conversion. For the nested
branches, the conversion starts from the most inner tracing
back up to the outer ones. To avoid critical edges, the if-
conversion pass handles either triangle or diamond branches
only. Another conversion constraint is that the considered
block should end with a –convertible to ”select” instruction–
textitPHI node. All of these measures would assure the
program’s correctness. After checking the eligibility of if-
conversion for a basic block a heuristics based cost model is
applied to decide if the conversion is profitable. The prof-
itability is measured in terms of multiple criteria. First, the
critical path should not be extended by more than a certain
limit, chosen to be half of the misprediction penalty. Sec-
ond, if-converted trace length shortening that is limited by
ILP resources should exceed that of the critical path in addi-
tion to the misprediction before conversion. Finally, the delay
to “select” instruction by data dependence in both “then” and
“else” traces should be considered. However, we suggest that
adding more runtime performance aspects may enhance the
efficiency of if-conversion optimization.

5. BITMASK-CONTROLLED IF-CONVERSION (BCIC)
As an intermediate step towards seeking better if-conversion
effectiveness, we examine the whole space of conversion
combinations among all candidate branches seeking the op-
timal pattern. To have full control over the conversion pro-
cess, we introduced the following essential features in BCIC
pass to ensure that the code does the requirements for our
experimental work. First, it should prevent LLVM from ap-
plying any heuristic while making the conversion decision for
a candidate branch. Second, for any candidate branch, there
is a corresponding flag-bit (the only conversion controller) in-
cluded in a bit-mask to tell the compiler whether to convert
the corresponding branch or not. Third, BCIC preserves all
the constraints adopted by the original if-conversion pass that
maintain the validity of the generated code. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, the source code is initially is compiled using LLVM’s
compiler front-end Clang [7] to an executable form. Then,
the program is profiled using Linux GNU profiling tool gprof
[12]. The source code is also converted into the bitcode for-
mat as a start of the transformation process. At this moment,
the code requires to be prepared by some optimizations that
allow efficient if-conversion. This preparation phase includes
applying a series of analysis and transformation passes. Ini-
tially, we employ the loops analysis pass that defines nat-
ural loops and determines loop depths in the control-flow
graph. Then, the transformation pass loop-simplify that con-
verts natural loops into a simpler form that facilitates the sub-
sequent optimizations. Furthermore, the transformation pass
indvar simplifies the induction variables into a form that con-
sequently makes loop-unroll works efficiently. Finally, the
mem2reg pass puts the code in the SSA form, in which mem-
ory references are promoted into register references [29]. Af-
ter applying these transformations, the code is ready for the
BCIC.

The setup of the BCIC analysis methodology is as follows:
First: We performed offline time profiling to find hotspot
functions in each benchmark (i.e. the functions in which the
program spends most of the running time) and the number of
the branches that are convertible n, we call them opportuni-
ties.
Second: We developed the BCIC pass and fixed it into the
LLVM infrastructure to prevent the LLVM from using any
heuristic while making the conversion decision. Also, among
running options, we added a control bitmask that allows us to
choose exactly which branch instructions to be changed into
cmovs. This bitmask is an n-bit long binary sequence of ones
and zeros. When passed to the code generation module in the
BCIC, each digit flags a corresponding branch respectively.
While, branches corresponding to ones will be converted, the
others corresponding to zeros will not be so. All of this is
done while obeying the restrictions that ensure the correct-
ness of the code.
Third: Having n opportunities, we generate 2n bitmasks.
Consequently, we get 2n versions of machine code compris-
ing all the possible combinations of converted and uncon-
verted branches. These combinations start with no conver-
sions at all (the “all zeros” version) and ending with n con-
versions (the “all ones” version). The optimal version of the
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Figure 2: Elapsed processing cycles for calls of kernels from 401.bzip2 and 464.h264ref SPEC-CPU2006 benchmarks.
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Figure 3: Elapsed processing cycles per calls of kernels from 429.mcf, 456.hmmer and 473.astar SPEC-CPU2006 benchmarks.

code is selected as the one with the greatest time performance
with respect to the selected hotspot functions measured dur-
ing runtime.
Forth: The optimal code is compared to the one generated by
the clang using the built-in if-conversion in order to illumi-
nate the upper limit of possible improvement.

6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide a detailed description of our ex-
perimental work. We highlight the observations that prove
our assumptions validity. As for the test subject, we selected
an arbitrary set of seven benchmarks from SPEC-CPU2006

v1.1 [28]. The benchmarks names, chosen hotspot functions
and the no. of opportunities per each are listed in Table 1.

6.1 Experiment Setup
As a small example of an HPC platform, we constructed a
testbed for our optimality analysis that is running on a quite
powerful machine. The operating system is a server version
of Ubuntu 14.04 LTS running on top of a multicore system
of Intel(R) Xeon CPU E5-2637 v3, which has a speed of 3.5
GHz per core. As for the memory modules, it has a capac-
ity of 64 GB and access speed of 2133 MHz. Furthermore,
we used Linux Control Groups[21] to ensure the assignment
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Figure 4: Elapsed processing cycles per calls of kernels from 458.sjeng and 470.lbm SPEC-CPU2006 benchmarks.

of particular cores and memory modules to our experiments.
For accurate measurement of time performance, we used In-
tel’s Time Stamp Counter[16] to count processing cycles con-
sumed by the test programs with a specific focus on the se-
lected hotspot function. The implementation of our study
methodology was based on LLVM compilation framework
version no. 3.6.1 with our optimality-analysis extension.

6.2 Experiments Results
We experimented the BCIC on the seven benchmarks with
simple workload (benchmark provided test input). For each
benchmark, we chose the subject functions (kernels) after a
profiling stage to identify the hotspot functions and select the
ones that have a considerable number of if-conversion oppor-
tunities. It is worth mentioning that, other than the selected
function, our technique does not alter the rest of the program
by any mean, for all the studied benchmarks. Consequently,
we limit the reported results to the scope of the modified func-
tions. We repeatedly performed the same experiments several
times to minimize measurement errors and obtained the aver-
aged results shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The horizontal axis
in all figures accommodates all different versions of the se-
lected hotspot function listed by their bitmasks (represented
in decimal numbers). The tics start from the “all zeros” bit-
mask on the left up to the “all ones” bitmask on the right.
Precisely, the binary value of the bitmask is converted to a
decimal number corresponding to the code version label in
the sake of clarity. The vertical axis represents the elapsed
processing cycles as an average value collected from several
experiments. That directly maps to the time consumed by this

particular function call; we consider it as an accurate perfor-
mance indicator.

Figure 2a shows the averaged cycles elapsed in executing
each version of the 401.bzip2. The “0111” version in the
401.bzip2’s selected hotspot function is the same as what the
LLVM generates by its default behavior (this we call stan-
dard version). The experiments show that this standard ver-
sion was the 4th best version (2.6% saved cycles) out of 16
possibilities. Which means that the standard behavior missed
only 25% possibility of performance enhancement (out of the
entire space of conversion combinations). This may be con-
sidered quite reasonable, but we have to point out that this
function BZ2 BlockSort, although being a hotspot, it was only
called once. On the other hand the observations from the
464.h264ref are pretty different as shown in Figure 2b. The
standard version was the 151th best one, out of 256 possibil-
ities meaning that there was a 60% chance of getting a better
version. The performance enhancement would have reached
2.8% if we used the optimal sequence of the bitmask. That
is greatly magnified when we know that this hotspot func-
tion was called hundreds of thousands of times and may be
more considering input data size. In other words, this rela-
tively small percentage will reflect a significant improvement
in the overall execution because the function is called numer-
ous times.

As for the 429.mcf, 456.hmmer and 473.astar benchmarks,
the default behavior of LLVM’s if-conversion transformation
unexpectedly did not convert any of the branches in the cho-
sen functions, although being a hotspot. It could have been



Benchmark Selected Hotspot Number of Standard Version Processing Cycle Number of Time Elapsed
Name Function Opportunities Optimality Order Saving Up To Calls Per Call

401.bzip2 BZ2 BlockSort 4 4 of 16 1681977 (2.6%) 1 30ms
429.mcf primal net simplex 3 4 of 8 17322727 (1.4%) 2 1.25s
456.hmmer qst 3 7 of 8 1311 (6.2%) 2 less 0.01ms
458.sjeng std eval 10 841 of 1024 1152 (22.7%) 1869222 less 0.01ms
464.h264ref SubPelBlockMotinSearch 8 151 of 256 1816 (2.8%) 791505 less 0.01ms
470.lbm LBM showGridStatistics 1 2 of 2 28803 (0.022%) 2 35ms
473.astar createwayar 7 103 of 128 218 (15%) 6191 0.01ms

Table 1: Optimality analysis summary for the selected benchmarks.

because the compiler did not see it profitable to convert any
of the branches as per the heuristic described in Section 4.
Therefore said standard versions would correspond to the “all
zeros” function versions in Figures 3a, 3b and 3c depicting
the benchmarks results respectively. The experiments showed
that we could have achieved a performance enhancement of
1.4%, 6.2%, and 15%. Besides, there is a chance of 50%,
87% and 80% of getting some enhancement over the stan-
dard version respectively. These percentages of improvement
within each of the functions’ calls along with the number
of calls and the time spent by the processor per call are all
recorded in Table 1.

Another compelling idea that was worth investigation is the
effect of actual runtime circumstances surrounding the func-
tion call itself. We collected the observations from two arbi-
trary function calls of the 458.sjeng and the 470.lbm bench-
marks. We studied the same space of conversion combina-
tions, but the difference was in the input to the function itself
at each call. The results are shown in Figures 4a and 4b for
the 458.sjeng in addition to Figures 4c and 4d for the 470.lbm.
As expected, it is obvious in the 470.lbm experiments that the
same code version performed differently under the different
call circumstances. The selected kernel contained only one
convertible branch and for one call it was better to convert it
as shown in Figure 4d. On the other hand, it was better not
to convert it as shown in Figure4c. The standard behavior
of LLVM if-conversion transformation pass chooses the lat-
ter course of action. As for the 458.sjeng, the results are very
interesting since we could have reached a performance en-
hancement of 22.7% over the standard version, which again
corresponded to the “all zeros” version.

We have to mention that number of saved processing cy-
cles - of the optimal version compared to the standard one
- could be significant for some kernels such as what happens
in 458.sjeng, 473.astar and 456.hmmer functions; regardless
of the total performance enhancement. While some kernels
are called thousands, hundreds of thousands or even millions
of times such as 473.astar, 464.h264ref and 458.sjeng func-
tions, Table 1. On the other hand, although some functions
spent less than 0.01 ms, others spent much more time per
call, up to 1.25s in the 429.mcf tested function. Table 1
summarizes the results collected from our experiments on
the selected benchmarks. While the overall average analysis

for the total cycles summed over all calls of every inspected
function reports speedup equals 2.6% in 401.bzip2, 0.3% in
429.mcf, 4% in 456.hmmer, 7% 458.sjeng, 1.2% 464.h264ref,
0.4% in 470.lbm and 7% in 473.astar. The difference be-
tween a single call and average of all calls analysis can open
means to have multiple function versions within the same run
of the program via dynamic optimisation/recompilation. In
light of the observations above, we suspect that many code-
specific and runtime features can significantly enhance the
if-conversion for higher performance, which need more fu-
ture investigation. That may include, but not limited to, the
correlation between branches within the same function, nest-
ing level of the branch, how frequently the parent function
is executed at runtime. Furthermore, the percentage of to-
tal execution time the program spends in this function and
the input data distribution and size may also have a notable
influence. It is also very crucial to take into consideration
the performance counters recorded at runtime that can push
the performance higher if used along with dynamic com-
pilation such as taken branches, branch mispredictions and
cache misses. These features and others should be thoroughly
analyzed and characterized, to perhaps generate a close-to-
optimal if-conversion optimization precisely tuned per pro-
gram, which is ultimately desirable for HPC applications.

7. RELATED WORK
The work in the literature is distinguishable by whether if-
conversion is performed statically, dynamically, or hybrid.
Static if-conversion depends principally on information such
as the misprediction penalty and the number of cycles within
the if body; that can be collected in an offline analysis (pro-
filing) before runtime. There are many techniques in the lit-
erature that adopt static if-conversion such as: A compilation
framework that delays the if-conversion to schedule time is
designed to allow the compiler to minimize runtime by bal-
ancing the control-flow and predicated branches [4]. The au-
thors in [23] present an algorithm to perform if-conversion
selectively on out-of-order processors that support dynamic
speculation and guarded execution. They identified three cri-
teria to measure the profitability of the conversion namely
size-based, predictability-based and profile-based. The effect
of their technique on the net cycles, mispredictions and mis-
speculation is exhibited in their paper. Another algorithm is
reported in [25] for the Itanium architecture; it initially un-



predicates code, and the if-conversion optimization is per-
formed late in the compilation process. That generates faster
(less runtime) and denser (fewer instructions) code. Further,
an algorithm that minimizes the number of predicates as-
signed to basic blocks, which are assigned as early as possible
using dominance relations to relax dependence constraints, is
shown in [10]. Moreover, in [5] the program control-flow
is represented as a graph (called program decision logic net-
work), then it is modeled in a Boolean equation, which is
then minimized and used to regenerate predicated code. An
algorithm that uses dynamic programming to generate code
for different target architectures that support predicated exe-
cution is discussed in [15]. Another approach is handcrafting
well-known algorithms (such as sorting and searching) into
a constant number of branch-free loops, such that a branch
predictor can achieve O(1) mispredictions [9].

Other methods use dynamic if-conversion in which a profiling
process during runtime is used to capture some characteristics
(e.g. misprediction rate) to be used in optimization. In [13],
runtime information is used to construct a dynamic optimizer
that complements the static one in a previously presented al-
gorithm. It can convert branches, or reverse their conversion,
targeting the higher performance based on profiling the pro-
gram to discover the highly mispredicted branches. Although
this algorithm chooses the conversions that improve perfor-
mance, it does not consider any correlation between the dif-
ferent if s which are most probably related to each other es-
pecially within the same function. Also, the authors in [18]
present two algorithms for if-conversion: one of them tar-
gets the intermediate representation (IR) level and the other
targets the machine code level. Two heuristics are used to
calculate the profitability of the conversion. The execution
time (number of cycles in the basic block instructions) based
on the sizes of basic blocks and basic blocks execution fre-
quencies. Also, a hardware that uses runtime information to
choose to convert only the hard-to-predict branches is pre-
sented in [19]. The presented system provides two versions
of the code: one can be predicately executed and the other
using a branch predictor.

Finally, there are methods that combine both static and dy-
namic methods: A tree-based model to make predictions us-
ing predication and vectorization techniques are presented in
[3]; it introduces runtime performance ranking assuming that
a trained model already exists. Meanwhile, data is laid out
in memory in an architecture-conscious method. Random
features IDs, thresholds, and regression values are used to
generate features values in a features vector. Another con-
tribution is proposed in [17], where a simple neural network
(perceptron) hardware implementation is provided to improve
branch prediction. Another method [6] uses program-based
static branch prediction based on neural networks and deci-
sion trees to map static features associated with each branch
to a prediction. Finally, an attempt to construct an online en-
semble learning framework consisting of small trees to solve
the problem of hardware conditional branch prediction is dis-
cussed in [11]. The learning based techniques (the third cat-
egory) may be the only one that considered the effect of if-
conversion on the whole program, as they train their systems

over iterations to converge to the least possible runtime. Oth-
ers make a separate decision for individual if s regardless of
the correlation with other ones.

8. CONCLUSION
If-conversion is a compiler optimization that tackles code per-
formance. It seeks to increase the instruction fetch bandwidth
and to decrease branch mispredictions. That can be done
by substituting the branches by branch free pieces of code.
This paper investigates the efficacy of the current heuristics
used for if-conversion in one of the recently developed and
rapidly grown open source compilers (LLVM). We exam-
ine the whole possible space of if-conversion combinations
for a set of kernels chosen from the SPEC-CPU2006 v1.1
benchmarks. The experiments are performed by extending
the LLVM compilation framework to provide for such analy-
sis. The results show large discrepancy between optimized
code using LLVM built-in technique and the optimal con-
figuration achieved, especially for 458.sjeng, 473.astar and
456.hmmer kernels (22.7%, 15% and 6.2% respectively); the
optimal is better when running on a recent Intel Xeon plat-
form. Moreover, it was observed that the behavior of the
same converted kernel changes per call according to different
arguments or data in cache, which alleviate the importance of
including dynamic compilation.

Future work would consider dynamic compilation analysis
as well as exploring the correlation among branches within
the same function for optimal if-conversion selection tak-
ing into consideration behavior change between calls. Tech-
niques such as Monte-Carlo Random Tree Search (MCRTS)
and Neural Networks would be considered, to allow for a
better if-conversion choices. MCRTS may outperform static
if-conversion decision as it proved superior performance in
games (i.e. Go game). In the cases when the LLVM if-
conversion behavior is much less performing than the optimal
case, we plan to make use of the distinctive characteristics
of the conditional branches. We will use those characteris-
tics of branches that should be converted as discovered by
analyzing the highly performing programs to train a model.
This model will designate the if-conversion candidates among
other branches in the rest of the program.
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ABSTRACT
Server consolidation based on virtualization technology sim-
plifies system administration and improves energy efficiency
by improving resource utilizations and reducing the physi-
cal machine (PM) number in contemporary service-oriented
data centers. The elasticity of Internet applications changes
the consolidation technologies from addressing virtual ma-
chines (VMs) to PMs mapping schemes which must know
the VMs statuses, i.e. the number of VMs and the profiling
data of each VM, into providing the application-to-VM-to-
PM mapping. In this paper, we study on the consolidation
of multiple Internet applications, minimizing the number of
PMs with required performance. We first model the consol-
idation providing the application-to-VM-to-PM mapping to
minimize the number of PMs as an integer linear program-
ming problem, and then present a heuristic algorithm to solve
the problem in polynomial time. Extensive experimental re-
sults show that our heuristic algorithm consumes less than
4.3% more resources than the optimal amounts with few over-
heads. Existing consolidation technologies using the input of
the VM statuses output by our heuristic algorithm consume
1.06% more PMs.

Author Keywords
Elasticity; Internet Application; Server Consolidation;
Virtualization;

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization technology, such as VM, has been ubiquitously
used in cloud computing for resource management. It offers
opportunities not only to better isolation and manageability
but also to on-demand resource provision for server consol-
idation. There are many efforts focusing on virtualization,
such as resource virtualization, dynamic deployment of vir-
tual machines (VMs), and on-demand resource allocation a-
mong the hosted VMs. These works lead to improvements
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in the performance of virtualization and resource utilization-
s. Server consolidation based on VM simplifies system ad-
ministration and improves energy efficiency by improving re-
source utilizations and reducing the used physical machine
(PM) number.

Server consolidation remaps VMs and PMs when the re-
sources needed by the VMs change to minimize the used PM
number or energy consumption. While almost all of the ex-
isting works [1–10] addressed the consolidation problem of
the applications of which the corresponding VMs are fixed in
number at runtime. There are some problems to apply these
works to Internet applications, such as e-commerce and web
services, whose instances each of which corresponds to ex-
actly one VM can be tuned in number at runtime. The most
major one is deciding the number of application instances be-
fore consolidation. If the instance number is too large for an
application, there would be many underutilized VMs when
the load is low, which will increase the used PM number.
While if the number is too small, the performance require-
ment of the application will not be satisfied when the load is
high. Thus, the used PM number is affected by not only the
resource needed by every VM but also the VM number. So,
it should be considered to adjust the number of instances for
Internet applications when consolidating them.

Some elasticity managements [11–29] applied one or the
combination of vertical scaling (resizing a VM) and hori-
zontal scaling (adding/deleting VMs) to provide the mapping
between elastic applications and VMs leased from a public
cloud for minimizing the rent cost in the perspective of cloud
users. While they do not consider the placement of VMs on
PMs, which is critical for improving energy efficiency. A few
of elasticity managements [30–32] minimized one or more of
SLA (service level agreement) penalty cost, rented hardware
cost, software cost, and action (e.g. load balancing) cost for
service providers. While, all of these works did not take into
account energy efficiency which is one major goal of effi-
cient operations in virtualized data centers [33]. Except that,
they considered that the VMs with same configuration had i-
dentical performance for an application, which is not true for
heterogeneous PMs.



In this paper, to our best knowledge, we make the first attempt
to consolidate multiple Internet application for improving en-
ergy efficiency by minimizing PM number from the perspec-
tive of a service provider using its owned cloud. We first mod-
el the consolidation providing the application-to-VM-to-PM
mapping to minimize the number of PMs as an integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) problem, and then present a heuristic
algorithm to solve the ILP problem in polynomial time. In
brief, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1. We model the consolidation into an ILP problem which
provides the application-to-VM-to-PM mapping minimiz-
ing PM number guaranteeing required performance.

2. To solve the ILP problem in polynomial time, we propose a
heuristic algorithm. Its basic idea is respectively assigning
an available PM and the VM instance type both of which
provide the best ratios between performance and resource
amount to the application with maximum relative differ-
ence between required performance and provided perfor-
mance and then allocating the rest of this PM’s resources
to applications in the same way.

3. We conduct extensive experiments using various bench-
marks to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposed heuristic algorithm. The experiments result-
s show that our heuristic algorithm consumes only about
4.3% more resources than the optimal amounts with few
overheads and that two existing consolidation technologies
using the input of the VM statuses output by our heuristic
algorithm consume 1.06% more PMs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 presents our model and heuris-
tic algorithm. Section 4 evaluates our heuristic algorithm and
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 VM Consolidation
The power consumption of a PM when it is powered on but
idle is above 50% of that when it is busy (100% resource uti-
lization) [34]. This motivates server consolidation which in-
creases resource utilizations and energy efficiency by consol-
idating multiple applications concurrently running on fewer
PMs.

Existing server consolidation algorithms [1–10] provided a
target VM-to-PM mapping minimizing the PM number or
with other objectives, e.g., VM migration cost and consumed
energy, and switched the current mapping to the target map-
ping by VM migration and resource reallocation (vertical s-
caling) when some VMs have changes in their required re-
sources. While, to our best knowledge, no existing work has
considered consolidating Internet applications whose perfor-
mance can be tuned by not only vertical scaling but also hor-
izontal scaling for improving energy efficiency. Besides, all
of these existing works changed the VM-to-PM mapping by
migration leading to non-negligible performance loss and en-
ergy overhead [4, 35–37]. In this paper, we consolidate In-
ternet applications taking both vertical and horizontal scaling
into account.

2.2 Elasticity Management
In a cloud, customers request resources provided by the
providers in the form of VMs each of which has a price.
Cloud customers pay for the requested resources. Cloud
providers should pay for SLA penalty cost, rented hardware
cost, software cost and action cost [31, 32]. To minimize
the cost for cloud customers or providers, a plenty of work-
s [11–32] have studied on scaling the application horizontally
and/or vertically.

A few works [11–16] studied on the horizontal scaling which
tunes the number of VM instances depending to workload
variations for an application. Compared to the vertical scal-
ing, horizontal scaling adjusts allocated resources in coarse
granularity. Horizontal scaling is supported by most enter-
prise clouds [38].

Some existing works [17–23] studied on the vertical scal-
ing which reconfigures VMs. Vertical scaling in comparison
to horizontal scaling allows to allocate resources with lower
overhead in terms of time and cost [20]. While, vertically s-
caling up a VM can cause costly migration if its host has no
enough resource. Vertical scaling is widely used for dynamic
consolidation in data centers [18–20].

To more effectively manage the elasticity of applications,
some works [24–29] combined horizontal scaling and verti-
cal scaling. These works changed the current VM set into the
target VM set which provided the required performance with
minimal financial expenditure for customers. These works
did not take into account the placement of VMs on PMs.

From the service providers’ perspective, a few works [30–32]
studied on application-to-VM-to-PM mappings to minimize
the cost operating in a per-application level. For example,
SmartSLA [32] horizontally and vertically tuned VMs ac-
cording to the average SLA penalty cost predicted using ma-
chine learning to minimize SLA penalty cost, rented hard-
ware cost, and action cost. Jung et al. [30] predicted the be-
haves of workloads employing an autoregressive moving av-
erages (ARMA) model and then tuned VMs to minimize SLA
penalty. These works did not take advantage of consolidating
multiple applications for improving resource utilizations and
energy efficiency.

In addition, all of these above elasticity managements as-
sumed that VMs with same configuration had identical per-
formance for applications, which is not true for heteroge-
neous PMs.

On the contrary, our work studies on the server consoli-
dation for Internet applications in the perspective of ser-
vice providers. Our work provides application-to-VM-to-PM
mapping to minimize the PM number satisfying the required
performance.

3. SERVER CONSOLIDATION
In a virtualized data center providing Internet applications,
as shown in Fig. 1, a request is distributed to an instance of
the corresponding application which has multiple instances
each of which is deployed on a VM hosted on a PM, by cor-
responding load banlancer (LB). The designs of LBs are out
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Figure 1. The architecture of a virtualized data center providing Internet
applications.

of scope of this paper. In this paper, we focus on the serv-
er consolidation which minimizes PM number guaranteeing
required performance for multiple Internet applications.

In this section, we first present the ILP model of the serv-
er consolidation (Section 3.1) and then describe the heuristic
algorithm solving the ILP model in polynomial time (Sec-
tion 3.2) in details.

3.1 Modelling
The goal of the consolidation is to solve the optimization
problem (OP) that is to minimize the number of used PM-
s while the provided performance (e.g., throughput) satisfies
the requirement for each application.

We take A applications, R types of resources, P heteroge-
neous PMs and V VM configurations (v1, ..., vV ) into ac-
count. The available amount of resource j (j = 1, ..., R)
on PM k is rj,k. The required performance of application i
(i = 1, ..., S) is µi. For resource j, the configured amoun-
t (l = 1, ..., V ) is vj,l in VM instance type l. On PM k, the
performance provided by a VM instance with type l for appli-
cation i is µi,k,l. We define the variables xi,k,l, i = 1, ..., S,
k = 1, ..., P , l = 1, ..., V , where xi,k,l = m if there are m
VM instances hosted on PM k with type l to provide applica-
tion i, and the binary variables zk, k = 1, ..., P , where zk = 1
if PM k is used and zk = 0 if not. Table 1 summarizes these
notations used in this paper.

We formulate the problem of server consolidation as an ILP
problem as follows:

Minimize
P∑

k=1

zk, (1)

Table 1. Notations.
Notations Description

A The number of Internet applications provided by the
hybrid cloud.

R The number of resource types.
P The number of PMs in the private cloud.
V The number of VM instance types.
rj,k The available amount of resource j on PM k.
vj,l The amount of resource j configured in VM instance

type l.
µi The required performance of application i.
µi,k,l The performance provided by the VM instance with

type l on PM k for application i.
xi,k,l The variable representing the number of VM in-

stances hosted on PM k with type l for providing
application i.

zk The binary variable representing whether PM k is
used.

µ̂i The provided performance for application i,∑P
k=1

∑V
l=1(µi,k,l · xi,k,l).

RPRi The ratio between the required performance and pro-
vided performance for application i, µi/µ̂i.

R2Pi,j,k,l The ratio between the provided performance and the
proportion of resource for application i hosted on
PM k with VM instance type l for resource j, µi,k,l ·
rj,k/vj,l.

N The average number of VMs hosted on a PM.
RDi The relative difference between the provided perfor-

mance and the required performance for application
i, µ̂i/µi − 1.

subject to:
A∑
i=1

V∑
l=1

(vj,l · xi,k,l) ≤ rj,k · zk,

∀j = 1, ..., R, ∀k = 1, ..., P, (2)
P∑

k=1

V∑
l=1

(µi,k,l · xi,k,l) ≥ µi,

∀i = 1, ..., A, (3)
xi,k,l ≥ 0, and is integer,

∀i = 1, ..., A, ∀k = 1, ..., P, ∀l = 1, ..., V, (4)
zk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k = 1, ..., P. (5)

The decision variables are xi,k,l (i = 1, ..., A, k = 1, ..., P ,
l = 1, ..., V ) and zk (k = 1, ..., P ). The objective (1) of this
model is minimizing the PM number. Constraints (2) ensure
that the aggregate amount of any resource required by all ap-
plications deployed on any PM does not exceed its available
amount. Constraints (3) guarantee that the provided perfor-
mance of any application satisfies the corresponding require-
ment. Constraints (4) and (5) represent the integrality and bi-
nary requirements, respectively, for decision variables. After
solving this model, we achieve the application deployments,
xi,k,l (i = 1, ..., A, k = 1, ..., P , l = 1, ..., V ), and the used
PMs, zk (k = 1, ..., P ).

3.2 The Heuristic Algorithm
As ILP is NP-hard problem [39], the methods exactly solving
the ILP problem, such as enumeration or branch-and-bound,



Algorithm 1 The Heuristic Algorithm
A: the set of Internet applications, |A| 2-tuples: (an application,

required performance);
P: the set of available PMs, |P| (R+1)-tuples: (an available PM,

the available amounts of resource 1, ..., R);
V: the set of available VM instance types, |V| (R+2)-tuples: (an

available VM instance type, the configured amounts of resource
1, ..., R, price in public cloud);

PV: the set of the performance of every application running on a VM
instance with each type hosted on each PM, |A| · |V| · (|P|+1)
4-tuples: (a, v, p, the performance), where a ∈ A, v ∈ V , and
p ∈ P;

M: the set of application deployments, |M| 4-tuples: (a mapping,
a, v, p, the provided performance), where a ∈ A, v ∈ V , and
p ∈ P;

Input: A; P; V; PV
Output: M
1: while (P 6= φ)

∧(∃a)((a ∈ A) ∧ (
∑

m∈M∧m(2)=am(5) < a(2))) do
/*m(i) is ith element in tuple m*/

2: app← a : (a ∈ A)∧C1(a)∧C2(a);
/*C1(a) : a(2) >

∑
m∈M∧m(2)=am(5);

C2(a) : a(2)∑
m∈M∧m(2)=a

m(5)
=

max
a′∈A∧C1(a′)

a′(2)∑
m∈M∧m(2)=a′

m(5)
;*/

3: pm← p : (p ∈ P)∧C3(p)∧C4(p);
/*C3(p) : R2P (app, p) = max

p′∈P
R2P (app, p′);

R2P (a, p) = max
(pv∈PV)∧(pv(1)=a)∧(pv(3)=p)
∧(v∈V)∧(pv(2)=v)∧(2≤j≤R+1)

pv(4)·p(j)
v(j)

;

C4(p) : (∀j ∈ {2, ..., R+ 1})(p(j) = max
(p′∈P)∧C3(p′)

p′(j));*/

4: P ← P \ pm;
5: while true do
6: app← a : (a ∈ A)∧C1(a)∧C2(a);
7: vm← v :C5(v)∧C6(app, v, pm)∧C7(app, v, pm);

/*C5(v) : (v ∈ V) ∧ ((∀j ∈ {2, ..., R+ 1})(v(j) ≤ pm(j)));
C6(a, v, p) : pv(4)|(pv(1)=a)∧(pv(2)=v)∧(pv(3)=p) =

max
C5(v′)

pv(4)|(pv(1)=a)∧(pv(2)=v′)∧(pv(3)=p);

C7(a, v, p) :
(∀j ∈ {2, ..., R+ 1})(v(j) = min

C5(v′)∧C6(a,v′,p)
v′(j));*/

8: if vm = null then
9: goto line 1;

10: end if
11: pv ← pv′ : (pv′ ∈ PV)

∧(pv′(1) = app) ∧ (pv′(2) = vm) ∧ (pv′(3) = pm);
12: M←M∪ {(a new mapping, pv)};
13: end while
14: end while

are not feasible to analysing the large scale systems because
of their exponential time complexities. Thus, we provide
3MAX heuristic algorithm to find a near-optimal solution with
low overhead.

The basic idea of 3MAX is selecting the application with max-
imum ratio between the required performance and provided
performance (RPRi = µi/

∑P
k=1

∑V
l=1(µi,k,l · xi,k,l)) and

respectively assigning PM and the VM instance type both of
which provide best (maximal) performance to the application.
This is why we call it 3MAX. The details, outlined in Algo-
rithm 1, are presented as follows.

Table 2. The configuration of PMs for hosting VMs.
CPU (#cores) MEMORY #PM

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5410 8GB 10
@ 2.33GHz (8)

Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) 8GB 10
Processor 2378 (8)

Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm) 4GB 10
Processor 2216 (4)

Step 1. 3MAX selects a PM with available resources. For each
type of resource, there is a ratio (R2Pi,j,k,l = µi,k,l ·rj,k/vj,l)
between the provided performance and the proportion of re-
source on a PM for each VM instance type when providing
the application with maximum RPRi. 3MAX selects the P-
M with the maximum of these ratios (lines 2-4). If there are
multiple PMs giving the maximum ratio, 3MAX selects the
PM with most amount of available resources from these PMs
(C4 in line 3).

Step 2. 3MAX allocates a VM to the application with max-
imum RPRi (line 6) on the PM selected in Step 1. 3MAX
allocates a VM with the type giving the best performance for
this application (line 7). If there are multiple VM instance
types giving the best performance, 3MAX selects the VM in-
stance type configured minimal amounts of resources (C7 in
line 7).

Step 3. 3MAX repeats Step 2 until there is no available re-
source on the selected PM for any application (lines 8-10).

Step 4. 3MAX repeats Step 1-3 until the provided perfor-
mances of all applications are satisfying their respective re-
quirements or there is no available PM (line 1).

The time complexities of the selections (Step 1-2) of appli-
cation (lines 2 and 6), PM (line 3), and VM instance type
(line 7) are O(A), O(P ) and O(V ), respectively. We assume
that a PM hosts N VMs on average, then allocating the avail-
able resources of a PM (Step 1-3, lines 2-13) is O(APV N)
in time complexity. Thus the time complexity of 3MAX is
O(AP 2V N) at worst.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we introduce our testbed and experiment de-
sign. And then we discuss the experimental results.

4.1 Testbed and Experiments Design
In our testbed, the configurations of PMs used as servers for
applications are shown in Table 2. Each PM is configured
with two 1000Mbps Network Interface Cards (NICs).

We select five applications from four benchmarks for our ex-
periments, as follows.

• TPC-W [40] is a transactional web e-Commerce bench-
mark. The specification defines three different mixes of
web interactions, each varying the ratio of browse to buy
activities. We use TPC-W with the options, the TPC-W
Shopping Mix and 1.0 think time, to generate workload-
s. The performance is measured by Web Interactions Per
Second (WIPS).



• Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [41] is a per-
formance measurement framework for cloud serving sys-
tems. Six core workloads (Workload A-F) are provided.
A tool YCSB Client is developed to execute the YCSB
benchmarks. We chose Workload A, which has 50 percent
reads and 50 percent updates, as the workload generator.
One million records are loaded into each database serv-
er. Performance is evaluated by throughput (operations per
second).

• Apache Benchmark (ab) [42] is a tool for benchmarking
HTTP server. We design two applications by the bench-
mark, abk and abm. They transmit a fixed size file: 1K-
B, 1MB, which are representative log sizes in current data
center [43], to their requests, respectively. Additional, to
reduce the disk readings for increasing the performance,
files are cached in the buffers in advance. Performance is
evaluated by throughput (finished requests per second).

• SysBench [44] is a modular, cross-platform and multi-
threaded benchmark tool for evaluating operate system
(OS) parameters. We use the CPU performance bench-
mark which is one of the most simple benchmarks in Sys-
Bench. In this mode each request consists in calculation
of prime numbers up to a specified value (20000 in the pa-
per). Events (i.e. finished requests) per second (EPS) is the
performance metric.

The configurations for VM instances have 4, 4, and 5 op-
tions for CPU (1-4 virtual CPUs (VCPUs)), memory ((1-
4)×0.5GB), and NIC ((1-5)×200Mbps), respectively. Thus
there are 80 different VM instance types. We do not consider
the disk resource because the disk resource is never the bot-
tleneck in all of our experiments. We assume that SysBench
is an Internet application for which its processing results are
the data returned to users for the requests.

We use the trace collected from the 1998 World Cup Web
site [45] at the five days from May 28, 1998 to June 1, 1998 to
generate the workloads of the five applications, respectively,
in the following experiments. For an application, we scale the
average request number per second within 15 minutes of the
trace data by a factor so that the maximal scaled value is equal
to the maximum throughput, mti, which is two fifths of the
value of aggregating throughputs provided by all PMs when
running the application on a VM with type provisioning best
performance, mti = 2

5

∑P
k=1 max1≤l≤V µi,k,l, and set the

scaled values as the required throughputs. Our consolidation
algorithm, 3MAX, runs every 15 minutes.

In the following experiments, we pin each VCPU of hosted
VMs on a CPU core because performance loss of virtualiza-
tion can be reduced by core pinning. On a server, the aggre-
gated number of VCPUs of all hosted VM is not larger than
the number of CPU cores to avoid the additional overhead of
overcommitment.

Next, we first evaluate the performance of our heuristic algo-
rithm on the accuracy (Section 4.2), minimizing PM number
(Section 4.3) and scalability (Section 4.4), and then experi-
mentally study on the sensitivity of our algorithm on the ac-
curacy of workload evaluations (Section 4.5).
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Figure 2. The performance of our consolidaton algorithm.

4.2 Accuracy
We measured the performance of 3MAX using the relative
differences between the total throughputs (µ̂i) achieved by
3MAX and the required throughputs (µi), RDi = (µ̂i −
µi)/µi, i = 1, ..., A, and the overall relative difference,
ORD = 1

A

∑A
i=1(

∑
t |RDi|/t), where t represents the ex-

periment time intervals. The closer to 0 RDi and ORD are,
the less resources are wasted and thus the better our algorith-
m performance is, when RDi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., A. RDi < 0
indicates that the required performance is not satisfied for ap-
plication i.

Figure 2 shows the relative differences of applications, pro-
vided by our consolidation algorithm. As shown in this fig-
ure, RDi, i = 1, ..., A are all close to 0, which means that
our consolidation algorithm always has a high accuracy all
the time. RDi, i = 1, ..., A are always slightly larger than
0, which means that the performance achieved by the consol-
idation is always satisfying the required performance, guar-
anteed by the termination condition that all required perfor-
mances of applications are satisfied (line 1 in Algorithm 1).
The ORD is about 0.043, i.e., using our consolidation al-
gorithm consumes only about 4.3% more resources than the
optimal amounts.

4.3 Performance in Minimizing PM Number
In this section, we experimentally study on the performance
of 3MAX in minimizing PM number by two existing consol-
idation algorithms. We respectively run these consolidation
algorithms with the VM statuses output by 3MAX. If the PM
number is not reduced by these algorithms, then PM num-
ber is minimized by 3MAX in practice is proved. These two
consolidation algorithms respectively are First Fit Decreas-
ing (FFD) [5] and Least Loaded (LL) [46]. The commonly
used FFD packing algorithm places the largest VM on the
first physical server on which it will fit. If there is no such
server, the VM is placed in a new empty server. Least loaded
(LL) algorithm [46] assigns the current VM to the used PM
with least-load or a new server when there is no room for the
VM in the used PMs. When running these algorithms in our
experiment, we sort the PMs by the amount of resources in
descending order in advance.

The results are presented in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, we can
see that FFD and LL have the same performance, consuming
9.5 PMs on average. 3MAX consumes about 9.4 PMs whose
number is less than that consumed by FFD and LL, on aver-
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Figure 4. Scalability of 3MAX in the numbers of PMs and applications.

age. That is to say, these two consolidation technologies need
about 1.06% more PMs. Thus, after deploying VMs whose
placement is output by 3MAX, the PM number could not be
reduced by these consolidations.

4.4 Scalability
In this section, we evaluate the scalability of 3MAX in con-
sumed CPU time and ORD. We first scale the PM number
by a factor (fPM ) ranging from 1 to 100 to examine the s-
calability as the PM number increases, and then scale the ap-
plication number in the same way (fAPP ) with 3000 PMs
to study on the scalability as the number of applications in-
creases. For example, 3MAX consolidating 5 applications on
30 PMs when fPM = 1, same as the original system de-
creased in Section 4.1, and consolidating 5 applications on
3000 PMs when fPM = 100. We scale the required through-
puts of applications in original system by the factor, the ratio
of the numbers of PMs and applications, and set them as cor-
responding required throughputs in the scaled system. We use
the average application performance measured in the original
system as that in the scaled systems. The results of running
on a Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2378 core are
respectively shown in Fig. 4.

Figures 4a and 4b show a pattern of ORD change, ORD de-
creases with increasing the workloads of applications. The
reasons are as follows. We consider that the resources are
allocated to the VMs on a PM in a discrete way, such as
CPU is allocated in a granularity of cores, as done in most
of clouds, such as EC2 [38] and OpenStack [47]. The abso-
lute difference between provided performance and required
performance is less than the performance provided by a VM
with minimal resources using 3MAX. Therefore, the relative
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difference is decrease with increasing the workload for an ap-
plication.

As shown in Fig. 4a, the time consumed by 3MAX increas-
es quadratically with the PM number, which is consistent
with the analysis in Section 3.2. As the application num-
ber increases, the consumed time, as shown in Fig. 4b, in-
creases slightly because the consumed time depends largely
on the PM number due to that the number of application-
s are much less than that of PMs. Our algorithm can make
a decision only about 0.22 seconds which is much less than
the decision-making periods (tens or hundreds of seconds) in
most of clouds, even in the case of consolidating 500 appli-
cations on 3000 PMs.

4.5 Sensitivity
In this section, we experimentally study on the impact of the
accuracy of workload evaluation on the accuracy and fluc-
tuation of our consolidation algorithm. We use two work-
load evaluation methods, χ2 and F . These methods first test
whether the workload of an application is changed by χ2-
test [48] and F -test [48], respectively, using the data of cur-
rent time window containing the time intervals of last request-
s, and evaluate the workload as the average value within cur-
rent time window if the workload is tested to be changed. We
set the size of time windows and the level of significance of
tests as 1000 and 0.01, respectively.

As F -test has the assumption that the time intervals of
requests follow exponential distribution [48], we generate
workloads for evaluating workload evaluation methods and
their impact on our consolidation algorithm as follows. We
first generate 100 random numbers and realignment them as
20 combinations each of which contains 5 numbers respec-
tively set as the workloads of the five applications. Then, we
sample the exponential distributions with means of the gener-
ated 100 random numbers and take the samples as the input of
evaluation methods. We set that each combination lasts 100
seconds.

The accuracy of workload evaluation is evaluated by the over-
all relative difference between the estimated workload λ̂ and
the real workload λ, ORD =

∑
t (|λ̂− λ|/λ)/t. The clos-

er to 0 ORD is, the more accuracy an evaluation method is.
Figure 5 shows the overall relative differences of these two e-
valuation methods and our consolidation algorithm respective
using the workloads evaluated by these two methods.
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As shown in Fig. 5, ORDs of χ2 and F are respectively 0.027
and 0.041, which degrade 0.043 of the ORD of 3MAX into
0.0674 and 0.0662, respectively, i.e., these workload evalua-
tion methods have only a little influence on the accuracy of
our consolidation algorithm.

The workloads of the five applications change 19 times, while
these two evaluation methods respectively change the eval-
uated workloads 154 and 75 times, all of which are much
more than the actual value, as shown in Fig. 6. This is be-
cause the workloads would be re-evaluated even when only
one workload are judged to change by the test, which dra-
matically increases the fluctuations of the evaluation meth-
ods. Our consolidation algorithm reduces the fluctuations in
two ways. The first is that two combinations of the workload-
s which have a small difference may correspond to a same
application deployment, which reduces the number of appli-
cation deployment changes. The second is that the current de-
ployment may still satisfy the requirement when the evaluated
workloads have small changes, which reduces the number of
consolidations. Thus the numbers of application deployment
changes, 85 and 55, shown in Fig. 6, are only about half of
the numbers of evaluated workload changes, respectively.

3MAX alleviates fluctuations of evaluation methods while
does not eliminates them. The deployment change numbers
of χ2+3MAX and F+3MAX are more than that of 3MAX, as
shown in Fig. 6. Thus, more accuracy of workload evaluation
method helps 3MAX to be more practical.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, to our best knowledge, we make the first at-
tempt to study on consolidating multiple Internet applications
in virtualized data centers. We model the consolidation into
a ILP problem providing a three-tiered mapping, application-
to-VM-to-PM, to minimize the PM number satisfied the re-
quired performances of applications. To solve the ILP prob-
lem in polynomial time, we propose a heuristic algorithm.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to study on the
effectiveness and efficiency of our heuristic algorithm. The
experiments results show high accuracy of our heuristic al-
gorithm having little sensitivity to the accuracies of workload
evaluation methods with good scalability.
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ABSTRACT

The AMD APU (Accelerated Processing Unit) architecture,
which combines CPU and GPU cores on the same die at
a low power budget, promises a significant advent in GPU
computing, in particular to applications which performance
is bottlenecked by the low PCI communication rate. How-
ever APUs are slowly heading towards a perfectly unified
CPU-GPU memory space. Besides, APU integrated GPUs
are also less powerful than discrete GPUs. In this paper
we therefore investigate the interest of APUs for scientific
computing by evaluating and comparing the performance
and the power efficiency of an AMD APU (code-named
Kaveri) against a discrete GPU (code-named Tahiti) and
an hexa-core AMD CPU (Phenom CPU). For this purpose,
we rely on two common applicative benchmarks in single
precision, namely a matrix-matrix multiplication and a 3D
finite difference stencil, that are optimized and tuned in
OpenCL. Our results confirm that APU integrated GPUs
outperform CPUs and may outperform discrete GPUs for
medium-sized problems as well as for applications with high
communication requirements. Moreover, our study shows
that APUs can be up to 20% more power efficient than
discrete GPUs.

Author Keywords

Finite difference stencil; matrix multiplication; APU;
OpenCL; power efficiency

1. INTRODUCTION

In past years, Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) have shown
their ability to provide better performance than standard
CPUs for many scientific applications thanks to their huge
compute power and high internal memory bandwidth. Ap-
plications with high CPU-GPU communication requirements
may be bottlenecked by the PCI transfer rate. The AMD APU
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with its new hardware design, that removes the PCI intercon-
nection, can address this problem. But, integrated GPUs in
APUs have distinct memory partitions, are almost an order of
magnitude less compute powerful and have a lower memory
bandwidth than discrete GPUs.

Our focus on this paper is to benchmark the most recent gen-
eration of APUs and compare its performance and power ef-
ficiency against those of a high-end GPU and of a CPU us-
ing two OpenCL (Open Compute Language) kernels: a sin-
gle precision matrix to matrix multiplication corresponding
to the SGEMM BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms)
routine which is compute bound, and a single precision finite
difference 3D stencil which is memory bound. Matrix mul-
tiplication is a very important algorithm in high performance
computing as it is a building block for numerous routines in
linear algebra (e.g. the LINPACK benchmark). Some related
works, such as [2], focus on methodologies of scheduling the
SGEMM on CPU or GPU: depending on matrix dimensions,
it may indeed be worthwhile to send the matrices to the GPU,
perform the computation on the GPU and then send the re-
sults back to the CPU. Therefore we consider complete ma-
trix multiplications with possible data transfers. Finite differ-
ence stencils are widely used in numerical simulations codes
in a wide range of applications such as depth imaging [1, 6],
computational fluid dynamics and electro-magnetics. More
notably in [1], the authors emphasize the impact of the slow
PCI transfer rate on the data snapshotting times and conse-
quently on the stencil performance.

We aim to determine whether APU integrated GPUs can out-
perform discrete GPUs and CPUs for a certain range of prob-
lem sizes and under certain assumptions (such as the data
snapshotting frequency range for the finite difference sten-
cil) of the two applications. Besides, given that an APU con-
sumes less than a CPU+GPU system, we try to determine if
APUs may be more power efficient than discrete GPU based
solutions. This requires relevant data placement, within an
APU, highly efficient applicative kernels on each architecture
as well as an accurate methodology of power measurement.
This work is an extension to [4] by widening the applicative
benchmarking and by conducting a power efficiency study.



Figure 1. APU architecture: the GPU has N compute units (CUs) and the CPU has write combining buffers (WC) used for uncached accesses.

Related works can be found in [8, 7], where the authors study
the efficacy of APUs for scientific computing from a perfor-
mance perspective only. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. To begin with, in Section 2 we describe in a nut-
shell the APU architecture we use in the present work. Sec-
ond, in Section 3 we expose the APU memory system and
discuss the different data placement strategies and their im-
pact on APU performance. Then in Section 4, we present our
OpenCL implementations of the matrix multiplication and of
the stencil algorithms. Section 5 describes performance de-
tails and analysis of our SGEMM and stencil applications for
each architecture. In this section, we also present, for each of
the two applications, a performance comparison of the CPU,
APU and GPU. We follow up, in Section 6, with a power effi-
ciency study of the surveyed architectures with respect to the
two benchmarks. Finally, we conclude in Section 7 with a
mention to future work.

2. APU ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we briefly summarize the architecture and
the technical specifications of the different hardwares used
in this paper from an OpenCL perspective. We refer the
reader to [10] and [3] for the OpenCL terminology and the
notions of compute device, compute units (CUs), processing
elements (PEs), kernel, work-items work-groups, wavefronts
and global, local and private memories.
The APU has a multi-core CPU and an integrated GPU, fused
in the same silicon die, which eliminates the need to use the
PCI Express bus as the CPU and the GPU can both have ac-
cess to the system main memory. Integrated GPUs follow the
same technology evolution as discrete GPUs. Recently, AMD
has released a GPU micro-architecture called Graphics Core
Next (GCN), where the processing elements are arranged as
four lanes of scalar processors. The thread schedulers are
doubled (four schedulers) as compared to early generations.
This micro-architecture is referred to as the scalar design.
For most AMD GPUs, the processing elements are arranged
in SIMD arrays consisting of 16 processing elements each.
Each of the SIMD arrays executes a single instruction across
a block of 16 work-items. That instruction is repeated over

CPU discrete GPU integrated GPU

Architecture AMD 10h Tahiti Kaveri

Model Phenom HD7970 A10-7850K

Clock rate (GHz) 2.8 0.925 0.720

Compute units 6 32 8

Global memory (MB) 8096 3072 512

Local memory (KB) Ø 64 64

Peak bandwidth (GB/s) 50 256 25.6

Peak flops (GFlop/s) 134 3700 734

TDP (W) 150 W 250 W 95 W

Table 1. Hardware specifications of the surveyed architectures.

four cycles to process a 64-elements thread collection (AMD
GPUs only, also called wavefront), in such a manner the four
SIMD arrays can execute code from different wavefronts.
Figure 1 shows a minimal description of the Kaveri APU
architecture. Kaveri is the most recent desktop GCN based
APU, at the time of writing, which allows to fully utilize all
GPU compute resources using OpenCL (version 1.2) without
explicit vectorization (i.e. with scalar programming).
We are only interested in the integrated GPU of an APU as it
represents the major compute power (87%). For the CPU a
compute unit is actually a CPU core and vector instructions
are SSE instructions.

In the scope of this work, we survey one hexa-core CPU:
AMD Phenom TM II x6 1055t Processor, a discrete GPU:
Tahiti GPU, and an APU: Kaveri. The GPU and the APU are
both based on the GCN micro-architecture. Table 1 shows
the technical specifications of each tested device. Note that
the APU specifications are only about the integrated GPU.

3. DATA PLACEMENT STRATEGIES

The APU memory system is different from that of a discrete
GPU. On the one hand, the CPU (host) and the GPU (device)
are fused in the same socket and the PCI interconnection be-
tween them is removed, but on another hand, the memory
address space is not unified as the integrated GPU has its
own dedicated memory partition (g), as shown in Figure 1,
which is a sub-partition of the system memory. The integrated
GPU can have access to memory using one of the two follow-
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Figure 2. Data placement benchmark results on Kaveri APU.

ing buses: Onion which does probe CPU caches and Garlic
which does not. Note that a third memory path Onion+ (not
used in the scope of this work as to achieve higher memory
bandwidth) is added which bypasses the GPU L2 caches to
ensure full coherency with the CPU.
Not only data can be explicitly copied from the CPU memory
c (always pinned here for efficient CPU-GPU data transfer)
to the GPU partition and vice versa but also memory objects,
known as zero-copy objects, can be shared between the CPU
and the integrated GPU [3]. In fact, part of the GPU memory
can be exposed to the CPU: this is referred to as p in Figure
1, called the GPU persistent memory. Similarly, a subset of
the system memory is visible to the integrated GPU (z in Fig-
ure 1). GPU read-only zero-copy memory objects are stored
in an uncached memory (u) in which data is not stored into
the CPU caches and is subject to CPU contiguous write op-
erations using the write combine buffers (WC in Figure 1) to
increase memory throughput.
In order to test the performance of all these buffers for read
and write accesses, we developed an OpenCL benchmark, a
data placement benchmark, that makes the integrated GPU
copy data from an input buffer stored in one APU memory
location to an output buffer that lies in another APU mem-
ory location.For both the input and output buffers, cg (re-
spectively gc) denotes an explicit data copy from the CPU
partition c to the GPU partition g (resp. from the GPU parti-
tion g to the CPU partition c), whereas z, u and p refer to the
corresponding zero-copy buffer. For example, zgc describes
the following data placement strategy: the input buffer in z
memory location and the output buffer buffer that lies first in
the GPU memory (g) and is then explicitly copied to the CPU
memory (c). We tried different data access strategies. We
show the results in Figure 2 for Kaveri, where init is the in-
put buffer initialization (by the host) time, iwrite is the input
buffer transfer time (if needed) to the GPU memory, kernel
is the OpenCL kernel (responsible for copying data from the
input buffer to the output buffer) execution time, oread is the
output buffer transfer time (if needed) back to the CPU and
obackup is the time of an extra copy from the output buffer
to a temporary buffer in the CPU memory in order to mea-
sure the time of reading from the memory location in which
the output buffer is saved. In some cases, a map operation
(resp. an unmap operation) is required before iwrite or oread
(resp. after iwrite or oread). These operations have negligi-

ble times compared to the other operations and thus are not
presented in our results. We use system wall-clock for timing
this benchmark, as well as for the the other tests in this paper.
All the tests are ran multiple times (up to 40) after devices
“warm up”.

We note that GPU reads from u are as fast as GPU reads from
GPU memory, and that CPU writes to GPU persistent mem-
ory are fast but reads are very slow (see obackup in Figure
2). Finally, GPU memory bandwidth of z (via Onion with
a sustained bandwidth of 16 GB/s which is higher than that
of the previous APU generations [4]) presents nearly 60% of
the peak memory bandwidth of g (via Garlic with a sustained
bandwidth of 23 GB/s). For the rest of the paper we select the
most relevant placement strategies among the best perform-
ing ones: cggc which is similar to the classic way to explicitly
copy data from CPUs to discrete GPUs, zz and up which are
very specific to APUs and involve zero-copy buffers (that live
either in the CPU memory or in the GPU memory) and ugc
which is a mix between the explicit copy and the zero-copy
strategies.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE APPLICATIVE KERNELS

IN OPENCL

In this section we present a description of our implementa-
tion choices and optimizations for the two OpenCL kernels:
a single precision matrix multiplication and a single precision
3D finite difference stencil kernel. Our major optimizations
include use of vector instructions, tiling in the local memory,
software pipelining, register blocking and parameters tuning.
The OpenCL kernels are highly tuned in order to provide a
fair performance comparison between all tested devices.

4.1. Matrix Multiplication

We consider to compute single precision matrix multiplica-
tions as C = βC +αA×B where A, B and C are all square
NxN matrices, and α = β = 1. This corresponds to the
BLAS SGEMM routine (see [15, 12]). The floating point
computation and data storage complexities of the matrix-
matrix multiplication algorithm are respectively O(N3) and
O(N2). This algorithm is known to be compute bound and
its compute intensity is O(N). When studying previous APU
generations, we relied on our own SGEMM implementations
since these were faster than the concurrently emerging AMD
BLAS implementations (clAmdBlas) on the new GCN archi-
tecture [4]. Therefore, we still here use our own implementa-
tions.

First, we implemented a straightforward version in a data par-
allel fashion where each work-item computes X (X = 2 or
X = 4 in practice) elements of C. X refers to the ILP (In-
struction Level parallelism) [14] which may be a relevant per-
formance factor in some implementations. This implemen-
tation is an OpenCL baseline for all architectures and will
be referred to as scalar. Second, we explicitly vectorized
the code using the OpenCL float4 data structure in order to
test whether explicit vectorization is effective on scalar ar-
chitectures (GCN based GPUs) and also because vectoriza-
tion helps take advantage from SSE on the CPU. We call
this implementation vectorized. Note that in both scalar and



(a) Memory layout. (b) Blocking algorithm.

Figure 3. 3D 8
th order stencil.

vectorized the C matrix is naturally partitioned due to the
OpenCL execution model that gathers work-items in work-
groups. Next, we apply on the vectorized implementation a
blocking algorithm that partitions A, B and C matrices into
square sub-matrices, which often has higher performance on
systems with a memory hierarchy. Blocking matrix-matrix
multiplications exploit more data reuse and achieve higher ef-
fective memory bandwidth. The matrices A and B are parti-
tioned into blocks stored in the local memory and these blocks
are laid out as OpenCL workgroups. This version is referred
to as local scalar and as local vectorized if the code is vec-
torized. Finally, we implement another version, called image,
using OpenCL image2D memory objects. These are arranged
with a cache friendly tiled layout format and can provide ad-
ditional memory bandwidth in certain cases by using the tex-
ture caches on GPUs, coupled with texture sampling hard-
ware for reading from these caches [5]. For each implemen-
tation we use extensive manual tuning to find the best values
for the following parameters: workgroup sizes, ILP, instruc-
tion scheduling, and local memory sizes.

4.2. Finite Difference Stencil

A stencil computation of an element in a 3D NxNxN reg-
ular mesh is a linear summation of its value and its neigh-
boring values, along each dimension, weighed by specific
coefficients. We choose to compute an 8th order 3D sten-
cil (this high order stencil is a building block of the Reverse
Time Migration [1, 6] used for depth imaging) as illustrated
in Figure3(a). The floating point computation and data stor-
age complexities of the stencil kernel are both O(N3). The
compute intensity is thus O(1) and this algorithm is mem-
ory bound. We apply a 2D work-item grid on the 3D domain
and we first implement a scalar version in which each work-
item computes X columns of the domain (X refers to the ILP
and is determined via manual tuning and is either equal to 2
or 4 in practice) along the Z dimension which corresponds
to the largest strided memory accesses [9]. All memory ac-
cesses are issued in global memory. Second, we explicitly
vectorize the code and each work-item processes X columns
of float4 elements along the Z dimension. In most cases X
is equal to 2 or 4. This implementation is referred to as vec-
torized. Finally, we implement a blocking algorithm [11].
Data is fetched slice by slice from global memory and stored
in local memory and each work-item sweeps along the Z di-
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Figure 4. SGEMM performance on the Phenom CPU.

mension and blocks the grid values in the register file in order
to reuse data (see Figure3(b)), and computes X float4 ele-
ments at a time. This implementation is referenced as local
scalar and as local vectorized when the code is vectorized. It
is to be noted that OpenCL image memory objects provided
very poor performance for large domains, as opposed to the
matrix multiplication kernel. Therefore, we do not consider
using them for the stencil kernel. We also use extensive man-
ual tuning to adapt at best the stencil implementations to each
architecture.

5. FLOATING POINT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we show performance results for the two
OpenCL kernels on each tested device. We also emphasize
the impact of data placement strategies on the APU perfor-
mance. Finally, we compare the performance of the inte-
grated GPU against those of the CPU and the discrete GPU.
Note that the performance numbers (GFlop/s) are calculated
based on the theoretical number of floating point operations
issued by each application.

5.1. Matrix Multiplication

Devices Performance

We first consider timing the kernel execution only. We try
square matrices with dimensions NxN (N varies between 64
and 4096). We ran all the tests on Linux Os (Ubuntu 14.04)
based systems. For our GPU implementations, we made use
of the AMD Catalyst driver version 15.4.
Figure 4 summarizes the performance of the different
OpenCL implementations on the CPU. We compare them
against an OpenMP C code and a highly efficient GotoBLAS
1 based SGEMM implementation. We note that OpenCL is
faster than OpenMP mainly because of the natural OpenCL
blocking on the C matrix. The vectorized implementation
outperforms the scalar one thanks to the SSE. Besides, the lo-
cal vectorized implementation is more efficient than the vec-
torized one for large matrices thanks to the blocking on matri-
ces A and B. But the GotoBLAS clearly delivers the highest
performance thanks to close-to-hardware optimizations (as-
sembly programming, prefetching and memory hierarchy),
and will thus be chosen as the reference CPU implementa-
tion.
The Tahiti GPU results are shown in Figure 5. We note that

1http://www.tacc.utexas.edu/tacc-projects/gotoblas2
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Figure 6. SGEMM performance on the Kaveri APU.

the local vectorized version gives better results (up to 2.050
TFlop/s) than the vectorized version (1.6 TFlop/s). OpenCL
images and the texture caches do not provide a huge per-
formance enhancement (only 7% compared to the local vec-
torized version) as both reads and writes are systematically
cached on Tahiti. The local scalar version delivers 2× higher
performance than that of the scalar one. However the vector
versions of the matrix multiplication OpenCL kernel perform
very well on the scalar design and offers better performance
numbers than the scalar ones (by a factor higher than 3), while
we were expecting the latters to perform better on a GCN
based GPU. It is probably due to the fact that AMD OpenCL
driver versions, that we are using, do not take enough advan-
tage from the new hardware design of the early instances of
GCN based GPUs.
Finally, Figure 6 illustrates the performance results of the in-
tegrated GPU of Kaveri. The behavior of the local scalar is
different as it gives up to 3× higher performance numbers
than the scalar version. This may give some indications that
the scalar memory access to the local memory in the GCN
based APUs are better handled. Similarly to the Tahiti GPU,
the local vectorized version is more efficient than the vec-
torized and the scalar versions. We also notice that the use
of OpenCL images relatively enhances the performance on
Kaveri. However, copying OpenCL images back and forth
between CPU and GPU incurs a very large overhead which
lowers the overall performance with communication times
considered. For this reason, we do not use the image im-
plementations in the rest of this section.

Impact Of Data Placement Strategies On APU Performance
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In order to measure the impact of the data placement strate-
gies on the SGEMM APU performance we try the four se-
lected scenarios: cggc, ugc, zz and up with both vectorized
and local vectorized implementations. A and B correspond
to the input buffers, whereas C is an input/output buffer. We
exclude the image from this survey because OpenCL image
memory objects loose their intrinsic properties when saved
in some memory locations within the APU such as u. Note
that the possible communication times are included in the
following performance numbers. Figure 7 shows the perfor-
mance numbers of the two implementations coupled with the
selected four data placement strategies on Kaveri. We con-
clude that in order to obtain the best SGEMM performance
on APU integrated GPUs, we have to use the local vector-
ized implementation coupled with the cggc data placement
strategy. However, we noticed that the performance of the
OpenCL kernel (computation only) of the benchmark, when
the zero-copy memory objects are used, is comparable to that
when explicit copies are employed (cggc). As a matter of fact
the performance of local vectorized-zz is 3% lower than that
of local vectorized-cggc, thanks to the local memory and to
the bandwidth enhancement of the Onion bus (whose band-
width was about 50% lower in previous APU generations [4]).

Performance Comparison

Finally, Figure 8 illustrates a performance comparison of all
the tested devices with the best implementation on each of
a complete matrix multiplication (with possible communi-
cation times). comp-only refers to the performance of the
APU without considering the communication times. Ideally,
the upcoming AMD APUs that feature a unified memory
system will have a comparable performance to these results
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(kaveri(comp-only) in Fig. 8). The Kaveri APU outperforms
the CPU and that for all the matrices sizes. For medium-
sized matrices (between 192 and 700), the Kaveri APU with a
unified memory system (kaveri(comp-only)) may outperform
both discrete GPUs and the CPU. Large matrices have to be
sent to and processed by the discrete GPU since the transfer
times become minority compared to the computation times.

5.2. Finite Difference Stencil

Devices Performance

We first show the performance numbers of each tested device
based on the kernel execution time only. We use 3D domains
with NxNx32 sizes (N ranging between 64 and 1024). Fig-
ure 9 summarizes the performance of the different OpenCL
implementations on the CPU. We compare them against an
OpenMP Fortran 90 code (compiled and vectorized with In-
tel Fortran Compiler). Here again the OpenCL vector imple-
mentations outperform the OpenCL scalar version thanks to
their use of SSE instructions. The vectorized implementation
efficiently relies on CPU caches and delivers the best perfor-
mance being faster than or as fast as the OpenMP implemen-
tation. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the performance numbers
of Tahiti and Kaveri respectively. We note that for the discrete
GPU the scalar versions either perform as good as the vector-
ized versions or outperform the vectorized implementations.
As a matter of fact, the local scalar version gives the best
performance numbers that reach 544GFlop/s. This leads to
the conclusion that the vectorization is no longer needed to
deliver the best OpenCL performance of the 3D finite differ-
ence kernel out of the Tahiti GPU.
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When it comes to the performance numbers of the 3D sten-
cil kernel on the Kaveri APU, one can notice that the local
scalar (resp. local vectorized) delivers better performance
numbers compared to the performance of the scalar (resp.
vectorized) version thanks to the blocking algorithm of the
local vectorized implementation. Besides, like on Tahiti the
scalar design seems to be more beneficial to the performance
of the 3D stencil kernel on APUs. Indeed, both the scalar (for
N ≥ 512) and local scalar versions outperform the imple-
mentations that are based on explicit code vectorization. Fur-
thermore, the local scalar implementation delivers higher per-
formance numbers compared to the scalar version. The local
scalar implementation gives the best 3D stencil performance
numbers for medium and big problem sizes (with N ≥ 128)
that reach up to 85 GFlop/s.

Impact Of Data Placement Strategies On APU Performance

Stencil computations are usually used in iterative methods.
Periodically data need to be resident on the CPU memory in
order to be used in further operations such as imaging condi-
tion in RTM (Reverse Time Migration) applications. We call
this process data snapshotting. The frequency of data snap-
shotting can also be an important performance factor. We
thus run the scalar and the local scalar implementations of
the stencil OpenCL kernel on the Kaveri APU while taking
into consideration the data placement strategies selected in
Section 3 in one hand, and the frequency of data snapshotting
in an other. Note that we use one input buffer and one output
buffer. In Fig. 12 we show the performance results of the ker-
nel ran on a 1024x1024x32 grid as a function of the number of
stencil computation passes performed between two snapshots
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Figure 13. 3D stencil performance comparison on the different architectures.

(frequency of data snapshotting). Note that the communica-
tion times (possibly required to retrieve the snapshot on the
CPU) are included in those numbers. We conclude that in or-
der to obtain the best stencil performance on the Kaveri APU,
we have to use the local scalar implementation coupled with
either the zz data placement strategy (for the data snaphotting
frequencies ranging from 1 to 3) or with the cggc data place-
ment strategy (for the data snaphotting frequencies ranging
from 3 to 10): see best in Fig. 12. Compared to the previous
APU generations [4], the Kaveri APU is thus the first APU
that enables a performance gain of the finite difference sten-
cil kernel when using zero-copy buffers.

Performance Comparison

Finally, Figure 13 illustrates a performance comparison of
all the tested devices as a function of the frequency of data
snapshotting using the best implementation on each. We
recall that, the domain size of the used grid in this test is
1024x1024x32. We notice that the integrated GPU outper-
forms the CPU implementation for all the data snapshotting
frequencies, and that the best performance is always deliv-
ered by the Tahiti discrete GPU, except for the case K = 1.
Indeed, for a high rate of data snapshotting, more specifically
for a snapshot retrieval after every stencil computation, the
Kaveri APU outperforms the discrete GPU thanks to the zero-
copy buffers. The upcoming APUs are expected to feature a
perfectly and fully unified memory, which would allow even
higher performance (equal to kaveri (comp-only) in Fig. 13)
for lower data snaphotting frequencies.

6. POWER EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

In order to compare the power efficiencies of the three archi-
tectures, we chose to measure the power consumption of our
two applicative benchmarks, and to compute the power effi-
ciency (using the Performance Per Watt (PPW) metric) based
on the best performance obtained on each platform (best ker-
nel implementation and APU data placement strategy).

6.1. Power Measurement Methodology

We made use of a digital power meter that is an interface
that measures and monitors the current and voltage delivered
to a compute node. As a matter of fact, power meters of-
ten report the active power (also referred to as real power)
and apparent power of a given power supply unit (PSU). The
active power is measured in Watts and is the power drawn
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by the resistive electrical components of a system doing use-
ful work. The apparent power includes, on top of the real
power, the power drawn by the reactive components (such as
inductors and capacitors). The apparent power is measured
in Volt-Amperes (VA). A digital power meter can be a simple
power outlet or a Power Distribution Unit (PDU) designed to
distribute and monitor power within a rack of compute nodes
providing a remote access to the collected data. In the scope
of this work, a Raritan PX (DPXR8A-16) PDU is used, and
only the active power is measured. Thus the measured power
is that of each system as whole. For GPU based systems, it
thus also includes the power drawn by the CPU that drives
the GPU since GPUs are not standalone (the CPU used in the
GPU based system is the Phenom CPU). Moreover, a special
care was put to use the same functional hardware components
(hard drives, amount of memory, etc.) in order to ensure a fair
comparison. Besides, it is crucial to make sure that the PSU
that is installed on a given computer suits its main processor
in terms of electric efficiency. The electric efficiency, of a
PSU, is the ratio between the DC power it converts and the
input AC power it pulls from of the wall outlet. In order to
standardize the efficiency of PSUs, the 80 Plus certification
[13], a convention used by the PSU manufacturers to validate
that their PSUs were at least 80% efficient at 25% of full load,
was created. For the CPU based system we therefore used a
500 W PSU, for the APU based system we used a 200 W and
for the GPU based system a 750 W PSU.

6.2. Power Efficiency Of The Applicative Benchmarks

Figure 14, represents the power efficiency of the matrix mul-
tiply application on the three systems. First, we note that
the Phenom CPU offers a very low power efficiency (ap-
proximately 0.8GFlop/s/W ) compared to that of Tahiti and
Kaveri, despite the excellent performance numbers delivered
by the GotoBLAS implementation. This is due to the high
power envelope measured on the CPU based system (up to
145 W ). Second, the figure also demonstrates that the AMD
discrete GPU Tahiti delivers a high performance efficiency
that reaches up to 5 GFlop/s/W . Finally, the Kaveri APU
surpasses the Tahiti GPU in terms of power efficiency which
reaches 7 GFlop/s/W for medium sized matrices. We note
a withdrawal for big sized matrices, this is due to quick jump
in terms of power consumption (from 42 W up to 50 W) when
the matrices are big (N ≥ 1024) on the APU node.
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Similarly, we present the power efficiency numbers of the
3D finite difference stencil application in Figure 15. At first
glance, we realize that the power efficiency of the 3D finite
difference stencil is almost 4× lower than that of the matrix
multiply benchmark. This is due to the fact that the 3D sten-
cil application is memory bound which incurs lower perfor-
mance numbers in the one hand, and higher power envelope
(for example on Kaveri the 3D stencil application draws up to
62W as opposed to 50W for the matrix multiply application).
This is due to the fact that a floating point operation consumes
less than a memory access, especially when the memory loca-
tion has a high overhead. The power efficiency of the Phenom
CPU CPU is very poor (less than to 0.08GFlop/s/W ) com-
pared to the power efficiency of the rest of the tested hard-
ware. The power efficiency of the Tahiti discrete GPU merely
reaches 1.1 GFlop/s/W . That of the Kaveri APU is higher
than that of the Tahiti GPU for all the data snapshotting fre-
quencies and goes up to 1.25 GFlop/s/W . It is to be noted
that our different data placement strategies did not influence
the power consumption on the Kaveri APU.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed the relevance of the APU
integrated GPU for high performance scientific computing
by providing a comparative study of the CPU/APU/GPU
OpenCL performance and power efficiency of a compute-
bound matrix-matrix multiplication and a memory-bound fi-
nite difference 3D stencil. The integrated GPU of the latest
APU (Kaveri) always outperforms the CPU and can match
or outperform discrete GPUs for some medium-sized prob-
lems (matrix-matrix multiplication) or for problems with high
communication requirements (stencil computations with data
snapshotting). As far as performance is concerned, there is in-
deed a too strong performance gap, for both compute power
and internal memory bandwidth, between the latest discrete
GPUs and the integrated GPUs in the latest APUs.

However, the power efficiency study demonstrated that de-
spite the 3.3-fold difference in terms of sustained perfor-
mance between the APU and the discrete GPU, the APU is
more power efficient than discrete GPUs for memory bound
and compute bound workloads, and that for all the matrix
sizes and all the data snapshotting frequencies in the case of

the 3D finite difference stencil kernel. Therefore, it is manda-
tory to take into consideration the low power consumption,
seen as an important asset of the APU technology, when con-
sidering APU based solutions for HPC. In the future, the up-
coming APUs (such as Carrizo and the Zen APU) could be
even more efficient, thanks to a higher zero-copy memory
bandwidth, and may deliver higher performance per Watt.
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ABSTRACT
Query-driven analytics on scientific datasets is one of funda-
mental approaches for scientific discoveries. Existing stud-
ies have explored query-driven analytics on uniform resolu-
tion meshes. However, querying on adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) data has not been explored yet. As many simulations
have been lately transitioning to AMR, new methods for effi-
cient query-driven analysis on AMR data are needed.

In this paper, we present the first work to support scalable
AMR-aware analysis. We propose an AMR-aware hybrid
index for supporting two common forms (i.e., spatial and
value-based query selections) in query-driven analytics. To
sustainably support future-scale analysis, we design an in
situ (run-time) index building strategy with minimized per-
formance impact to the co-located simulation. Additionally,
we develop a parallel post-processing query method with an
adaptive workload-balanced strategy. Our evaluation demon-
strates the scalability of our in situ indexing and scalable
querying methods up to 16,384 and 1,024 cores, respectively,
using a Chombo-based benchmark. Compared to non-AMR-
aware indexing and querying, we demonstrate up to 12.4x and
500x performance improvement, respectively.

Author Keywords
AMR; In Situ; Index; Query; Parallel; HPC

1. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) [3] is an advanced nu-
merical method that dynamically and adaptively refines the
spatial accuracy of a solution where needed during the simu-
lation run. The key factor to its success is its adaptive ability
that dynamically refines simulation resolution across space
and time, which yields a hierarchical, multi-level, and multi-
resolution mesh (Fig. 1(a)). Many scientific simulations in
various domains are thus transitioning or have transitioned to
AMR. As a result, scientific analysis techniques, such as visu-
alization, feature detection, and feature tracking, must make
the transition to match.



Query-driven analysis (generally performed through SQL-
like queries) is a fundamental approach for discovering scien-
tific phenomena. For example, in climate science, detection
of an extreme climate event called an Atmospheric River is
expressed as a query using a spatial selection and a value con-
straint [5]. Furthermore, query-driven analysis is an essential
approach to deal with the data deluge in various science fields.
As computational capabilities are moving towards the exas-
cale, simulations produce tremendous data. Searching for
critical information in these massive data requires fast query-
driven analysis. Thus, multiple efficient query-driven analy-
sis techniques, such as ALACRITY [11], DIRAQ [14], Fast-
Bit [16], and FastQuery [7], have been developed recently.

However, directly applying these existing techniques on
AMR data is inefficient as they are designed for single, uni-
form meshes. For example, one can refine all mesh levels to a
finest resolution to form a uniform grid (referred as “flatten-
ing”), allowing the direct application of existing techniques
without special modification. Yet, the “flattening” approach
defeats the purpose of AMR because it increases the comput-
ing, memory, and storage requirements explosively. This is
untenable for large-scale scientific data with dozens of vari-
ables. Therefore, there is a need to enable querying capabili-
ties directly on AMR data by embracing the AMR structure.

Developing an AMR-aware querying, however, is a non-
trivial task, as it necessitates a completely new indexing
methodology. Specifically, we need a new indexing method
capable of handling the hierarchical, non-uniform AMR data
that capture both value and space aspects at the same time.
Furthermore, as demonstrated in the early work [12, 14], an
effective and sustainable indexing technique towards future
large-scale computation needs to operate in the context of in
situ where the indexing runs concurrently with the simulation
run. Hence, we advocate for an in situ, scalable, and AMR-
aware indexing.

While appealing, this shift in indexing technique presents
several challenges. First, as a general in situ algorithm, in
situ indexing should have minimum overhead so as to not af-
fect the simulation run. Second, the AMR-awareness further
complicates this in situ algorithm because the AMR hierar-
chy is scattered across processes, and is typically both irreg-
ular and dynamically changing over time. Third, developing
an AMR-aware querying (assuming indexes have been built)
needs an efficient, parallel query processing strategy in order
to support large-scale scientific discoveries. Specifically, the
challenge centers around achieving balanced querying work-
load in the parallel context in presence of: 1) the irregular
index read access patterns invoked by unpredictable queries;
and 2) unbalanced AMR index sizes across levels.

To address all these challenges, we propose the first AMR-
aware in situ indexing and scalable querying methodology
for scientific exploration and analysis on the AMR data. Our
contributions are as follows:

• Formally define the general problem of query-driven analy-
sis for AMR data (Section 2). This formal definition paves

(a)

Level

X

Y B0,0 B0,1

B0,2 B0,3

B1,0

B1,1

(b)

Figure 1. Subfigure (a) shows an example of a 3-level AMR mesh with re-
finement ratio 2: from the coarsest to the finest level. Subfigure (b) illustrates
a 2-level AMR hierarchy, with three box types: 1) B0,2, B1,0, and B1,1 are
uncovered; 2) B0,0 and B0,3 are partially covered; and 3) B0,1 is fully cov-
ered.

the way for our systematic study of AMR indexing and
querying problem.
• Design an in situ, query-optimized, AMR-aware index-

ing method (Section 3.2) that efficiently builds an AMR-
specific index in a massively parallel manner.
• Develop a parallel, AMR-index-aware, workload-balanced

query processing method (Section 3.3).
• Integrate both methods within the Chombo AMR infras-

tructure [1], this way we make our AMR-specific analysis
services available for many existing Chombo-based appli-
cations.

We demonstrate the scalability of our in situ indexing using
up to 16,384 cores, and that of our querying using up to 1,024
cores with the Chombo-IO benchmark [6]. When compared
to the non-AMR-aware indexing and querying, our AMR-
aware indexing and querying demonstrate up to 12.4x and
500x, respectively.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We now present formal definitions for a scalable, in situ in-
dexing component and a parallel, post-processing querying
component with respect to AMR-structured data. First, we
define the coarsening and refinement operators, which will
be helpful later1:

Definition 1 The coarsening operator C : ZD → ZD is
defined as C (i, r) = (b i0

r c, b
i1
r c, . . . , b

iD−1

r c), where r ∈
Z+ is a given refinement ratio. Correspondingly, we de-
fine the inverse refinement operator R : ZD → P

(
ZD
)

as R (i, r) = {i′ ∈ ZD | C
(
i′, r
)

= i}. Equivalently,
R (i, r) =

∏D−1
j=0 {rij , rij + 1, . . . , rij + r− 1}, where

∏
is

the N-ary Cartesian product. These operators can be naturally
extended to operate on sets of vectors.

Next, we define the components of an AMR structure.

Definition 2 A box is a set of integer coordinates within (in-
clusive) lower and (exclusive) upper corners x, y ∈ ZD with
0 ≤ x < y, where 0 denotes the zero vector and < (≤) de-
notes component-wise comparison of two vectors. That is, a
box B = {i ∈ ZD | x ≤ i < y}.
Definition 3 An AMR structure Ω with L ∈ Z+ levels, do-
main bound u ∈ (Z+)D, and refinement ratio r ∈ Z+ con-
1Definitions 1, 3, and 4, adapted from the Chombo design docu-
ment [1], were used in our previous work [17].



sists of a list of AMR levels Ω0, . . . ,ΩL−1. The first (coarsest)
level is a box with bounds 0,u: Ω0 = {i ∈ ZD | 0 ≤ i < u}.
For subsequent levels, Ωl ⊂ R (Ωl−1, r). Finally, every Ωl

can be decomposed into a disjoint union of ml boxes Bl,k

such that Ωl = ∪ml−1
k=0 Bl,k and Bl,x ∩Bl,y = ∅ when x 6= y.

We denote the set of all boxes composing an AMR structure
Ω as BΩ.

In other words, an AMR structure is a hierarchy of mesh lev-
els, with the coarsest level covering the entire computational
domain, and successively finer levels covering portions of the
next-coarser level. All mesh cells on a given AMR level have
the same mesh spacing, which is reduced by a given refine-
ment ratio relative to the next-coarser level. Additionally, in
the specific case of block-structured AMR considered in this
paper, each level’s mesh can always be decomposed into a set
of non-overlapping rectangular boxes. Figure 1 demonstrates
these definitions.

Definition 4 A cell at level l of AMR structure Ω is defined
as a pair (l, i) with i ∈ Ωl. The set of all cells in an AMR
hierarchy Ω is denoted by σ(Ω) = ∪L−1

l=0 {(l, i) | i ∈ Ωl}.
Definition 5 The uncovered predicate U : σ(Ω) →
{true, false} determines whether a given cell c = (l, i) is
uncovered, and is defined as

U(c) =

{
true if l = L− 1 or ∀i′ ∈ Ωl+1 C

(
i′, r
)
6= i

false else

Informally, we call a cell uncovered if no cells at the next
finer level are “on top of it” (i.e., coarsen down to the given
cell), or the given cell is already at the finest level.

We now give two definitions in preparation for defining the
AMR query-driven analysis we aim to support.

Definition 6 A spatial selection over an AMR structure Ω is
a box θ with corners x, y such that 0 ≤ x < y < u. A spatial
selection is intended to be interpreted within the coordinate
system of the coarsest AMR level, Ω0. A cell c = (l, i) is
said to be within spatial selection θ iff C

(
i, rl
)
∈ θ, that is,

iff its coordinates fall within the spatial selection box when
coarsened down to the coarsest AMR level. We denote the
set of all possible spatial selections over Ω as ΘΩ.

Definition 7 An AMR query-driven analysis is a function
QΩ : IV × ΘΩ → P (σ(Ω)× V) defined as QΩ(I, θ) =
{(c, v) ∈ σ(Ω) × V | U(c) ∧ c within θ ∧ v ∈ I}, where
V is a value domain set in Ω and IV is a set of all intervals in
V.

That is, for a given AMR structure Ω, a spatial selection θ
and a value interval I over a dependent variable with domain
V, the query-driven analysis function returns a set of cell-
value pairs such that 1) all cells are uncovered, 2) all cells
are within the given spatial selection, and 3) the value of the
dependent variable at each cell falls within the given value
interval. The reason we are interested only in uncovered cells
is that covered cells generally bear less-accurate values, often
computed by simply averaging down values from finer levels,
and thus are not interesting or useful.

Now we consider define the query-driven analysis QΩ(I, θ)
with an index X as an auxiliary data structure. Before for-
mally defining X , we introduce one more concept.

Definition 8 A box cover finding operation is a function Γ :
BΩ → BΩ such that Γ(Bl,k) = {Bl+1,n | R (Bl,k, r) ∩
Bl+1,n 6= ∅}
In other words, given a box Bl,k, the box cover finding op-
eration returns the set of boxes on level l + 1 such that when
the given box is refined to the next fine level, all boxes com-
prise the refined box. B is uncovered if it is either at the finest
AMR level, or all cells inB are uncovered;B is partially cov-
ered if some, but not all, of its cells are covered; andB is fully
covered if all of its cells are covered. Figure 1(b) exemplifies
all three types of boxes.

Now, we describe our AMR-aware index X as a data struc-
ture (or several data structures) that facilitates the following
operations on an AMR structure Ω: 1) fast identification of
all boxes within a given spatial selection θ; 2) fast compu-
tation of the box cover finding operation Γ(B) to identify
the uncovered/partially covered boxes from step 1, and which
cells within these boxes are uncovered; and 3) fast selection
of cells within the boxes from step 2 whose values fall within
a given value interval.

These three steps correspond to the three conjuncts in the def-
inition of query-driven analysis function QΩ given in Defini-
tion 7: we select the cells within θ, that are uncovered, and
whose values fall within I. The necessity of steps 1 and 3
is straightforward: they are required to meet the user-given
query constraints (spatial selection and value interval). Step
2, on the other hand, is needed to manage the non-uniformity
of the AMR structure. A real-world AMR structure can be
very complex, and so without the ability to quickly compute
the uncovered predicate, meeting the AMR-specific query re-
quirement of returning only uncovered matching cells is too
expensive. These three operations, then, are key to AMR-
aware query processing, and therefore form the central re-
quirements of an AMR-aware index.

3. METHOD
We now present our proposed AMR-aware parallel, in situ
indexing and querying methods in three parts. We first
present the basic hybrid indexing structure to capture spatial
and value information in the AMR hierarchy(§ Section 3.1).
Then, we discuss how to extend these methods to a parallel, in
situ context (§ Section 3.2). Finally, we discuss how to query
this AMR-aware index with a workload-balanced strategy (§
Section 3.3).

3.1 A Hybrid, AMR-aware Index
To accommodate querying AMR data with both spatial and
value-based constraints, we design a hybrid index data truc-
ture. A high-level overview is given in Figure 2. Its spatial in-
dex component consists of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
which organizes the AMR boxes into covering relations as
some AMR frameworks, such as Chombo, lack the support of
maintaining such relations. Thus, the DAG is to provide fast
retrieval of all boxes within a given spatial selection. Each



vertex in the DAG represents an AMR box, and edges be-
tween vertices refer to a box-covering relationship. The jux-
taposed value index component consists of many value index
“segments,” each covering one AMR box’s data and collec-
tively covering the whole AMR dataset. Each segment can
be built from applying any existing value indexing technique,
e.g., bitmap index [16], ALACRITY index [11], etc.

b3

b4

b2b1

b5

b6

(a)

Value Index 

Segment

Vertex/Box

 Level 1

 Level 2

 Level 3

 Level 0

b3
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b4
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Figure 2. Subfigure (a) shows a 3-level AMR hierarchy with boxes high-
lighted on each level. Subfigure (b) illustrates an AMR-aware hybrid index
built from the left AMR hierarchy.

These two index components, spatial and value-based, pro-
vide the index capabilities needed for an AMR-aware index
as laid out in the Problem Statement. The spatial component
speeds up evaluation of spatial selections, as well as identifi-
cation of uncovered cells. In contrast, the value-based com-
ponent accelerates the value interval portion of queries.

Algorithm 1: AMR Index Construction
Input : A L-level AMR Ω
Output: AMR index, X

1 //Phase I
2 X = create root box(physical domain(Ω))
3 X.add covering boxes(Ω0)
4 for ` = {0, ..., L− 2} do
5 for every box B ∈ Ω` do
6 for f = {0, ..., |Ω`+1| − 1} do
7 if B.refine ∩ Ω`+1[f ] 6= ∅ then
8 B.add covering boxes(f)
9 //Phase II

10 for every box B during the traversal of X do
11 if B is not fully covered then
12 B.vidx = build value index(B.data)
13 return X

As an initial step, we give a basic (serial, non-in situ) algo-
rithm for building a hybrid AMR-aware index in Algorithm 1.
Phase I (lines 2 to 8) builds the DAG by finding the box-
covering relationship between boxes in adjacent AMR levels
(lines 5 to 8). Phase II (lines 10 to 12) builds a value index
for each non-fully-covered box, after which the value index
segment is attached to its corresponding box (line 12).

3.2 In Situ, AMR-aware Indexing
We now explain how to build the hybrid index in a paral-
lel, in situ context; to do so, however, it is necessary to first
understand the context in which our indexing routine oper-
ates. As an AMR simulation advances its computation to each

new time step, it will dynamically regrid (some of) the mesh,
potentially generating new mesh levels, by tagging cells us-
ing error estimation criteria. During the regridding, a load-
balancing routine is invoked to assign of AMR boxes to pro-
cesses in a intelligent manner. This results in a distributed
environment with a balanced workload for the simulation to
compute its numerical solutions.

Our indexing is invoked at the end of a given time step, when
AMR data is available for indexing. Regarding the resources
for building indexes, the index generation uses the same re-
sources available to the simulation. Particularly, every pro-
cess has AMR data (e.g., boxes and data) with approximate
size, and also has the whole AMR boxes for efficient compu-
tation purpose. This is observed in simulation infrastructures,
such as Chombo [1].

We provide a high-level overview of our three-phase in situ
indexing in Algorithm 2. In the spatial index building phase,
a scattered DAG is generated on each process. The value
index building phase generates value indexes for local AMR
data and attaches them to their corresponding boxes. Finally,
all processes write their local indexes to an aggregated index.

Algorithm 2: In situ AMR Indexing
Input : A L-level global AMR hierarchy, Ω
Input : Distributed AMR data on process p, Ωp

Output: Persisted AMR index, X
1 all processes (in parallel) do
2 for ` = {0, ..., L− 2} do //I. Spatial Index Building
3 for B`,k ∈ Ω`,p do //Ω`,p is local boxes on level `
4 g = modified binary search(Bl,k,X`+1) for

i = {g.lb, ..., g.ub} do
5 if B`,k.refine ∩ Ω`+1[i] 6= ∅ then
6 B`,k.add covering boxes(i)
7 for ` = {0, ..., L− 1} do //II. Value Index Building
8 H = [0, ...m`,p − 1] //mapping array
9 M` = {Ω`,p[0]}

10 for i = {1, ..., |Ω`,p| − 1} do
11 j = |M`| − 1
12 if mergeable(Ω`,p[i],M`[j]) then
13 M`[j] = Ω`,p[i] ∪M`[j]
14 else
15 append Ω`,p[i] to M`

16 update all i in H to |M`| − 1
17 Ω`,p = M`

18 G` = sync to global mapping(H)
19 if ` > 0 then
20 update covering boxes(M`−1, B`−1, G`)
21 build value index on each level(M`, G`)
22 write index collectively(M) //III. Index Write

Spatial Index Building
When scaling the basic indexing method given in Algorithm 1
to an in situ, large-scale context, we identify the box cover
finding operation Γ, the essence of which is to find covering
boxes between any two consecutive levels, as a performance
bottleneck. Specifically, the cost of running the two-level for



loop used to implement Γ (lines 5 to 8) in Algorithm 1 is con-
siderably high as the number of boxes becomes large. Thus,
our effort at this phase primarily focuses on optimizing this
operation in an in situ context.

Without loss of generality, assuming we have two successive
AMR level boxes on any process p: Ω`,p and Ω`+1, where
Ω`,p is the `-level data that are assigned to process p, and
Ω`+1 = ∪m`+1−1

j=0 B`+1,j , where m`+1 is total number boxes
on level ` + 1. Note that Ω`+1 is available to any process
because it is observed in AMR libraries, such as Chombo.

Toward pruning the full scan of Ω`+1 to a subset scan, we
take advantage of two insights. First, the small ends (bottom-
left points) of all boxes at any level are commonly sorted
in lexicographic order in AMR frameworks; let sequence
X` = {x0, ..., xm`−1} represent the small ends in this order.
Second, if two boxes are overlapping, the interval of these two
boxes on each dimension (particularly, the first dimension we
consider in this optimization) needs to overlap as well.

Taking the above two properties together, we expect to find a
range (denoted as g = [lb, ub]) in Ω`+1 for any given coarse-
level box B`,k, such that any `+ 1-level box within the range
could potentially overlap with B`,k, and any box out of the
range never overlaps with B`,k. Searching for ub and lb is
performed by a slightly-modified standard binary search on
the sorted sequence X`. Although, the asymptotic complexity
of our optimized method remains the same as that of the two
for-loop operation, the practical run time is much smaller due
to the pruned search space.

Building Value Index
As before, the second indexing phase concerns building the
value-based portion of the hybrid index. However, this time,
our parallel, in situ algorithm bears the additional optimiza-
tion of performing box merging to improve index quality.

Back in Algorithm 1, we built one value index segment per
AMR box. However, when faced with, e.g., millions of boxes
(and thus millions of value index segments), such a highly
“fragmented” index would produce poor performance [14].

Thus, we “de-fragment” the indexes to yield a query-
optimized AMR-aware index. Our main idea is to merge the
indexes belonging to contiguous boxes on the same AMR
level to reduce the number of index segments. The ques-
tion, however, is to determine whether boxes are mergeable or
not, because merging arbitrary (non-contiguous) boxes would
lead to indexing non-continuous data with holes. Thus, we
define two boxes, B1 and B2, are mergeable iff the resultant
box Br, such that Br = B1 ∪ B2 and Br \ B1 \ B2 = ∅.
Note that, we exclude the fully covered boxes from the merg-
ing procedure to avoid unnecessary computation. Also, we
merge the boxes on the same process to avoid expensive com-
munications between processes.

The pseudocode of our scalable box merging approach for an
AMR level is shown from lines 8 to 17 in Algorithm 2. A
box array M` temporarily keeps the currently merged boxes
during the entire merge procedure (line 9). A mapping array
H is used as an array-based union-find structure to store the

mapping from original boxes to merged boxes (line 8). For in-
stance, H[i] = j indicates the original box i becomes the jth
box in the merged box array, M`. The search for mergeable
boxes occurs only on local boxes. If there are two boxesBj in
the M` and Bi in the Ω`,p, are detected as mergeable boxes,
then the jth box in the array M is updated to the merged box
of Bj and Bi, meaning Bi fuses into Bj (line 13). Mean-
while, all boxes that were mapped to box i are updated to
mapping to the new box j (line 16). If these two boxes are
not mergeable, Bi just simply appends to the end of the M`

(line 15). Similarly, all boxes that were mapped to box i now
map to the new array index of box i (line 16). Note that the
mergeable determination only occurs between a current box
in Ω`,p and the last box in M` (line 9) because the small ends
of boxes are in sorted order.

After the box merging, we must go back and update the DAG
computed in the first phase, substituting in the newly-merged
boxes. To do so, we build a global mapping structure from
original to merged boxes by synchronizing all the local map-
pings generated by each process (line 18). Then, each merged
box’s cover relation is re-established by converting the union
of covering box sets of original boxes to a new covering box
set using the global mapping (line 20).

Similarly to the Algorithm 1, we then conclude this phase by
building the actual value indexes for each (now-merged) box
level by level. However, this time, each process concurrently
generates value indexes on only its local data. This indepen-
dent process-by-process index generation thus does not in-
cur any communication among processes, but requires a last
phase to collect the distributed index segments into a global
shared index structure.

Finally, every process first collects the metadata of the global
index (the new merged boxes), which consists of the write
offset and the total write size, by performing the MPI scan
and MPI Allreduce operations. All the processes then collec-
tively write a global index.

3.3 Scalable AMR-index-aware Querying
We now discuss using the hybrid AMR-aware index for exe-
cuting queries consisting of a spatial selection θ and a value
constraint I, in parallel, post-processing context. A query’s
output is a list of cell-value tuples (c = (l, i), v), in which
cells are all uncovered as stated in Section 2

Our basic querying strategy is a three-stage AMR box prun-
ing process, applied level-by-level. First, an input “candi-
date” set of boxes is reduced to only those intersecting θ (the
initial candidate set contains just the root box). Next, value
based index segment are used to select cells matching the
value constraint. After this, the DAG is consulted again to
eliminate any covered cells from the result. Finally, we con-
tinue recursion to the next level, forming the new candidate
set by following the covering relationship from current level
boxes that intersect θ, until all levels are visited. Note that θ
is refined accordingly when the query processing advances to
a new level, in order to match the coordinate system.

We parallelize the basic query approach by partitioning the
workload. An initial approach would be to partition θ equally



Algorithm 3: Parallel AMR-aware Query Process
Input : Query constraints: θ and I
Output: A collection of tuples, T

1 all processes assigned with boxes (in parallel) do
2 RR,L = load refine ratios and level num()
3 B = load root box()
4 for ` = {−1, ..., L− 1} do
5 Bs = process spatial selection(B, θ)
6 Bp = distribute boxes(Bs)
7 if ` 6= L− 1 then
8 CBp = load covering boxes(Bp)
9 B = aggregate boxes(CBp)

10 for every box b ∈ Bp do
11 idxMeta = load index metadata(b)
12 R = value processing(idxMeta, I)
13 filter covered cells(b, b.covering boxes,R)

T = T ∪ P
14 θ = refine(θ, ` == −1 ? 1 : RR[`])
15 return Υ

across all p processes. While a reasonable approach for uni-
form grids, the adaptive nature of AMR would likely result in
a highly-skewed workload under this strategy. For example,
one process might have boxes only to a middle level, whereas
another process might have boxes to the finest level. This
would result in severe load imbalance.

To deal with this, we adopt a more balanced workload dis-
tribution strategy, wherein processes communicate to evenly
distribute candidate box sets for each level. This strategy
is realized in Algorithm 3. The aggregate boxes function
performs an MPI all-to-all operation to make all boxes to
be processed available to every process (line 9). Then, the
distribute boxes function assigns t/p boxes to each process,
where t is the total number of boxes at one level (line 6).
This effectively balances the number of boxes on each pro-
cess, which is especially in cases where some processes have
very large number of covered boxes, but other processes do
not. Note that the final step of Algorithm 3, querying the in-
dex segments on lines 13 and 14, is treated generically here,
as this task is handled by the particular value-based indexing
technique employed.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Experimental Setup
We conduct all evaluations on the “Edison” supercomputer at
the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center
(NERSC). We implement our indexing and query framework
based on the Chombo block-structured AMR framework [1],
a popular framework used by many scientific applications.
We use the HDF5 I/O library for writing our AMR index be-
cause not only is HDF5 one of widely-used I/O frameworks,
but it also has a hierarchical data model which fits the AMR
structure. Last, we leverage ALACRITY, a lightweight value
indexing technique, as our value index component.

4.2 AMR-aware Indexing Evaluation
Scalability of AMR-aware Indexing

Performance of in situ indexing has to scale well as the index-
ing phase will run concurrently with distributed simulations
that are already using large numbers of processors. To show
the impact of our indexing, we have performed both strong
and weak scalability studies. We conduct our experiments us-
ing the Chombo I/O benchmark, which provides a real in situ
context to our indexing [6]. We configure the benchmark to
perform 2D and 3D simulations, which are common in many
applications. In the weak scaling experiment, each MPI pro-
cess is assigned ≈40MB and ≈35MB of data in size for the
2D and 3D runs, respectively, by Chombo’s load balancing
function. In the strong scaling experiment, the size of total
produced data is kept constant at ≈325GB and ≈285GB for
entire 2D and 3D runs, respectively. Note that we repeat the
value index building ten times, simulating indexing for ten
data variables.
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Figure 3. Weak scaling performance of the AMR-aware indexing with
≈40MB and 35MB data size per-process (total 650GB and 570GB) for 2D
and 3D runs, respectively.
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Figure 4. Strong scaling performance of the AMR-aware indexing with total
≈ 325GB and 285GB data size for 2D and 3D runs, respectively.

We show the execution time of indexing with weak scaling
in Figure 3, increasing the number of processes from 1K to
16K using 2D and 3D configurations. Without the index write
time included in the execution time, we observe a relatively
constant performance. A slight increase at larger scales is
due to the spatial index building time. In the box cover find-
ing step, the narrowed search space (a subset of the fine-level
boxes) grows as we double the problem size and the num-
ber of processes in this experiment. As shown in Fig. 3 (a),
slightly increased communication cost during the index build-
ing phase also contributes the small increase in the execution
time. Overall, the computation cost of our AMR-aware index
building scales well with the increased number of processes.
The size of the index varies between 60% and 110% of the
original data, with compression turned on. We also show the
I/O time in writing the indexes in Figure 3, which increases
as the problem size increases, as expected.

We show the strong scaling performance in Figure 4. We ob-
serve that the indexing time becomes nearly half when the
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Figure 5. The overhead of the AMR-aware, in situ indexing in a BISICLES
run for consecutive 90 time-steps. Subfigure (a) and (b) show percentage of
indexing (CPU) and end-to-end (CPU + I/O) time added on original BISI-
CLES time, respectively.

number of processes is doubled. As observed with the weak
scaling test, the time for building the spatial index does not
reduce at the same pace as that for building the value index
component as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The search space on the
fine-level boxes in the box cover finding remains the same
with scaling the number of processes becomes twice. De-
spite that, we still observe a decrease in time spent building
the spatial index, as the number of boxes involved in the box
cover finding per process is reduced by half when the num-
ber of processes doubles. The communication cost, is almost
negligible due to the total box mapping size being relatively
small. From these scaling studies, we observe that our value
index build component has nearly perfect scaling due to our
communication-avoiding strategy.

Overhead of In Situ Indexing
To evaluate the overhead of in situ indexing, we use an ex-
isting Chombo-based AMR ice sheet modeling code, BISI-
CLES [8]. We integrate our indexing algorithm directly into
a trunk version of BISICLES. We conduct this experiment
simulating the continental ice sheet of Antarctica, where the
simulation begins with a 768x768 coarse mesh and generates
AMR refined levels up to 6 levels using a refinement ratio
of 2. Our indexing algorithm is invoked at every time step
for the variable “dThicknessDT” (representing ice thickness
change) during the simulation run, producing one index file
per time step. Meanwhile, after every time step, the simu-
lation writes a subset of its data into an HDF5 plot file for
visualization and analysis purposes. We run the simulation
with 1500 processes.

We show the computational and the end-to-end overheads of
index generation on the simulation in Figure 5. The end-to-
end overhead includes both the computational and the I/O
overhead. We observe that the overheads are negligible. The
computation overhead is in the range of 0.01% (shown in
5(a)), and the end-to-end overhead is typically around 1%
(5(b)). The spikes in the end-to-end overhead is due to the
inconsistent I/O performance. Overall, the overhead of our
indexing is small, which is necessary for generating indexes
in an in situ fashion.

Effectiveness of AMR-awareness in Indexing
We now demonstrate the effectiveness of our AMR-aware in
situ indexing by comparing a non-AMR-aware in situ index-
ing, which needs flattening of the AMR structure to a uniform
mesh at the finest resolution. We use ALACRITY indexing
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Figure 6. Performance (subfigure (a)) and storage increase (subfigure (b))
comparison between our AMR-aware in situ indexing and a non-AMR-aware
in situ indexing, flattening.

on the flattened uniform grid. The major difference between
these two indexing is that our indexing operates directly on
the AMR structure, as opposed to the flattening approach,
which runs on an AMR-refined uniform mesh.

Figure 6 shows our AMR-aware indexing consistently out-
performs the flattening method for two metrics: total in-
dexing time, representing the in situ performance overhead,
and storage requirement increase (index size divided by the
original AMR size), indicating the run-time memory foot-
print requirement. Our AMR-aware indexing approach runs
achieves a maximum of 12.4x speedup over non-AMR-aware
approach. At 16K scale, our approach outperforms existing
technique by ≈ 5.5x. The storage overhead with the tradi-
tional non-AMR-aware approach is obviously significantly
higher. At 16K scale, the storage overhead is ≈ 6x more than
our approach.

4.3 AMR-index-aware Querying Evaluation
We now evaluate the scalable AMR-aware querying based on
indexes produced by experiments described in Section 4.2 All
queries we execute in this section have a spatial selection and
a value interval constraint. For the purpose of demonstrating
scalability, we instruct our query engine to return a list of
cells, rather than tuples. Time reported in this section is the
maximum querying time across all processes.
Querying scalability
We evaluate performance of querying 2D data in two aspects:
increasing process number from 32 to 1024 (in 2x incre-
ments) with a fixed querying selectivity of 1%, and increasing
the selectivity with a fixed number of processes (i.e., 256 pro-
cesses). Note that using up to 1024 processes as our query-
ing demonstration is sufficient as the analysis scale is often
much smaller than the data producing scale. Furthermore, to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our index defragmentation,
we conduct the same queries for four different levels of box
merging. From the coarsest to the finest level, they are origi-
nal aggregation, in which one value index segment associates
with one original AMR box; low, medium, and high aggrega-
tions, in which one value index segment is in association with
at most two, four, and unlimited original boxes along each di-
mension, respectively.

Figures 7 report the query performance over the four index
aggregation levels for 2D datasets. In the fixed-selectivity
experiments (subfigures 7(a)), we observe the query perfor-
mance continuously improves with increasing process num-
ber. As the number of available boxes to be processed by
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Figure 7. Scalable query performance with a fixed query selectivity of 1%
(subfigure 7 (a)) and a fixed process number of 256 (subfigure 7 (b)) at four
index aggregation levels.

each process saturates at 512 processes, the improvement
stalls, showing that the querying for this dataset scales up to
512 processes. In the fixed-concurrency experiments (subfig-
ure 7 (b)), the query time grows as the increase of the query
selectivity, which indicates the workload on each process in-
creases as the result of the increasing querying coverage. We
note that lines with low, medium, and high index aggregations
become slightly flat when the selectivity increases. This is
because the additional boxes retrieved by the increased selec-
tivity are handled concurrently by processes with light work-
load, which leads to an unchanged overall query time. We
also observe that in most cases, as the index aggregation level
increases, the query speed is improving (up to 5.4x improve-
ment compared to original aggregation). As we increase the
index aggregation level (in other words, decrease the number
of value index segments), the number of reads invoked during
the query processing decreases, resulting in lower time.
Effectiveness of AMR-index-aware Querying
We now demonstrate the advantage of our AMR-aware
querying method compared to a non-AMR-aware approach,
referred as scan approach. As the name suggests, in the scan
approach, each process reads AMR data into memory and
performs a sequential scan level by level to verify the condi-
tions of a given query. In order to filter the covered cells from
the temporary results, each process performs a box cover-
finding operation by using the two for-loop approach shown
in Algorithm 1.

As shown in Figure 8, we observe that the new AMR-aware
query approach is up to 500x faster than the scan approach,
which justifies our effort of developing an AMR-aware in-
dex. Surprisingly, a key factor in slowing the scan approach
is not from loading the entire AMR data as we expected. In-
stead, it is the box cover-finding operation, which takes most
time. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our optimized
box cover-finding operation.

5. RELATED WORK
Indexing is frequently a key strategy employed to speed up
query processing over large datasets. Indexing can commonly
be split into spatial and value indexing, in support of spatial-
and value-based constraints in queries, respectively. Yet, in-
dexing and query techniques for AMR data are virtual unex-
plored in the literature.

More generically (i.e., not AMR-specific), numerous value
indexing techniques in scientific community have been de-
veloped. FastBit [16] is a state-of-the-art bitmap indexing
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Figure 8. Speedup of our AMR-aware querying over the scan approach for
2D and 3D AMR.

library used by many scientific applications, offering WAH
bitmap compression as its key feature to overcome explo-
sive index size growth under high-cardinality scientific data.
Recent work has demonstrated storage light-weight index al-
ternatives, such as ALACRITY or hyperdyadic tree indexes
[4, 11]. These techniques further have been shown to operate
in a parallel and/or in situ context [7, 9, 12, 14, 15]. Unfortu-
nately, none of these value indexing works are AMR-aware.
Nonetheless, our proposed AMR-aware indexing and query
approach leverages these existing work, seamlessly integrat-
ing any existing value indexing technique.

Spatial indexing, in contrast, deals with accelerating queries
over geometry and objects in a coordinate space. The R-tree
and its variants [2, 10] are among the most common spatial
index structures; these function by recursively decomposing
the entire spatial domain into a tree of nested bounding vol-
umes, with spatial objects then collected into the leaf nodes.
Though seemingly applicable to an AMR grid hierarchy, it
turns out that the one-to-many tree-based structure of these
and related spatial indexes is not a perfect match. Instead,
AMR boxes exhibit a many-to-many covering relationship.
Though methods exist in field of visualization to convert a
many-to-many hierarchy to one-to-many [13], these substan-
tially increase the number of tree nodes. However, managing
the multiplicity of nodes (AMR boxes) already represents a
scalability challenge. Instead, we propose the use of a more
general DAG spatial structure to model this type of hierarchy.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we formally define, and then solve, the scalable
query-driven analysis problem on block-structured AMR.
Our proposed method consists of two parts, a massive paral-
lel, in situ indexing and a scalable post-processing query. We
minimize the performance disturbance of our in situ index-
ing by exploiting AMR boxes’ lexicographical order in the
AMR library infrastructure. Further, we optimize the index
quality using a parallel, decentralized, user-controllable box
merging approach. On the query side, we develop an AMR-
index-aware querying with a workload balancing approach.

Our results show that our AMR-aware indexing and query-
ing is up to 12.4x and 500x faster than non-AMR-aware in-
dexing and querying. We show scalability up to 16,384 and
1,024 cores on the Edison supercomputer for our indexing
and querying, respectively, demonstrating the viability of our
AMR-aware analysis framework for large-scale, parallel sci-
entific exploration. Additionally, we measure the overhead of
our in situ indexing within the BISICLES ice sheet modeling



code, demonstrating its impact on the simulation run to be
negligible.
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